CASES ON SURETYSHIP

CHAPTER I

NATURE AND FORM OF THE CONTRACT

SECTION 1. AT COMMON LAW‘

1. JENNINGS v. HATLEY, Yelvcrton 20.’

Court of Queen’s Bench, Mich. Term, 44 and 45 Eliz.

Oral promise to pay debt of another, good at common law.

Consideration, suﬂiciency of to support such promise.

CASES ON SURETYSHIP

The plaintiff declared that such a day and year he recov-

ered against one Basset in the Common Pleas in an action of

debt on a bond of 501. and upon that recovery he took forth a

special cap. utlagat. for the body, goods and land of Basset; and

shewed the tenor of that writ specially, and the defendant per-

ceiving the plaintiff intended to serve the said writ on the goods

CHAPTER I

of the said Basset, desired the plaintiff to stay the execution of

the said writ till such a day; and if Basset did not that day pay

the plaintiff the 501. in consideration of such stay of execution of

the said writ, and for 2s. 4d. to be given the defendant by the

NATURE AND FORM OF THE CONTRACT

plaintiff for renewal of the said writ of capias, the defendant

promised, if Basset by the day limited did not pay the 501. that he

would pay it the plaintiff: and alleged in facto the stay of the

SECTION 1. AT COMMON LAW'
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execution at the defendant's request, and the giving of the 2s. 4d.

for the renewal of the said writ, and that Basset did not pay

1.

the 501. at the day, &c. to his damage 100 marks, and upon non

assumpsit pleaded it was found for the plaintiff: and it was

JENNINGS v. HATLEY, Yelverton 20.'
Court of Queen's Bench, Mich. Term, 44 and 45 Eliz.

alleged in arrest of judgment, that the consideration is not good,

Oral promise to pay debt of another, good at common law.
Consideration, sufficiency of to suj>port such promise.

but void and against law: for the capias utlagal. is the queen’s

‘It was not necessary at common law that the contract of a surety or

guarantor should be in writing. Brandt on Suretyship & Guaranty, § 37.

’S. C. Cro. Eliz. 909.

The plaintiff declared that such a day and year he recovered against one Basset in the Common Pleas in an action of
debt on a bond of 50/. and upon that recovery he took forth a
special cap. ullagat. for the body, goods and land of Basset; and
shewed the tenor of that writ specially, and the defendant perceiving the plaintiff intended to serve the said writ on the goods
of the said Basset, desired the plaintiff to stay the execution of
the said writ till such a day; and if Basset did not that day pay
the plaintiff the 5o/. in consideration of such stay of execution of
the said writ, and for 2s. 4d. to be given the defendant by the
plaintiff for renewal of the said writ of capias, the defendant
promised, if Basset by the day limited did not pay the 5o/. that he
would pay it the plaintiff: and alleged in facto the stay of the
execution at the defendant's request, and the giving of the 2s. 4d.
for the renewal of the said writ, and that Basset did not pay
the 5ol. at the day, &c. to his damage 100 marks, and upon non
assumpsit pleaded it was found for the plaintiff: and it was
alleged in arrest of judgment, that the consideration is not good,
but void and against law: for the capias utlagaJ. is the queen's
'It was not necessary at common law that the contract of a surety or
guarantor should be in writing. Brandt on Suretyship & Guaranty, § 37.
'S. C. Cro. Eliz. 909.
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2
suit; and therefore a promise made in consideration to stay the

queen’s suit is not good: for if goods are stolen from J. S. and

suit; and therefore a promise made in consideration to stay the
queen's suit is not good: for if goods are stolen from J. S. and
a stranger promises that in consideration J. S. will not prosecute
any indictment against him who stole them, that he will give him
so much money, this is a void promise; for it is in hindrance of
the queen's justice and benefit: But by Gawdy, Fenner and Yelverton the consideration is .good : for this capia1S utla.gat. issued
upon the original suit of the party, so the benefit which the queen
is to have is by means of the party, and he is at the charge of
suing it forth, and hath the carriage of the writ: and if the party
is taken he shall be in execution at the suit of him who recovered; and if the queen by virtue of the capias utlagat. has any
goods, she is to satisfy the party at whose suit the outlawry
came; but nota, Popham contra in the case supra; for it is merely
the queen's suit, which the party neither can, nor ought to delay:
for the queen's attorney may take such goods, although he that
recovered will not sue for them. But judgment for the
plaintiff according to the opinion of the three justices. And in
this case it was said to be adjudged between Gamons and Layton,
that if a man is taken on a capias 11tlagat. after judgment, he is in
execution for the party; and if he escapes, although he was taken
at the queen's suit, yet the party has such an interest in the body,
that he shall have escape against the sheriff. Quod nota; Yelverton was of counsel with the plaintiff.

a stranger promises that in consideration J. S. will not prosecute

any indictment against him who stole them, that he will give him

so much money, this is a void promise; for it is in hindrance of

the queen’s justice and beneﬁt: But by Gawdy, Fenner and Yel-

_ verton the consideration is.good: for this cap-ias utlagat. issued

upon the original suit of the party, so the beneﬁt which the queen

is to have is by means of the party, and he is at the charge of

suing it forth, and hath the carriage of the writ: and if the party

is taken he shall be in execution at the suit of him who recov-

ered; and if the queen by virtue of the capias utlagat. has any

goods, she is to satisfy the party at whose suit the outlawry

came; but nota, Popham contra in the case supra; for it is merely

the queen’s suit, which the party neither can, nor ought to delay:

for the queen’s attorney may take such goods, although he that

recovered will not sue for them. But judgment for the

plaintiff according to the opinion of the three justices. And in

this case it was said to be adjudged between Garnons and Layton,

that if a man is taken on a capias utlagat. after judgment, he is in
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execution for the party; and if he escapes, although he was taken

at the queen’s suit, yet the party has such an interest in the body,

that he shall have escape against the sheriff. Quod nota; Yelver-

ton was of counsel with the plaintiff.

!‘

FISH v. RICHARDSON, Yelverton 55.“

Court of King’s Bench, Mich. Term, 2 ]ac.

Oral promise of executor to pay debt of testator good at com-

mon law.

Consideration, forbearance suﬁicient to support such promisc.

The case was such: Fish had a debt owing to him by the

testator Richardson on a simple contract: and came to the de-

fendant and told him of it; who said, that if the plaintiff would

forbear suit against him for a time, he promised to pay him; it is

a good promise in law; for although the defendant might wage

his law in an action brought against him by the law, because it is

FISH v. RICHARDSON', Yelverton 55.1
Court of King's Bench, Mich. Term, :l Jae.

2.

of another’s contract; yet in law such debt on simple contract re-

mains a debt, and is not absolved by the testator’s death: And

according to the book Io Hen. 6 an action of debt lies against the

Oral promise of e.i:crntor to pay debt of tfslator good at com-

“ S. C. sub. nom. Fisher v. Richardson, Cro. Iac. 47.

11101&

lait•.

Consideration, forbearance sufficic11t to support such prcnnisc.
The case was such : Fish had a debt owing to him by the
testator Richardson on a simple contract : and came to the defendant and told him of it; who said, that if the plaintiff would
forbear suit against him for a time, he promised to pay him; it is
a good promise in law ; for although the defendant might wage
his law in an action brought against him by the law, because it is
of another's contract; vet in law such debt on simple contract remains a debt, and is ~ot absolved by the testator's death: And
according to the book IO Hen. 6 an action of debt lies against the
• S. C. sub. nom. Fisher v. Richardson, Cro.
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executor for it; and if he plead to it, and doth not demur upon

3

PF.TRI KE:X \'. BALDY

the declaration, judgment shall be given against him; and the court

executor for it; and if he plead to it, and doth not demur upon
the declaration, judgment shall be given against him; and the court
ex-officio will not abate it without the challenge of the party; but
if the heir promises on forbearance of suit to pay such debt, yet
no assumpsit lies against him; for there is no consideration, because the heir is liabl~ to no debt without specialty.

e.r-oﬁ’icio will not abate it without the challenge of the party; but

if the heir promises on forbearance of suit to pay such debt, yet

no assumpsit lies against him; for there is no consideration, be-

cause the heir is liable to no debt without specialty. '

3. PETRIKEN v. BALDY, 7 W. 81 S. 429.

Supreme Court, Pennsylvania, 1844.

Oral promise to pay debt of another must be eslablislxcd by

elear and e.1-gligjt ;;;»1'¢¢;|¢g.

Error to the Common Pleas of Columbia county.

Peter Baldy against Dr. David Petriken.

This was an action of assumpsit to recover a debt due by

PETRIKEN v. BALDY, 7 W. & S. 429-

Francis T he laintiff, upon the promise of the defendant

Supreme Court, Pennsylvania,

to pay it in consideration o orbearance.

18+4.

Ihe plainti§ offered in evidence an item of charge in his book,

Oral pro1nise to pay debt of another must be established by
fl.ear aud e.i-(Jljcjt evidence.

in the account of the defendant, “21 July 1831 amount answered

-

for Hugh Laughlin $2.89,” with proof by the clerk who made the

entry, that he would not have made it without the defendant's

Error to the Common Pleas of Columbia county.
Peter Baldy against Dr. David Petriken.
This was an action of ctssttme?.it to recover a debt due b_y
Francis T
he laintiff, upon the promise of the defendant
t2 pay it in consideration o orbearance.
The plaintiff offered in evidence an item of charge in his book,
in the account of the defendant, "21 July 1831 amount answered
for Hugh Laughlin $2.&)," with proof by the clerk who made the
entry, that he would not have made it without the defendant's
direction, that this was his invariable mode of making such entries, both as regards the defendant and other persons. The defendant objected. The court overruled the objection and sealed
a bill of exceptions.
The evidence of the assumption by the defendant was given
by the clerk of the plaintiff as follows:
"The account was shown to Dr. Petriken iri the forepart of
Oct. 1830, on or after the 5th of Oct. 1830. I was clerking for
:Mr. Baldy at the time; he was absent in the city purchasing goods;
before he went to the city, he gave me ·a charge respecting some of
the contractors on the Pennsylvania Canal line that had been dealing with us; the esti_m ate was to have been drawn while he would
be absent. Among the contractors indebted to Baldy at that time
was Francis Tully, and the principal one I was charged with attending to. I was directed to call on Dr. Petriken for the amount
of this bill, having been assumed by him on the morning the estimate was to be paid over to the contractors. I came out to make
some inquiry about these persons indebted to Mr. Baldy, and I
conversed with a number of persons about the probability of the
estimate being paid that day. I met Dr. Petriken, asked him about
some of the contractors, and told hi~ I was directed by Baldy to

direction, that this was his invariable mode of making such en- '
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tries, both as regards the defendant and other persons. The de-

fendant objected. The court overruled the objection and sealed

a bill of exceptions.

The evidence of the assumption by the defendant was given

by the clerk of the plaintiff as follows:

“The account was shown to Dr. Petriken in the forepart of

Oct. 1830, on or after the 5th of Oct. 1830. I was clerking for

Mr. Baldy at the time ; he was absent in the city purchasing goods ;

before he went to the city, he gave me a charge respecting some of

the contractors on the Pennsylvania Canal line that had been deal-

ing with us; the estimate was to have been drawn while he would

be absent. Among the contractors indebted to Baldy at that time

was Francis Tully, and the principal one I was charged with at-

tending to. I was directed to call on Dr. Petriken for the amount

of this bill, having been assumed by him on the morning the esti-

mate was to be paid over to the contractors. I came out to make

some inquiry about these persons indebted to Mr. Baldy, and I

conversed with a number of persons about the probability of the

estimate being paid that day. I met Dr. Petriken, asked him about

some of the contractors, and told him_ I was directed by Baldy to
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call on him for the amount of this bill against Tully. I had not

the bill with me; he (the Doctor) replied that I had better attend

call on him for the amount of this bill against Tully. I had not
the bill with me ; he (the Doctor) replied that I had better attend
to some other accounts ; that there were other accounts that were
much more in danger of being lost ; that he and Baldy would fix
that themselves ;that Francis Tully could not draw any.money from
the Canal Commissioners ; that the money came through his (the
Doctor's) hands; that he had the drawing of the money in that
contract. This was the substance of the conversation at the
corner, and I returned to the store. On the same day and about
the middle of the day, the Doctor called in at the store and asked
to see the bill against Francis Tully, and I handed him this bill.
this very paper in my own handwriting. He took it and added
it up; it had been added up to $274.520 at the date 28th Sept.
1830; from that date to 5th Oct., inclusive, there had been five
charges made that was not added up ; that he footed up, making
the amount $J43.52~. He noted the amount down on a letter
or piece of paper and took it with him. The Doctor put this same
amount down in pencil on this account ; the marks are here yet.
He only wanted the amount, I was going to show him the items.
He replied he only wanted the amount of the account. I showed
this account to Francis Tully, before I saw the Doctor at the
corner; it was shown to him at different times and also that day
of the estimate; he admitted it to be correct. He never paid it nor
anybody else."
The defendant requested the court to instruct the jury that
the evidence, taken to be true, is not sufficient to charge the defendant with the debt. llut the court was of a different opinion,
and submitted the evidence to the jury, who rendered a verdict
for the plaintiff(
Cortrby and Green,ough for plaintiff in error.
Cooper and Bellas, contra.

to some other accounts; that there were other accounts that were

much more in danger of being lost; that he and Baldy would ﬁx

that themselves ;that Francis Tully could not draw any.money from

the Canal Commissioners; that the money came through his (the

Doctor’s) hands; that he had the drawing of the money in that

contract. This was the substance of the conversation at the

corner, and I returned to the store. On the same day and about

the middle of the day, the Doctor called in at the store and asked

to see the bill against Francis Tully, and I handed him this bill.

this very paper in my own handwriting. He took it and added

it up; it had been added up to $274.52V2 at the date 28th Sept.

1830; from that date to 5th Oct., inclusive, there had been ﬁve

charges made that was not added up; that he footed up, making

the amount $343.52;/4. He noted the amount down on a letter

or piece of paper and took it with him. The Doctor put this same

amount down in pencil on this account; the marks are here yet.

He only wanted the amount, I was going to show him the items.

He replied he only wanted the amount of the account. I showed
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this account to Francis Tully, before I saw the Doctor at the

corner; it was shown to him at different times and also that day

of the estimate; he admitted it to be correct. He never paid it nor

anybody else.”

The defendant requested the court to instruct the jury that

the evidence, taken to be true, is not sufficient to charge the de-

fendant with the debt. But the court was of a different opinion,

and submitted the evidence to the jury, who rendered a verdict

for the plaintiff:

Cornby and Greenough for plaintif f in error.

C ooper and Bellas, contra.

The opinion of the court was delivered by

ROGERS, J.—It has been frequently regretted that the fourth

clause of the Statute of Frauds, 29 Car. 2. ch. 3, which requires

J that to charge a person for the debt, default or miscarriage of

another, the agreement should be in writing, was not extended to

this State. In Pennsylvania, however, the law is otherwise, for

such agreements may be proved by parol; but as a protection

against fraud, it is required that the evidence of the promise

%§l‘lOuld be clear and explicit, that there should be no room to sus-

pect mistake, misapprehension, or any unfairness in the trans-

action. The ﬁrst objection is contained in the ﬁrst bill of excep-

The opinion of the court was delivered by
ROGERS, J.-It has been frequently regretted that the fourth
clause of the Statute of Frauds, 29 Car. 2. ch. 3, which requires
} that to charge a person for the debt, default or miscarriage of
another, the agreement should be in writing, was not extended to
this State. In Pennsylvania, however, the law is otherwise, for
such agreements may be proved by parol ; but as a protection
against fraud, it is required that the evidence of the promise
...ti.J.hould be clear and explicit, that there should be no room to suslfpect mistake, misapprehension, or any unfairness in the transaction. The first objection is contained in the first bill of excep-
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tions. It is the charge in the book account, against the defendant,

of the assumption of the debt of Hugh Laughlin. It is not pre-

tions. It is the charge in the book account, against the defendant,
of the assumption of the debt of Hugh Laughlin. It is not pretended that this is such an item as is properly chargeable in a book
account, but it is insisted that with the aid derivable from the clerk
who made the entry, it was properly received in evidence. * * *
\Ve think the testimon · enf
ncertain and unsatisfactory.
t 1s not unreasonable to require clear and explicit proo o t e
agreement ; and this is absolute} necessar to
ard a ainst
fraud. If by an inspection o t e book he had remembered that the
entry was made on the authority of the defendant, it would be a
different question, for the book is only important as a means of
refreshing the memory of the witness. But, unfortunately, he
has no recollection whatever of it. And the only evidence of the
agreement is an inference, which he derives from the fact that
it is his handwriting, and his belief that he never put such charges
in the books without the direction of the person who had assumed
to pay.
In connection with this is the charge of the court in relation
to the assumption of the debt against Francis Tully. It is alleged
that the defendant assumed to pay this bill. That Tully was indebted to the plaintiff, would not seem to be questioned; but did
the defendant assume to pay the debt? * * * That there was some
understanding between the plaintiff and defendant in relation to
debt of Tully may be reasonably inferred from the evidence, but
what the contract or agreement was, nowhere appears. The money
due Tully on his contract was to come through the hands of the
defendant, but as it belonged to Tully, Dr. Petriken would have
no right to pay it to Baldy without the assent of Tully, and there
is no proof that Tully assented to any such disposition of the
money. But did the defendant make himself absolutely respon1
sible to the defendant, [plaintiff] and if so, what was the consid]
eration of the promise to pay ? Of the nature of the agreement we
arc left in the dark, and of any consideration I cannot see a par-l
ticle of proof. Of these material points we are left entirely to
conjecture. To make the defendant amenable for this debt, it is '
necessarv for the laintiff to prove, <listincth-, the a reement or
romise to a the
an
sufficient consideration. On both points the plaintiff's proof is
defective.._ In the declaration it is alleged that the promise is in
consideration of forbearance. It cannot be serioush· contended
that there was any contract made with Clayton, who ·acted as the
agent of Baldy; if his evidence proves anything. it proves a preexisting contract between Petriken an<l Baldy. It appears that

tended that this is such an item as is properly chargeable in a book

account, but it is insisted that with the aid derivable from the clerk

who made the entry, it was properly received in evidence. * * *

We think the testimon ' ent' ncertain and unsatisfactory.

t is not unreasonable to require clear and explicit proo 0 t e

agreement; and this is absolutel necessar to uard a ainst

fraud. If by an inspection of the book he had remembered that the

erﬁy was made on the authority of the defendant, it would be a

different question, for the book is only important as a means of

refreshing the memory of the witness. But, unfortunately, he

has no recollection whatever of it. And the only evidence of the

agreement is an inference, which he derives from the fact that

it is his handwriting, and his belief that he never put such charges

in the books without the direction of the person who had assumed

to pay.

In connection with this is the charge of the court in relation

to the assumption of the debt against Francis Tully. It is alleged

that the defendant assumed to pay this bill. That Tully was in-
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debted to the plaintiff, would not seem to be questioned; but did

the defendant assume to pay the debt? * * That there was some

understanding between the plaintiff and defendant in relation to

debt of Tully may be reasonably inferred from the evidence, but

what the contract or agreement was, nowhere appears. The money

due Tully on his contract was to come through the hands of the

defendant, but as it belonged to Tully, Dr. Petriken would have

no right to pay it to Baldy without the assent of Tully, and there

is no proof that Tully assented to any such disposition of the

money. But did the defendant make himself absolutely respon4\

sible to the defendant, [plaintiff] and if so, what was the consid-

eration of the promise to pay? Of the nature of the agreement we

are left in the dark, and of any consideration I cannot see a par-I

ticle of proof. Of these material points we are left entirely to

conjecture. To make the defendant amenable for this debt it is 1

necessarv for the laintiff to prove, distinctlv, the areement or

romise to a the I-J» 1- o cu- -- - - -

sufficient consideration On both points the plaintiffs proof is

defective In the declaration it is alleged that the promise is in

consideration of forbearance. 1t cannot be seriously contended

th:1t' there was any contract made with Clayton, who acted as the

agent of Baldy; if his evidence proves anything. it proves a pre-

existing contract between Petriken and Baldy. It appears that
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Tully was a sub-contractor under Petriken, and that the money,

under some arrangement, was receivable by Petriken, but that

Tully was a sub-contractor under Petriken, and that the money,
under some arrangement, was receivable by Petriken, but that
would not authorize Petriken to pay Baldy without Tully's consent, and such assent is neither shown nor alleged. Why, then,
should Petriken assume to pay this debt? What reason had he,
what motive or consideration was there moving from Baldy to
induce him to become liable for the debt of Tully, when, under the
evidence, if he paid he must do so at his own risk? We mav
readil ' b ·
does to Baldy and
Tull , he mav have been willin to le
i
i ndl at
!n co ectton of t e e he had against Tully. But beyond this:.
drawn. On neither point,
no legitimate or safe inference ca
t ere ore, oes it seem to me that the plaintiff has given such
evidence as we have a right to require, for it must be remembered,
on him is thrown the burden of proof. On another trial, the declaration may be amended so as to avoid the objections made to it.
It may be sufficient to observe, that in the other point we perceive
no error.
Judgment reversed and ·venire de noi-'o awarded.

would not authorize Petriken to pay Baldy without Tully's con-

‘ sent, and such assent is neither shown nor alleged. Why, then,

should Petriken assume to pay this debt? Vllhat reason had he,

what motive or consideration was there moving from Baldy to

induce him to become liable for the debt of Tully, when, under the

evidence, if he paid he must do so at his own risk? Vi/e mav

readil - ' b ' ' ' ' does to Baldy and

Tully, he mav have been willin to len hi '

m co ection of t e e t he had against Tully. But beyond this-,

no legitimate or safe inference can be drawn. On neither point,

t ere ore, oes it seem to me that the plaintiff has given such

evidence as we have a right to require, for it must be remembered,

on him is thrown the burden of proof. On another trial, the dec-

laration may be amended so as to avoid the objections made to it.

It may be sufficient to observe, that in the other point we perceive

no error.

Judgment reversed and zvznire de uoz~‘o awarded.

SECTION 2. UNDER THE STATUTE OF FRAUDS‘
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A. CONSTRUCTION 0F rHE ST.-\'l‘UTE.

a. Of the words “No action shall be brought.”

4. CRAIG v. VAN PELT, 3 J. I. Marshall 490.

Court of Appeals, Kentucky, 1830.

Surety cannot recover back money volrmtarily or cocreivel_'y

paid by him in response to his oral promise.

Statute does not render ora1 promise to pay debt of another

vole’, but operates only to prevent enforeement of the promise by

suit. Statute applies only while contract is cxecntory.

Opinion of the Court, by CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTSON.

SECTION 2. UNDER THE STATUTE OF FRAUDS•

Thomas Easterby, as administrator of Thomas Martin, hav-

ing obtained a judgment against John VanPelt, executor, and

A.

‘The fourth section of the Statute of Frauds, 29 Car II, chap. 3, in its

CONSTRUCTION OF THE STATUTE.

original form as given in Browne on the Statute of Frauds, 5th ed. page

648, is as follows:

a.

IV. And bee it further enacted by the Authoritie aforesaid That

4.

Of the u'Ords "No action shall be brought."
CRAIG v. VAN PELT, 3 ]. ]. Marshall 490.
Court of Appeals, Kentucky, 1830.

Surety cannot recover back money volrtntarily or coerci·vely
paid by him in response to his oral promise.
Statute docs not render oral promise to pay debt of another
<..•oid, but operates only to prevmt enforcement of the prom:ise by
suit. Statute applies only while contract is c:recutory.
Opinion of the Court, by CHIEF J USTIC~ ROBERTSON.
Thomas Easterby, as administrator of Thomas Martin, havmg obtained a judgment against John VanPelt, executor, and
• The fourth section of the Statute of Frauds, 29 Car II, chap. 3, in its
original form as given in Browne on the Statute of Frauds, 5th ed. page
648, is as follows :
IV. And bee it further enacted by the Authoritie aforesaid That
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facias on the judgment to be levied on assets in their hands; they

Mary Blair, executrix, of Robert Plummer, and caused a fieri
facias on the judgment to be levied on assets in their hands; they
replevied the debt for two years, with Silas Craig as their surety.
At the expiration of the two years, a fieri facias on the replevin bond was levied on the property of Craig, and he was
compelled to pay the amount due. To recover the money thus
paid, Craig filed his motion, on sufficient notice, against Samuel
VanPelt, as the administrator of John VanPelt. After hearing
the testimony the circuit court dismissed the motion, and Craig
appealed.
Waiving objections not affecting the merits (and there are
some such which might sustain the judgment), we shall consider
only the main question involved in the case.
It was abundantly proved by parol testimony that the executor was anxious to pay off the amount of the execution without
replevying. But as the judgment had been rendered against the
testator, as the surety of Levi Craig, a brother of Silas Craig, the
execution was held up by the sheriff, a few days, for the purpose
of giving time to ascertain whether Silas would, as VanPelt said
he had promised to do, pay the debt.
Silas, being consulted, admitted that he had promised to pay
the debt for his brother, and that he had, as he then supposed, property of Levi's in his hands, sufficient to indemnify him. But he
solicited time, and, to obtain it, urged the propriety of giving a
replevin bond.
VanPelt persisted in his opposition to the replevin, and said
that he would prefer paying off the execution at once. But, on
receiving positive assurances from Silas Craig that he would discharge the bond when it should become due, he yielded, and the
bond was given.
\\'hether these facts constitute a bar to the motion, is the
only question to be considered.
Craig insists that they do not, for the following reasons:

replevied the debt for two years, with Silas Craig as their surety.

At the expiration of the two years, a ﬁeri facias on the re-

plevin bond was levied on the property of Craig, and he was

compelled to pay the amount due. To recover the money thus

paid, Craig ﬁled his motion, on sufficient notice, against Samuel

VanPelt, as the administrator of John VanPelt. After hearing

the testimony the circuit court dismissed the motion, and Craig

appealed.

Waiving objections not affecting the merits (and there are

some such which might sustain the judgment), we shall consider

only the main question involved in the case.

It was abundantly proved by parol testimony that the execu-

tor was anxious to pay off the amount of the execution without

replevying. But as the judgment had been rendered against the

testator, as the surety of Levi Craig, a brother of Silas Craig, the

execution was held up by the sheriff, a few days, for the purpose

of giving time to ascertain whether Silas would, as VanPelt said

he had promised to do, pay the debt. _
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Silas, being consulted, admitted that he had promised to pay

the debt for his brother, and that he had, as he then supposed, prop-

erty of Levi’s in his hands, sufﬁcient to indemnify him. But he

solicited time, and, to obtain it, urged the propriety of giving a

replevin bond.

VanPelt persisted in his opposition to the replevin, and said

that he would prefer paying off the execution at once. But, on

receiving positive assurances from Silas Craig that he would dis-

charge the bond when it should become due, he yielded, and the

bond was given.

Whether these facts constitute a bar to the motion, is the

only question to be considered.

Craig insists that thcy do not, for the following reasons:

from and after the said fower and twentyeth day of June noe Action shall

be brought whereby to charge any Executor or Administrator upon any

speciall promise to answere damages out of his owne Estate or whereby

to charge the Defendant upon any speciall promise to answere for the

Debt, Default or llliscarriages of another person or to charge any person

upon any agreement made upon consideration of Marriage or upon any

contract or sale of lauds Tcnements or Hereditaments or any interest in

or concerning them or upon any agreement that is not to be performed

within the space of one Yeare from the makcing thereof unlesse the

Agreement upon which such Action shall be brought or some Memorandum

or Note thereof shall be in writirig and signcd by the Partie to be charged

thercwith or some other person thereimto by him lawfully aulhorised.

from and after the said fower and twentyeth day of June 11oe Action shall
be brought whereby to cllarge any Executor or Administrator upon any
speciall promise to answere damages out of his owne Estate or whereby
to charge the Defendatit upon any speciall promise to answere for the
Debt, Default or Miscarriages of another person or to charge any person
upon any agreement made upon consideration of Marriage or upon any
contract or sale of lands Tenements or Hereditaments or any interest in
or concerning them or upon any agreement that is not to be performed
within the space of one Yeare from the makeing thereof unlesse the
Agreement upon whicll such Action shall be brougltt or sonie Memorandum
or Note thereof shall be iu writing and signed b)• tlae Partie lo be charged
therewith or some otlaer person tlrereu11to b)• /Ji111 lawfullJ• autliori::ed.
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l. The assumpsit was a collateral undertaking, without writ-

ing, to pay the debt of another.

I.
The assmnpsit was a collateral undertaking, without writing, to pay the debt of another.
2. It was not to be performed in a year, and, therefore, for
these reasons, is within the operation of the statute of frauds and
pequnes.
3. Parol evidence was inadmissible to prove the promise,
because the parties are, (as he supposes) estopped by the recitals
in the bond.
The last reason is futile. The testimony does not contradict
the bond. The bond shows tl1at Craig signed it as surety only.
~o attempt was made to prove that he was the principal. The
sole object and effect of the evidence was to prove why he became surety, and that, in consideration of the motives which induced him to sign the bonc,i. he promised to pay the amount of it
when it should be collectible. This surely contradicts nothing in
the bond.
It is not necessary to decide whether the promise was within
the statute, because, admitting that it was, for either or both of
the reasons assigned, nevertheless it is our opinion that the statute
will not avail Craig, s,p as to sustain his motion.
The statute would not render the promise ·uoid. Its only effect
would be, to prevent the enforcement of the contract by suit.
The promise is not now executory. It has been executed by
Craig. The party in whose favor it wa~ made, is not attempting
to coerce performance. He prosecutes no suit. He is passive and
content. But Craig, after having paid what he assumed to pay,
sues to recover it back, because, if he had not paid it, he could not
have been forced to do it by suit. There was no express promise
to refund, and the law cannot imply one. E:r aequ.o ct bono, no
implication arises in his favor.
It is only while the contract remains executory, that the
statute applies to it; after it shall hive been executed, it would
be preposterous to suffer its cancelment, merely because, as an
express contract, it could not have been enforced. by action, by
either party. To give such an operation to the statute, would
pervert its aim and convert it into a sword instead of shield. It
would then be a statute to encourage and legalize fraud, and not
an act to prevent fraud.
This statute is exclusively preventive. It gives no remedy, it
only withholds remedial aid.
The principles established in Roberts v. Tc1111el, 3 l\Ionroe
247, seem to us to be decisive of this case.

2. It was not to be performed in a year, and, therefore, for

these reasons, is within the operation of the statute of frauds and

perjuries.

3. Parol evidence was inadmissible to prove the promise,

because the parties are, (as he supposes) estopped by the recitals

in the bond.

The last reason is futile. The testimony does not contradict

the bond. The bond shows that Craig signed it as surety only.

No attempt was made to prove that he was the principal. The

sole object and effect of the evidence was to prove why he be-

came surety, and that, in consideration of the motives which in-

duced him to sign the bond, he promised to pay the amount of it

when it should be collectible. This surely contradicts nothing in

the bond.

It is not necessary to decide whether the promise was within

the statute, because, admitting that it was, for either or both of

the reasons assigned, nevertheless it is our opinion that the statute

will not avail Craig, sp as to sustain his motion.
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The statute would not render the promise void. Its only effect

would be, to prevent the enforcement of the contract by suit.

The promise is not now executory. ‘ It has been executed by

Craig. The party in whose favor it was made, is not attempting

to coerce performance. He prosecutes no suit. He is passive and

content. But Craig, after having paid what he assumed to pay,

sues to recover it back, because, if he had not paid it, he could not

have been forced to do it by suit. There was no express promise

to refund, and the law cannot imply one. Ex acquo et bono, no

implication arises in his favor.

It is only while the contract remains executory, that the

statute applies to it; after it shall have been executed, it would

be preposterous to suffer its cancelment, merely because, as an

express contract, it could not have been enforced. by action. by

either party. To give such an operation to the statute, would

pervert its aim and convert it into a sword instead of shield. It

would then be a statute to encourage and legalize fraud, and not

an act to prevent fraud.

This statute is exclusively preventive. It gives no remedy, it

only withholds remedial aid.

The principles established in Roberts \'. Tmmel, 3 Monroe

247, seem to us to be decisive of this case.
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statute. It was not framed to be an engine for any such purpose.

Craig is endeavoring to recover money by pleading the
statute. It was not framed to be an engine for any such purpose.
It is not material whether Craig paid the monev voluntarilv
or coercively. \"anPelt did not.coerce him. The sheriff, knowing
the contract a-;;d the reasons why the replevin bond had been executed, levied the execution on the property of Craig, as he ought
to .have done. By the operation of law then, without the active
or 1mproper interference of \" anPelt, Craig has redeemed his
promise, and the law will not turn round and restore to him his
money, unless he can show that it has been taken from him illegally, unjustly, or fraudulently, which he has not attempted to
do. Rut it was taken from him by the law. and in pursuance of
his own contract. with which he was morally bound to comply .
.Judgment affirmed.

It is not material whether Craig paid the monev voluntarilv

or coercively. \'anPeIt did not coerce him. The sheriff, knowing

the contract and the reasons why the replevin bond had been exe-

cuted, levied the execution on the property of Craig, as he ought

to have done. By the operation of law then, without the active

~nterference of \'anPelt, Craig has redeemed his

promise, and the law will not turn round and restore to him his

money, unless he can show that it has been taken from him ille-

gally, unjustly, or fraudulently, which he has not attempted to

do. But it was taken from him by the law. and in pursuance of

his own contract. with which he was morally bound to comply.

_Iudgment afﬁrmed.

5. BEAL v. BROW.\l, 13 Allen 114.

. Supreme Judicial Court, Massachusetts, 1866.

One zvho has carried out his oral pron1-ise and paid the debt of

another may recoz-er the amount so paid in an action against the

original debtor.

Contract upon an account annexed. The defendant, admit-
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ting the correctness of the plaintiff's account, claimed in set-off a

larger sum for money paid for the plaintiff, on a verbal guaranty

of a debt from the plaintiff to B. F. Poland.

5.

.-~\t the trial in the superior court before Rockwell, J., the

defendant introduced evidence tending to show that the plaintiff

BEAL v. BROW:'.'J, 13 Allen II..J.
. Supreme Judicial Court, }lassachusetts, 18f6.

desired to make a purchase of leather on credit from Poland, who

One 1d10 has carried out Iris oral promise and paid th:! debt of
£mother may rcco1·cr the amo1111t so paid in an a"·tion against the
original debtor.

would not sell the same to him without a guaranty of payment of

the price; and thereupon, at the special request of the plaintiff,

the defendant verbally guaranteed such payment, and the leather

was accordingly delivered to the plaintiff ; and subsequently. the

Contract upon an account annexed. The defendant, admitting the correctness oi the plaintiff's account, claimed in set-off a
larger sum for money paid for the plaintiff, on a verbal guaranty •
of a debt from the plaintiff to B. F. Poland.
At the trial in the superior court before Rockwell, J., the
defendant introduced evidence tending to show that the plaintiff
desired to make a purchase of leather on credit from Poland, who
wou!d not sell the same to him without a guaranty of payment of
the price; and thereupon, at the special request of the plaintiff, ~
the defendant verbally guaranteed such payment, and the leather 11'
was accordingly delivered to the plaintiff; and ·subsequently, the
plaintiff having paid only a portion of the price of the leather when
the same fell clue, the dcfendrnt, upon Poland's demanding payment of the residue from him, gave his memorandum check for
such residue to Poland, and before the same was paid the plaintiff forbade the payment of it by the defendant, the defendant,
however, paid the same.
There was a conflict of evidence upon most of these matters.
The judge ruled that there was no sufficient evidence to warrant the jury in returning a verdict for the defendant for the
claim in set-off. and directed them to r•urn a verdict for the

plaintiff having paid only a portion of the price of the leather when

the same fell due, the defendant, upon Poland’s demanding pay-

ment of the residue from him, gave his memorandum check for

such residue to Poland, and before the same was paid the plain-

tiff forbade the payment of it by the defendant, the defendant,

however, paid the same.

There was a conﬂict of evidence upon most of these matters.

The judge ruled that there was no sufficient evidence to war-

rant the jury in returning a verdict for the defendant for the

claim in set-off. and directed them to rlurn a verdict for the
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plaintiff, for the amount of his account; which was accordingly

done. The defendant alleged exceptions.

plaintiff, for the amount of his account; which was accordingly
done. The defendant alleged exceptions.
E. Ames, for the defendant.
P. S£m~ons, for the plaintiff.

E. Ames, for the defendant.

P. Sim_mons, for the plaintiff.

B1oF.i.ow_. C. J.—There was direct and positive evidence that

the defendant, at the plaintiffs request, entered into a verbal

guaranty of a debt due from the plaintiff, in pursuance of which

the former subsequently paid the debt. This evidence, if believed,

D1GEI.OW_. C. J.-There was direct and positive evidence that
the defendant, at the plaintiff's request, entered into a verbal
guaranty of a debt due from the plaintiff, in pursuance of which
the former subsequently paid the debt. This evidence, if believed,
would have required the jury to find that the money charged in
the account in set-olI was paid at the special instance and request
of the plaintiff, and that the item of money so paid was a valid
set-off to the plaintiff's claim. Of the credibility of this evidence,
it was the exclusive province of the jury to judge; and it was
erroneous to withdraw it from their consideration.
The statute of frauds cannot avail the plaintiff, as an answer to the set-off. Although the verbal guaranty was within it,
and might have been avoided if the defendant had seen fit to rely
upon the statute when called on by the plaintiff's creditor for the
payment of the debt, the defendant was not bound to set it up.
He had a right to perform his parol undertaking. It was a contract made on a good consideration, which the statute does not
declare void or illegal, but only provides that no action shall be
maintained upon it against the guarantor. But this enactment is
exclusively for the benefit of the guarantor and is designed to protect him from the danger of being made liable for the debts of
another by false testimony. He may elect to fulfill his verbal
promise, and if he does so and pays money in pursuance thereof,
the principal debtor is liable for the amount as for money paid
at his instance and request. The statute of frauds can have no V
operation as between the original debtor and his guarantor. Ca.Ji.ill v. Bige/01.t', 18 Pick. 369, 372. Nor can the plaintiff resist the
defendant's claim in set-off on the ground that he forbade the
payment of the debt by the defendant. Even if such prohibition
could be allowed to have any effect, if seasonably made, the e~i
dence shows that it was not made until the defendant had become
absolutely bound by his written promise for the payment of the
debt.
Exceptions !'Ustained.

would have required the jury to ﬁnd that the money charged in

the account in set-olI was paid at the special instance and request

of the plaintiff, and that the item of money so paid was a valid

set-of f to the plaintiffs claim. Of the credibility of this evidence,

it was the exclusive province of the jury to judge; and it was

erroneous to withdraw it from their consideration.

The statute of frauds cannot avail the plaintiff, as an an-

swer to the set-off. Although the verbal guaranty was within it,

and might have been avoided if the defendant had seen ﬁt to rely

upon the statute when called on by the plaintiffs creditor for the

payment of the debt, the defendant was not bound to set it up.

He had a right to perform his parol undertaking. It was a con-
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tract made on a good consideration, which the statute does not

declare void or illegal, but only provides that no action shall be

maintained upon it against the guarantor. But this enactment is

exclusively for the beneﬁt of the guarantor and is designed to pro-

tect him from the danger of being made liable for the debts of

another by false testimony. He may elect to fulﬁll his verbal

promise, and if he does so and pays money in pursuance thereof,

the principal debtor is liable for the amount as for money paid

at his instance and request. The statute of frauds can have nov

operation as between the original debtor and his guarantor. Ca-

hill v. Bigelow, 18 Pick. 369, 372. Nor can the plaintiff resist the

defendant's claim in set-off on the ground that he forbade the

payment of the debt by the defendant. Even if such prohibition

could be allowed to have any effect, if seasonably made, the evi-

dence shows that it was not made until the defendant had become

absolutely bound by his written promise for the payment of the

debt.

Exceptions sustained.
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6. PHILBROOK v. BELKNAP, 6 Vt. 383.

II

Supreme Court, Vermont, 1834.

6.

The statute prohibits suits upon certain contracts for want

PHILBROOK v. BELKNAP, 6 Vt. J8J.
Supreme Court, Vermont, 1834.

of writing, but ‘does not make them void. It operates upon the

contract only while it is executory.

The statute prohibits suits 11po11 ccrfai1i contracts for want

This was an action on book account, referred to auditors in

of writiiig, b11t ·<foes 11ot make them 'ZJOid. It operates 11po11. the
contract only while it is e.reculory.

the county court, who found for the defendant, and made the

following special report of the facts in the case:

“The plaintiff produced the following account, to-wit:

‘William Belknap to Alfred Philbrook, Dr.

This was an action on book account, referred to auditors in
the county court, who found for the defendant, and made the
following special report of the facts in the case :

1831, Oct. 1. To labor 5% months, commencing 11th

April, 1831, and ending about the last day of September

following, at $8.00 per month—$44.oo.

The defendant produced no account. The plaintiff offered

"The plaintiff produced the following account, to-wit:
'William Belknap to Alfred Philbrook,
Dr.
1831, Oct. I. To labor s.Vi months, commencing nth
April, 1831, and ending about the last day of September
following, at $8.oo per month-$44.00.

himself to testify to his account, to which the defendant objected;

he, the defendant, offering to prove that the labor charged was

done under a contract by the parties, that plaintiff should labor

for defendant three years, which was not performed on the part

of the plaintiff. The objection was overruled, and the plaintiff

sworn and testiﬁed in the case. The defendant was also sworn
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without objection, and testiﬁed in the case. The plaintiff having

The defendant produced no account. The plaintiff offered
himself to testify to his account, to which the defendant objected;
he, the defendant, offering to prove that the labor charged was
done under a contract by the parties, that plaintiff should labor
for defendant three years, which was not performed on the part
of the plaintiff. The objection was overruled, and the plaintiff
sworn and testified in the case. The defendant was also sworn
without objection, and testified in the case. The plaintiff having
testified that he performed the labor, that it was worth the sum
charged, and that he had received no pay therefor, rested his case.
The defendant then offered to prove that the labor charged was
performed under a contract, that plaintiff was to labor for defendant three years, at eight dollars per month, which contract plaintiff had violated, by refusing to labor other than the s.Vi months
as charged. To this evidence the plaintiff objected, that such
testimony was irrelevant, and would constitute no defense in
law. The objection was overruled and the testimony admitted,
the parties having both testified relating to the amount. The defendant and sundry other witnesses having also been examined,
the auditor finds the following facts in the case: That in April,
1831, the plaintiff, having had some practice in edge-tools, applied
to defendant, who was a master millwright, to hire out to defendant to work with him at the defendant's trade, when it was agreed
by the parties that plaintiff should work for the defendant at said
trade three years at eight dollars a month, the defendant to instruct the plaintiff in the art or trade of a rnjllwright; but if
plaintiff left the defendant before the end of the three years, unless
in case of sickness, plaintiff to have nothing for his labor. The

testiﬁed that he performed the labor, that it was worth the sum

charged, and that he had received no pay therefor, rested his case.

The defendant then offered to prove that the labor charged was

performed under a contract, that plaintiff was to labor for defend-

ant three years, at eight dollars per month, which contract plain-

tiff had violated, by refusing to labor other than the 5% months

as charged. To this evidence the plaintiff objected, that such

testimony was irrelevant, and would constitute no defense in

law. The objection was overruled and the testimony admitted,

the parties having both testiﬁed relating to the amount. The de-

fendant and sundry other witnesses having also been examined,

the auditor ﬁnds the following facts in the case: That in April,

1831, the plaintiff, having had some practice in edge-tools, applied

to defendant. who was a master millwright, to hire out to defend-

ant to work with him at the defendant’s trade, when it was agreed

by the parties that plaintiff should work for the defendant at said

trade three years at eight dollars a month, the defendant to in-

struct the plaintiff in the art or trade of a m.illwright; but if

plaintiff left the defendant before the end of the three years, unless

in case of sickness, plaintiff to have nothing for his labor. The
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plaintiff then, in April, 183I, commenced laboring with defendant,

and continued for ﬁve months and a half. during which time he

plaintiff then, in April, 1831, commenced laboring with defendant,
and continued for five months and a half, during which time he
was a faithful laborer at the trade, and well earned the defendant
the sum charged in plaintiff's account, the defendant having the
whole of said time received in goods out of different stores one
dollar per day and board for the plaintiff's services for which the
plaintiff had received no pay ; that defendant, during said time
boarded and properly instructed the plaintiff in said trade ; that
at the end of said five and a half months, plaintiff gave notice to
defendant, that unless his wages were raised to one hundred and
twenty dollars per year, he should quit, which being refused
by defendant, plaintiff did quit, against the will of the defendant,
said employment and town, without any reasonable cause, and has
never since returned or offered to return to defendant's employment; that said contract between the parties was verbal and never
reduced to writing. \\Thereupon, the auditor, after offering the
parties to refer the law arising upon the facts to the court, (which
they declined) reports that there is nothing due from either party
to balance book accounts, (the auditor having disallowed the only
item in the case) whereupon finds for the defendant his cost."
The county court reversed this decision of the auditor, and
gave judgment for the plaintiff. To this the defendant excepted,
whereupon the cause passed to this court for further adjudication.
The opinion of the court was pronounced by
PHELPS, J.-This case comes before us upon a special report
of the auditor. It seems, that the auditor, upon the facts stated
in his report, found for the defendant; the county court reversed
that decision, and gave judgment for the plaintiff. To this the
defendant excepted, and the question now is, which of the parties,
upon the facts found, is entitled to judgment. An exception is
taken to the fom1 of the action, which we do not think well founded. If the plaintiff be entitled to recover at all, the claim becomes
a mere claim for services at a fixed monthly compensation, and
an ordinary subject of book charge, and of recovery in this form
of action. The objection that the special contract precludes a
recovery, depends upon the terms and effect of that contract, and
goes to the merits, rather than the form, of the action. The effect
of the contract upon this question, depends upon the inquiry
whether the performance of the labor is a condition precedent to
the right of recovery, or, on the other hand, whether the promises
are independent..
.
The subject of dependent and independent covenants, or
promises, is much perplexed, and so much ingenuity and learning

was a faithful laborer at the trade, and well earned the defendant

the sum charged in plaintiff’s account, the defendant having the

whole of said time received in goods out of different stores one

dollar per day and board for the plaintiff’s services for which the

plaintiff had received no pay; that defendant, during said time

boarded and properly instructed the plaintiff in said trade; that

at the end of said ﬁve and a half months, plaintiff gave notice to

defendant, that unless his wages were raised to one hundred and

twenty dollars per year, he should quit, which being refused

by defendant, plaintiff did quit, against the will of the defendant.

said employment and town, without any reasonable cause, and has

never since returned or offered to return to defendant's employ-

ment; that said contract between the parties was verbal and never

reduced to writing. Vi/hereupon, the auditor. after offering the

parties to refer the law arising upon the facts to the court, (which

they declined) reports that there is nothing due from either party

to balance book accounts, (the auditor having disallowed the only

item in the case) whereupon ﬁnds for the defendant his cost.”
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The county court reversed this decision of the auditor, and

gave judgment for the plaintiff. To this the defendant excepted,

whereupon the cause passed to this court for further adjudication.

The opinion of the court was pronounced by

PHELPS, J.—This case comes before us upon a special report

of the auditor. It seems. that the auditor, upon the facts stated

in his report, found for the defendant; the county court reversed

that decision, and gave judgment for the plaintiff. To this the

defendant excepted. and the question now is, which of the parties,

upon the facts found. is entitled to judgment. An exception is

taken to the form of the action, which we do not think well found-

ed. If the plaintiff be entitled to recover at all, the claim becomes

a mere claim for services at a ﬁxed monthly compensation, and

an ordinary subject of book charge, and of recovery in this form

of action. The objection that the special contract precludes a

recovery, depends upon the terms and effect of that contract, and

goes to the merits. rather than the form. of the action. The effect

of the contract upon this question. depends upon the inquiry

whether the performance of the labor is a condition precedent to

the right of recovery, or, on the other hand, whether the promises

are independent.. _

The subject of dependent and independent covenants, or

promises, is much perplexed, and so much ingenuity and learning
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have been expended upon it, that, like some other branches of

the law, it seems to be involved in a sort of artiﬁcial embarrass-

have been expended upon it, that, like some other branches· of
the law, it seems to be involved in a sort of artificial embarrassment. If, in this case, the plaintiff had stipulated for a gross
sum, to be paid at the expiration of his service, the performance
of the labor would doubtless be regarded as a condition precedent. But as ~he compensation was at a certain rate per month, if
it should appear that payment was to be made as fast as it was
earned, the case would be different. The auditor does not report
when the wages were to be paid; but fortunately there is a fact
stated in the report, which relieves us from all difficulty on the
subject. It is clearly competent, for the parties to make their
undertakings dependent, or independent, as they deem expedient;
and where their intent is ascertained it is decisive of the question.
In this case, the stipulation that the plaintiff should have nothing
for his services, if he left the service of the defendant before the
expiration of the three years, makes the performance of the whole
service a condition precedent ; and if that part of the contract be
binding upon him he cannot recover.
It is argued, however, that the contract is void, by force of
the statute of frauds. Admitting that this contract is within the
terms of the statute, yet it may be well to inquire, what is the effect
of the statute upon it. Although it is common to speak of a contract as void by the statute o.f frauds, yet, strictly speaking, the
statute does not make the contract void, except for the purpose of
sustaining an action upon it, to enforce it. The statute provides,
that no action shall be sustained upon certain contracts, unless
they are evidenced by writing. It operates, therefore, upon the
contract, only while it is executory. It does not make the performance of such a contract unlawful, but, if the parties choose to
perform it, the contract remains in full force, notwithstanding the
statute, so far as relates to the legal effect and consequence of
what has been done under it. Hence a party may always defend
under such a contract, when sued for any act done under it. Thus,
suppose a crop of grass is sold by parole, and the vendee enters
upon the land and cuts it. If an action of trespass should be
brought against him, by the vendor, upon the ground that the contract was void, still, although the contract is within the statute,
it would furnish a sufficient defence, because it is executed. This
very ca!ie affords an illustration of the effect of the statute. If
the defendant had sued the plaintiff for not performing the contract, in not serving the full period, the case would be open to a
defence under that statute; the contract being, to the purposes oi
such a suit, executory, and the attempt being to sustain an action

ment. If, in this case, the plaintiff had stipulated for a gross

sum, to be paid at the expiration of his service, the performance

of the labor would doubtless be regarded as a condition prece-

dent. But as the compensation was at a certain rate per month, if

it should appear that payment was to be made as fast as it was

earned, the case would be different. The auditor does not report

when the wages were to be paid; but fortunately there is a fact

stated in the report, which relieves us from all difficulty on the

subject. It is clearly competent, for the parties to make their

undertakings dependent, or independent, as they deem expedient;

and where their intent is ascertained it is decisive of the question.

In this case, the stipulation that the plaintiff should have nothing

for his services, if he left the service of the defendant before the

expiration of the three years, makes the performance of the whole

service a condition precedent; and if that part of the contract be

binding upon him he cannot recover. -

It is argued, however, that the contract is void, by force of

the statute of frauds. Admitting that this contract is within the
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terms of the statute, yet it may be well to inquire, what is the effect

of the statute upon it. Although it is common to speak of a con-

tract as void by the statute of frauds, yet, strictly speaking, the

statute does not make the contract void, except for the purpose of

sustaining an action upon it, to enforce it. The statute provides,

that no action shall be sustained upon certain contracts, unless

they are evidenced by writing. It operates, therefore, upon the

contract, only while it is executory. It does not make the perfor-

mance of such a contract unlawful, but, if the parties choose to

perform it, the contract remains in full force, notwithstanding the

statute, so far as relates to the legal effect and consequence of

what has been done under it. Hence a party may always defend

under such a contract, when sued for any act done under it. Thus,

suppose a crop of grass is sold by parole, and the vendee enters

upon the land and cuts it. If an action of trespass should be

brought against him, by the vendor, upon the ground that the con-

tract was void, still, although the contract is within the statute,

it would furnish a sufﬁcient defence, because it is executed. This

very case affords an illustration of the effect of the statute. If

the defendant had sued the plaintiff for not performing the con-

tract, in not serving the full period, the case would be open to a

defence under that statute; the contract being, to the purposes of

such a suit, executory, and the attempt being to sustain an action
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on it as such. But in this case the contract, so far as the service

has been performed, is executed, and is relied on as regulating

on it as such. But in this case the contract, so far as the service
has been performed, is executed, and is relied on as regulating
and determining the right of the plaintiff to compensation for
what has been done under it. We are here concerned only with
what has been done. The question is, what the plaintiff is entitled
to for his labor ; and this depends upon the terms of the contract,
under which he performed the service. Had the -whole service
been performed, the rate of compensation would, without doubt,
be regulated by the terms of the contract. No court would discard that contract, and resort to a qua.n tum tncruit. The principle is the same as to a performance in part. The defendant may
be without remedy, for the desertion of the plaintiff, but he may
certainly protect himself as to what lia's been done.
Any other rule would be productive of monstrous injustice,
and make the statute an instrument of 'fraud. It is on this ground,
that courts of equity will enforce a contract of such a nature,
which is partly performed, where the party cannot be made good
without a full performance. The statute was merclJ intended to
prevent frauds, by setting up and enforcing, by parol proof,
simulated contracts, and hence is called the statute of frauds and
perjuries. It was not intended to vary or control contracts, which
the parties have voluntarily caried into effect; nor to deprive parties of the protection of such stipulations as they may have made
for their security, and in reliance upon which they have acted.
This construction is the only safe one that can be given to
the statute, and it is the only one which has ever been given to it,
Suppose a party enters into possession, under a parol lease for
years; was it ever imagined that he could be made liable as a trespasser? Suppose a promise to pay' the debt of another, and the
debt actually paid. Was it ever attempted to recover back the
money by force of the ·statute?
•
We are the more satisfied with this view of the subject, as
we are persuaded that full justice will be done by it. The plaintiff is doubtless amply compensated, for the loss of the stipulated
wages, by the instruction received, and the enhanced wages which
he_JPay obtain elsewhere in consequence; and the defendant gains
mg, as he loses the services of the plaintiff when they become
valuable.
Jt only remains to add, that this case falls most clearly within
the decision of H arc v. Bell, ante p. 35.
Judgment reversed and judgment for the defendant .

and determining the right of the plaintiff to compensation for

what has been done under it. We are here concerned only with

what has been done. The question is, what the plaintiff is entitled

to for his labor; and this depends upon the terms of the contract,

under which he performed the service. Had the -whole service

been performed, the rate of compensation would, without doubt,

be regulated by the terms of the contract. No court would dis-

card that contract, and resort to a quantum meru.-it. The prin-

ciple is the same as to a performance in part. The defendant may

be without remedy, for the desertion of the plaintiff, but he may

certainly protect himself as to what Has been done.

Any other rule would be productive of monstrous injustice,

and make the statute an instrument of fraud. It is on this ground,

that courts of equity will enforce a contract of such a nature,

which is partly performed, where the party cannot be made good

without a full performance. The statute was merefy intended to

prevent frauds, by setting up and enforcing, by parol proof,

simulated contracts, and hence is called the statute of frauds and
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perjuries. It was not intended to vary or control contracts, which

the parties have voluntarily caried into effect; nor to deprive par-

ties of the protection of such stipulations as they may have made

for their security, and in reliance upon which they have acted.

This construction is the only safe one that can be given to

the statute, and it is the only one which has ever been given to it,

Suppose a party enters into possession, under a parol lease for

years; was it ever imagined that he could be made liable as a tres-

passer? Suppose a promise to pay‘ the debt of another, and the

debt actually paid. Was it ever attempted to recover back the

money by force of the -statute? _

We are the more satisﬁed with this view of the subject, as

we are persuaded that full justice will be done by it. The plain-

tiff is doubtless amply compensated, for the loss of the stipulated

wages, by the instruction received, and the enhanced wages which

hegmay obtain elsewhere in consequence; and the defendant gains

mg, as he loses the services of the plaintiff when they become

in e valuable.

§t only remains to add, that this case falls most clearly within

the decision of Hare v. Bell, ante p. 35.

Judgment reversed and judgment for the defendant.
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LEROUX v. BRO\VN, 12 Com. Bench 801.‘

Court of Common Pleas, Mich. Term, 1852.

The c3use was tded before T.\LFOlJRD, J.. at the second sitting in l\li<ldlesex, in Trinity Term last. It appeared that an oral
agreement had been entered into at Calais, between the plaintiff
an<l the defendant, under which the latter, who resided in England,
contracted to employ the former, who was a British subject resident at Calais, at a salary of £loo per annum, to collect JX>Ultry
and eggs in that neighborhood, for transmission to the defendant
here,-the employment to commence at a future day, and to cmititme for one year certain.
Evidence was given on the part of the plaintiff to show, that.
by the law of France, such an agreement is capable of being enforced, although not in writing.
Fof'the defendant. it was insisted, that, notwithstanding the
contract was made in France, when it was sought to enforce it
in this country, it must be dealt with according to our law; and
being a contract not to be performed within a year, the statute of
frauds, 29 Car. 2, c. 3. s. 4, required it to be in writing.
.
Under the direction of the learned judge, a verdict was entered for the plaintiff on the first issue,-lcavc being reserved to
the defendant to move to enter a nonsuit or a verdict for him
on that issue, if the court should be of opinion that the contract
could not be eqforced here.
Han•kins, in the last term, obtaine<l a rule nisi, accordingly.
Allc11. Serjt., and J/ ctcalfe, now showed cause.
11 oucymau (with whom was H a<l·kins) in support of the rule.

_

An oral agreemt'nt made in France and valid there is not

enforeeable in England, by reason of the 4th section of 29 Car. II,

chap. 3.

The cause was tried before T.\Lr0URD, J., at the second sit-

ting in Middlesex, in Trinity Term last. It appeared that an oral

agreement had been entered into at Calais, between the plaintiff

and the defendant, under which the latter, who resided in England,

contracted to employ the former, who was a British subject resi-

dent at Calais, at a salary of £100 per amuun, to collect poultry

and eggs in that neighborhood, for transmission to the defendant
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here,—the employment to commence at a future day, and to con-

tinue for one year certain.

Evidence was given on the part of the plaintif f to show, that.

by the law of France, such an agreement is capable of being en-

forced, although not in writing.

For\the defendant. it was insisted, that, notwithstanding the

contract was made in France, when it was sought to enforce it

in this country, it must be dealt with according to our law; and

being a contract not to be performed within a year, the statute of

frauds, 29 Car. 2, c. 3. s. 4, required it to be in writing. -

Under the direction of the learned judge, a verdict was en-

tered for the plaintiff on the ﬁrst issue,—leave being reserved to

the defendant to move to enter a nonsuit or a verdict for him

on that issue, if the court should be of opinion that the contract

could not be en_f0rced here.

Hazvkiris, in the last term, obtained a rule nisi, accordingly.

Allen, Serjt., and .11 etcalfe, now showed cause.

Honeyman (with whom was Hazukins) in support of the rule.

JERv1s, C. _l.—I am of opinion that the rule to enter a non-

suit must be made absolute. There is no dispute as to the prin-

ciples which ought to govern our decision. .\ly Brother Allen

admits, that, if the 4th section of the statute of frauds applies, not

C. J.-I am of opinion that the rule to enter a nonsuit must be made absolute. There is no dispute as to the principles which ought to govern our decision. ~ly Brother .-\lien
admits, that, if the 4th section of the statute of frauds applies. not
to the validity of the contract, but only to the procedure, the plain,
tiff cannot maintain this action, because there is no agreement, nor ..,
any memorandum or note thereof, in writing. On the other hand:
it is not denied by l\Ir. Honeyman,-\:vho has argued this case in ) .
a manner for which the court is muc11 indebtccl t.o him,-that, if
JERVIS,

to the validity of the contract, but only to the procedure, the plainx

tiff cannot maintain this action, because there is no agreement, nor -0.

any memorandum or note thereof, in writing. ()n the other hand:

it is not denied by Mr. Honeyman,—who has argued this case in

a manner for which the court is much indebted to him,—that, if

_‘The arguments of counsel and much of the statement of facts are

omitted.

1 The arguments of counsel and much of the statement of facts arc
omitted.
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the 4th section applies to the contract itself, or, as Boullenois ex-

presses it, to the solemnities of the contract, inasmuch as our law

the 4th section applies to the contract itself, or, as Boullenois expresses it, to the solemnities of the contract, inasmuch as our law
cannot regulate foreign contracts, a contract like this may be
enforced here. I am of opinion that the 4th section applies
not to the solemnities of the contract, but to the procedure; and
therefore that the contract in question cannot be sued upon here.
The contract may be capable of being enforced in the country
where it was made: but not in England. Looking at the words of
the 4th section of the statute of frauds, and contrasting them with
those of the Tst, 3rd, and 17th sections, this conclusion seems to
me to be inevitable. The words of s.4 are, ''no action shall be
brought upon any agreement which is not to be performed within
the space of one year from the making thereof, unless the agreement upon which such action shall be brought, or some memorandum or note thereof. shall be in writing, and signed by the party
to be charged therewith, or some other person thereto by him
lawfu11y authorized." The statute, in this part of it, does not
say, that, unless those requisites are complied with, the contract
sha11 be void, but merely that no action shall be brought upon it:
and, as was put with great force by Mr. Honeyman, the alternative. ''unless the agreement, or some memorandum or note thereof.
shall be in writing,"-words which are satisfied if there be any
written evidence of a previous agreement,-shows that the statute ,
contemplated that the agreement may be good, though not capable of being enforced if not evidenced by writing. This therefore
may be a very good agreement, though, for want of a compliance
with the requisites of the statute, not enforceable in an English
court of justice. This view seems to be supported by the authorities; because, unless we are to infer that the courts thought the
agreement itself, good, though not made in strict compliance with
the statute. they could not consistently have held, as was held in
the cases referred to by Sir Edward Sugden, that a writing subsequent to the contract, and addressed to a third person, was sufficient evidence of an agreement, within the statute. It seems.
therefore, that both authority and practice are consistent with
the words of the 4th section. The cases of Carrington v. Roots,
and Reade v. Lamb, however, have been pressed upon us as being
inconsistent with this view. It is sufficient to say that the attention of the learned judges by whom those cases were decided, was
not invited to the particular point now in question. What they
were considering was, whether. for the purposes of those sections,
there was any substantial difference between the 4th and 17th
sections. It must be borne in mind that the meaning of those

cannot regulate foreign contracts, a contract like this may be

enforced here. I am of opinion that the 4th section applies

not to the solemnities of the contract, but to the procedure; and

therefore that the contract in question cannot be sued upon here.

The contract may be capable of being enforced in the country

where it was made: but not in England. Looking at the words of

the 4th section of the statute of frauds, and contrasting them with

those of the 1st, 3rd, and 17th sections, this conclusion seems to

me to be inevitable. The words of s.4 are, “no action shall be

brought upon any agreement which is not to be performed within

the space of one year from the making thereof, unless the agree-

ment upon which such action shall be brought, or some memoran-

dum or note thereof. shall be in writing, and signed by the party

to be charged therewith. or some other person thereto by him

lawfully authorized.” The statute, in this part of it, does not

say, that, unless those requisites are complied with, the contract

shall be void, but merely that no action shall be brought upon it:

and, as was put with great force by Mr. Honeyman, the alterna-
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tive. “unless the agreement, or some memorandum or note thereof.

shall be in writing,”—words which are satisﬁed if there be any

written evidence of a previous agreement,—shows that the statute

contemplated that the agreement may be good, though not cap-

able of being enforced if not evidenced by writing. This therefore

may be a very good agreement, though, for want of a compliance

with the requisites of the statute, not enforceable in an English

court of justice. This view seems to be supported by the authori-

ties; because, unless we are to infer that the courts thought the

agreement itself, good, though not made in strict compliance with

the statute. they could not consistently have held, as was held in

the cases referred to by Sir Edward Sugden, that a writing sub-

sequent to the contract, and addressed to a third person, was suffi-

cient evidence of an agreement, within the statute. It seems,

therefore, that both authority and practice are consistent with

the words of the 4th section. The cases of Carringtou v. Roots,

and Reade v. Lamb. however, have been pressed upon us as being

inconsistent with this view. It is sufficient to say that the atten-

tion of the learned judges by whom those cases were decided, was

not invited to the particular point now in question. What they

were considering was, whether, for the purposes of those sections,

there was a.ny substantial difference between the 4th and 17th

sections. lt must be borne in mind that the meaning of those
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sections has been the subject of discussion on other occasions.

In C rosby v. W adszuorth, 6 East, 602, Lord Ellenborough, speak-

sections has been the subject of discussion on other occasions.
In Crosb'j' v. Wads-worth, 6 East, 6o2, Lord Ellenborough, speaking of the 4th section, says,-"The statute does not expressly and
immediately vacate such contracts, if made by parol: it only precludes the bringng of actions to enforce them.'' Again. in Laythoarp v. Byant, 2 N. C. 735, 3 Scott, 238, Tindal, C. ]., and
Bosanquet, J., say distinctly that the contract is good, and that the
statute merely takes away the remedy, where there is no memorandum or note in writing. I therefore think we are correct in holding that the contract in this case is incapable of being enforced by
an action in this country, because the 4th section of the 29 Car. 2,
c. 3, relates only to the procedure, and not to the right and validity
of the contract itself. As to what is said by Boullenois in the
passage last cited by Brother Allen, it is to be observed that the
learned author is there speaking of what pertains cul 'i incul11.m
obligationis et solemnitatem, and not with reference to
the mode of procedure. Vpon these grounds, I am of
opinion that this action cannot be maintained, and that the rule to
t>nter a nonsuit must be made absolute.

ing of the 4th section, says,——-“The statute does not expressly and

immediately vacate such contracts, if made by parol: it only pre-

cludes the bringng of actions to enforce them.” Again, in Lay-

tlwarp v. Byant, 2 N. C. 735, 3 Scott, 238, Tindal, C. J., and

Bosanquet, J., say distinctly that the contract is good, and that the

statute merely takes away the remedy. where there is no memor-

andum or note in writing. I therefore think we are correct in hold-

ing that the contract in this case is incapable of being enforced by

an action in this country, because the 4th section of the 29 Car. 2,

c. 3, relates only to the procedure. and not to the right and validity

of the contract itself. As to what is said by Boullenois in the

passage last cited by Brother Allen, it is to be observed that the

learned author is there speaking of what pertains ad vinculmn

obligationis ct solemnitatem, and not with reference to

the mode of procedure. Upon these grounds, I am of

opinion that this action cannot be maintained, and that the rule to

enter a nonsuit must be made absolute.

MAUL1:, J.—I am of the same opinion. The 4th section of the

~
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statute of frauds enacts that “no action shall be brought upon any

agreement which is not to be performed within the space of one

year from the making thereof. unless the agreement upon which

such action shall be brought. or some memorandum or note there-

of, shall be in writing. and signed by the party to be charged there-

with, or some other person thereto by-him lawfully authorized.”

Now, this is an action brought upon a contract which was not to

MAULE, J.-I am of the same opinion. The 4th section of the
statute of frauds enacts that "no action shall be brought upon any
agreement which is not to be performed within the space of one
year from the making thereof, unless the agreement upon which
such action shall be brought, or some memorandum or note thereof, shall be in writing. and signed by the party to be charged therewith, or some other person thereto by ·him lawfully authorized.''
Now, this is an action brought upon a contract which was not to
be performed within the space of one year from the making thereof, and there is no memorandum or note thereof in writing signed
by the defendant or any lawfully authorized agent. The case,
therefore, plainly falls within the distinct words of the statute.
It is said that the 4th section is not applicable to this case, because
the contract was made in France. This particular section does
net in terms say that no such contract as before stated !"hall be of
any force; it says, no action shall be brought upon it. In their
literal sense, these words mean that no action shall be brought
upon such an agreement in any court in which the British legis·
lature has power to direct what shall and what shall not be done:
in terms, therefore, it applies to something which is to take place
where the law of England prevails. But we have been
pressed with cases which it is said have decided that
the words "no action shall be brought" in the 4th sec-

be performed within the space of one year from the making there-

of, and there is no memorandum or note thereof in writing signed

by the defendant or any lawfully authorized agent. The case,

therefore, plainly falls within the distinct words of the statute.

It is said that the 4th section is not applicable to this case. because

the contract was made in France. This particular section does

not in terms say that no such contract as before stated shall be of

any force; it says, no action shall be brought upon it. In their

literal sense, these words mean that no action shall be brought

upon such an agreement in any court in which the British legis-

lature has power to direct what shall and what shall not be done:

in terms. therefore, it applies to something which is to take place

where the law of England prevails. But we have been

pressed with cases which it is said have decided that

the words “no action shall be brought“ in the 4th sec-
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tion, are equivalent to the words “no contract shall be al-

lowed to be good,” which are found in another part of the statute.

tion, are equivalent to the words "no contract shall be allowed to be good," which are found in another part of the statute.
Suppose it ha<l been so held, as a general and universal proposition, still I apprehend it would not be a legitimate mode of construing the 4th section, to substitute the equivalent words for those
actually used. VVhat we have to construe is, not the equivalent
words, but the words we find there. If the substituted words import the same thing, the substitution is unnecessary and idle: and if
those words are susceptible of a different construction from those
actually used, that is a reason for dealing with the latter only.
It may be, that for some purposes, the wor<ls used in the 4th and
17th sections may be equivalent; but they clearly are not so in the
case now before us ; for, there is nothing to prevent this contract
from being enforced in a French court of law. Dealing with the
words of the 4th section as we are boun<l to deal with all words
that are plain and unambiguous, all we say, is, that they prohibit
the courts of this country from enforcing a contract made under
circumstances like the present,-just as we hold a contract incapable of being enforced, where it appears upon the record to
have been made more than six years. It is parcel of the procedure,
and not of the formality of the contract. :-\one of the authorities
which have been referred to seem to me to be at all at variance
with the conclusion at which we have arrived.
T.\lSonm, J.-I am of the same opinion. The argument of
l\1 i. Honeyman seems to me to be quite unanswerable. That drawn
from Laytlroarp v. Bryant and that class of cases in which it has
been held that the 4th section of the statute of frauds is satisfied
by a subsequent letter addressed to a third party, containing evidence of the terms of the contract, shows clearly that that section
has reference to procedure only, and not to what are called by the
j nrists the rights and solemnities of the contract.
Rule absolute.

Suppose it had been so held, as a general and universal proposi-

tion, still I apprehend it would not be a legitimate mode of con-

struing the 4th section, to substitute the equivalent words for those

actually used. What we have to construe is, not the equivalent

words, but the words we ﬁnd there. If the substituted words im-

port the same thing, the substitution is unnecessary and idle: and if

those words are susceptible of a diﬂierent construction from those

actually used, that is a reason for dealing with the latter only.

It may be, that for some purposes, the words used in the 4th and

17th sections may be equivalent; but they clearly are not so in the

case now before us; for, there is nothing to prevent this contract

from being enforced in a French court of law. Dealing with the

words of the 4th section as we are bound to deal with all words

that are plain and unambiguous, all we say, is, that they prohibit

the courts of this country from enforcing a contract made under

circumstances like the present,—just as we hold a contract in-

capable of being enforced, where it appears upon the record to

have been made more than six years. It is parcel of the procedure,
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and not of the formality of the contract. None of the authorities

which have been referred to seem to me to be at all at variance

with the conclusion at which we have arrived.

T.u.FoiJRo, J.—I am of the same opinion. The argument of

Mr. Honeyman seems to me to be quite unanswerable. That drawn

from Laythoarp v. Bryant and that class of cases in which it has

been held that the 4th section of the statute of frauds is satisﬁed

by a subsequent letter addressed to a third party, containing evi-

dence of the terms of the contract, shows clearly that that section

has reference to procedure only, and not to what are called by the

jurists the rights and solemnities of the contract.

Rule absolute.
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Supreme Court, Michigan, 1863.

An oral promise to [my the debt of another is void and can-

8.

HALL v. SOULE, 11 :Vlich. 494-1
Supreme Court, Michigan, 1863.

not fm'm's/i a valid consideration for a subscqucut promise in z\)'rii-

t-

ine.

Error to Calhoun Circuit. The facts sufﬁciently appear by the

opinion.

H. M. & PV. I5. Cheever, for plaintiff in error.

~1ot

An oral promise to pa)' the debt of another is ·void a11d ca11f 11rnisli a rnlid co11sideratio11 for a s11bseq11c11t pronzise it~ writ-

mg.

Joslin & Blodgett, for defendant in error.

CAMPBELL, J.—This was an action brought against defendant

to recover from him, as guarantor or surety, the sum of $500, for

which it was alleged he became responsible for his son. Harrison

Soule. The goods were sold in 1858, and in January, 1859, Harri-

son Soule, to whom they were sold and charged, gave his notes

Error to Calhoun Circuit. The facts sufficiently appear by the
opm10n.
H . .lf. & 1-V. E. Cheever, for plaintiff in error.
Jos!in & Blodgett, for defendant in error.

for the amount due, which remain unpaid. It appeared from the

parol evidence that previous to the sale defendant had agreed, if

plaintiffs ﬁrm would give Harrison Soule a credit to the amount

of $500, that he would be responsible for its payment. The only

written instrument offered in evidence was a letter written July
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7. 1861, which, so far as it relates to the transaction in suit, was

as follows: “And now I hardly know what to say to you. I

think, on the whole, that you will have to rely on my pledge al-

ready made. that as soon and fast as I can, I will see that $500 of

the demand you hold against Harry is paid; beyond that I do not

think myself under obligation.”

It is entirely clear from the tenor of this letter that it does

not undertake to set forth the terms or conditions of any previous

contract, but refers to it as a matter understood. The parol evi-

dence shows what this contract was, and explains fully all the con-

ditions and pledges. But under our statute any agreement to pay

“The statute under consideration, Sec. 3183, C. L. 1857; Sec. 9515,

C. L. 1897, provided: “In the following cases speciﬁed in this section,

every agreement, contract or promise shall be void unless such agreement,

contract or promise or some note or memorandum thereof be in writing

and _signed by the party to be charged therewith or by some person by him

thereunto lawfully authorized, that is to say:

1. Every agreement that, by its terms, is not to be performed in one

year from the making‘ thereof;

2. Every special promise to answer for the debt, default or misdoings

of another person;

3. Every speeial promise or undertaking made upon consideration of

marriage except mutual promises to marry;

C.u1 PCET.L, J.-This was an action brought against defendant
to recover from him, as guarantor or surety, the sum of $500, for
which it was alleged he became responsible for his son. Harrison
Soule. The goods were sold in 1858, and in January, 1859, Harrison Soule, to whom they were sol<l and charged, gave his notes
for the amount due, which remain unpaid. It appeared from the
parol evidence that previous to the sale defendant had agreed, if
plaintiff's firm would give Harrison Soule a credit to the amount
of $soo, that he would be responsible for its payment. The only
written instrument offered in evidence was a letter written July
7. l86I, \vhich, so far as it relates to the transaction in suit, was
as follows: "And now I hardly know what to say to you. I
think, on ~he whole, that you will have to rely on my pledge already made. that as soon and fast as I can, I will see that $soo of
the demand you hold against Harry is paid; beyond that I do not
think myself under obligation."
It is entirely clear from the tenor of this letter that it does
not undertake to set forth the terms or conditions of any previous
contract, but refers to it as a matter understood. The parol evidence shows what this contract was, and explains fully all the conditions and pledges. But under our statute any agreement to pay

4. Every special promise made by an executor or administrator to

answer damages out of his own estate.

•The statute under consideration, Sec. 3183, C. L. 1857; Sec. 9515,
C. L. 1897, provicled: ''In the following cases specifietl in this section.
e\·ery agreement, contract or promise shall be void unless such agreement,
contract or promise or some note or memorandum thereof be in writing
and _signed by the party to be charged therewith or by some person by him
thereunto lawfully authorized, that is to say:
I. Every agr~emcnt that, by its terms, is not to be performed in one
year from the making· thereof;
2. Every special promise to answer for the debt, default or misdoings
of another person ;
3. Every speual promise or undertaking made upon consideration of
marriage except mutual promises to marry;
4- Every special promise made hy an executor or administrator to
answer damiges out of his own estate.
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the debt of another is absolutely void, unless a note or memoran-
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SCOTT V. BUSH

dum of it is made in writing: Comp. L. sec. 3183.“ It has always

the debt of another is absolutely void, unless a note or memorandum of it is made in writing: Comp. L. sec. 3183. 6 It has always
been settled that the memorandum must show the whole terms of
the contract, and that no resort can be had to parol evidence to
add to them. Our statute does not require a contract of this
kind to set forth its consideration, but makes no other change;
sec. 3187. It is impossible to draw from this writing any recital
or evidence that defendant made any promise to pay for a future
credit to be given to Harrison Soule. The plaintiff below sought
to rely upon it as a written memorandum of a former verbal agreement. But it does not recite any agreement, present or past,
except to pay existing and not contemplated future indebtedness.
Whether such a memorandum of a past transaction would have
the full effect claimed for it, becomes, therefore, immaterial.
Viewed as a present contract to pay an existing debt, it is
not and could not well be claimed that the contract is valid, because there is an entire absence of consideration for it, so far as
the evidence showed, and the declaration avers none. The previous verbal agreement being null, it could not form a valid consideration for this promise.
The judgment is affirmed, with costs.
Manning and Christiancy, JJ., concurred.
Martin, Ch.J., did not sit in this case.

been settled that the memorandum must show the whole terms of

the contract, and that no resort can be had to parol evidence to

add to them. Our statute does not require a contract of this

kind to set forth its consideration, but makes no other change;

sec. 3187. It is impossible to draw from this writing any recital

or evidence that defendant made any promise to pay for a future

credit to be given to Harrison Soule. The plaintiff below sought

to rely upon it as a written memorandum of a former verbal agree-

ment. But it does not recite any agreement, present or past,

except to pay existing and not contemplated future indebtedness.

Whether such a memorandum of a past transaction would have

the full effect claimed for it, becomes, therefore, immaterial.

Viewed as a present contract to pay an existing debt, it is

not and could not well be claimed that the contract is valid, be-

cause there is an entire absence of consideration for it, so far as

the evidence showed. and the declaration avers none. The pre-

vious verbal agreement being null, it could not form a valid con-

sideration for this promise.
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The judgment is affirmed, with costs.

Manning and Christiancy, JJ., concurred.

Martin, Ch.J., did not sit in this case.

9. SCOTT v. BUSH, 26 Mich. 418.

Supreme Court, Michigan, 1873.

An oral agreement to purehase lands is z"oid and money paid

by the vendee under such agreement and with the understanding

that the vendor may retain the same as stipulated damages in the

event the vendee fails to complete the bargain, may be recovered

back in a suit for money had and receiz-ed, notwithstanding theﬁ

vendor is avilling and offers to convey.

Error to Jackson Circuit.

Gibson 6' Wolcott, for plaintiff in error.

Johnson 6' Montgomery, for defendant in error.

CAMPBELL, _l.—This case presents the single question, wheth-

SCOTT v. BUSH, 26 Mich. 418.

9.

er a person who has made a verbal arrangement with another to

purchase land of him, and has paid money with a stipulation that

Supreme Court, Michigan, 1873.

he may retain it if the purchaser fails to complete the bargain

An oral agreement to purchase lands is ·void and money paid
b3 the i•cndce under such agreement aud with the understanding
that the -;,1e11dor may retain the same as stipulated damages in the
e·vent the 'l'e11dcc fa.ifs to complete the ba.rgain, may be recovered
back in a suit for money had and receit·ed, 1whtJitlistanding the 41'l.'endor is willing a11d offers to com·ey.
1

Error to Jackson Circuit.
Gibson & Wolcott, for plaintiff in error.
Johnson & Montgomery, for defendant in error.
CAMPBELL, J.-This case presents the single question, whether a person who has made a verbal arrangement with another to
purchase land of him, and has paid money with a stipulation that
he may retain it if the purchaser fails to complete the bargain
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oﬂ'ers to convey.

can recover back the money, where the vendor is willing and
offers to convey.
It is necessary to consider on what grounds the holder of
the money can claim to hold it. It cannot be held as in any way
analogous to a gift. It is delivered upon condition, to be held in
case of failure to perform an expected act, but, in case of performance, to be applied towards the full price of land. It cannot,
then, be put upon any other ground than that of an agreement,
involving rights and obligations on both sides, and a forfeiture
upon the default of the party paying over the money.
This agreement is an agreement for the purchase and sale of
lands; and the stipulation for the forfeiture of the deposit is the
agreed penalty, or, more properly, the stipulated damages for its
breach. If the contract is valid, the forfeiture is valid, as it is not
claimed to be unreasonable; but if the contract is ·not valid, then
no part of it can be enforced, without leading to confusion and
contradiction.
U oder our statutes every contract . for the sale of lands is
void, unless the contract, or some note or memorandum of it, is
in writing, and signed by the vendor, or his agent, lawfully appointed in writing-2 Comp: L., 1871, sec. 4694. 7 The law does
not require the purchaser to sign the agreement. and he is liable,
therefore upon the written contract, though his own assent is
verbal.-Hollo11d v. Ho'yf, 14 Mich. 238. The statute does not
require the consideration to be set forth in writing, but, allows it
to be proved otherwise-sec. 46)5.
The validity of part performance, as taking contracts out of
the statute so as to authorize their specific performance, is also
declared-sec. 46c)6.
..
The only co~sideration for the agreement of the purchaser
to forfeit his deposit in this case, was the verbal promise of the
vendor to convey. )Jo possession was given of the land, and no
act whatever was done by the vendor. The payment of the deposit was not such an act of part performance as would, under
~y of the authorities. authorize the purchaser to demand a
specific performance.
There was, then, no consideration whatever for his agree-

It is necessary to consider on what grounds the holder of

the money can claim to hold it. It cannot be held as in any way

analogous to a gift. It is delivered upon condition, to be held in

case of failure to perform an expected act, but. in case of per-

formance. to be applied towards the full price of land. It cannot.

then, be put upon any other ground than that of an agreement,

involving rights and obligations on both sides. and a forfeiture

upon the default of the party paying over the money.

This agreement is an agreement for the purchase and sale of

lands; and the stipulation for the forfeiture of the deposit is the

agreed penalty, or, more properly. the stipulated damages for its

breach. If the contract is valid. the forfeiture is valid, as it is not

claimed to be unreasonable; but if the contract is not valid, then

no part of it can be enforced, without leading to confusion and

contradiction.

Under our statutes every contract.for the sale of lands is

void, unless the contract, or some note or memorandum of it, is

in writing, and signed by the vendor, or his agent, lawfully ap-
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pointed in writing—2 Comp.' L., 1871, sec. 4694.’ The law does

not require the purchaser to sign the agreement. and he is liable,

therefore upon the written contract, though his own assent is

verbal.—HolIond \'. Hoyt, 14 Mich. 238. The statute does not

require the consideration to be set forth in writing, but, allows it

to be proved 0therwise—sec. 4695.

The validity of part performance, as taking contracts out of

the statute so as to authorize their speciﬁc performance, is also

declared—sec. 4696. _

The only consideration for the agreement of the purchaser

to forfeit his deposit in this case, was the verbal promise of the

vendor to convey. No possession was given of the land, and no

act whatever was done by the vendor. The payment of the de-

posit was not such an act of part performance as would, under

any of the authorities, authorize the purchaser to demand a

speciﬁc performance.

There was, then, no consideration whatever for his agree-

’The statute under consideration, Sec. 4694, C. L. 1871, Sec. 9511,

C. L. I897, provided: “Every contract for the leasing for a longer period

than one year, or for the sale of any lands, or any interest in lands shall

be void unless the contrac: or some note or memorandum thereof, be in

writing, and signed by the party by whom the lease or sale is to be made

or by some person thereunto by him lawfully authorized by writing.”

."-..

'The statute under consideration, Sec. 469~. C. L. 1871, Sec. 951 I,
C. L. 1897, provided: "E\'ery contract for the leasing for a longer period
than one year, or for the sale of any lands, or any interest in lands shall
be void unless the contrac: or some note or memorandum thereof, be in
writing, and signed by the party by whom the lease or sale is to be made
or by some perwn thereunto by him lawfully authorized by writing."
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ment, and it gave him no rights against the vendor. The arrange-
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[Chap. I

ment, therefore, was in no sense a contract, and he was not bound

ment, and it gave him no rights against the vendor. The arrangement, therefore, was in no sense a contract, and he was not bound
by it. Until both parties are brought into binding relations, their
dealings have no effect. They can only be regarded as preliminary
negotiations, which con fer no rights.
They cannot, therefore, be made binding thereafter, by any
attempt of a single party to force a contract on the other. If
there was no contract already in existence, the subsequent assent
of both was as necessary as if they had never negotiated. A
party who has never become bound, cannot be held by any but his
own agreement. And the cases which intimate that one party
cannot retract. if the other is willing to perform, give to the arrangement all the effect of a solemn contract, and enable agreements to be made as well as enforced, at the will of one of the
parties, without any concurrence of the other.
\Ve have held in Chamberlain \'. Dow, 10 Mich. R., 3'9:
Ha.fl,.. So11lc, I I Mich. R., 494; Holland v. Hoyt, J./ Jl.fich. R.,
238; a11d Grimes,.. VmiVcchten, 20 Mich. R., po, that a contract void under the statute of frauds, is a mere nullity, and cannot be used for any purpose whatever. And we cannot conceive
of such a thing as a contract which cannot be enforced as a con- ·
tract, and yet can be the foundation of legal obligations arising
out of nothing else.
The decisions which have been made in several states refer,
for their authority, chiefly to some early decisions in Xew York.
The brief report in Do'H.'dle \". Camp, 12 J. R., 451, rested the
refusal to allow the purchase money to be recovered back fron•
a vendor willing to perform, on the ground that equity would
compel performance in favor of the purchaser. And the same
doctrine was held in Abbotf \". Draper, 4 Dc11io R., 51, where the
purchaser's possession was more distinctly relied on. And in
Rice v. Peet, 15 J. R., 503, and Thayer v. Rock, 13 \Vend., 53, it
was said that there could be a recovery back of money paid, where
there was no such exceptional circumstances. And in Du11ca.1i v.
Baird, 8 Dana, 101, where a payment had been made in a specific
article, and not 'in money, the court held that there was no room
for even an implied assumpsit, and that the action should be replevin or trover, for the chattels withheld.
Some decisions have apparently disregarded this distinction
between contracts, made valid by part performance, and stipulations or arrangements, which have never become binding. An
agreement made valid by part performance, is, in law, as valid
as in equity, for all purposes except the remedy to enforce it.

by it. Until both parties are brought into binding relations, their

dealings have no effect. They can only be regarded as preliminary

negotiations, which confer no rights.

They cannot, therefore, be made binding thereafter, by any

attempt of a single party to force a contract on the other. If

there was no contract already in existence, the subsequent assent

of both was as necessary as if they had never negotiated. A

party who has never become bound, cannot be held by any but his

own agreement. And the cases which intimate that one party

cannot retract. if the other is willing to perform, give to the ar-

rangement all the effect of a solemn contract, and enable agree-

ments to be made as well as enforced, at the will of one of the

parties, without an_\' concurrence of the other. .

\Ve have held in Chamberlain v. Dow, r0 .-1'[ich~. R., 319;

HaII v. Sonic, II Mich. R., 494; Holland v. Hoyt, r4 Mich. R.,

238,- and Grimes \'. VanVcchten, 20 Mich. R., .110, that a con-

tract void under the statute of frauds, is a mere nullity, and can-

not be used for any purpose whatever. And we cannot conceive
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of such a thing as a contract which cannot be enforced as a con- '

tract, and yet can be the foundation of legal obligations arising

out of nothing else.

The decisions which have been made in several states refer,

for their authority, chieﬂy to some early decisions in New York.

The brief report in Dozcrﬂe \'. Camp, 12 J. R., 451, rested the

refusal to allow the purchase money to be recovered back fr0u‘

a vendor willing to perform, on the ground that equity would

compel performance in favor of the purchaser. And the same

doctrine was held in Abbot! v. Draper, 4 Denio R., 51, where the

purchaser's possession was more distinctly relied on. And in

Rice v. Peet, 15 J. R., 503, and Thayer v. Rock, 13 Wend., 53, it

was said that there could be a recovery back of money paid, where

there was no such exceptional circumstances. And in Duncan v.

Baird, 8 Dana, 101, where a payment had been made in a speciﬁc

article, and not in money, the court held that there was no room

for even an implied assumpsit, and that the action should be re-

plevin or trover, for the chattels withheld.

Some decisions have apparently disregarded this distinction

between contracts, made valid by part performance, and stipu-

lations or arrangements, which have never become binding. An

agreement made valid by part performance, is, in law, as valid

as in equity, for all purposes except the remedy to enforce it.
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legal right.—HolIand v. Hoyt, 14 1\Iich.. 238. Had the plaintiff

An equitable right is as good a consideration for a contract as a
legal right.-Holla11d v. Ho)'t, 14 :Mich., 238. Had the plaintiff .
in this case obtained possession from the defendant, under the v~r
bat arrangement, the contract would have been taken out of the
statute, and would not have been void. But as the case stands,
we cannot see why, if the willingnes~ of the vendor to convey,
entitles him to keep money paid and agreed to be forfeited, he
would not equally be entitled to enforce a promise to Jfay a like
sum. on the same conditions. There is no middle ground between
binding contracts, and the absence of any binding obligation.
\Ve think the court below erred in refusing to allow a recovery, and that the judgment should be reversed, with costs and
a new trial granted.
The other Justices concurred.

in this case obtained possession from the defendant, under the ver

bal arrangement, the contract would have been taken out of the

statute, and would not have been void. But as the case stands,

we cannot see why, if the willingness of the vendor to convey,

entitles him to keep money paid and agreed to be forfeited, he

would not equally be entitled to enforce a promise to pay a like

sum. on the same conditions. There is no middle ground between

binding contracts, and the absence of any binding obligation.

Vt/e think the court below erred in refusing to allow a re-

covery, and that the judgment should he reversed, with costs and

a new trial granted.

The other Justices concurred.

b. Of the zvords “special [>romise.”

10. PIKE v. BROWN, 7 Cush. 133.

Supreme Judicial Court, Massachusetts, 1851.

'I'he statute limits the words “special promise“ to promises

actually made. Promises implied by law arc‘ exeluded.

\\.'rit of review. The case was argued at the last .\'ovember
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term, by I. Richardson for the plaintiff in review, and by H. C.

Hutehins, for the defendant in review. The opinion of the court

exhibits all the facts.

b.

SH.\w, C. J.—This case comes up on a writ of review, grant-

Of the words "special promise.''

ed on petition, to enable the plaintiff in review. defendant in the

original action, to correct and set aside, if he can, a judgment re-

10.

covered by Brown against him.

The original action was assumpsit to recover a sum of money,

PIKE v. BROWN, i Cush. 133.
Supreme Judicial Court, Massachusl.'tts, 1851.

alleged to he due to him from the ori~nt on these

Tiu..· statute limits the words "special promise·· to promises
actually made. Promises implied by l<n.~· art! cxcl11dcd.

grounds: Brown, by deed poll, expressed to be in consideration

of $4.000, conveyed an estate to Eike. designated as a house and

lot on South Cove, and describe as e1 g subject to a mortgage,

\Vrit of review. The case was argued at the last Xon~mber
term, by/. If'. Richardso1i for the plaintiff in review, and by H. C.
Hutchins, for the defendant in review. The opinion of the court
exhibits all the facts.

to secure Brown’s note to one W'alkef, for $2,825, payable in four

years. with an amount of interest speciﬁed, payable semi-annually;

“which said sum is part of the consideration before named, and

this deed is on condition that said Pike shall assume and pay said

note and the interest thereon, as they severally become due and

payable.” It appears by the case, that Pike entered upon and

Sn .\\\', C. J.-This case comes up on a writ of review, granted on petition, to enable the plaintiff in review. defendant in the
original action, to correct and set aside, if he can, a judgment recovered by Brown against him.
The original action was assumpsit to recover a sum of money,
alleged to be due to him from the original cft>fepiint on these
grounds: Ilrown, by deed poll, expressed to be in consideration
of $4.ooo, conveyed an estate to ike. designated as a house and
lot on South Cove, and describe ~s e1 g subject to a mortgage,
to secure Brown's note to one \Valket. for $2,825, payable in four
years. with an amount of interest specified, payable semi-annually :
"which said sum is part of the consideration before named, and
this dee'l is on condition that said Pike shall assume and pay said
note and the interest thereon, as the\" severallv become clue and
payable." It appears by the case, that Pike .entered upon and
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took possession of the estate conveyed, and held it till a half

year’s interest became due; he did not pay it, but Brown, being

liable for it on his note, was called upon to pay it and did pay it

to the mortgagee. and brought this action of assumpsit to re-

cover it.

The court are of opinion that this action can be maintained.

The principle is well settled, that where one, by deed poll, grants

land, and conveys any right, title or interest in real estate to

another, and where there is any money to be paid by the grantee

to the grantor, or any other debt or duty to be performed by the

grantee to the grantor, or for his use and beneﬁt, and the grantee

accepts the deed and enters on the estate, the grantee becomes bound

to make such payment, or perform such duty.and not having sealed

the instrument, he is not bound by it as a deed; but it being a

duty, the law implies a promise to perform it, upon which promise,

in case of failure. assumpsit will lie.

The most common and familiar case is that of a lease. or the

creation of a term by deed poll, one of the stipulations of which

is. that the lessee pay certain rents at certain times. The lessee

does not contract by deed, but from the rent reserved the law
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implies a promise. It seems impossible to distinguish this case

from that of Goodwin v. Gilbert, 9 Mass. 510. The counsel for

the defendant supposed that the marginal note to that case an-

nounced a principle not warranted by the case. We can see no

such discrepancy. The case stated certain facts and circumstances.

upon which it was contended that the promise arose; the marginal

note announced the general principle to be extracted from the

case. The statement of the general principle would, of course,

avoid all the particular circumstances, which were immaterial,

and could not affect the result. This appears to be the only dis-

crepancy between the marginal note and the detailed case. This

case was referred to, with approbation, in a later case, in which

the general principle above mentioned is restated. Felch. v.

Taylor, 13 Pick. 133. That was the assignment of a lease; this

is the transfer of an equity of redemption. Each is an interest in

land, and each is transferred. by deed poll, to an assignee, on the

terms of paying money or doing some duty. There it was to pay

money to a third person, which the grantor had covenanted to pay ;

here it was to pay the principal and interest of the grantor’s note,

and exonerate him from such payment.

Again: if we look at the intention of the parties, it seems to

us the result is the same. The deed was inform not the convey-

ance of an equity of redemption, but a conveyapﬁr of the estatgk

took possession of the estate conveyed, and held it till a half
vear's interest became due; he did not pay it, but Brown, being
iiahle for it on his note, was called upon to pay it and did pay it
to the mortgagee, and brought this action of assumpsit to recover it.
The court are of opinion that this action can be maintained.
The principle is well settled, that where one, by deed poll, grants
land, and conveys any right, title or interest in real estate to
another, and where there is any money to be paid by the grantee
to the grantor, or any other debt or duty to be performed by the
grantee to the grantor, or for his use and benefit, and the grantee
accepts the deed and enters on the estate, the grantee becomes bound
to make such payment, or perform such duty.and not having sealed
the instrument, .he is not bound by it as a deed ; but it being a
duty, the law implies a promise to perform it, upon which promise,
in case of failure, assumpsit will lie.
The most common and familiar case is that of a lease, or the
creation of a term by deed poll, one of the stipulations of which
is. that the lessee pay certain rents at certain times. The lessee
does not contract by deed, but from the rent reserved the law
implies a promise. It seems impossible to distinguish this case
from that of Goodittin v. Gilbl'Tt, 9 Mass. 510. The counsel for
the defendant supposed that the marginal note to that case announced a principle not warranted by the case. We can see no
such discrepancy. The case stated certain facts and circumstances,
r upon which it was contended that the promise arose; the marginal
note announced the general principle to be extracted from the
case. The statement of the general principle would, of course,
avoid all the particular circumstances, which were immaterial,
and could not affect the result. This appears to be the only discrepancy between the marginal note and the detailed case. This
case was referred to, with approbation, in a later case, in which
the general principle above mentioned is restated. Felch v.
Ta'!,'lor, 13 Pick. 133. That was the assignment of a lease; this
is the transfer of an equity of redemption. Each is an interest in
land, and each is transferred. by deed poll, to an assignee, on the
terms of paying money or doing some duty. There it was to pay
money to a third person, whieh the grantor had covenanted to pay;
here it was to pay the principal and interest of the grantor's note,
and exonerate him from such payment.
Again: if we look at the intention of the parties, it seems to
us the result is the same. The deed was in Jorm not the conveyance of an equitv of redemption, but a conveyance of the-~
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consideration for the entire estate was $4,000, of which Brown's

though, in legal effect, it conveyed an equity of redemption. The
consideration for the entire estate was $4,oex>, of which Brown ·s
mortgage to \Valker was a part, which the defendant assumed and
undertook to pay, as part of such consideration. Such payment,
when made according to such stipulation, would relieve the plaintiff from his personal obligation to Walker and release the estate
from the lien upon it. A sti ulati
uable
consideration movi
so
much money, is a promise to me. to indemnjfy me and to rQ.mllurse me, if, not complyin~ with his undertaking to pay iJ.t he
leaves me lia
•
·
·
.
t was urged on the consideration of the court, that this was
a condition affecting the estate, and not creating a personal liability; and that if the grantee failed to perform the condition, the
grantor's only remedy was a forfeiture. \Ve think this is not so.
If a condition at all, it is a condition subsequent. which might operate as a breach, and warrant a reentry for condition broken.
But if the grantor has this remedy, it is collateral only, and far
from being adequate. Take again the case of a lease by dted
poll, the lessee "yielding and paying'' rent. etc. These words are
held to constitute both a condition and an obligation. It would
afford a poor remedy, if, after the enjoyment of the estate by the
lessee for several terms, say years or quarters. the lessor could
only take the estate back again. No; all such words are to be
construed according to the subject matter, and if they are such
as ordinarily imply stipulation or undertaking, they create an implied promise, although they are also words of condition. In
Goodwin v. Gilbert, the words in the deed poll. in which the duty
wu.s reserved, are not given; but in the case last cited, of Felch
v. Taylor, 13 Pick. 133, the words in the devise, which stands on
the same footing with a deed poll, were "upon condition that the
said Daniel do pay," etc.. and afterwards in the deed of the devisee to a third person, ''excepting same condition;" it was held,
in both instances, to create a debt or duty on which assumpsit
would lie.
It was insisted, that this promise, if it existed at ;Mi, 11 as a
promise to pay the debt nL another. and so voi&l. by the statute of
frauds, if notCwade in ri i · also that it concerned real estate,
and so was vote u
same statute. We
think neither objection tenable. Although the cons1 era 1
this promise was a conveyance of real estate. it was a consideration past ~erntecC- apd tbe pronuse /emained a simple obliga_tion to pay m~. As to the other objection. that it was a promise

mortgage to Walker was a part, which the defendant assumed and

undertook to pay, as part of such consideration. Such payment.

when made according to such stipulation, would relieve the plain-

tiff from his personal obligation to Walker and release the estate

from the lien upon it. A sti ulati ' _' uable

consideration moving '

much monev is a _

urse me, if. not lvm ' ' 'n

1 aves me liable _' ’ ' _' d.

t was urged on the consideration of the court, that this was

a condition affecting the estate, and not creating a personal liabili-

ty; and that if the grantee failed to perform the condition. the

grantor’s only remedy was a forfeiture. We think this is not so.

If a condition at all, it is a condition subsequent. which might op-

erate as a breach, and warrant a reentry for condition broken.

But if the grantor has this remedy, it is collateral only, and far

from being adequate. Take again the case of a lease by deed

poll, the lessee “yielding and paying” rent. etc. These words are
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held to constitute both a condition and an obligation. It would

afford a poor remedy, if, after the enjoyment of the estate by the

lessee for several terms, say years or quarters, the lessor could

only take the estate back again. No; all such words are to be

construed according to the subject matter. and if they are such

as ordinarily imply stipulation or undertaking, they create an im-

plied promise, although they are also words of condition. In

Goodwin v. Gilbert, the words in the deed poll. in which the duty

was reserved, are not given; but in the case last cited, of Felch

v. Taylor, 13 Pick. 133, the words in the devise. which stands on

the same footing with a deed poll, were “upon condition that the

said Daniel do pay,” etc.. and afterwards in the deed of the de-

visee to a third person, “excepting same condition ;” it was held,

in both instances, to create a debt or duty on which assumpsit

would lie.

It was insisted, that this promise, if it exist~

promise to pay the debt gﬂgnotherl gpd sg ygjd by the statute of

frauds, if not mare m ri in ' also that it concerned real estate,

and so was vOl( u same statute. We

think neither objection tenable. Although the CO11Sl erai

this promise was a conveyance of real estate. it was a considera-

tion past and e e promise emained a simple obliga-

tion to pay monev. As to the other objection. that it was a promise
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to pay the debt of another, the substance of the contract with the

I

plaintiff was on a consideration moving fi_'_om him, to pay his

debt, for his beneﬁt, and to exonerate him, and was no less a

direct promise to the plaintiff, because, in the performance of it,

it would satisfy a debt due to another, Besides; promises im-

plied b_v law are not within the statute.

Judgment afﬁrmed, with ~rest and costs of

review.

11. EASTWOOD v. KENYON, 11 Adol. & El. 438, 39 C. L. 245.

Court of Queen’s Bench, Hilary Term, 1840.

The statute applies only to promises made to the person to

zvhom another is answerable.

In this term, (January 16th,) the judgment of the court was

{

1

to pay the debt of another, the substance of the contract with the
plaintiff was on a consideration moving ft.om him, to pay his
debt, for his benefit, and to exonerate him, and was no less a
direct promise to the plaintiff, because, in the performance of it,
it would satisfy a debt due to anot~ Besides; promises implied by law are not within the statt~.
Juclgment affirmed, with ..additional in~est and costs of
review.

delivered by

11.

Lonn DENMAN, C. J. The ﬁrst point in this case arose on

the fourth section of the Statute of Frauds, viz., whether the prom-

EASTWOOD v. KENYON, 11 Ado!. & El. 438, 39 I:. C. L. 245.
Court of Queen's Bench, Hilary Term, 18.to.

ise of the defendant was to “answer for the debt, default, or mis-

The statute applies onlJ to promises made to the perso~i. to
7c•Jrom another i's answerable.
In this term, (January 16th,) the judgment of the court was
delivered by
LoRn DENMAN, C. J. The first point in this case arose on
the fourth section of the Statute of Frauds, viz., whether the promise of the defendant was to ''answer for the debt, default, or miscarriage of another person." Upon the hearing \ve decided, in
conformity with the case· of Buttemcrc v. Hayes, 5 Mee. & vV.
456, that this defense might be set up under the plea of X on
Assumpsit.
..
Tl1' facts were that the plaintiff was liable to a Mr. Blackburn on a promissory note ; and the defendant, for a consideration,
which may for the purpose of the argument be taken to have been
sufficient, promised the plaintiff to pay and discharge the note to
Blackburn. If the promise had been made to Blackburn, doubtless the statute would have applied : it would then have been
strictly a promise to answer for the debt of another; and the
argument on the part of the defendant is, that it is not less the debt
of another, because the promise is made to that other, viz., the
debtor, and not to the creditor, the statute not having in terms
stated to whom the promise, contemplated by it, is to be made.
But upon consideration we are of opinion that the statute applies
only to promises made to the person to whom another is aQswerable. \Ve are not aware of any case in which the point has arisen,
or in which any attempt has been made to put that construction
upon the statute which is now sought to be established, and which
we think not to be the true one.*
Rule to enter verdict for defendant discharged.

carriage of another person.” Upon the hearing we decided, in

conformity with the case‘ of Buttemcre v. Hayes, 5 Mee. <9‘ W.

456, that this defense might be set up under the plea of Non
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Assumpsit.

; The facts were that the plaintiff was liable to a Mr. Black-

burn on a promissory note; and the defendant, for a consideration,

which may for the purpose of the argument be taken to have been

sufficient, promised the plaintiff to pay and discharge the note to

Blackburn. If the promise had been inode to Blackburn, doubt-

less the statute would have applied: it would then have been

strictly a promise to answer for the debt of another; and the

argument on the part of the defendant is, that it is not less the debt

of another, because the promise is made to that other, viz., the

debtor, and not to the creditor, the statute not having in terms

stated to whom the promise, contemplated by it, is to be made.

But upon consideration we are of opinion that the statute applies

only to promises made to the person to whom another is answer-

able. \Ve are not aware of any case in which the point has arisen,

or in which any attempt has been made to put that construction

upon the statute which is now sought to be established, and which

we think not to be the true one.*

Rule to enter verdict for defendant discharged.

*Everything but the opinion on the one point is omitted.

,

*Everything but the opinion on the one point is omitted.
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e. Of the word “agreement.”

WAIN, ET AI.., \". W.\RLTERS

12. WA ', et al. v. WARLTERS, 5 East 10.‘

c.

Court of King’s Bench, Easter Term, 1804.

The word “agreement” as used in the statute must be under-

stood to embrace the consideration for the promise as zeell as the

12.
promise itself.

ii/here one promised in writing to pay the debt of a third

Of the 'U..'ord "agreement."

W~,

et al. v. WARLTERS, s East 10.1
Court of King's Bench, Easter Term, 18o4.

The word ,;agrecmc11t" as used i11 the statute must be 1111dcrstood to embrace the co11sideratio11 for the promise as 7.l'Cll as the

person, without stating the consideration, parol evidence of the

consideration is inadmissible.

The plaintiffs declared that at the time of making the promise‘

promise itself.
iVhere one promised in ·writing to pay the debt of a third
person, wit/tout stating the considcratio11, parol C7. idc11ce of the
co11sidcratiou is inadmissible.

after mentioned they were the indorsees and holders of a bill of

exchange, dated the 14th February, 1803, drawn by one \\". Gore

upon and accepted by one J. Hall, whereby Gore requested Hall,

0

seventy days after date, to pay to his, Gore's order, £56 16s. 6d.;

which bill of exchange Gore had before then indorsed to the plain-

tiffs. and which sum in the bill mentioned was at the time of mak-

The plaintiffs declared that at the time of making the promise·
after mentioned thev were the inclorsees and holders of a bill of
exchange, dated the. 14th February, 18o3, drawn by one \Y. Gore
upon and accepted by one J. Hall, whereby Gore requested Hall,
seventy days after date, to pay to his, Gore's order, £56 16s. 6d.;
which bill of exchange Gore had before then indorscd to the plaintiffs, and which sum in the bill mentioned was at the time of making the promise by the defendant due and unpaid. And thereupon
the plaintiffs, before and at the time of making the said promise
by the defendant, had retained one A. as their attorney to sue
Gore and Hall respectively for the recovery of the said sum so clue,
&c. whereof the defendant at the time of his promise.&c. had notice.
And thereupon, on the 30th of April, i8o3, at &c., in consideration
of the premises, and that the plaintiffs, at the instance of the
defendant, would forbear to proceed for the recovery of the said
56/. 16s. 6d., he, the defendant, undertook and promised the
plaintiffs to pay them, by half-past four o'clock on that <lay, 56/.
and the expenses which had then been incurred by them on the
said bill. The plaintiffs then averred that they did, within a
reasonable time after the defendant's promise, stay all proceedings for the recovery of the said debt; and have hitherto forborne
to proceed for the recovery thereof; and that the expenses by
them incurred on the said bill at the time of making the promise
by the defendant, and in respect of their having so retained the

ing the promise by the defendant due and unpaid. And thereupon

the plaintiffs, before and at the time of making the said promise

by the defendant, had retained one A. as their attorney to sue

Gore and Hall respectively for the recovery of the said sum so due,
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&c. whereof the defendant at the time of his promise.&c. had notice.

And thereupon, on the 30th of April, 1803, at &c., in consideration

of the premises, and that the plaintiffs, at the instance of the

defendant, would forbear to proceed for the recovery of the said

561. 16s. 6d., he, the defendant, undertook and promised the

plaintiffs to pay them, by half-past four o’clocl< on that day, 561.

and the expenses which had then been incurred by them on the

said bill. The plaintiffs then averred that they did, within a

reasonable time after the defendant’s promise, stay all proceed-

ings for the recovery of the said debt, and have hitherto forborne

to proceed for the recovery thereof; and that the expenses by

them incurred on the said bill at the time of making the promise

by the defendant, and in respect of their having so retained the

' The rule of this case continued the rule in England until the adoption

of the Mercantile Law Amendment, so-called, in 1856, 19th and 20th Vic.,

chap. 97. Among the American cases following this rule are: Weldin v.

Porter, 4 Houst. (Del.) 236; Hargraves v. Cooke, 15 Ga. 321; Elliott v.

Giese, 7 Harr. & J. 457; Underwood v. Campbell, 14 N. H. 420: Laing v.

Lee. 20 N. J. L. 337 (but see statutes); Drake v. Seaman, 97 N. Y. 234;

Parry v. Spikes, 49 \\"is. 384; McFarlane v. Wadhams, 165 Fed. 987. Some

states have changed the phraseology of the statute. California, for exam-

ple, has omitted altogether the word “agreement.” Some of the statutes

have coupled the word “promise” with the word “agreement.”

'The rule of this case continued the rule in England until the adoption
of the Mercantile Law Amendment, so-called, in 1856, 19th and 20th Vic.,
chap. 97. Among the American cases following this rule are: \Vcldin v.
Porter, 4 Roust (Del.) 236; Hargraves v. Cooke, 15 Ga. 321; Elliott v.
Giese, 7 Harr. & ]. 457; Underwood v. Campbell, 14 N. H. 420: Laing v.
Lee, 20 N. J. L. 337 (but see statutes) ; Drake v. Seaman, 97 N. Y. 234;
Parry v. Spikes, 49 Wis. 384; McFarlane v. Wadhams, 165 Fed. 98i· Some
states have changed the phraseology of the statute. California, for example, has omitted altogether the word "agreement." Some of the statutes
have coupled the word "promise" with the word "agreement."
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said A., and on account of his having, before the defendant’s

said promise, drawn and engrossed certain writs called special

said A., and on account of his having, before the defendant's
said promise, drawn and engrossed certain writs called special
capias, against Gore and Hall respectively on the said bill, amounted to 201., of which the defendant had notice; yet the defendant
did not, at half-past four o'clock on that day, &c., nor at any
time before or since, pay the said sum of 56/. and the said expenses incurred, &c. There was another special count, charging
that the reasonable expenses incurred on the bill were so much,
which the defendant had refused to pay. And the common money
counts.
In support of the undertaking laid in the declaration, the
plaintiffs, at the trial at Guildhall, produced the written engagement signed by the defendant, which was in these words :
"Messrs. Wain & Co.. I will engage to pay you, by half-past four
this day, fifty-six pounds and expenses on bill that amount on
Hall. (Signed) Jno. \Varlters (and dated), No. 2, Cornhill,
April 30th, 18o3:' \Vhereupon it "'as objected, on the part of
the defendant,.that though the promise, which was to pay the debt
of another, were in writing, as required by the Statute of Frauds,
yet that it did not express the consideration of the defendant's
promise, which was also required by the statute to be in writing;
and that this omission could not be supplied by parol evidence
(which the plaintiffs proposed to call in order to explain the occasion and consideration of giving the note) ; and that for want of
such consideration appearing upon the face of the written memorandum, it stood simply as an engagement to pay the debt of
another without any consideration, and was. therefore, mul11m
pactum and void. And Lord Ellenborough, C. ].. upon view of
the Statute of Frauds, 29 Car, 2, c. 3, s. 4, which avoids any special
promise to answer for the debt of another, unless the agreement
upon which the action shall be brought, or some memorandum
or note thereof, shall be in writing, and signed by the party to be
charged therewith," &c., thought that the term agreement imported the substance at least of the terms on which both parties
consented to contract, and included the consi~ation moving to
the promise, as well as the promise itself: and the agreemen·tin
this sense not having been reduced to writing for want of including the consideration of the promise, he thcntght it could not be
supplied by parol evidence, which it was the object of the statute
to exclude ; and therefore nonsuited the plaintiffs. A rule u.i.si
was obtained in the last term for setting aside the nonsuit and
granting a new trial, on the ground that the statute only required
the promise or binding part of the contract to be in writing, and

capias, against Gore and Hall respectively on the said bill, amount-

ed to 201., of which the defendant had notice; yet the defendant

did not, at half-past four o'clock on that day, &c., nor at any

time before or since, pay the said sum of 561. and the said ex-

penses incurred, &c. There was another special count, charging

that the reasonable expenses incurred on the bill were so much,

which the defendant had refused to pay. And the common money

counts.

In support of the undertaking laid in the declaration, the

plaintiffs, at the trial at Guildhall, produced the written engage-

ment signed by the defendant, which was in these words:

“Messrs. Wain & Co.. I will engage to pay you, by half-past four

this day, ﬁfty-six pounds and expenses on bill that amount on

Hall. (Signed) Jno. Warlters (and dated), No. 2, Cornhill,

April 30th, 1803.” Vi/hereupon it was objected, on the part of

the defendant,that though the promise, which was to pay the debt

of another, were in writing, as required by the Statute of Frauds.

yet that it did not express the consideration of the defendant’s
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promise, which was also required by the statute to be in writing;

and that this omission could not be supplied by parol evidence

(which the plaintiffs proposed to call in order to explain the oc-

casion and consideration of giving the note) ; and that for want of

such consideration appearing upon the face of the written memor-

andum, it stood simply as an engagement to pay the debt of

another without any consideration, and was, therefore, nndum

paetum and void. And Lord Ellenborough, C. J., upon view of

the Statute of Frauds, 29 Car, 2, c. 3, s. 4, which avoids any special

promise to answer for the debt of another, unless the agreement

upon which the action shall be brought, or some memorandum

or note thereof, shall be in writing, and signed by the party to be

charged therewith,” &c., thought that the term agreement im-

ported the substance at least of the terms on which both parties

consented to contract, and included the consi(,lgr_ation moving J3

the promise, as well as the promise itself: and the agreement in

this sense not having been reduced to writing for want of includ-

ing the consideration of the promise, he thought it could not be

supplied by parol evidence, which it was the object of the statute

to exclude; and therefore nonsuited the plaintiffs. A rule nisi

was obtained in the last term for setting aside the nonsuit and

granting a new trial, on the ground that the statute only required

the prom-ise or binding part of the contract to be in writing, and
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that parol evidence might be given of the consideration which

did‘n0t go to contradict, but to explain and support the written

that parol evidence might be given of the consideration which
did ·not go to contradict, but to explain and support the written
promise.
Garro·u..• and Lcnc•es showed cause against the rule.
Erskine and J\f arryat, in support of the rule.

promise.

Garrow and Lem-es showed cause against the rule.

Erskine and Marryat, in support of the rule.

LORD EI,LENB()ROU(;H, C. _]., after noticing the deﬁnition of

the word agreement by Lord C. B. Comyns, who considered it as

a thing to which there must be the assent of two or more minds,

and which, as he says. ought to be so certain and complete, that

LORD EI.LENBOROlJGH, C. J., after noticing the definition of
the word agreement by Lord C. B. Comyns, who considered it as
a thing to which there must be the assent of two or more minds,
and which, as he says. ought to be so certain and complete, that
each party may have an action upon it; for which, in addition to
the author's own authority, was cited that of P lowden; and better (his Lordship observed) could not be cited:
In all cases where, by long habitual construction, the words
of a statute have not received a peculiar interpretation, such as
they will allow of, I am always inclined to give to them their
natural ordinary signification." The clause in question in the
Statute of Frpuds, has the word 'Mr~1l1 ("unless the agreement upon which the action is brought some memorandum or
note thereof shall be in writing," &c.) And the question is,
V\rhether that word is to be understood in the loose incorrect sens~

each party may have an action upon it; for which, in addition to

the author’s own authority, was cited that of Plowden; and bet-

ter (his Lordship observed) could not be cited:

In all cases where, by long habitual construction. the words

of a statute have not received a peculiar interpretation, such as

they will allow of. I am always inclined to give to them their

natural ordinary signiﬁcation.‘ The clause in question in the

Statute of Frauds, has the word (“unless the agree-

ment upon which the action is brought, some memorandum or

note thereof shall be in writing,” &c.) And the question is,

~~1
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\\'hether that word is to be understood in the loose incorrect sens;

in which it may sometimes be used. as s 'nonvmous _~

nuderta tug, or lll its more )ro)Q1' orrect sense, as _s_ignifyi|]g

r

a mutua contract on "1 sideration g wo or more arties ?__

' 1 =r<.to uleto be the ,

to which we are bound to give its proper effect: the more so

when it is considered by ~1te is said to have been

drawn. by L.o;d,_];],a.I.e, on_e of the greatest Judges who ever sat in

\Vestminster-hall, who was as competent to express as he was able

to conceive the provisighs best calculated for carrying into effect

the purposes of that law‘. The person to be charged for the debt

of another, is to be charged in the form of the proceeding against

him, upon his special promise‘; but without a legal consideratio

to which we are bound to give its proper effect: the more so
when it is considered by whom that statute is said to have been
drawn, by I ord Ha lei, on,eefthe greatest" Judges who ever sat in
\Vestminster-hall, who was as competent to express as he was able
to conceive the provisi~ best calculated for c;irrying into effect
the purposes of that ,Ia~ The person to be charged for the debt
of another, is to be charged in the form of the proceeding against
him, upon his special promise.,; but without a legal consideratiotL
to sustain it, that romise would be n11d11m actu ii a
i
The statute never meant to enfprce any promise w 1c
fore invalid, merely because it was put in writing. The obligatory
part is indeed the promise, which will account for the word
promise being used in the first part of the clause, but still in order
to charge the party making it, the statute proceeds to require that
the agrumeut, by which must be understood the agreement in
respect of which the promise was made, must be reduced into
writing. And indeed it seems necessary for effectuating the object of the statute that the consideration should be set down in

to sustain it, that promise would l§ nudurn gactujn as; The statute never meant to enforce any prom1se w 1c -

fore invalid, merely because it was put in writing. The obligatory

part is indeed the promise, which will account for the word

promise being used in the ﬁrst part of the clause, but still in order

to charge the party making it, the statute proceeds to require that

the agreement, by which must be understood the agreement in

respect of which the promise was made, must be reduced into

writing. And indeed it seems necessary for effectuating the ob-

ject of the statute that the consideration should be set down in
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might be illegal, or the promise might have been made upon a

writing as well as the promise; for otherwise the consideration
might be illegal, or the promise might have been made upon a
condition precedent, which the party charged may not afterwards
be able to prove, the omission of which would materially vary the
promise, by turning that into an absolute promise which was only
a conditional one: and then it would rest altogether on the conscience of the witness to assign another consideration in the one
case, or to drop the condition in the other, and thus to introduce
the very frauds and perjuries which it was the object of the act
to exclude by requiring that the agreement should be reduced into
writing, by which the consideration as well as the promise would
be rendered certain. The authorities referred to by Comyns,
Plowd. 5, a, 6, a, 9, to which may be added Dyer, 336, b., all show
that the word agreement is not satisfied unless there be a consider. ation, which consideration forming part of the agreement ought
therefore to have been shown ; an_d the promise is not binding by
the statute unless the consideration which forms part of the agreement be also stated in writing. \Vithout this, we.shall leave the
witness whose memory or conscience is to be refreshed to supply
a consideration more easy of proof, or more capable of sustaining
the promise declared on. Finding therefore the word agreement
in the statute, which appears to be the most apt and proper to
express that which the policy of the law seems to require, and
finding no case in which the proper meaning of it has been relaxed,
the best construction which we can make of the clause is to give
its prop(!r and legal meaning to every word of it.

condition precedent, which the party charged may not afterwards

be able to prove, the omission of which would materially vary the

promise, by turning that into an absolute promise which was only

a conditional one: and then it would rest altogether on the con-

science of the witness to assign another consideration in the one

case, or to drop the condition in the other, and thus to introduce

the very frauds and perjuries which it was the object of the act

to exclude by requiring that the agreement should be reduced into

writing, by which the consideration as well as the promise would

be rendered certain. The authorities referred to by Comyns,

Plowd. 5, a, 6, a, 9, to which may be added Dyer, 336, b., all show

that the word agreement is not satisﬁed unless there be a consider-

.ation, which consideration forming part of the agreement ought

therefore to have been shown; an_d the promise is not binding by

the statute unless the consideration which forms part of the agree-

ment be also stated in writing. \-Vithout this, we.shall leave the

witness whose memory or conscience is to be refreshed to supply

a consideration more easy of proof, or more capable of sustaining
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the promise declared on. Finding therefore the word agreement

in the statute, which appears to be the most apt and proper to

express that which the policy of the law seems to require, and

ﬁnding no case in which the proper meaning of it has been relaxed,

the best construction which we can make of the clause is to give

its proper and legal meaning to every word of it.

GI<os1~.‘, J.—It is said that the iparol evidence tendered does

not contradict the agreement; but the question is, VVhether the

statute does not require that the consideration for the promise

should be in writing as well as the promise itself? N ow the words

of the statute are, “that no action shall be brought whereby to

charge the defendant upon any special promise to answer for the

debt, &c., of another person, &c., unless the agreement upon which

such action shall be brought, or some memorandum or note there-

of. shall be in writing, &c., what is required to be in writing, there-

fore, is the agreelnent (not the promise, as mentioned in the ﬁrst

GrwsB, J.-It is said that the parol evidence tendered does
not contradict the agreement ; but the question is, \Vhether the
statute does not require that the consideration for the promise
should be in writing as well as the promise itself? Now the words
of the statute are, "that no action shall be brought whereby to
charge the defendant upon any special promise to answer for the
debt, &c., of another person, &c., unless the agreement upon which
such action shall be brought, or some memorandum or note thereof. shall be in writing, &c., what is required to be in writing, therefore, is th~ agrcc11u•11.i, (not the promise, as mentioned in the first
part of the eta.use), or some note or memorandum of the agreement.
Xow the agreement is that which is to show .what each party is
to do or perform, and by whtefi""both parties are to be bound; and
this is required to be m wnhng. If 1£ were only necessal"Y to
show what one o'r them was to do. it would~ sufficient to state
the promise made by the defendant who was to be charged upon

part of the clause), or some note or memorandum of the agreement.

Now the agreement is that ~hat each party is

to do or perform, and by wh c both parties are to be bound; and

this is requ re to m wr1 mg. 1 were only necessa to

show what one o~lo. it would ysufﬁcient to state

the promise made by the defendant who was to be charged upon
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it. But, if we were to adopt this construction it would be the

means of letting in those very frauds and perjuries which it was

it. But, if we were to adopt this construction it would be the
means of letting in those very frauds and perjuries which it was
the object of the statute to prevent. For. without the parol evidence, the defendant cannot be charged upon the written contract
for want of a consideration in law to support it. The effect of the
parol evidence then is to make him liable: and thus he would be
charged with the debt of another by parol testimony, when the
statute was passed with the very intent of avoiding such a charJ,e,
by requiring that the agreement, by which must be understood{the
whole a~eement, should be in writing.

the object of the statute to prevent. For, without the parol evi-

deuce, the defendant cannot be charged upon the written contract

for want of a consideration in law to support it. The effect of the

parol evidence then is to make him liable: and thus he would be

charged with the debt of another by parol testimony, when the

statute was passed with the very intent of avoiding such a char e,

by requiring that the agreement, by which must be understood the

whole agreement, should be in writing.

L./\\‘\'RENCE, J.—From the loose manner in which the clause

is worded, I at ﬁrst entertained some doubt upon the question; but

upon further consideration I agree with my lord and my brothers

upon their construction of it. If the question had arisen merely

on the ﬁrst part of the clause. I conceive that it would only have

LAWRENCE, J.-From the loose manner in which the clause
is worded, I at first entertained some doubt upon the question; but
upon further consideration I agree with my lord and my brothers
upon their construction of it. If the question had arisen merely
on the first part of the clause, I conceive that it would only have
been necessary that tJ.1e promise should have been stated in writing; but it goes on to direct that no person shall be charged on
such promise, unle5.<> the agrce111cnt, or some note or memorandum
thereof, that is, ~gW»tl'iti, be !ff' writing: which shows
that the \\·orcl a~<'11f was meant to he used in a sense different from promise, and that something besides the mere promise
was ,..required
to be stated. :\.nd as the consjcleratjgn tor the .,
promise 1slfart or the a:greement. that ought also to be stated in
writing.
:T- - - - · - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -

been necessary that the promise should have been stated in writ-

ing; but it goes on to direct that no person shall be charged on

such promise, uuuless the agreemcnt, or some note or memorandum

thereof, that is, ~\y'riting: which shows

that the word ag.z;e.mQt'ut was meant to be used in a sense differ-
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ent from promise, and that something besides the mere promise

was required to be stated. .k~e

promise 1S _t___ __reement. that ought also to be stated in

writing. ‘ W~

LEBLANC, J.—If there be a distinction between agreement

and promise, I think that we must not take it that agreement in-

cludes the consideration for the promise as well as the promise

itself: and I think it is the safer method to adopt the strict con-

struction of the words in this case, because it is better calculated

to effectuate the intention of the act, which was to prevent frauds

and perjuries, by requiring written evidence of what the parties

meant to be bound by. I should have been as well satisﬁed, how-

ever, if, recurring to the yvords used in the ﬁrst part of the clause,

they had used the same words again in the latter part, and said

LEBLAKC, J.-If there be a distinction between agrce111~11t
and promise, I think that we must not take it that agreement includes the consideration for the promise as well as the promise
itself: and I think it is the safer method to adopt the strict construction of the words in this case, because it is better calculated
to effectuate the intention of the act, which was to prevent frauds
and perjuries, by requiring written evidence of what the parties
meant to be bound by. J should have been as well satisfied, however, if, recurring to the words used in the first part of the clause,
they had used the same words again in the latter part, and said
"unless the promise or ag-recment upon which the action is
brought, or some note, or memorandum thereof, shall be in writing." But not having so done, I think we must adhere to the
strict interpretation of the agreement, which means the consideration for which as well as the promise by which the party binds
himself.
Rule discharged.

“unless the gromise Q5 ag"reement upon which the action is

brought, or some note, or memorandum thereof, shall be in writ-

ing.” But not having so done, I think we must adhere to the

strict interpretation of the agreement, which means the consider-

ation for which as well as the promise by which the party binds

himself.

Rule discharged.
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PACKARD v. RICHARDSON, et al., 17 Mass. 121.•
Supreme Judicial Court, Massachusetts, 182r.

A n•ritte11 promise to pay the debt of another without a re-

Supreme Judicial Court, Massachusetts, 1821.

A zt-ritten promise to pay the debt of another without a. re-

cital iu tire writing of the co11siderati01i 11po11 which the promise

cital in the writing of the consideration upon zvhich the promise

is fo1111dcd is in compliance with the stat11tc of frauds.

is fonnded is in compliance with the statute of frands. '

·

Assumpsit by the endorsee of a promissory note, made by

Assumpsit by the endorsee of a promissory note, made by
the Stony Brook .Manufacturing Company. of which the defendants were members. signed by Henry Fiske, their agent, payable
to one Asa Kingsbury, or order.
The defendants are counted against in various ways, upon
their supposed liability, on account of a written promise on the
back of the note, in the words following. viz .. "\Ve acknowledge
ourselves to be holden as surety for the payment of the within
note;" signed by the defendants.
LT sury was attempted to be set up in defense, and Henry
Fiske. who signed the note as agent, was called to prove it; but
being objected to he was rejected.
The counsel for the defendants also objected to the proof
of consideration for the guaranty, by oral testimony ; and contended that, as uo consideration was stated in the writing, the promise
was within the ~tatute of frauds and void.
The points were ruled against the defendants by the chief
fu~tice, before whom the cause was tried upon the general issue,
at the sittings here during the present term.
Sumner, for the defendants.
iv cbsta and .Morey for the plaintiffs.

the Stony Brook Manufacturing Company. of which the defend-

ants were members. signed by Henry Fiske, their agent, payable

to one Asa Kingsbury, or order.

The defendants are counted against in various ways, upon

their supposed liability, on account of a written promise on the

back of the note, in the words following. viz., “\’Ve acknowledge

ourselves to be holden as surety for the payment of the within

note ;"' signed by the defendants. -

Usury was attempted to be set up in defense, and Henry

Fiske, who signed the note as agent, was called to prove it; but

being objected to he was rejected.
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The counsel for the defendants also objected to the proof

of consideration for the guaranty, by oral testimony ; and contend-

ed that, as no consideration was stated in the writing. the promise

was within the statute of frauds and void.

The points were ruled against the defendants by the chief

justice, before whom the cause was tried upon the general issue,

at the sittings here during the present term.

Sumner, for the defendants.

Webster and M orey for the plaintiffs.

P.\RKF.R, C. J., delivered the opinion of the Court.

The case presents two questions of importance, neither of

which has received a judicial determination in our courts. The

arguments upon them have been exceedingly ingenious as well

as able, leaving nothing untouched in point of authority or general

reasoning, which has relation to the subject. * * * [Matter per-

taining to the ﬁrst question is omitted].

P.\RK1rn, C. J., delivered the opinion of the Court.
The case presents two questions of importance. neither of
which has received a judicial determination in our courts. The
arguments upon them have been exceedingly ingenious as well
as able. leaving nothing untouched in point of authority or general
reasoning. which has relation to the subject. * * * [ l\Iatter pertaining to the first question is omitted].
* * * The other question presented by this case is of a
more embarrassing nature ; not so much on account of anv intrinsic difficulty in construing the statute out of which the question ari;;es, as from an unwillingness to differ from the high

* * * The other question presented by this case is of a

more embarrassing nature: not so much on account of any in-

trinsic difﬁculty in construing the statute out of which the ques-

tion arises. as from an unwillingness to differ from the high

‘Among cases following the rule of this case are: Sage v. Wilcox,

6 Conn. 81; Gillighan v. Boardman, 29 Me. 79; Little v. Nobb, Io Mo. 3

(see Hain v. Benton, 118 Mo. App. 557); Ashford v. Robinson, 8 lred.

Law 114; Moore v. Eisaman, 201 Pa. St. 190; Perley Potter & Co. v.

Legare, Harp. (S. C.) 347; Gregory v. Gleed, 33 Vt. 405.

•Among cases following the rule of this case are: Sage "· \Vilcox,
6 Conn. 81; Gillighan v. Boardman, 29 Me. 79; Little v. Nobh. 10 Mo. 3
(see Hain v. Benton, u8 Mo. App. 557); Ashford ''· Robinson, 8 Ired.
Law 114: Moore v. Eisaman, 201 Pa. St. 190; Perley Potter & Co. v.
Legare, Harp. (S. C.) 347; Gregory v. Gleed, 33 Vt. 405.
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deliberation, we think is not warranted by the statute itself, or

authorities, who have adopted a construction, which, after mature
deliberation, we think is not warranted by the statute itself, or
any particular exposition which has been given to it since it was
enacted, until the case of Wain v. l{l'arlters was decided, in the
year 18o4.
The case, as stated in the declaration, and as it was made out
in proof, would admit.of our avoiding the naked question presented by the report. For the plaintiff having made an attachment
of property belonging to the company, and having relinquished
that attachment upon receiving the guaranty of the defendants ;
according to most of the authorities, the promise would not be
within the statute; there being a new consideration, between the
new contracting parties, sufficient to maintain the promise without writing. But as the question is now fairly presented to us,
and as has been ably argued, and as it often arises at 11isi prius, we
think it best to give our reasons for deciding that a promise to
pay the debt of another, in writing, and signed by the party intending to be bound, is a sufficient compliance with the statute,
without any recital in the writing of the consideration upon which
the promise is found.
The original promise is by the Stony Brook :\Ianufacturing
Company, by a note payable on demand. After the making of the
note, and after it was endor!'ed to the present plaintiff, the defendants severally signed their names on the back, and over their
signatures were written these words :-"We acknowledge ourse!ves holden as surety for the payment of the within note."
The consideration existing was, that these defendants were
members of the company which made the note: and that a suit,
which had been commenced, was stopped by the plaintiff, at their
request. But this consideration was proved by parole, and the
writing acknowledges no consideration whatever.
It is somewhat remarkable that a statute, which has so important a bearing upon contracts in daily use, should have remained without the construction recently given to it, from the
time of its enactment, which was in the 2') Car. 2, to the year 18o4,
when the case of Wai11 , .. 1Varltcrs was decided. That it did so
remain will appear from the circumstance, that neither the counsel in arguing that case, nor the Court in deciding it, refer to any
preexisting case in support of their doctrine; a doctrine which,
when announced, excited much surprise both in England and in
this country.
Our provincial act was passed in the year 16<)2. and continued in force until the year 1788, when it was superseded by _the

any particular exposition which has been given to it since it was

enacted, until the case of Wain v. IVa‘'rlters was decided, in the

year 1804.

The case, as stated in the declaration, and as it was made out

in proof, would admit_of our avoiding the naked question present-

ed by the report. For the plaintiff having made an attachment

of property belonging to the company, and having relinquished

that attachment upon receiving the guaranty of the defendants;

according to most of the authorities, the promise would not be

within the statute; there being a new consideration, between the

new contracting parties, sufficient to maintain the promise with-

out writing. But as the question is now fairly presented to us,

and as has been ably argued, and as it often arises at nisi prius, we

think it best to give our reasons for deciding that a promise to

pay the debt of another, in writing, and signed by the party in-

tending to be bound, is a sufﬁcient compliance with the statute,

without any recital in the writing of the consideration upon which

the promise is found.
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The original promise is by the Stony Brook Manufacturing

Company, by a note payable on demand. After the making of the

note, and after it was endorsed to the present plaintiff. the de-

fendants severally signed their names on the back, and over their

signatures were written these words :—“We acknowledge our-

selves holden as surety for the payment of the within note.”

The consideration existing was, that these defendants were

members of the company which made the note; and that a suit,

which had been commenced, was stopped by the plaintiff, at their

request. But this consideration was proved by parole, and the

writing acknowledges no consideration whatever.

It is somewhat remarkable that a statute, which has so im-

portant a bearing upon contracts in daily use, should have re-

mained without the construction recently given to it, from the

time of its enactment, which was in the 29 Car. 2, to the year I804,

when the case of Wain \'. iVarIters was decided. That it did so

remain will appear from the circumstance, that neither the coun-

sel in arguing that case, nor the Court in deciding it, refer to any

preexisting case in support of their doctrine; a doctrine which,

when announced, excited much surprise both in England and in

this country.

Our provincial act was passed in the year 1692. and con-

tinued in force until the year 1788, when it was superseded by the
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is similar in substance, and, except in one instance where the

statute of the commonwealth, which, as well as the provincial act,
is similar in substance, and, except in one instance where the
sense is not altered, is copied ·verbatim from the English statute.
So that we have had the statute in operation more than a century,
within which period innumerable collateral engagements have
been made ; and it has never, until within a few years, as far as
we can ascertain, been doubted that, if one man, for a sufficient
consideration, deliberately signed his name to a promise to pay the
debt of another, he would be bound by it, although no consideration whatever was mentioned in the writing which he signed.
Although some consideration must exist to give validity to
such a promise, it is generally of a nature not to be disputed; and
if disputed, has been proved by parole testimony. The consideration need not be for the benefit of the party making the promise,
and it seldom is for his benefit ; forbearance to sue, or the surceasing of a suit, being most frequently the consideration of such
undertakings, and these being altogether for the benefit of the
original debtor. This being the case, it would seldom, if ever,
enter into the imaginations of the parties to such a contract, that
unless the motives and considerations, which led to it, were put
down in writing, the engagement was void.
Having made these preliminary remarks, I shall proceed to
consider the statute, and what is its most obvious construction,
without reference to decided cases; and then take a view of the
decisions which have been had upon it, both in England and in
this country.
The first section of our statute of 1788, c. 16, corresponds,
as has been observed, exactly with the fourth section of the statute
of 29 Car. 2 . Exclusive of other subjects provided for in the
same section, it enacts, "That no action shall be brought, whereby
to charge the defendant upon any special promise to answer for
the debt, default, or misdoings of another person, unless the
agreement, upon which such action shall be brought, or some
memorandum or note thereof, shall be in writing, and signed by
the party to be charged therewith, or some person thereunto by him lawfully authorized."
The obvious purpose of the legislature would seem to be to
protect men from hasty and inconsiderate engagements, they
receiving no beneficial consideration; and against a misconstruction of their words by the testimony of witnesses, who would
generally be in the employment and under the influence of the
party wishing to avail himself of such engagements. To remove
this mischief the promise or engagement shall be in writing,_and

sense is not altered, is copied verbatim from the English statute.

So that we have had the statute in operation more than a century,

within which period innumerable collateral engagements have

been made; and it has never, until within a few years, as far as

we can ascertain, been doubted that, if one man, for a sufficient

consideration, deliberately signed his name to a promise to pay the

debt of another, he would be bound by it, although no consider-

ation whatever was mentioned in the writing which he signed.

Although some consideration must exist to give validity to

such a promise, it is generally of a nature not to be disputed; and

if disputed, has been proved by parole testimony. The considera-

tion need not be for the beneﬁt of the party making the promise,

and it seldom is for his beneﬁt; forbearance to sue, or the sur-

ceasing of a suit, being most frequently the consideration of such

undertakings, and these being altogether for the beneﬁt of the

original debtor. This being the case, it would seldom, if ever,

enter into the imaginations of the parties to such a contract, that

unless the motives and considerations, which led to it, were put
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down in writing, the engagement was void.

Having made these preliminary remarks, I shall proceed to

consider the statute, and what is its most obvious construction,

without reference to decided cases; and then take a view of the

decisions which have been had upon it, both in England and in

this country.

The ﬁrst section of our statute of 1788, c. 16, corresponds,

as has been observed, exactly with the fourth section of the statute

of 29 Car. 2. Exclusive of other subjects provided for in the

same section, it enacts, “That no action shall be brought, whereby

to charge the defendant upon any special promise to answer for

the debt, default, or misdoings of another person, unless the

agreement, upon which such action shall be brought, or some

memorandum or note thereof, shall be in writing, and signed by

the party to be charged therewith, or some person there-

unto by him lawfully authorized.”

The obvious purpose of the legislature would seem to be to

protect men from hasty and inconsiderate engagements, they

receiving no beneﬁcial consideration; and against a misconstrue-

tion of their words by the testimony of witnesses, who would

generally be in the employment and under the inﬂuence of the

party wishing to avail himself of such engagements. To remove

this mischief the promise or engagement shall be in writing, and
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effect of a sudden impulse, and may be certain in its proof, in-

signed ; in order that it may be a deliberate act, instead of the
effect of a sudden impulse, and may be certain in its proof, instead of depending upon the loose memory or biased recollection
of a witness. The agreement shall be in wrrting-what agreement? The agreement to pay a debt, which he is under no moral
or legal obligation to pay, but which he shall be held to pay, if
he agrees to do it, and signs such agreement.
This appears to be the whole object and design of the legislature; and this is effected, without a formal recognition of a consideration; which, after all, is more of a technical requisition, than
a substantial ingredient in this sort of contracts. And it would
seem, further, that the legislature chose to prevent an inference
that the whole contract or agreement must be in writing; for it is
provided that some memorandum or note thereof in writing shall
be sufficient. \Vhat is this but to say, that if it appear by a written
memorandum or note, signed by the party, that he intended to
become answerable for the debt of another, he shall be bound,
otherwise not?
How then is it possible, with these expressions in the statute,
to insist upon a formal agreement, containing all the motives or
inducements which influenced the party to become bound? Yet
such is the decision of the Court of King's Bench, in the case of
Wain v. W arlters.
But in a case happening in the same court a short time afterwards, on another section of the same statute, a different construction is adopted. By the seventeenth section of the British
statute, and the second section of our own, it is provided, " That
no contract for the sale of any goods, wares, or merchandise, for
the price of ten pounds or more, shall be allowed to be good, except the purchaser shall accept part of the goods so sold, and
actually receive the same, or give something in earnest to bind
the bargain, or in part payment, or that some note or memorandum in writing of the said bargain be made and signed by the
parties to be charged with such contract, or their agents thereunto lawfully authorized." Yet in the case of Egerton v. Matthews
it was decided that a memorandum, containing only one side of
the bargain, and without any consideration expressed, was sufficient. \Vhen this case came before Lord Ellenborough, at nisi
prius, he thought it governed by the case of Wain v. Warlters;
anq it is certainly difficult to perceive a difference between the
two cases.
If the word agreement imports a mutual act of two parties,
surely the word barrgain is not less significative of the consent of

stead of depending upon the loose memory or biased recollection

of a witness. The agreement shall be in writing—what agree-

ment? The agreement to pay a debt, which he is under no moral

or legal obligation to pay, but which he shall be held to pay, if

he agrees to do it, and signs such agreement.

This appears to be the whole object and design of the legis-

lature; and this is effected, without a formal recognition of a con-

sideration; which, after all, is more of a technical requisition, than

a substantial ingredient in this sort of contracts. And it would

seem, further, that the legislature chose to prevent an inference

that the whole contract or agreement must be in writing; for it is

provided that some memorandum or note thereof in writing shall

be sufficient. What is this but to say, that if it appear by a written

memorandum or note, signed by the party, that he intended to

become answerable for the debt of another, he shall be bound,

otherwise not?

How then is it possible, with these expressions in the statute,

to insist upon a formal agreement, containing all the motives or
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inducements which inﬂuenced the party to become bound? Yet

such is the decision of the Court of King’s Bench, in the case of

Wain v. W arlters. -

But in a case happening in the same court a short time after-

wards, on another section of the same statute, a different con-

struction is adopted. By the seventeenth section of the British

statute, and the second section of our own, it is provided, “That

no contract for the sale of any goods, wares, or merchandise, for

the price of ten pounds or more, shall be allowed to be good, ex-

cept the purchaser shall accept part of the goods so sold, and

actually receive the same, or give something in earnest to bind

the bargain, or in part payment, or that some note or memoran-

dum in writing of the said bargain be made and signed by the

parties to be charged with such contract, or their agents thereun-

to lawfully authorized.” Yet in the case of Egerton v. Matthews‘

it was decided that a memorandum, containing only one side of

the bargain, and without any consideration expressed, was sufﬁ-

cient. VVhen this case came before Lord Ellenborough, at nisi

prius, he thought it governed by the case of Wain v. W arlters;

and it is certainly difficult to perceive a difference between the

two cases.

If the word agreement imports a mutual act of two parties,

surely the word bargain is not less signiﬁcative of the consent of
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two. In a popular sense, the former word is frequently used as

declaring the engagement of one only. A man may agree to pay

two. In a popular sense, the former word is frequently used as
declaring the engagement of one only. A man may agree to pay
money, or to perform some other act; and the word is then used
synonymously with promise or engage. But the word bargain. is
seldom used, unless to express a mutual contract or undertaking.
If then the technical meaning of the word agreement made it
necessary to insert the consideration in a collateral promise to pay,
why not the word bargai1i also, as Lord Ellenborough at first
supposed? But the court, Lord Ellenborough consenting, overruled the decision at nisi prius, and decided that a contract for
the sale of goods was valid, without any consideration expressed
in the contract.
There are certainly grounds to suppose that some doubts
began to be entertained of the correctness of the decision in
Wain v. !Warlters. We cannot otherwise account for the unwillingness to apply the same principle to the case of Egerton. v.
Matthnvs; and we shall see hereafter, that there was considerable
cause for the Court of King's Bench to hesitate, before they applied the. rule to other cases.
The import of .the word agrecmettl forms the principal, if
not the only ground of argument, in favor of the doctrine ; and
because the word bargain is used in the seventeenth section, instead of the word agreement, the law is different. Well might
Chief Justice Parsons say, as he did in the case of Hu11t, Adm., v.
Adams, when the two cases of Wain v. Warlters and Egerton v.
Matthews were incidentally brought before him ; "These two decisions are not easily to be reconciled. A bargain is a contract or
agreement between two parties, the one to sell goods or lands,
and the other to buy them . . A contract of this sort is void in law,
ur.less made on sufficient consideration. And the consideration of
a bargain seems to be as necessary a part of it, as of any other contract or agreement; and there is the same danger of perjury in
proving the consideration of a bargain by parole, as of any other
agreement. But if the word agreement may be understood in the
popular sense, as not necessarily including the con:sideration for
it, we may approve of the decision in the latter case, while we
may doubt as to the former case."
But admitting the case of Wain v. Warlters to have been
received in England, as giving the true construction of the statute,
and that the rule is well settled in that country,-which, it will be
seen presently, is far from being the case,-it does not necessarily
follow that it should be adhered to here. The decision took place
long since our revolution, and can therefore be regarded only as

money, or to perform some other act; and the word is then used

synonymously with promise or engage. But the word bargain is

seldom used, unless to express a mutual contract or undertaking.

If then the technical meaning of the word agreement made it

necessary to insert the consideration in a collateral promise to pay,

why not the word bargain also, as Lord Ellenborough at ﬁrst

supposed? But the court, Lord Ellenborough consenting, over-

ruled the decision at nisi priu_s', and decided that a contract for

the sale of goods was valid, without any consideration expressed

in the contract.

There are certainly grounds to suppose that some doubts

began to be entertained of the correctness of the decision in

Wain v. '.WarIters. W e cannot otherwise account for the unwil-

lingness to apply the same principle to the case of Egerton v.

Matthezvs; and we shall see hereafter, that there was considerable

cause for the Court of King’s Bench to hesitate, before they ap-

plied the-rule to other cases.

The import of the word agreement forms the principal, if
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not the only ground of argument, in favor of the doctrine; and

because the word bargain is used in the seventeenth section, in-

stead of the word agreement, the law is different. Well might

Chief Justice Parsons say, as he did in the case of Hunt, Adm., v.

Adams, when the two cases of Wuin v. W arlters and Egerton v.

Matthews were incidentally brought before him; “These two de-

cisions are not easily to be reconciled. A bargain is a contract or

agreement between two parties, the one to sell goods or lands,

and the other to buy them. . A contract of this sort is void in law,

unless made on sufﬁcient consideration. And the consideration of

a bargain seems to be as necessary a part of it, as of any other con-

tract or agreement; and there is the same danger of perjury in

proving the consideration of a bargain by parole, as of any other

agreement. But if the word agreement may be understood in the

popular sense, as not necessarily including the consideration for

it, we may approve of the decision in the latter case, while we

may doubt as to the former case.”

But admitting the case of Wain v. IVarlters to have been

received in England, as giving the true construction of the statute,

and that the rule is well settled in that country,—which, it will be

seen presently, is far from being the case,—it does not necessarily

follow that it should be adhered to here. The decision took place

long since our revolution, and can therefore be regarded only as
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are to consider what has been the practical construction in our

the opinion of great and learned me.n, not as an authority. 'vVe
are to consider what has been the practical construction in our
own country; and believing that to have been. for more than· a
centurv different from the rule so lately adopted in England, it
would·he too late for m to resort to the etymology of a word for
the purpose of obtaining a new construction, and to insist upon
the legal import, instead of the popular sense of tenns, which the
legislature are as likely to have taken in the latter as in the former
sense.
But it should be considered, in the second place, that this
doctrine, when first promulgated in England, was oot well received by the profession, and that to this day it is doubted and
questioned, whenever it is advanced. The case of ivaiu. v. 1'Varlters appears to ha\'e been concurred in by all the judges of the
King's Bench, but never seems to have been cited as an authority,
without an apparent reluctance in the court to apply the same rule
to other cases ; and whenever it was possible, some distinction
seems to have been sought out to save the case before the court
from the operation of the rule.
Lord Ellenborough took the lead in the decision, grounding
himself on the word agreement, and on the known accuracy of
Sir Matthew Hale, who was supposed to have drawn the statute.
Mr. Justice Lawrence, on. the contrary, entertained doubts, and
thought the statute loosely penned. Mr. Justice Le Blanc concurred, but expressed a wish that the statute had not reached the
case of a promise, so as to require the consideration to be in writing.
If, as Mr. Justice Lawrence thought, the statute was loosely
penned, it may be supposed the word agrecmc11t was untechnically
used, or used in the popular sense; in which case it seems agreed
that the subsequent words would not require that the consideration
should be in writing. The same section provides for the case of
an agreement in consideration of marriage, and of an agreement
not to be performed within a year. The use of the word in these
provisions led to the adoption of the same word in the succeeding
part of the section, without any intention, I apprehend, of prescribing the form in which a promise in writing should be drawn
up, to make it binding.
I have already adverted to the case of Egcrtou \'. JIattlicws.
as departing from the principle adopted in that of Wain, .. 1Varlters. And as late as the year 1816, in the case of Goodman v.
Chace, the case of Wa.in v. Warltcrs was again brought before
the King's Bench. Chace, jun., was in the custody of an officer

own country; and believing that to have been for more than'a

century different from the rule so lately adopted in England, it

would be ,too late for us to resort to the etymology of a word for

the purpose of obtaining a new construction, and to insist upon

the legal import, instead of the popular sense of terms, which the

legislature are as likely to have taken in the latter as in the former

sense.

But it should be considered, in the second place, that this

doctrine, when ﬁrst promulgated in England, was not well re-

ceived by the profession, and that to this day it is doubted and

questioned, whenever it is advanced. The case of Wain v. Warl-

ters appears to have been concurred in by all the judges of the

King’s Bench, but never seems to have been cited as an authority,

without an apparent reluctance in the court to apply the same rule

to other cases: and whenever it was possible. some distinction

seems to have been sought out to save the case before the court

from the operation of the rule.

Lord Ellenborough took the lead in the decision, grounding
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himself on the word agreement, and on the known accuracy of

Sir Matthew Hale, who was supposed to have drawn the statute.

Mr. Justice Lawrence, on the contrary, entertained doubts, and

thought the statute loosely penned. Mr. Justice LeBlanc con-

curred, but expressed a wish that the statute had not reached the

case of a promise, so as to require the consideration to be in writ-

mg.

If, as Mr. Justice Lawrence thought. the statute was loosely

penned, it may be supposed the word agreement was untechnically

used, or used in the popular sense; in which case it seems agreed

that the subsequent words would not require that the consideration

should be in writing. The same section provides for the case of

an agreement in consideration of marriage, and of an agreement

not to be performed within a year. The use of the word in these

provisions led to the adoption of the same word in the succeeding

part of the section, without any intention. I apprehend, of pre-

scribing the form in which a promise in writing should be drawn

up, to make it binding.

I have already adverted to the case of Egerton \'. illattlu"Zvs,

as departing from the principle adopted in that of Wain \'. WarI-

ters. And as late as the year 1816, in the case of Goodman v.

Chace, the case of Wain v. W arlters was again brought before

the King’s Bench. Chace, jun., was in the custody of an Oﬂ-lCei'
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upon a capias ad satisfaciendmn. He had applied to the attorney

of the creditor for time, and in the meanwhile to be released. The

upon a capias ad satisfacicndum. He had applied to the attorney
of the creditor for time, and in the meanwhile to be released. The
attorney consented, provided Chace's father would sign a written
paper in the following words : "I do hereby undertake and agree
to put the above -defendant into the custody of the she1iff of H.
on or before Saturday next; and in default of my d~ng so, I
undertake to pay the damages and costs for which the said defendant has been this day taken in execution by the said sheriff,
at the suit of the above-named plaintiff," The case of Wain v.
~Varltcrs was cited to show that the agreement was void, because
no consideration was expressed in it. The counsel for the plaintiff denied the case to be law. Lord Ellenborough said, "It would
be very desirable to have a further examination into the decisions
on the other side of the hall, where these cases more frequently
occur than here, in order that we may more clearly ascertain what
the practice is there:" and for this purpose a second argument
was ordered. But afterwards the court declared that it was not
necessary to hear counsel, as this was a case clearly not within the
statute, it being an original undertaking of the defendant Chace.
sen. No doubt this decision was right; but the case is cited to
show that counsel were allowed to deny the authority of Wain v.
U'arltcrs, and that the court hesitated so far as to order a llecond
argument. There is strong reason to believe that the decision
would have been overruled, if the case then before the Court had
not been settled upon another principle.
In chancery the doctrine was not at all well received. In
the case of a petition to be allowed to prove a debt which was
guarantied against the guarantor, no consideration being expressed, the case of Wain v. W arlters being cited, the counsel for
the petitioner said the decision of the Court of King's Bench in
that case could not be supported. The Lord Chancellor Eldon
said, "There is a variety of authorities directly contradicting the
case in the King's Bench, which is a most important case in its
consequences ; for the undertaking of one man for the debt of
another does not require a consideration moving between them."-.
14 Yes. jun. 18g-So in the case Ex parte Garden. Mr. Bell, in
support of the petition, mentioned the case of Wain v. ~Vcwlters,
as one which could not be supported. Lord Eldon said, "The
first objection, viz., that which 1¥ain v. W arlters was cited to support, is of great importance. lJ'ntil that case was decided, some
time ago, I had always taken the law to be clear that if a man
agreed in writing to pay the debt of another, it was not necessary
that the consideration should appear on the face of the writing."

attorney consented, provided Chace's father would sign a written

paper in the following words: “I do hereby undertake and agree

to put the above defendant into the custody of the she if f of H.

on or before Saturday next; and in default of my d ng so, I

undertake to pay the damages and costs for which the said de-

fendant has been this day taken in execution by the said sheriff,

at the suit of the above-named plaintiff,” The case of Wain v.

PVarItcrs was cited to show that the agreement was void, because

no consideration was expressed in it. The counsel for the plain-

tiff denied the case to be law. Lord Ellenborough said, “It would

be very desirable to have a further examination into the decisions

on the other side of the hall, where these cases more frequently

occur than here, in order that we may more clearly ascertain what

the practice is there ;” and for this purpose a second argument

was ordered. But afterwards the court declared that it was not

necessary to hear counsel, as this was a case clearly not within the

statute, it being an original undertaking of the defendant Chace.

sen. No doubt this decision was right; but the case is cited to
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show that counsel were allowed to deny the authority of Wain v.

IVarlters, and that the court hesitated so far as to order a second

argument. There is strong reason to believe that the decision

would have been overruled, if the case then before the Court had

not been settled upon another principle.

In chancery the doctrine was not at all well received. In

the case of a petition to be allowed to prove a debt which was

guarantied against the guarantor, no consideration being ex-

pressed, the case of Wain v. W arlters being cited, the counsel for

the petitioner said the decision of the Court of King’s Bench in

that case could not be supported. The Lord Chancellor Eldon

said, “There is a variety of authorities directly contradicting the

case in the King’s Bench, which is a most important case in its

consequences; for the undertaking of one man for the debt of

another does not require a consideration moving between them.”—_

14 Yes. jun. 189—So in the case Ex parte Garden. Mr. Bell, in

support of the petition, mentioned the case of Wain v. PVa~rlter.s',

as one which could not be supported. Lord Eldon said, “The

ﬁrst objection. viz., that which I/Vain v. Warlters was cited to sup-

port, is of great importance. Until that case was decided, some

time ago, I had always taken the law to be clear that if a man

agreed in writing to pay the debt of another, it was not necessary

that the consideration should appear on the face of the writing.”
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lawyer in England and in this country would have felt himself

warranted in saying the same. I 5 Ves. Jun. 286.

But this is not all. The Common Bench also signiﬁed their

'dissent from this doctrine, as much as could be done with-

out deciding directly contrary to it. Thecase of Morris v. Stacy

was for the price of shoes sold to another person. The defendant

was the agent and as such ordered the shoes. He proposed

to give bills drawn by Wallis on Bromley, endorsed by Burns.

He was pressed to endorse them himself, but refused, saying he

would give a letter of guaranty, which would be as good. The

letter was in these words: “I herewith send you draughts drawn

by Wallis, accepted by Bromley, and endorsed by Burns; and

should the bills not be honored when due, I promise to see that

they do so.” The counsel for the defendant cited the case of Wain

v. W arlters. Gums, C. J., said, “It is sufficient, if it appears on the

face of the letter that, in consideration the plaintiff would take

the notes, the defendant would indemnify him. The consideration

therefore is apparent. I do not think it necessary, in this case,

to overrule the decision in It/ain v. I/Varltcrs. I think this under-
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taking binding, notwithstanding that case.” Holt's N. P. 153.

This was in 1816, and it may be plainly inferred, from what fell

from the chief justice, that if it had been necessary, the case of

Wain v. IVarIters would have been overruled. It was virtually

overruled, although not expressly; for no consideration in truth

appears in the letter. The signer says, I herewith hand you

draughts. This imports no consideration, and it was only from

extrinsic evidence that the chief j ustice’s notion of a consideration

could have been obtained. Anything seems to have been caught

at. to save a case from the operation of the doctrine in Wain v.

Warlters.

Such being the reputation of that case in England, it surely

does not present a very formidable obstacle to a different con-

struction of the statute in this country; and certainly it would not

warrant us in overruling what we believe has been the practical,

as well as the just construction in our courts for so long a period.

It is indeed desirable that statutes, made for the regulation of

personal contracts in commercial countries, should receive similar

adjudications in all courts. But it is better for those courts, who

may have adopted a novel construction, to retrace their steps, and

go back to the old foundations, than that others, from a spirit of

This is very strong language; and yet, probably, every judge and
lawyer in England and in this country would have felt himself
warranted in saying the same. 15 Ves. Jun. 286.
But this is not all. The Common Bench also signified their
· dissent from this doctrine, as much as could be done without deciding directly contrary to it. The· case of Morris v. Stacy
was for the price of shoes sold to another person. The defendant
was the agent and as such ordered the shoes. He proposed
to give bills drawn by Wallis on Bromley, endorsed by Burns.
He was pressed to endorse them himself, but refused, saying he
would give a letter of guaranty, which would be as good. The
letter was in these words: "I herewith send you draughts drawn
by Wallis, accepted by Bromley, and endorsed by Burns ; and
should the bills not be honored when due, I promise to see that
they do so." The counsel for the defendant cited the case of Wain
v. i-Var/ters. Grnns, C. ]., said, "It is sufficient, if it appears on the
face of the letter that, in consideration the plaintiff would take
the notes, the defendant would indemnify him. The consideration
therefore is apparent. I do not think it necessary, in this case,
to overrule the decision in 1¥ain v. 1-Varltrrs. I think this undertaking binding, notwithstanding that case." Holt's N. P. 153·
This was in 1816, and it may be plainly inferred, from what fell
from the chief justice, that if it had been necessary, the case of
I-Vain v. l¥arlters would have been overruled. It was virtually
overruled, although not expressly; for no consideration in truth
appears in the letter. The signer says, I herewith hand you
draughts. This imports no consideration, and it was only from
extrinsic evidence that the chief justice's notion of a consideration
could have been obtained. Anything seems to have been caught
at. to save a case from the operation of the doctrine in Wain v.

1-Var/tcrs.
Such being the reputation of that case in England, it surely
does not present a very formidable obstacle to a different construction of the statute in this country; and certainly it would not
warrant us in overruling what we believe has been the practical,
as well as the just construction in our courts for so long a period.
It is indeed desirable that statutes, made for the regulation of
personal contracts in commercial countries, should receive similar
adjudications in all courts. But it is better for those courts, who
may have adopted a novel construction, to retrace their steps, and
go back to the old foundations, than that others, from a spirit of
comity, should imitate them; for innovation in the administration
of justice, or in the principles of jurisprudence, is more to be

comity, should imitate them; for innovation in the administration

of justice, or in the principles of jurisprudence, is more to be
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the community, and to introduce into the judicial tribunals the

dreaded than anvwhere else ; as it tends to unsettle the minds of
the commllnity, ·and to introduce into the judicial tribunals the
practice of legislating, under the guise of declaring the law, which
is their proper function.
\Ve have taken pains to inquire what reception the doctrine,
which we consider novel and unsound, has met with in any of the
courts of the United States: and we do not find it has been recognized any where but in ".\:ew York. \Ve are in the habit of
showing great respect to the decisions of the Supreme Court of
that state: for that bench, ever since we have been enabled to
judge of itc; character by the masterly reports of Mr. Johnson,
has been distinguished by great learning and uncommon legal
acumen. If any thing could cause us to hesitate in pronouncing
an opinion. which we have arrived at after mature deliberation, it
would he to find that opinion contradicted by a deliberate decision of a court we so highly respect.
But there are some circumstances attending the decision
upon this subject by that court, which we think may justly, in
'Orne measure, impair its influence on our minds. The case of
Sears v. Brink, in which the question first occurred, happened
not a great while after the case of ~Va.in v. ;~Varlters was first
promulgated in this country. The habitual veneration, which the
courts of this country have ever entertained for the opinions of
the great men who successively fill the seats of the Court of
King's llench, would naturally lead to the adoption of those opinions, in analogous cases. The judicial propensity is to repose
upon authority. This propensity, although almost always useful,
as it tends to repress ingenious searches after novelties and distinctions ; which, if indulged, would produce uncertainty in that
science, which, more than all others, the public interest requires
should be fixed and stable, may sometimes lead to a hasty adoption of principles, which a deliberate investigation would prove
unsound. Jn this case of Sears v. Brink, Judge VANN"ESs, who
delivered the opinion of the Court, seems to have relied more
upon the argument and reasoning of Lord ELLENBORoUGH, in
the case of Wain v. War/ters, than upon the resources of his own
mind, for the construction of the statute : and this it would be
natural for any judge to do. under the like circumstances. Like
him, he resorts to the etymology. and the technical import of the
term agreement, as the basis of his construction.
I think that it has been shown that too much stress was laid
upon this source of argument. Indeed. I cannot but entertain
the belief that neither the British parliament, nor the legislature

practice of legislating, under the guise of declaring the law, which
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Comyns, or any law dictionary, to ascertain the force and meaning

of that term, as has been done since, in order to make out the

of Xew York, or ::\Iassachusetts, ever lookecl into Plowden or
Comyns, or any law dictionary, to ascertain the force and meaning
of that term, as has been done since, in order to make out the
construction of the statute. Sometimes the sense of an instrument
or statute is lost by looking too deep for it; as men have been
known to impoverish themselves by digging into the bowels of the
earth for riches, which they would have obtained with less labor
by working upon its surface. X ot that I am disposed to treat
with disrespect the labors and researches of patient and learned
jurists, in ancient or modern times. Certainly the science of law
requires such investigations, but, as in other sciences, the object
of pursuit has been sometimes lost, by reason of its being thought
at a distance, when all the time it has been near.
Another thing is worthy of remark, viz .. that it is probable
that neither the Court, nor the counsel, when the case of Sears v.
Brink was discussed, knew that the case of Wain \'. War/ters was
a suspected case in England ; for neither of them advert to any of
the cases in which the doctrine has been doubted. Indeed, the
strongest of those cases has been passed upon since the case of
Sears v. Bri11k. The case of •H'ai11 v. 1¥arltcrs at that time stood
in Xew York unquestioned, and therefore came with great force
upon the minds of the bench and bar.
But afterwards. in the case of Leonard v. Vredc11bttrg, the
question was again presented to the X ew York court ; and Chief
Justice Kent bestowed the attention of his powerful mind upon it.
I <lo not understand him as approving the doctrine. On the contrary, in reference to the cases of iVain v. lf'arlters and Sears v.
Brink, he says,-"I have not been altogether satisfied with the
decisions referred to." He then discovers, what did not occur to
him at the trial of the action, that it admitted of a distinction from
those two ca_ses, and therefore says-"The present motion can be
determined in favor of the plaintiff, without disturbing them."
He then proceeds to make an ingenious, and I think, a just classification of the cases which have generally been thought to come
within the statute.
His first class is. where credit has been given upon the previous agreement of a third party to pay. or guaranty payment, for
goods which shall be delivered. This he calls a collateral engagement within the statute, but no proof of consideration necessary,
except the debt which is created. The collateral undertaking in
such case is the essential ground of the credit given : and the
case of a surety or guaranty of a contract, subscribing at the same
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in New York unquestioned, and therefore came with great force

upon the minds of the bench and bar.

But afterwards, in the case of Leonard \'. Vredenburg, the

question was again presented to the New York court; and Chief

Justice Kent bestowed the attention of his powerful mind upon it.

I do not understand him as approving the doctrine. On the con-

trary, in reference to the cases of Wain v. W arlters and Sears v.

Brink, he says,—“I have not been altogether satisﬁed with the

decisions referred to.” He then discovers, what did not occur to

him at the trial of the action, that it admitted of a distinction from

those two cases, and therefore says—“The present motion can be

determined in favor of the plaintiff, without disturbing them.”

He then proceeds to make an ingenious, and I think, a just clas-

siﬁcation of the cases which have generally been thought to come

within the statute.

His ﬁrst class is, where credit has been given upon the pre-

vious agreement of a third party to pay. or guaranty payment, for

goods which shall be delivered. This he calls a collateral engage-

ment within the statute, but no proof of consideration necessary,

except the debt which is created. The collateral undertaking in

such case is the essential ground of the credit given: and the

case of a surety or guaranty of a contract, subscribing at the same
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time with the principal, is within this class. Vide Hunt, Adm., v.
Adams, 5 l\lass. Rep. 358, and Stadt v. Lill, 9 East, 348.
The second class is, where the collateral security is subsequent to the creation of the debt, and not the inducement to it.
Here a further consideration must be proved, such, I suppose, as
forbearing to sue, or the surceasing of a suit.
And the third class is, when the promise to pay the debt of
another arises out of some new consideration of benefit or harm,
moving between the new contracting parties. Such is the case,
when the creditor gives up some lien or attachment, in consequence of the promise of the third party to pay the debt. This
latter class he considers an original undertaking, capable of being proved by parole, as not coming within the statute ; and this
agrees with the English doctrine, as settled in the case of Williams
v. Leper, a Burr. 1886.
Kaw it is a little remarkable, that, in giving so minutely the
qualities of these different classes of contracts, and in adverting
to iVain v. 1Varlters, as coming within the second class, nothing
is said from which the necessity of having the consideration, as
well as the promise, in writing, can be inferred. All the inference, which can be fairly made, is, that such a promise must
have a new consideration proved. But the kind of proof is left
undecided ; and the case before the Court was determined to be
within the third class, which required no proof of a distinct consideration. There was therefore no necessity of "disturbing the
cases which had been decided,'' and with which the learned chief
justice, "~not altogether satisfied."
But if the word agrccmet1t in the statute is to be referred to
collateral promises, as was determined in the cases of Sears v.
Brink a11d 1Vain v. JVarlters, it is not easy to see why the first
class of cases, any more than the second, should be excluded from
the operation of the rule. There must be a consideration. This
is admitted on all hands. The only question is about the mode of
proof.
When a man, for his own debt, makes a promissory note,
not negotiable, and a third party puts his name on the back of
the note, this is to be considered a promise to pay the debt of
another, and he may be sued either as a surety or guarantor. If
he is considered a surety, according to our case of Hunt, Adm. v.
A.Jams, he is viewed as an original promisor ;and no other evidence
of consideration would be required, than against the principal in the
note. But no man can be held on such a promise, unless it be in
writing and signed by him. So that the case is within the statute,

time with the principal, is within this class. V ide Hunt, /1dm., v.

Adams, 5 Mass. Rep. 358, and Stadt v. Lill, 9 East, 348.
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is said from which the necessity of having the consideration, as

well as the promise, in writing, can be inferred. All the infer-

ence, which can be fairly made, is, that such a promise must

have a new consideration proved. But the kind of proof is left

undecided; and the case before the Court was determined to be

within the third class, which required no proof of a distinct con-

sideration. There was therefore no necessity of “disturbing the

cases which had been decided,” and with which the learned chief

justice, “Es__ not altogether satisﬁe .”

But if the word agreement in the statute is to be referred to

collateral promises, as was determined in the cases of Sears v.

Brink and VVain v. IVarIters, it is not easy to see why the ﬁrst

class of cases, any more than the second, should be excluded from
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be proved by parole, according to our law, and to the case of

and yet whatever consideration moved to the undertaking, may
be proved by parole, according to our law, and to the case of
Leonard v. Vredenburg.
Suppose a promissory note given by A to B payable in sixty
days, expressly in consideration of a preexisting debt; and C at
the same time writes on the back, ''I promise to pay the contents
of the within note in ninety days, if A does not pay it according
to its tenor, demand being made upon A, when it falls due, and
notice given to me of non-payment." This is certainly a promise
to pay the debt of A. No consideration is expressed; and yet
the consideration is the credit iven to A. It comes within the
sta u e; or such a promise would be void unless in writing. But
this agreement would be within Chief Justice Kent's first class
of cases, in which the consideration may be proved by parole. All
the mischiefs, supposed to be provided against by the statute,
would exist in the case put, as much as if the collateral undertaker had signed his name the day after the original promise:
which would bring the promise within the second class of cases,
supposed by Chief Justice Kent to be governed by the case of
1Vai11 v. H1 arltcrs.
This important questioh came before the Supreme Court of
the United States, in the case of Violet v. Patton, 5 Cranch 142.
The case was from Virginia, and arose on their statute
of frauds, which is like ours and the English statute;
except that it provides that the undertaking shall be
void, unless the promise or agreement shaJl be in writing, and signed by the party, &c. Chief Justice MARSHALL,
in delivering the opinion of the Court, considers the variance from
the English statute so essential, that the doctrine in the case of
1Vain v. Warltcrs does not apply. It is worthy of remark that the
words of the Virginia statute are precisely what Mr. Justice LEBI.ANC said, in the case of I-Vain v. 1¥arlters, he wishes the English statute had been. There must be a consideration to a promise,
as well as to an agreement; and if the intention of the legislature was that the consideration of an agreement should be in
writing, there seems to be no reason of policy why a different
principle should be applied to a promise. For the evils to be
remedied by the statute are as great in one case as in the other;
it being as easy to set up the consideration of a promise by perjury, as the consideration of an agreement.
The case of Rttssell v. Clark & Al., 3 Dallas, 415, was referred to by the counsel for the defendants, as deciding that the
consideration of a promise to pay the debt of another must be in

Leonard \'‘. Vredenburg.
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This important question came before the Supreme Court of

the United States, in the case of Violet v. Patton, 5 Cranch 142.

The case was from Virginia, and arose on their statute

of frauds, which is like ours and the English statute;

except that it provides that the undertaking shall be

void, unless the promise or agreement shall be in writ-

ing, and signed by the party, &c. Chief Justice MARsHALL,

in delivering the opinion of the Court, considers the variance from

the English statute so essential, that the doctrine in the case of
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BLANC said, in the case of Wa-in v. I/Varlters, he wishes the Eng-

lish statute had been. There must be a consideration to a promise,

as well as to an agreement; and if the intention of the legisla-

ture was that the consideration of an agreement should be in

writing, there seems to be no reason of policy why a different

principle should be applied to a promise. For the evils to be

remedied by the statute are as great in one case as in the other;
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be so. Letters were relied upon to prove that the defendants

writing. But we have looked into that case, and do not find it to
be so. Letters were relied upon to prove that the defendants
promised to guaranty certain bills of exchange; but the letters
did not prove the fact. Parole evidence was admitted at the Circuit Court, to prove that a promise was really intended by the
letters; but the Supreme Court reversed the decision, on the
ground that, by the statute, the whole agreement, that is, the whole
promise, was required to be in writing; and this was certainly
correct. N_othing was said about the consideration.
We have not been able to find that any judicial decision has
taken place upon the statute of frauds, &c., in any other court
within the United States than those I have alluded to. In a note,
however, to the case of Wain v. Warltcrs, in the Connecticut
edition of East's reports by Mr. Day, an elaborate examination
of the doctrine is given by their late Chief Justice Swift. In his
argument he has gone into a profound investigation of the legal
meaning of the word agreement, in order to meet the principal
argument of Lord Ellenborough; and he concludes with a decided disapprobation of the doctrine laid down by the Court of
King's Bench.
With respect to our own Court, whenever the case of Wain
v. Warlters has been cited, it has been treated as doubtful, and
has never been recognized as law. I have already cited the observations of Chief Justice Parsons upon it, in the case of H u11J_.
Adm., v. Adams_: and there is no doubt. from what fell from that
great man upon that occasion, that, had the case before him required it, he would have saved us the trouble of this elaborate
investigation.
The case of Ulen v. Kittredge, 7 Mass, Rep. 233, was decided
in direct opposition to the principle contended for by the defendants in this action; although the cases of fVain v. Warltcrs and
Sears v. Brink were cited and urged by the able and learned counsel for the defendant. Indeed, the Court, in the case referred to,
went far beyond what is necessary to support the action now before us. For the endorsement of Kittredge was in blank,, upon a
pre-existing note, to which he was not a party; and the plaintiff
was permitted, not only to prove by parole the consideration, but
to insert the words of a guaranty over the name of Kittredge,
upon proof that he declared his signature as good. for the purpose intended, as if anything had been written over it.
Upon this review of the cases, which have arisen in this country and in England upon this important subject. we are relieved
from any imputation of disrespect towards the courts of King's

promised to guaranty certain bills of exchange; but the letters
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pre-existing note, to which he was not a party; and the plaintiff

was permitted, not only to prove by parole the consideration, but

to insert the words of a guaranty over the name of Kittredge,
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Bench, or of New York, in declining to adopt the construction

which they have given to this statute.

Bench, or of Kew York, in declining to adopt the construction
which they have given to this statute.
We find the case of Wain. v. Warlters to have been received
with doubt and hesitation by the tribunals of the same country
in which it was decided; that the case of Sears v. Brink has not
been fully recognized, in any case arising subsequently in New
York; that in the Supreme Court of the United States the doctrine was doubted, and the application of it avoided ; that in Connecticut an eminent jurist has borne testimony against it; that in
our own state, a judge of the first eminence has spoken of it unfavorably; and that one case has been decided in direct opposition
to it.
\Ve are not, therefore, overruling a settled principle, or introducing a new construction, in refusing to yield to this doctrine,
but are merely vindicating what we believe to be the true and
established construction, from the doubts brought upon it by
the decision of the Court of King's Bench.
A contemporaneous is generally the best construction of a
statute. It gives the sense of a community, of the terms made
use of by a legislature. If there is ambiguity in the language, the
understanding and application of it, when the statute first comes
into operation, sanctioned by long acquiescence on the part of the
le 1slature, and JUChc1al tribunals, 1s the stron est evi~
h~en rig t v exp amef m m:.~ A construction under
such circumstances becomes established law: and after it has been
acted upon for a century, nothing but legislative power can constitutionally effect a change. We can say with Lord Ellenborough
that, until the case of Wai11 v. Warltcrs was decided, "we had always taken the law to be clear, that if a man agreed in writing to
pay the debt of another, it was not necessary that the consideration
should appear on the face of the writing;" and ·so understanding
the law, we have no authority or disposition to change it.
The Court, for the foregoing reasons. are unanimously of
opinion that the plaintiff's action is well maintained by the writing declared on, and by the parole proof which was given to
support it.
Judgment on the verdict.

We ﬁnd the case of Wain v. W arlters to have been received
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our own state, a judge of the ﬁrst eminence has spoken of it unfav-

orably; and that one case has been decided in direct opposition

to it.

We are not, therefore, overruling a settled principle, or in-

troducing a new construction, in refusing to yield to this doctrine,

but are merely vindicating what we believe to be the true and

established construction, from the doubts brought upon it by

the decision of the Court of King’s Bench.

A contemporaneous is generally the best construction of‘ a

statute. It gives the sense of a community, of the terms made

use of by a legislature. If there is ambiguity in the language, the
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understanding and application of it, when the statute ﬁrst comes

into operation, sanctioned by long acquiescence on the art of the

ce mm:

n~ ~0n under

such circumstances becomes established law : and after it has been

acted upon for a century, nothing but legislative power can con-

stitutionally effect a change. We can say with Lord Ellenborough

that, until the case of Wain v. Warlters was decided, “we had al-

ways taken the law to be clear, that if a man agreed in writing to

pay the debt of another, it was not necessary that the consideration

should appear on the face of the writing ;” and -so understanding

the law, we have no authority or disposition to change it.

The Court, for the foregoing reasons, are unanimously of

opinion that the plaintiff’s action is well maintained by the writ-

ing declared on, and by the parole proof which was given to

support it.

Judgment on the verdict.
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14. REED v. EVANS, et al., 17 Ohio 128.

Supreme Court Ohio, in Bank, 1848.

REED v. EVANS, et al., 17 Ohio 128.
Supreme Court Ohio, in ·Bank, 1848.

The consideration for m promise to pay the debt of a third

person need not be in writing.

This is a writ of error, directed to the Court of Common

The consideration for a promise to pay the debt of a thira
person need not be fo -ztoriting.

Pleas of Lucas County.

The original action was founded upon the following guar-

anty: “$175. For value received, I promise to pay to John For-

This is a writ of error, directed to the Court of Common
Pleas of Lucas County.
The original action was founded upon the following guaranty: "$175. For value received, I promise to pay to John Forman & A. G. Evans, or order, one hundred and seventy-five dollars, with interest from date, to be paid as follows, to-wit: onethird in one year, one-third in two years, and the remaining third
in three years. Witness my hand and seal, this 28th day of January, A. D. 1836.
HENRY REED, JR.
(Seal).

man & A. G. Evans, or order, one hundred and seventy-ﬁve dol-

lars, with interest from date, to be paid as follows, to-wit: one-

third in one year, one-third in two years, and the remaining third

in three years. Witness my hand and seal, this 28th day of Janu-

ary, A. D. 1836.

HENRY R13En, Jn. (Seal).

I hereby obligate myself that the above note shall be paid in

three years from this fourth day of June, 1838.

HENRY REED.”

The declaration contains four counts.

The ﬁrst averred a general indebtedness from Henry Reed,

jr._. to the plaintiffs, and in consideration that the plaintiffs would
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give time to said Henry Reed, jr. for the payment thereof, until

I hereby obligate myself that the above note shall be paid in
three years from this fourth day of June, 1838.
HENRY REED."

three years from the fourth day of June, 1838, he, the defendant,

by his promise in writing, bound himself to pay the same at such

time—that time was given accordingly, and excused demand and

notice at the expiration of the guaranty because of the insolvency

of the principal.

The declaration contains four counts.
The first averred a general indebtedness from Henry Reed,
jr., to the plaintiffs, and in consideration that the plaintiffs would
give time to said Henry Reed, jr. for the payment thereof, until
three years from the fourth day of June, 1838, he, the defendant,
by his promise in writing, bound himself to pay the same at such
time-that time was given accordingly, and excused demand and
notice at the expiration of the guaranty because of the insolvency
of the principal.
The second was like the first, except that the indebtedness
was described according to the fact, as by the note.
'The third was like the second, except that demand and notice
·was averred instead of the excuse.
The fourth was the common count.
Plea, the general issue.
The case was submitted to the court, without the intervention of a jury, and judgment rendered for the plaintiffs. * * •
Young & U? aitc, for plaintiff in error.
Fitch & }./cBain, for defendants.

The second was like the ﬁrst, except that the indebtedness

was described according to the fact, as by the note.

'The third was like the second, except that demand and notice

‘was averred instead of the excuse.

The fourth was the common count.

Plea, the general issue.

The case was submitted to the court, without the interven-

tion of a jury, and judgment rendered for the plaintiffs. * * *

Young & IVaite, for plaintiff in error.

Fitch 6' McBain, for defendants.

Brncn./um, C. J.—This case was submitted to the court below

upon the proofs offered by the plaintiff. Exception was taken

to the sufficiency of the testimony offered in support of the action.

The court found it sufficient, and no motion for a new trial was

presented. By treating the exception as a demurrer to the wi-

BIRCHARD, C. J.-This case was submitted to the court below
upon the proofs offered by the plaintiff. Exception was taker.
to the sufficiency of the testimony offered in sup1:1ort of the action.
The court found it sufficient, and no motion for a new trial was
presented. By treating the exception as a demurrer to the ~vi-
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signment of error be considered. \'iewed in this light, the proof

offered below should be considered as establishing every fact

which may reasonably be inferred from the evidence, without

drawing therefrom forced or violent inferences. Trying the evi-

dence by this rule, did it establish the cause set forth in the dec-

laration P

The consideration of the promise declared upon is alleged to‘

have been forbearance to sue Henry Reed, jr. for three years.

from the fourth of June, 1838.

The evideny to support this averment consisted of the

e

written prom/isewréf proof that no Clﬂitcfl of payment from Henry

Reed, jr. was made within three years,‘ that plaintifff below for-

bore to prosecute for three years. and that after the expiration

of that time, the defendant below offered to pay the claim in ()hio

state bonds. That again, in 1842. he proposed paying the same

in property, or excused himself when called on. by alleging in-

ability for want of means, but at no time denied his liability to

pay the same.
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Now it may be said that this all does not prove directly thai

the consideration alleged actually existed. yet one could scarce

doubt from these facts that a good consideration did exist; and

the presumption is that it is the one set forth in the declaration.

It is unreasonable to presume that the written engagement was

entered into without cause. The judges of the court of common

pleas had the facts so before them that they were justiﬁed in draw-

ing all reasonable and fair inferences that could-be well based

upon this evidence. They might well presume, from the cir-

cumstances, that the delay granted to the maker would not have

occurred without cause.. That the promises to pay in state bonds

or other property, as well as the excuses for non-payment, would

not have been made without a binding promise. The circum-

stances, viewed in a favorable light, certainly looked toward the

support of a consideration for the written guaranty; and to no

other than the identical one set forth in the declaration. \\"e are

not prepared, therefore, to say that the court erred in this respect.

‘But it is further urged that no evidence was admissible to

prove any consideration, none being expressed in the written

guaranty.

This objection presents a vexed question, arising out of the

act for the prevention of frauds -and perjuries. 1t is believed that

in this state it has been hitherto uniformly held, that a promise.

in writing, to pay the debt of another, if founded upon a good

{

Digitized by

dence, and in no other way, can the questions argued upon the assignment of error be considered. \'iewed in this light, the proof
offere<l below should be considered as establishing every fact
which mav reasonablv be inferred from the evidence, without
drawing therefrom fo~ced or violent inferences. Trying the ev:<lence by this rnle, did it establish the cause set forth in the declaration?
The consideration of the promise declared upon is alleged to
have been forbearance to sue Henry Reed, jr. for three years.
from the fourth of June, rn:l8.
The evidenf.e to support this averment consisted of the
written promiseJir"6f proof that no claim of payment from Henr~·
Reed, jr. waS' macle within three year~r that plaintiff below forbore to prosecute for three years. and that after the expiration
of that time, the defendant below offered to pay the claim in Ohio ....
state bonds. That again. in rn-1-·~. he proposed paying the same
in property, or excused himself when called on, by alleging inability for want of means, but at no time denied his liability t(.)
pay the same.
Now it may be said that this all does not prove directly tha:
the consideration alleged actually existed. yet one could scarce
doubt from these facts that a good consideration clicl exist; ant!
the presumption is that it is the one set forth in the decl~ration.
lt is unreasonable to presume that the written engagement was
entered into without cause. The judges of the court of common
pleas had the facts so before them that they were justified in drawing all reasonable and fair inferenc~s that could be well based
upon this evidence. They might well presume, from the circumstances, that the delay granted to the maker would not have
occurred without cause.. That the promises to pay in state bonds
or other property, as well as the excuses for non-payment, would
not have been made without a binding promise. The circmnstances, viewed in a favorable light, certainly looked towarcl the
support of a consideration for the written guaranty ; and to no
other than the identical one set forth in the declaration. \Ve are
not, prepared, therefore, to say that the court erred in this rcspec~.
1
But it is further urged that no evidence 'was admissible to
prove any consideration, none being expressed in the written
guaranty.
This objection presents a vexed question, arising out of the
act for the prevention of frauds ·and perjuries. It is believed that
in this state it has been hitherto unifonnly held, that a promise,
in writing, to pay the debt of another, if founded u9on a good
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consideration, would sustain an action, and that such a consider-

ation might be proved by parol, and need not be set forth or in-

consideration, would sustain an action, and that such a consideration might be proved by parol, and need not be set forth or incorporated in the writing itself. L'pon this question different
courts have held different opinions. It was to me a matter of some
surprise to find that the law of this state, upon this point, was
considered unsettled. The case was brought into bank, in order
that a reported case, in accordance with what was supposed to
have been the unifom1 current of decisions in this state, might be
placed within the 'reach of every one, and not because the point
was regarded doubtful.
Our statute is similar. so far as it bears upon this question, to
the English statute of 2~tth Charles 2d, c. 3, s. ·+. ~n 1804, in the
case of itVafo Y. 1-Varlters, that statute, for the first time, received
a construction requiring a recital, in writing, of the consideration
on which a promise to pay the debt of another is founded. The
doctrine seems to have taken the profession in England by surprise. It has been repeatedly questioned in England, but has
hitherto been sustained there. U Ves. p. 18!); 15 Yes. p. 286.
In 18o8, the principle held in Watin v. 1tVarltcrs was adopted
in New York. and these decisions have been perhaps the means
of giving a more extended currency to the doctrine of that case
in some of our sister states, and possibly may have contributed
to its stability in the country of its origin. But in 1809, in the case
of Hunt v. Adams, 5 l\Iass. Rep. 3fi0, the doctrine of :Wain v.
vVarlters was departed from, by the supreme court of l\fassachusetts, and, as we think, very good reasons were given for the
departure hy the learned Chief Justice Parsons. He held the
English case to be one of first impression, but admitted that if
the word agrecmc11t, as used in the statute, is to be taken not in a
popular but in a strictly legal sense, it might be unreasonable tu
question that decision. He held. however, that the word
agreement originally incorporated into the statute, was
used in the popular sense, as intending the undertaking of the
party charged, and not necessarily including the consideration for
it. This view of the statute was reaffirmed by the same court in
1821, in a learned and able opinion by Parker, C. J., iQ. Pack(lrrd
v. Richardson ct aJ., 17 .\lass. Rep. 137, in which he reviewed at
length all the cases then decided upon this subject. His concluding remarks are worth copying. "We are not (says the judge)
oyerruling a settled principle, or introducing a new construction.
in refusing to yield to this doctrine : but are merely vindicating
what we believe to be the true and established construction, from
the doubts brought upon it by the court of King's Bench."

corporated in the writing itself. Upon this question different

courts have held different opinions. It was to me a matter of some

surprise to ﬁnd that the law of this state, upon this point, was

considered unsettled. The case was brought into bank, in order

that a reported case. in accordance with what was supposed to

have been the uniform current of decisions in this state, might be

placed within the ‘reach of every one, and not because the point

was regarded doubtful.

Our statute is similar. so far as it bears upon this question, to

the English statute of 29th Charles 2d, c. 3, s. '4. In 180-L, in the

case of J/Vain \'. W arlters, that statute, for the ﬁrst time, received

a construction requiring a recital, in writing. of the consideration

on which a promise to pay the debt of another is founded. The

doctrine seems to have taken the profession in England by sur-

prise. It has been repeatedly questioned in England, but has

hitherto been sustained there. 1-I Ves. p. 189; 15 \~'es. p. 286.

In 1808, the principle held in Wain v. H/arlters was adopted

in New York. and these decisions have been perhaps the means
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of giving a more extended currency to the doctrine of that case

in some of our sister states, and possibly may have contributed

to its stability in the country of its origin. But in 1809, in the case

of Hunt v. Adams, 5 1\Iass. Rep. 360, the doctrine of -_Wain v.

W arlters was departed from, by the supreme court of Massachu-

setts, and, as we think, very good reasons were given for the

departure by the learned Chief Justice Parsons. He held the

English case to be one of ﬁrst impression, but admitted that if

the word agreement, as used in the statute, is to be taken not in a

popular but in a strictly legal sense. it might be unreasonable to

question that decision. He held. however, that the word

agreement originally incorporated into the statute, was

used in the ~. as intending the undertaking of the

party charged, and not necessarily including the consideration for

it. This view of the statute was reafﬁrmed by the same court in

1821, in a learned and able opinion by Parker, C. J._. ig Packard

v. Richardson ct al., r7 Mass. Rep. I 37, in which he reviewed at

~e cases then decided upon this subject. His conclud-

ing remarks are worth copying. “We are not (says the judge)

overruling a settled principle, or introducing a new construction.

in refusing to yield to this doctrine; but are merely vindicating

what we believe to be the true and established construction, from

the doubts brought upon it by the court of King’s Bench.”
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Well might he call it the vindication of an established construction, for from the reign of Charles II. to the year 1804:, it
had always been understood, both in England and the Cnited
States, that it was not necessary that the consideration should
appear on the face of the writing. So said Lord Eldon, and so
said Lord Ellenborough. The question was, what did the statute
mean, or rather what did the men who framed the act, and parliament mean in King Charles' time, when they enacted the law?
Those best able to answer were its cotemporaries-the legislators and judges who lived at the time of the enactment, and within
the first century afterward. Their construction, in the language
of the Massachusetts court, "became established law,'' for whatever was the meaning of the statute when first enacted, should be
its meaning through all future time. It is the very essence of a
law, that it be uniform and unchangeable.
Again, it is i;aid there should have been a demand and notice
of non-payment. To this, we reply, that the engagement was an
original undertaking to pay the amount of the note in three years.
It was not an engagement that the maker should pay the note when
due and 1£ not, that the guarantor would pav tt. but that m
sideration that the payee would delay the payment until two yea_n;
after the maturity of the note, the guarantor would pay it. No
demand, under this contract, was required of the maker; at the
maturity of the note : it was not contemplated by the parties. On
the contrary, the consideration of .the promise not only excused
the making of such demand, but made one improper. The promise
was made because the p'!}'ee had agr~~d to delay payment mbeg
the note fell due, and not then demand it.
Judgment affirmed.

Well might he call it the vindication of an established con-

struction, for from the reign of Charles II. to the year 180-1, it

had always been understood, both in England and the United

States, that it was not necessary that the consideration should

appear on the face of the writing. So said Lord Eldon, and so

said Lord Ellenborough. The question was, what did the statute

mean, or rather what did the men who framed the act. and par-

liament mean in King Charles’ time, when they enacted the law?

Those best able to answer were its cotemp0raries—the legisla-

tors and judges who lived at the time of the enactment, and within

the ﬁrst century afterward. Their construction, in the language

of the Massachusetts court, “became established law,” for what-

ever was the meaning of the statute when ﬁrst enacted, should be

its meaning through all future time. It is the very essence of a

law, that it be uniform and unchangeable.

Again, it is said there should have been a demand and notice

of non-payment. To this, we reply, that the engagement was an

original undertaking to pay the amount of the note in three years.
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It was not an engagement that the maker should pay the note when

ue and if not th the ' uld‘ av"it_T) -

sideration that the payee would delay the _pz_1yment until two years

after the maturity of the note, the guarantor would pay it. No

demand, under this con~mE@f at the

maturity of the note; it was not contemplated by the parties. On

oon-

the contrary. the consideration of the promise not only excused

the making of such demand, but made one improper. The promise

w caus the ayee had agrge~

the note fell due, and not then demand it.

Judgment aiiirmed.

d. Of thc words “memorandum or notc.”

I5. THE ARGUS COMPANY, respondent v. THE MAYOR, &c.,

appellants, 55 N. Y. 495.

Court oi Appeals, New York, 1874.

A resolution of a common council, duly adopted and entered

upon its records and signed by the elerk of said common council,

constitutes a mcmoraiudmn or note in zt~riting.

Appeal from judgment of the General Term of the Supreme

•

Court in the third judicial department, reversing a judgment in

favor of plaintiff, entered upon the report of a referee and grant-

d.

ing a new trial. (Reported below, 7 Lans., 264).

Of the words "mcmora11d11m or note.''

This was an action for an alleged breach of contract.

15. THE ARGUS COMPANY, respondent v. THE MAYOR, &c.,
appellants, 55 N. Y. 495.
Court of Appeals, New York, I8i+

~~
lo'

A resoluti01i of a common cormcil, drily adopted aud cutered
11po11 its records aud sigucd by the clerk of said commoti co11ncil,
c011stit11.tes a memora11d11m or note 1" writing.

Appeal from judgment of the General Term of the Supreme
Court in the third judicial department, reversing a judgment in
favor of plaintiff, entered upon the report of a referee and granting a new trial. (Reported below, 7 Lans., 2(>4).
This was an action for an alleged breach of contract.
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The common council of defendants, on the 26th day of
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January, 1863, adopted the following resolution:

The common council of defendants, on the 26th day of
January, 1863, adopted the following resolution:
"Rcsoh•cd, That the proceedings of this board be reported for,
and published in, one daily paper, to be designated by the board,
at an annual expense not to exceed $1,000; and that all city advertising be published, at the rates prescribed by law for the publication of legal notices. in the same paper, such designation to be
for the term of three years; also, that all .Printing and binding
chargeable to the city be done by the proprietor or proprietors of
such paper for the like tenn, at the rates current in the city, and
that the chamberlain be and he is hereby authorized and directed
to enter into contract accordingly with such proprietor or proprietors as the board may designate.··
The £aid resolution was adopted by a vote of two-thirds of
all the members, taken by yeas and nays. On motion, the Atlas
an<l Argus, a daily newspaper published by plaintiff, was designated "as such official paper:' The resolution and motion were entered
·in the book of minutes, and the minutes for the day, thus entered,
were signed by the clerk of the common council. In pursuance
of said resolution, a contract in writing was executed on the 27th
day of January, l 81i:l, by the chamberlain on behalf of the defendants and by p'laintiff. for three years from that date.
On the l (ith day of January, lHIHi, the common council adopted the following resolution :
"Rcsoh•cd. That the Argus be, and hereby is, designated as
the official paper, in accordance with the former resolutions of the
common council, establishing an official organ for the city."
This resolution was not adopted by a vote taken by yeas and
nays entered on the minutes, but the resolution was entered on
the minutes, which were signed by the clerk of the common council. ·'The Argus" mentioned in the resolution was the newspaper
published by the plaintiff. After the resolution was adopted, the
plaintiff subscribed a written acceptance thereof, which was file<l
by it with the clerk of said common council on the 27th day of
January, l 8G(j, an<l no contract with defendant's chamberlain was
made. After such acceptance, the plaintiff proceeded to, and did
publish the proceedings of the common council, in The Argus, and
continued so to do for the space of three years thereafter. On the
·lth of June, 1866, the common council passed a resolution, by its
terms rescinding the resolution of January 1.3. 18Gli, and another
resolution amending that of January ~W. l:·Hi:l, in substance striking out the clause as to publication of the proceedings. and giving
the residue of the work provided for therein to other papers.

“Resolz-t'd, That the proceedings of this board be reported for,

and published in, one daily paper, to be designated by the board,

at an annual expense not to exceed $1,000; and that all city ad-

vertising be published, at the rates prescribed by law for the pub-

lication of legal notices. in the same paper, such designation to be

for the term of three years; also, that all _printing and binding

chargeable to the city be done by the proprietor or proprietors of

such paper for the like term, at the rates current in the city, and

that the chamberlain be and he is hereby authorized and directed

to enter into contract accordingly with such proprietor or proprie-

tors as the board may designate.”

The said resolution was adopted by a vote of two-thirds of

all the members, taken by yeas and nays. On motion, the Atlas

and Argus, a daily newspaper published by plaintiff, was designat-

ed “as such ofﬁcial paper.” The resolution and motion were entered

‘in the book of minutes, and the minutes for the day, thus entered,

were signed by the clerk of the common council. In pursuance

of said resolution, a contract in writing was executed on the 27th
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day of January, 1863, by the chamberlain on behalf of the de-

fendants antl b_y plaintiff, for three years from that date.

(_)n the 16th day of January, 1506, the common council adopt-

ed the following resolution:

“R(‘solz‘¢’d, That the Argus be, and hereby is, designated as

the ofﬁcial paper, in accordance with the former resolutions of the

common council, establishing an ofﬁcial organ for the city.”

This resolution was not adopted by a vote taken by yeas and

nays entered on the minutes, but the resolution was entered on

the minutes, which were signed by the clerk of the common coun-

cil. "The Argus” mentioned in the resolution was the newspaper

published by the plaintiff. After the resolution was adopted, the

plaintiff subscribed a written acceptance thereof, which was ﬁled

by it with the clerk of said common council on the 27th day of

January, 1866, and no contract with defendant's chamberlain was

made. After such acceptance, the plaintiff proceeded to, and did

publish the proceedings of the common council, in The Argus, and

continued so to do for the space of three years thereafter. On the

-lth of June, 1866, the common council passed a resolution, by its

terms rescinding the resolution of January 1-3, 1866, and another

resolution amending that of January ‘B6, 1863, in substance strik-

ing out the clause as to publication of the proceedings, and giving

the residue of the work provided for therein to other papers.
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After the passage of said resolutions, plaintiff served written

notice on the common council, protesting against the same. claim-

After the passage of said resolutions, plaintiff served written
notice on the common council, protesting against the same, claiming its paper to be the official organ, and expressing its willingness
to do the work and perform its contract. Plaintiff claimed to
recover the contract price for publishing the proceedings of $1,000
per annum, and the profits on the work given to other papers.

ing its paper to be the official organ. and expressing its willingness

to do the work and perform its contract. Plaintiff claimed to

recover the contract price for publishing the proceedings of $1,000

per annum, and the proﬁts on the work given to other papers.

* * :-

C. M oak for the appellants.

Samuel Hand for the respondent.

***

FoLGER, J.—The plaintiff seeks to recover upon an agreement

which, by its terms, was not to be performed within one year from

N. C. .\foak for the appellants.
Samuel Hand for the respondent.
For.GER, J .-The plai1"'tiff seeks to recover upon an agreement
which, by its terms, was not to be performed within one year from
the making thereof. It can do so if the agreement. or some note
or memorandum is in writing and subscribed by the party to be
charged thereby. * * *
In this case the party to be charged, and whose subscription
is needed is the defendant, a municipal corporation. It is plain
that such a defendant can make no note or memorandum. nor
subscribe the same, save by an officer or agent thereof. It is so,
also, that it ordinarily acts by its legislative or governing body,
and that the action of that body is expressed in the minutes of its
action, recorded, as it takes place, in the books kept for that purpose by its clerk or secretary. Hence it is that its agreements are
rarely oral, but, pari passu with the making of them, they are on
the instant of formation put into writing, and thus a note or memorandum of them is made: and the minutes of the day's cloings of
the body, beillf signed by the clerk thereof, there is a subscription
of the note or memorandum, made by the party. by its agent dul~·
authorized. This is a satisfactory compliance with the statute. It
meets the purpose and intention of the law, by providing an enduring and unchanging evidence of the agreement :. and it meets its
letter, for there is some note or memorandum of it in writing, sub-·
scribed by the party to be charged thereby, the subscription made
by an authorized agent. And so are the authorities. (l oh11.son
v. Trinity Ch. Society, 11 Allen 12:1: Tufts v. Plymo11t/i. Gold
Mining Co., 14 id. 407; Chase v. City of Lo'i.ccl/, ';' Gray :i;;:
Dykers <'. Tow11set1d, 24 !\. Y . .57).
The resolution of the 21ith January, 18fi:~. is a full note or
memorandum of an agreement as to the work which the defendant
agreed to have done. !\or did this resolution expire by any limitation of its own, at the end of three years from its adoption, and
so require a new passage to be still operative. Cntil rescinded in
terms, it was lasting in its expression of a determination by the
city to have its printing done at certain rates, by one daily paper

the making thereof. It can do so if the agreement, or some note

or memorandum is in writing and subscribed by the party to be

charged thereby. * *

In this case the party to be charged, ai1d whose subscription

is needed is the defendant, a municipal corporation. It is plain

that such a defendant can make no note or memorandum. nor

subscribe the same, save by an officer or agent thereof. It is so,

also, that it ordinarily acts by its legislative or governing body,

and that the action of that body is expressed in the minutes of its
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action, recorded, as it takes place, in the books kept for that pur-

pose by its clerk or secretary. Hence it is that its agreements are

rarely oral, but, pari [mssu with the making of them, they are on

the instant of formation put into writing, and thus a note or mem-

orandum of them is made; and the minutes of the day’s doings of

the body, being signed by the clerk thereof, there is a subscription

of the note or'memorandum, made by the party, by its agent duly

authorized. This is a satisfactory compliance with the statute. It

meets the purpose and intention of the law, by providing an endur-

ing and unchanging evidence of the agreement ;_ and it meets its

letter, for there is some note or memorandum of it in writing, sub-'

scribed by the party to be charged thereby, the subscription made

by an authorized agent. And so are the authorities. (Johnson

v. Trinity Ch. Society, 11 Allen 123; Tufts v. Plymouth Gold

Mining Co., 14 id. 407; Chase v. City of Lozt'(‘ll, 7 Gray 35;

Dykers z'. Townsend, '2-l N. Y. 57).

The resolution of the 26th January, 1863, is a full note or

memorandum of an agreement as to the work which the defendant

agreed to have done. Nor did this resolution expire by any limi-

tation of its own, at the end of three years from its adoption, and

so require a new passage to be still operative. L'ntil rescinded in

terms, it was lasting in its expression of a determination by the

city to have its printing done at certain rates, by one daily paper
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to be designated by the city. It was this designation, only, which

had a limit to a term of three years. The resolution, as to all but

to be designated by the city. It was this designation, only, which
had a limit to a term of three years. The resolution, as to all but
the party with whom the agreement was to be, was perpetual, unless rescinded by action of the city; and it needed nothing but the
designation of some daily paper, at the end of each term of three
years, entered upon the daily minutes, signed by the clerk, to do
all which the city need to do, to make a note or memorandum in
writing, subscribed by the party to be charged thereby.
The resolution of 15th January, 1866, also recorded in the
minutes and signed by the clerk, designating anew the plaintiff's
daily paper, started another term of three years. For the agreement was already there, save the name of the party to be agreed
with, and that this resolution supplied.
Nor did this last resolution need to be passed with a call of
the ayes and nays, and they entered upon the record. It was not
a law or a resolution involving an appropriation or payment of
money for any purpose. (Laws of 1848, chap. 139, p. 217, sec. 1).
The purpose was decided upon by the fonner resolution. The
design of the .provision of the act of 1848, is to expose to accountability to the public, those who in places of public trust, sanction
new objects and purposes for expenditure of public money. An
expenditure having been once determined upon, it does not again
involve it, that by resolution one is selected to do the work, any
more than where an office under the city government, having been
created by resolution and a compensation having been attached to
it, by a subsequent resolution one is named to fill it.
Nor does the resolution contemplate that the chamberlain
is to negotiate for the publication of the proceedings of the
board at a sum less than $1,000. It is a proposal-in connection
with the other resolution, designating the plaintiff's paper as the
official organ-to the plaintiff, to pay it not to exceed $1,000 for
doing certain work ; the plaintiff's answer is an acceptance of that
sum and an agreement to do the work therefor. It is different
from Ha~·dock v. Stow ( 40 N. Y., 364). That was a power
intrusted to an agent, with a minimum limit of price, but no maximum ; and hence the duty o{ the agent to his principal to obtain
more if he might. This is an offer by one party to another, which
the other accepts without intervention of an agent, and the maximum compensation named is the compensation agreed for. Besi<ies, the ~irection to the chamberlain does not contemplate any
change of the terms of the resolution ; he is directed to enter into
a contract accordingly, i. e., in the terms specified in the resolution.
l\Ioreover, before the second resolution of designation, he has

the party with whom the agreement was to be, was perpetual, un-

less rescinded by action of the city; and it needed nothing but the

designation of some daily paper, at the end of each term of three

years, entered upon the daily minutes, signed by the clerk, to do

all which the city need to do, to make a note or memorandum in

writing, subscribed by the party to be charged thereby.

The resolution of 15th January, 1866, also recorded in the

minutes and signed by the clerk, designating anew the plaintiff’s

daily paper, started another term of three years. For the agree-

ment was already there, save the name of the party to be agreed

with, and that this resolution supplied.

Nor did this last resolution need to be passed with a call of

the ayes and nays, and they entered upon the record. It was not

a law or a resolution involving an appropriation or payment of

money for any purpose. (Laws of 1848, chap. 139, p. 217, sec. 1).

The purpose was decided upon by the former resolution. The

design of the -provision of the act of 1848, is to expose to accounta-

bility to the public, those who in places of public trust, sanction
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new objects and purposes for expenditure of public money. An

expenditure having been once determined upon, it does not again

involve it, that by resolution one is selected to do the work, any

more than where an ofﬁce under the city government, having been

created by resolution and a compensation having been attached to

it, by a subsequent resolution one is named to ﬁll it.

Nor does the resolution contemplate that the chamberlain

is to negotiate for the publication of the proceedings of the

board at :1 sum less than $1,000. It is a proposal—in connection

with the other resolution, designating the plaintiff's paper as the

official organ—to the plaintiff, to pay it not to exceed $1,000 for

doing certain work; the plaintiff's answer is an acceptance of that

sum and an agreement to do the work therefor. It is different

from Hagvdock v. Stow (40 N. Y., 364). That was a power

intrusted to an agent, with a minimum limit of price, but no max-

imum ; and hence the duty of_ the agent to his principal to obtain

more if he might. This is an offer by one party to another, which

the other accepts without intervention of an agent, and the maxi-

mum compensation named is the compensation agreed for. Be-

sides, the direction to the chamberlain does not contemplate any

change of the terms of the resolution; he is directed to enter into

a contract accordingly, i. e., in the terms speciﬁed in the resolution.

Moreover, before the second resolution of designation, he has
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fendant is satisﬁed. The second resolution, of January 16, 1866,

already done his duty in making the contract, with which the defendant is satisfied. The second resolution, of January 16, 1866,
is an offer bv the defendant to renew it for another term of three
years; and s~ the defendant does not remain free front obligation,
under that resolution. until the chamberlain has again entered into
a contract. The contract which he was directed to make, expressing no more in fact than the resolution of 1863, was satisfactory
to the defendant. The defendant, agreeing to the terms of that
resolution and contract, by the resolution again designating the
daily paper of the plaintiff, proposed to it to renew the same for
another term of three years. As soon as the plaintiff signified in
writing its acceptance of that proposal, the contract was renewed
for another three years' term, and, as we have seen, was legally
embodied in writing, and was subscribed according to the statute.
A letter from a party to be charged, specifying the terms of an
agreement, and directing an assignment to be drawn in accordance
with it, is a good memorandum of the contract, though the assignment never be made. (See Smith v. Watson, cited in Gibson v.
Ho/laud. Law Rep. [1 Com. Pl.] 6). The common council did
not contemplate not being bound, until a contract other than the
resolutions and some acceptance of it was made. Those cas.es
which have turned on such point, have been where a further contract was needed to express the details of the bargain, where those
had yet to be arranged between the parties.
Nor docs the fact that the rates for printing and binding arf
not expressed, but reference is made to something outside of the
contract, and which must be established by parol testimony, invalidate the contract. This contract is not so much open to objection for this cause, as if no price was expressed, nor reference
made t~ anything by which it might be determined, and the parties were left to proof of a quantum mernit. Yet in such case, a
memorandum has been held to be in compliance with the statute.
( l/oadly v. McLaine, 10 Bing., 482; Ashcroft v. Morri11, 4 M. &
G. ·l50). The first resolution does not require that the chamberlain
ascertain what the current rates are, when he enters into his contract, and make them the rule of compensation the three years
through. What he is to do, if he does aught, is to put into his contract the phrase of the resolution. For the designation and the
contract is for three years ; and the rates current at the beginning
of the term, may be quite different from those current in any
time and at all times through the term of three years, that the
defendant contracts, willing to pay its designated official paper
so much and no more, and asking work for no less than at the

is an offer by the defendant to renew it for another term of three

years; and so the defendant does not remain free from obligation,

under that resolution. until the chamberlain has again entered into

a contract. The contract which he was directed to make, expres-

sing no more in fact than the resolution of 1863, was satisfactory

to the defendant. The defendant, agreeing to the terms of that

resolution and contract, by the resolution again designating the

daily paper of the plaintiff, proposed to it to renew the same for

another term of three years. As soon as the plaintiff signiﬁed in

writing its acceptance of that proposal, the contract was renewed

for another three years’ term, and, as we have seen, was legally

embodied in writing, and was subscribed according to the statute.

A letter from a party to be charged, specifying the terms of an

agreement, and directing an assignment to be drawn in accordance

with it, is a good memorandum of the contract, though the assign-

ment never be made. (See Smith v. Watson, cited in Gibson v.

Holland, Law Rep. [1 Com. PL] 6). The common council did

not contemplate not being bound, until a contract other than the
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resolutions and some acceptance of it was made. Those cases

which have turned on such point, have been where a further con-

tract was needed to express the details of the bargain, where those

had yet to be arranged between the parties.

Nor does the fact that the rates for printing and binding are

not expressed, but reference is made to something outside of the

contract, and which must be established by parol testimony, in-

validate the contract. This contract is not so much open to ob-

jection for this cause, as if no price was expressed. nor reference

made to anything by which it might be determined, and the par-

ties were left to proof of a quantum meruir. Yet in such case, a

memorandum has been held to be in compliance with the statute.

(Hand/y v. McLainc, 10 Bing, 482; Asheroft v. Morrin, 4 M. &

G. -L50). The ﬁrst resolution does not require that the chamberlain

ascertain what the current rates are, when he enters into his con-

tract, and make them the rule of compensation the three years

through. What he is to do, if he does aught, is to put into his con-

tract the phrase of the resolution. For the designation and the

contract is for three years; and the rates current at the beginning

of the term, may be quite different from those current in any

time and at all times through the term of three years. that the

defendant contracts, willing to pay its designated ofﬁcial paper

so much and no more, and asking work for no less than at the
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terms current for the same service, in the city where the work

is done, from time to time.

terms current for the same service, in the city where the work
is done, from time to time.
!'\or is the idea that there was no delivery to the plaintiff
of the resolution of 18H6, one that can prevail. There had once
hcen delivery of the same agreement and performance of .it by
both parties. It was not changed. The resolution of 1866 was
hut a proposal to the plaintiff to renew it. It was adopted 16th
fanuan·, 181ifi. l'ntil that dav, under the first contract, all pro~ceclinis of the common coun~il were reported for, delivered to,
and published in. the paper of the plaintiff. The resolution of
January. 1~1rn, at once on its passage, was reported for and delivered to the plaintiff. to the knowledge of the defendant's agents.
"!\or is it always needed that there be delivery to the other con. tracting party, to bind the one who is sought to be charged by
the note or memorandum. \Vhere one, by his agent, has dealt
with another. a written communication to the agent, reciting the
terms of the agreement made by the agent with that other, and
ratif~ing the same, will answer the statute. (Gibson v. Holland,
supra). And so will a written communication to the other, expressive of the terms: yet repudiating an obligation. (Bailey v.
Sweeting, !l C. n. [ :\". S .. J ~q.:1). The plaintiff did accept the
proposal for a renewal by filing its written acceptance with the
clerk of defendant. The clerk had no authority to make a contract or to assent to a proposition for orie. But he was the custodian of the papers of the common council, and an organ of
communication between it and those not members of it. It also
accepted it, by acting under it to the knowledge and with the
assent of defendanfs agents. (Smith v. S raJe, 2 C. B. [ N'. S. l

i\'or is the idea that there was no delivery to the plaintiff

of the resolution of 1866, one that can prevail. There had once

been delivery of the same agreement and performance of _it by

hoth parties. It was not changed. The resolution of 1866 was

but a proposal to the plaintiff to renew it. It was adopted 16th

_|anuary. 1S(iti. Until that day. under the ﬁrst contract, all pro-

ceedings of the common council were reported for, delivered to,

and published in. the paper of the plaintiff. The resolution of

January, 1866, at once on its passage, was reported for and de-

livered to the plaintiff. to the knowledge of the defendant's agents.

Nor is it always needed that there be delivery to the other con-

_ tracting party. to bind the one who is sought to be charged by

the note or memorandum. Where one, by his agent, has dealt

with another. a written communication to the agent, reciting the

terms of the agreement made by the agent with that other, and

ratifying the same. will answer the statute. (Gibson v. Holland,

supra). And so will a written communication to the other, ex-

pressive of the terms: yet repudiating an obligation. (Bailey v.
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Szveeting, 9 C. Il. [.\'. S..] 8+3). The plaintiff did accept the

proposal for a renewal by ﬁling its written acceptance with the

clerk of defendant. The clerk had no authority to make a con-

tract or to assent to a proposition for one. But he was the cus-

todian of the papers of the common council, and an organ of

communication between it and those not members of it. It also

accepted it, by acting under it to the knowledge and with the

assent of defendant’s agents. (Smith v. Neale, 2 C. B. [l\'. S.]

66).

The plaintiff has a good cause of action on the contract; but

for the reason given by the General Term. it was proper that there

should be a new trial, rather than judgment absolute ordered in

that court. But there being a stipulation under the eleventh sec-

tion of the Code, on appeal to this court, the order of the General

Term. should be afﬁrmed, and judgment absolute for the plaintiff.

.-\ll concur, except Grover and Rapallo, JJ., dissenting.

Order reversed, and judgment accordingly.

61i).

The plaintiff has a good cause of action on the contract; but
for the reason given by the General Term, it was proper that there
should be a new trial, rather than judgment absolute ordered in
that court. But there being a stipulation under the eleventh section of the Code, on appeal to this court, the order of the General
Tenn. should be affirmed, and judgment absolute for the plaintiff.
.-\II concur, except Gro·l'er and Ra.paJlo, JJ., dissenting.
Order reversed, and judgment accordingly.
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a. ll-"hen the promise is the original undertaking of the promisor.

B.

16. CASEY v. BRABASON, IO Abb. Pr. 368.

PRmusEs NoT WITHIN THE STATU'rF..

Supreme Court, New York, Special Term, 1860.

One who signs a note as if he were principal is in law an

a.

original promisor, although in fact he ‘was a mere surety,

When the promise is the origiHal undertaking of the promisor.

Motion for a new trial.

This action was brought upon a promissory note, in the

16.

words and ﬁgures following, to-wit:

“$200.

CASEY v. BRABASON, 10 Abb. Pr. 368.
Supreme Court, New York, Special Term, 186o.

On or before two years, we jointly and severally promise to

011e '4f..'ho sig1ts a 11ote as if he ·were principal is i1l ~aw au
original promisor, althougli in fact lie was a mere surety.

pay to Michael Casey, or his order, the sum of two hundred dol-

lars. Given under our hands,

_Ianuary 8, 1956.‘ (Signed) BERNARD .\'Ic(‘.\nI-1.

~fotion for a new trial.
This action was brpught upon a promissory note, in the
words and figures following, to-wit :
"$·?00.
On or before two years, we jointly and severally promise to
pay to Michael Casey, or his order, the sum of two hundred dollars. Given under our hands,
.T<inuary 8, 1R56.'
(Signed) BUN ARD :\le('.\ BF.,
Catholic Pastor.

Catholic Pastor.

CHARLES J. BR.\n.\SoN.”

The defendant alleged in his answer that he signed the note

as surety, and without consideration.

The proof showed that the note was given for a debt of Mc-

Cabe’s. and that the defendant signed it as his surety, without re-
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ceiving any consideration therefor.

The dcfendant insisted that he was not liable, but the judge

held otherwise, and directed the jury to ﬁnd for the plaintif f : to

which decision and direction the defendant excepted. The jury

rendered a verdict in favor of the plaintiff for $229.10.

The action was tried at the Chenango circuit in February,

19.60.

CHARLES

J.

BR.\B.\SON."

The defendant alleged in his answer that he signed the note
as surety, and without consideration.
The proof showed that the note was given for a debt of :\IcCabe 's, and that the defendant signed it as his surety, without receiving any consideration therefor.
The defendant insisted that he was not liable, but the judge
held otherwise, and directed the jury to find for the plaintiff: to
which decis;on and direction the defendant excepted. The jury
rendered a verdict in favor of the plaintiff for $22!l.10.
The action )Vas tried at the Chenango circuit in February,

Defendant moved for a new trial on a case and exceptions.

The other points in the case need not be stated, as they were

not deemed of sufficient importance for examination.

Wm. H. Hyde, for plaintiff.

Horace Packer, for defendant.

B.\LcoM, J.—The instrument in question is a valid promis-

sory note, although it does not contain the words for value re-

ceived, or any words tantamount to them. (Edwards on Bills and

Promissory Notes, 56, 78; 1 Cow., 2d ed.. 163).

The defendant’s counsel does not deny but that McCabe was

liable on the note : but he contends that the defendant is not liable

on it, because he signed it as surety, and did not receive any cou-

IRGO.

Defendant moved for a new trial on a case and exceptions.
The other points in the case need not be stated, as they were
not deemed of sufficient importance for examination.
rVm. H. Hyde, for plaintiff.
Horace Packer, for defendant.
H.\LCOM, J.-The instrument in question is a valid promissory note, although it does not contain the words for ·rnlue recei4·ed. or any words tantamount to them. (Edwards on Bills and
Promissory Notes, 56, 78: I Cow., 2d ed .. 163).
The defendant's counsel does not deny but that McCabe was
liable on the note : but he contends that the defendant is not liahle
on it, because he signed it as surety, and did not receive any con-
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sideration thereJor. He insists that the statute of frauds applies
to the case, and exempts the defendant from the payment of the
note. The statute is, that ''every special promise to answer for
the debt, default. or miscarriage of another," shall be void, unless
the agreement containing such promise, or some note or memorandum thereof expressing the consideratioil, be in writing, and
subscribed by the party to be charged therewith. (2 Rev. Stat.,
135, sec. 2).
1\JcCabe owed the plaintiff the money mentioned in the note;
and the defendant, though in fact a mere surety, signed the note
as principal, with Mc Cabe. The note, therefore, was not a
special promise by the defendant to answer for the debt, default,
or miscarriage of :\kCabe.
I think the debt, for which the note was given, a sufficient
consideration to uphold the note against the defendant as well
as McCabe. The 1iote, on its face, is an original undertaking of
both of them.
If the defendant had indorsed the note for the accommodation of ::\kCabe, instead of signing it as maker, he would clearly
have been liable on · it, if it had been duly protested for non-payment; and I am unable to see why he is not liable on it as maker.
I am of the opinion that the statute of frauds does not apply
to the case; and that the jury were properly directed to find a verdict in favor of the plaintiff for the amount of the note.
The point that the defendant supposed he was only
signing his name to the note as a witness when he wrote it, is
untenable; for his answer concedes he signed it as surety.
I think there was no question for the jury upon the evidence;
and that the defendant's motion for a new trial should be denied,
with $10 costs.

sideration therefor. He insists that the statute of frauds applies

to the case, and exempts the defendant from the payment of the

note. The statute is, that “every special promise to answer for

the debt, default, or miscarriage of another,” shall be void, unless

the agreement containing such promise, or some note or memor-

andum thereof expressing the consideration, be in writing, and

subscribed by the party to be charged therewith. (2 Rev. Stat.,

135, sec. 2).

l\IcCabe owed the plaintiff the money mentioned in the note;

and the defendant, though in fact a mere surety, signed the note

as principal, with Me Cabe. The note, therefore, was not a

special promise by the defendant to answer for the debt, default,

or miscarriage of .\IcCabe.

I think the debt. for which the note was given, a sufﬁcient

consideration to uphold the note against the defendant as well

as McCabe. The note, on its face, is an original undertaking of

both of them.

If the defendant had indorsed the note for the accommoda-
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tion of .\IcCabe, instead of signing it as maker, he would clearly

have been liable on it, if it had been duly protested for non-pay-

ment; and I am unable to see why he is not liable on it as maker.

I am of the opinion that the statute of frauds does not apply

to the case; and that the jury were properly directed to ﬁnd a ver-

dict in favor of the plaintiff for the amount of the note.

The point that the defendant supposed he was only

signing his name to the note as a witness when he wrote it, is

untenable; for his answer concedes he signed it as surety.

I think there was no question for the jury upon the evidence;

and that the defendant’s motion for a new trial should be denied,

with $10 costs. -

I7. MORRIS, et al., v. OSTERHOUT, et al., 55 Mich. 262.

Supreme Court, Michigan, 1884.

A promise to pay for goods supplied to a third person is not

'10-ithin the statute of frauds as a promise to pa~_\-' UH’ debt-of

another person.

Assumpsit. Defendants bring error. Afﬁrmed.

T. I. O’Brien, for appellants.

Cooper 61' Winsor, for appellees.

SHERWOOD, J.—The plaintiffs, who are millers residing at

Reed City, brought their action of assumpsit against the defend-

MORRIS, et al., v. OSTERHOUT, et al., 55 Mich. 262.
Supreme Court, Michigan, 1884

17.

A promise to pay for goods supplied to a third prrson is not
n-ithin the statute of frauds as a promise to pay the debt -of
a11otlter person.
Assumpsit. Defendants bring error. .\ffirmed.
T. J. 0' Brit•n, for appellants.
Cooper & Winsor, for appellees.
SuERwooo. J.-The plaintiffs, who are millers residing at
Reed City, brought their action of assumpsit against the defend-
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Rapids, to recover for a quantity of ﬂour and mill-feed, amount-

ants, who are engaged in the lumber business and reside at Grand
Rapids, to recover for a quantity of flour and mill-feed, amounting to the sum of $482.92. James H. Carey had a contract with
defendants whereby he was to do sawing and make shingles for
them at Careyvi!le, in Lake county, where the defendants had a
quantity of pine timber. The flour and feed was purchased by
Carey and used by him while doing the sawing for defendants,
and when he made the purchase he told the plaintiffs that the
goods were for the defen~lants ; that he was at work for them, and
that they had ordered him to get the goods for them. The plainttffs seek to hold the defendants liable under the authoritv, which
was verbal, thus claimed to have been given Carey to 1~ake the
purchase, and a subsequent promise claimed to have been made
by Hughart to pay for the goods, which, however, is denied by
the latter. The defendants claim that by the terms of their agreement with Carey the} were under no obligation to supply the
goods or to make advances to Carey, and that they never authorized him to make the purchase on their account.
The questions at the circuit were mostly those of fact, and
were submitted to the jury, who, under the rulings and charge of
the court, rendered their verdict for the plaintiffs for the amount
claimed. The defendants bring error, and the rulings and charge
of the court are now before us for review.
At the close of the trial the defendants' counsel asked the
court to direct a verdict for the defendants. The request was
refused.
We do not think the record presents a case for the instruction asked. Carey swears, in substance, that the defendants gave
him authority to make the purchase on their credit, and the credibility of his testimony was for the jury. If he stated truly the
direction sworn to by him as coming from defendant Hughart,
the jury would be warranted in finding that the defendants authorized the purchase. The promise would be by defendants and
not by Carey, and therefore not within the statute of frauds.
It would be a debt contracted upon their own promise, and not a
liability for the debt of another.
It is alleged as error that the court refused to give defendants'
second, eighth and ninth requests to charge, which requests were
as follows:
'"Second. "If the jury finds from the evidence that the goods
were charged, shipped and billed to Carey ; that no bill was ever
sent to the defendants; that the plaintiffs took an order on the
defendants for the amount of the bill, and afterwards presented

ing to the sum of $482.92. James H. Carey had a contract with

defendants whereby he was to do sawing and make shingles for

them at Careyville, in Lake county, where the defendants had a

quantity of pine timber. The ﬂour and feed was purchased by

Carey and used by him while doing the sawing for defendants,

and when he made the purchase he told the plaintiffs that the

goods were for the defendants; that he was at work for them, and

that they had ordered him to get the goods for them. The plain-

tiffs seek to hold the defendants liable under the authority, which

was verbal, thus claimed to have been given Carey to make the

purchase, and a subsequent promise claimed to have been made

by Hughart to pay for the goods, which, however, is denied by

the latter. The defendants claim that by the terms of their agree-

ment with Carey they were under no obligation to supply the

goods or to make advances to Carey, and that they never author-

ized him to make the purchase on their account.

The questions at the circuit were mostly those of fact, and

were submitted to the jury, who, under the rulings and charge of
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the court, rendered their verdict for theplaintiffs for the amount

claimed. The defendants bring error, and the rulings and charge

of the court are now before us for review.

At the close of the trial the defendants’ counsel asked the

court to direct a verdict for the defendants. The request was

refused.

We do not think the record presents a case for the instruc-

tion asked. Carey swears, in substance, that the defendants gave

him authority to make the purchase on their credit, and the credi-

bility of his testimony was for the jury. If he stated truly the

direction sworn to by him as coming from defendant Hughart,

the jury would be warranted in ﬁnding that the defendants au-

thorized the purchase. The promise would be by defendants and

not by Carey, and therefore not within the statute of frauds.

It would be a debt contracted upon their own promise, and not a

liability for the debt of another.

It is alleged as error that the court refused to give defendants’

second, eighth and ninth requests to charge, which requests were

as follows:

“Second. If the jury ﬁnds from the evidence that the goods

were charged, shipped and billed to Carey; that no bill was ever

sent to the defendants; that the plaintiffs took an order on the

defendants for the amount of the bill, and afterwards presented
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this order and requested its acceptance and payment, and still

retain this order—such evidence is inconsistent with the claim

this order and requested its acceptance and payment, and still
retain this order-such evidence is inconsistent with the claim
now made by the plaintiffs, and they cannot recover in this action."
"Eigltth. l}nder the undisputed facts in this case, it appears
that Carey is still liable to the plaintiffs for the amount of the
goods in question. and the plaintiffs cannot recover in this action."
"Xi11th. It is not sufficient for the jury to find that Hughart
authorized Carey to buy in their name and upon their credit. They
must also find from the evidence that . the credit was given to
Osterhout and Hughart and not to James H. Carey. And in
arriving at a conclusion on this point they should consider all the
acts and conduct of the plaintiffs : such as the entry in their books,
the shipping of the goods, the taking of the order, their repeated
efforts to collect it, and their present possession of it."
The second and eighth requests, we think, were properly
refused. The facts stated in the second request exclude the idea
that the inconsistency claimed for them is susceptible of explanation. but such is not the law. The eighth request seeks to have
the court state what the undisputed facts show. \Vhat they show
was a question for the jury, and in this case cannot be considered
disconnected with the other testimony in the case bearing on the
same point.
The circuit judge in his charge stated to the jury that the
first proposition for the plaintiffs to establish was that Carey was
authorized by defendants to purchase the goods for them ; and
second, that plaintiffs. when Carey made the purchase, relied entirely J.tpon defendants, and not upon Carey, for the pay; and if
they found in the affirmative of these propositions the plaintiffs
would be entitled to recover; if not, the defendants must prevail.
He further told them that, in solving these propositions, they must
take into consideration aJl the testimony in the case, including the
actions of the parties. We think these charges sufficiently cover
the substance of the defendants' ninth request.
\Ve have carefully examined the remainder of the charge
excepted to by defendants' counsel and do not find any error
therein. The facts were for the jury, and whether the court
below or this court would or would not have come to the conclusion reached upon the testimony is not for our consideration. We
find no error in the record committed by the court, and here our
duty ends.
The judgment must be affirmed.
The other Justices concurred.

now made by the plaintiffs, and they cannot recover in this action.”

“Eighth. Under the undisputed facts in this case, it appears

that Carey is still liable to the plaintiffs for the amount of the

goods in question. and the plaintiffs cannot recover in this action.”

“.-\‘iut/1. It is not sufficient for the jury to ﬁnd that I-Iughart

authorized Carey to buy in their name and upon their credit. They

must also ﬁnd from the evidence that_the credit was given to

Osterhout and Hughart and not to James H. Carey. And in

arriving at a conclusion on this point they should consider all the

acts and conduct of the plaintiffs: such as the entry in their books,

the shipping of the goods, the taking of the order, their repeated

efforts to collect it, and their present possession of it.”

The second and eighth requests, we think, were properly

refused. The facts stated in the second request exclude the idea

that the inconsistency claimed for them is susceptible of explana-

tion. but such is not the law. The eighth request seeks to have

the court state what the undisputed facts show. What they show

was a question for the jury, and in this case cannot be considered
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disconnected with the other testimony in the case bearing on the

same point.

The circuit judge in his charge stated to the jury that the

ﬁrst proposition for the plaintiffs to establish was that Carey was

authorized by defendants to purchase the goods for them; and

second, that plaintiffs. when Carey made the purchase, relied en-

tirely upon defendants, and not upon Carey, for the pay; and if

they found in the affirmative of these propositions the plaintiffs

would be entitled to recover; if not, the defendants must prevail.

He further told them that, in solving these propositions, they must

take into consideration all the testimony in the case, including the

actions of the parties. We think these charges sufficiently cover

the substance of the defendants’ ninth request.

We have carefully examined the remainder of the charge

excepted to by defendants’ counsel and do not ﬁnd any error

therein. The facts were for the jury, and whether the court

below or this court would or would not have come to the conclu-

sion reached upon the testimony is not for our consideration. W e

ﬁnd no error in the record committed by the court, and here our

duty ends.

The judgment must be affirmed.

The other Justices concurred.
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18. GIBBS, et al. v. BLANCHARD, 15 Mich. 292.

18.

Supreme Court, Michigan, I867.

A joint promise to pay the debt of one is an original under-

GIBBS, et al. v. BLANCHARD, 15 Mich. 292.
Supreme Court, 1'.Hchigan, 1867.

taking as betawn the promisors and promisee and does not come

A joint promise to pay the debt of one is an original undertaking as bel'i.t•ccn the promisors and promiser and dot's not come

zeithin the statutc of frauds.

The facts and the exceptions to the rulings and the charge of

the court are stated in the opinion.

within the statittr: of frauds.

M. J. Smiley, for plaintiff in error.

H. F. Severens, for defendant in error.

The facts and the exceptions to the rulings and the charge of
the court are stated in the opinion.
M. J. Smi/c'y, for plaintiff in error.
H.F. Sc1•crcns, for defendant in error.

CI-IRISTIANCY, J. The main question in this case is whether

the promise of Gibbs (one of the defendants below) comes within

the second clause of the second section of our statute of frauds,

as a “special promise to answer for the debt, default, or mis-

doings” of Daily, the other defendant. _

The declaration contains a special count upon the contract,

and the common counts for goods sold and delivered. The special

count sets forth that. “in consideration that said plaintiff agreed

to sell to the said Daily a certain horse which the plaintiff then

and there had, of the value of sixty dollars, undertook and prom-
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ised the said plaintiff to make, sign and deliver their promissory

note to said plaintiff or bearer, in the sum of sixty dollars, for the

purchase price of said horse, which said promissory note was to

be payable thereafter, in six months from date.” It further alleges

that the plaintiff. relying upon said promise of said defendants,

and in consideration thereof. did sell and deliver the horse to said.

John Daily, for the price of sixty dollars. The breach alleges the

failure and refusal to make and deliver the note, as well as the

refusal to pay the money.

It was clear, from the evidence, that the horse was bought

for the beneﬁt of, and delivered to Daily, and that the plaintiff

would not have sold the horse on the credit of Daily alone. But

upon the question, whether Daily and Gibbs were to give a joint

note, or whether the latter was only to indorse the note of the

former, or to become his guarantor, the evidence was conﬂicting.

There was evidence from which the jury might have found a

joint promise, or, in other words, a promise by both to execute

and deliver to the plaintiff a joint note for the price: and from the

circumstances and subsequent acts of the parties. the jury might

have been authorized to ﬁnd that the note was to be made payable

•
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in six months, though they might also have found that no partic-

ular time was mentioned or expressly agreed upon for which the

note was to run.
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The evidence tending to show that the promise was joint,

or that a joint note was to be given, was substantially this: Gibbs

The evidence tending to show that the promise was JOmt,
or that a joint note was to be given, was substantially this: Gibbs
and Daily called upon the plaintiff together, and Gibbs asked
plaintiff if he wanted to sell his mare. ·Plaintiff said he did. Gibbs
inquired the price, and being told sixty dollars, wanted to know if
plaintiff would take Daily's note if he, Gibbs, would sign it and
see it paid; to this plaintiff assented. The mare not being present,
and Gibbs, being anxious to get home, said Daily might go with
plaintiff and see the mare, and if the mare suited him he might
fetch her back with him and draw up a note and Daily might sign
it, and the first time he, Gibbs, went to town he would sign it.
The mare was delivered to Daily, who signed a note for it at six
months, which was afterwards endorsed by Gibbs on Sunday.
This note was produced on the trial and tendered hack to def endants.
The court charged the jury that "if it was the understanding
of the parties that Daily was the purchaser, and that he should
give his note to the plaintiff for the price, and that Gibbs should
so sign as only to be liable as indorser, the plaintiff must fail. If
however, the understanding of the parties was, at the time, that
Gibbs and Daily were the buyers of the mare, and that both were
to be liable as purchasers for the purchase price, and, accordingly,
should become joint makers of a promissory note for its payment,
though Daily was less relied upon by the plaintiff than Gibbs, and
though, in point of fact, it was understood that the mare, when
bought should belong to Daily, the plaintiff is (ntitled to recover.
That the principle in this class of cases is, that if the agreement
be such that two persons, in the purchase of goods, do at the same
time become co-debtors to the seller for the price, then both are
purchasers, and the case is not within the statute of frauds, and
no memorandum in writing is necessary. But if it be such that
one, at the time, becomes debtor to the seller, and the other
security only for the debt, it is within the statute of frauds, and
the undertaking of the security is void unless a memorandum of
it in writing is made."
Though the question is one requiring some accuracy of discrimination, I have come to the conclusion, after a careful examination of the authorities, that the charge of the court was not
only correct, but that it expresses the true rule of law applicable
to the question with remarkable clearness.
No question can arise as to the sufficiency of the consideration for the undertaking of Gibbs, whether original or collateral,
within or without the statute. \Vithout his promise, the plaintiff

and Daily called upon the plaintiff together. and Gibbs asked

plaintiff if he wanted to sell his mare. ‘Plaintiff said he did. Gibbs

inquired the price, and being told sixty dollars, wanted to know if

plaintiff would take Daily’s note if he, Gibbs. would sign it and

see it paid; to this plaintiff assented. The mare not being present,

and Gibbs, being anxious to get home, said Daily might go with

plaintiff and see the mare, and if the mare suited him he might

fetch her back with him and draw up a note and Daily might sign

it, and the ﬁrst time he, Gibbs, went to town he would sign it.

The mare was delivered to Daily, who signed a note for it at six

months, which was afterwards endorsed by Gibbs on Sunday.

This note was produced on the trial and tendered back to defend-

ants.

The court charged the jury that “if it was the understanding

of the parties that Daily was the purchaser. and that he should

give his note to the plaintiff for the price, and that Gibbs should

so sign as only to be liable as indorser, the plaintiff must fail. If

however, the understanding of the parties was, at the time, that
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Gibbs and Daily were the buyers of the mare, and that both were

to be liable as purchasers for the purchase price, and, accordingly,

should become joint makers of a promissory note for its payment,

though Daily was less relied upon by the plaintiff than Gibbs, and

though, in point of fact, it was understood that the mare, when

bought should belong to Daily, the plaintiff is entitled to recover.

That the principle in this class of cases is, that if the agreement

be such that two persons, in the purchase of goods, do at the same

time become co-debtors to the seller for the price, then both are

purchasers, and the case is not within the statute of frauds, and

no memorandum in writing is necessary. But if it be such that

one, at the time, becomes debtor to the seller, and the other

security only for the debt, it is within the statute of frauds, and

the undertaking of the security is void unless a memorandum of

it in writing is made.”

Though the question is one requiring some accuracy of dis-

crimination, I have come to the conclusion, after a careful exam-

Iination of the authorities, that the charge of the court was not

only correct, but that it expresses the true rule of law applicable

to the question with remarkable clearness.

No question can arise as to the sufficiency of the considera-

tion for the undertaking of Gibbs, whether original or collateral,

within or without the statute. \\"ithout his promise, the plaintiff
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therefore, is equally as good in law as a sale of the horse to him

would not have parted with his property. The consideration,
therefore, is equally as good in law as a sale of the horse to him
alone would have been for his sole promise to pay the price.
The plain ordinary meaning of the language used in this
clause of the statute would seem sufficiently to indicate that the
class of special promises required to be in writing includes only
such as are secondary or collateral to, or in aid ·of the undertaking
or liability of some other party whose obligation, as between the
promisor and promisee, is original or primary. Jf there be no
such original or primary undertaking or liability of another party,
there is nothing to which the promise in question can be secondary
or collateral, and the promise, is, therefore, original in its nature,
and not within the statute. In other words, the statute applies
only to promises which are in the nature of guaranties for some
original or primary obligations to be performed by another. This
has been settled by a remarkably uniform course of decision since
the passage of the statute ( 29 Car. II., ch. 3, Sec. 4), which does
not essentially differ from our own and those of most of the states
of the Union. So numerous and so uniform have been the decisions upon this point, that it wot1ld savor of affectation to cite
them. They will be found cited in most of the elementary
treatises: See Browne on Stat. Frauds, ch. 10; Chitty on Cont.,
p. 442, et seq.; 2 Pars. on Cont., 4th ed., 301. And though the
terms original and collateral have been criticized, yet when used,
the one to mark the obligation of the principal debtor, the other
that of the person who undertakes to answer for such debt, they
are strictly correct, and give the true view of this clause of the
statute: Mallory v. Gillett, 21 N. Y. 412, 414; Browne on Stat.
Frauds, ch. 10, Sec. 192.
As a result of this principle, that one must be held originally
or primarily, and the other only collaterally, or in default of the
former it follows that the statute only applies to such promises
made in behalf or for the benefit of another, as would, if valid,
create a distinct and several liability of the party thus promising,
and not a joint liability with the party in whose behalf it is made. ~
For if one be bound in the first instance and at all events, and the
other only contingently, or on default of the first, the liability
could not be joint. On the other hand, if the promise or the obligation of the two be joint, as between them, on the one side and
the promisee on the other, then neither is collateral to the other
and such joint promise is original as to both. Hence it has been
held in England that an agreement to convert a separate into a
joint debt is not within the statute; the effect being to create a

alone would have been for his sole promise to pay the price.

The plain ordinary meaning of the language used in this

clause of the statute would seem sufﬁciently to indicate that the

class of special promises required to be in writing includes only

such as are secondary or collateral to, or in aid'of the undertaking

or liability of some other party whose obligation, as between the

promisor and promisee, is original or primary. If there be no

such original or primary undertaking or liability of another party,

there is nothing to which the promise in question can be secondary

or collateral, and the promise, is, therefore, original in its nature,

and not within the statute. In other words, the statute applies

only to promises which are in the nature of guaranties for some

original or primary obligations to be performed by another. This

has been settled by a remarkably uniform course of decision since

the passage of the statute (29 Car. II., ch. 3, Sec. 4), which does

not essentially differ from our own and those of most of the states

of the Union. So numerous and so uniform have been the deci-

sions upon this point, that it would savor of affectation to cite
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them. They will be found cited in most of the elementary

treatises: See Browne on Stat. Frauds, ch. Io; Chitty on Cont..

p. 442, et seq.; 2 Pars. on Cont., 4th ed., 301. And though the

terms original and collateral have been criticized, yet when used,

the one to mark the obligation of the principal debtor, the other

that of the person who undertakes to answer for such debt, they

are strictly correct. and give the true view of this clause of the

statute: Mallory v. Gillett, 21 N. Y. 412, 414; Browne on Stat.

Frauds, ch. Io, Sec. 192.

As a result of this principle, that one must be held originally

or primarily, and the other only collaterally, or in default of the

former it follows that the statute only applies to such promises

made in behalf or for the beneﬁt of another, as would, if valid,

create a distinct and several liability of the party thus promising,

and not a joint liability with the party in whose behalf it is made.

For if one be bound in the ﬁrst instance and at all events, and the

other only contingently, or on default of the ﬁrst, the liability

could not be joint. On the other hand, if the promise or the obli-

gation of the two be joint, as between them, on the one side and

the promisee on the other, then neither is collateral to the other

and such joint promise is original as to both. Hence it has been

held in England that an agreement to convert a separate into a

joint debt is not within the statute; the effect being to create a
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parte Lane, I De Gex. 300; Browne on Stat. of Frauds, I93.

new debt, in consideration of the former being extinguished : Ex
parte Lane, 1 De Gex. 300; Browne on Stat. of Frauds, 193.
Where the question arises (as it has in almost all the cases)
as one of the several liability of the party promising in behalf of
another (as for the price of goods sold to another), the true rule
undoubtedly is, that if the latter (to whom the goods are sold)
be liable at all, then the promise of the former is collateral, and
must be in writing; because, from the very nature of such a case,
the party to whom the goods are sold, and in whose behalf the
promise is made, is the principal debtor, and because it would be
manifestly unreasonable to hold that both were in such cases
se·vcrally liable as principals, a~ upon several original undertakings at the same moment. See Hctfield ct al. v. Dow, 3 Dutcher,
440; Dixon v. Fra~cc, I E. D. Smith, 32. And this rule applies
equally when the promise is made in reference to a pre-existing
liability of another, if the plaintiff in accepting the promise does
not release the principal. In reference to all such cases the
. authorities may be said to be entirely uniform. But the rule thus
established as to cases where the question is one of the SC'i.'eral
liability of the party making the special promise, can, I think,
have no application to the question of a joint liability upon a joint
promise of the two. The only intimation to the contrary which
I have seen is to be found in a dictum of Judge Catron in
.Matthews v. Milton, 4 Y erg. 576, a case in which no such question
was involved, there being no evidence tending to show a joint
promise. To say that when the party originally owing the debt,
or for whom goods are purchased and to whom they are delivered,
is liable at all, no other person can be held severally liable unless
the promise be in writing. is merely saying that such promise
is collateral, and, therefore. within the statute. But to say that
they cannot both become jointly liable upon their joint promise,
not in writing, to pay such debt or the price of such goods, if
the party originally owing the debt or receiving the goods be at all
liable, is but another form of declaring that it is not competent
for both to become original promisors, as between them and the
promisee, unless both are under an equal obligation, as bctn.recti
themselves, for the ultimate payment of the debt. Such a proposition, it seems to me, can not be maintained either upon a principle or authority. Such an objection to a joint promise seems
rather to have reference to some supposed defect of consideration
(a question entirely distinct from the statute) than to the promise.
And, if the party promising jointly with another to whom goods
are furnished, can not be bound jointly with the latter, because~

VVhere the question arises (as it has in almost all the cases)

as one of the several liability of the party promising in behalf of

another (as for the price of goods sold to another), the tr_ue rule

undoubtedly is, that if the latter (to whom the goods are sold)

be liable at all, then the promise of the former is collateral. and

must be in writing; because, from the very nature of such a case,

the party to whom the goods are sold. and in whose behalf the

promise is made, is the principal debtor, and because it would be

manifestly unreasonable to hold that both were in such cases

severally liable as principals, as upon several original undertak-

ings at the same moment. See H etﬁeld et a1. v. Dow, 3 Dutcher,

440; Dixon v. Frasec, I E. D. Smith, 32. And this rule applies

equally when the promise is made in reference to a pre-existing

liability of another, if the plaintiff in accepting the promise does

not release the principal. In reference to all such cases the

authorities may be said to be entirely uniform. But the rule thus

established as to cases where the question is one of the sereral

liability of the party making the special promise, can, I think,
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have no application to the question of a joint liability upon a joint

promise of the two. The only intimation to the contrary which

I have seen is to be found in a dictum of Judge Catron in

M atthews v. Milton, 4 Yerg. 576, a case in which no such question

was involved, there being no evidence tending to show a joint

promise. To say that when the party originally owing the debt,

or for whom goods are purchased and to whom they aredelivered,

is liable at all, no other person can be held severally liable unless

the promise be in writing, is merely saying that such promise

is collateral, and, therefore. within the statute. But to say that

they cannot both become jointly liable upon their joint promise,

not in writing, to pay such debt or the price of such goods, if

the party originally owing the debt or receiving the goods be at all

_ liable, is but another form of declaring that it is not competent

for both to become original promisors, as between them and the

promisee, unless both are under an equal obligation, as between

themselves, for the ultimate payment of the debt. Such a propo-

sition, it seems to me, can not be maintained either upon a prin-

ciple or authority. Such an objection to a joint promise seems

rather to have reference to some supposed defect of consideration

(a question entirely distinct from the statute) than to the promise.

And, if the party promising jointly with another to whom goods

are furnished, can not be bound jointly with the latter, because,
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as between the two promisors, he, not having received the goods,
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is under no obligation to pay; then the same reason ought to op-

as between the two promisors, he, not having received the goods,
is under no obligation to pay; then the same reason ought to operate with still greater force against his sc7. cral promise to pay the
whole price of goods received by the other. But the law in the
latter case is well settled the other way.
It 'was very correctly remarked by \Vhelply, J., in Hetfield
ct al. v. Dow, above cited, that, "to settle the rights of promisors
inter scse, to ascertain as betn•ceti them who is to pay the debt
ultimately, is no part of the object of the act. rt by no means
follows that he who by the arrangement between the promisors
ultimately may be bound to pay the debt, as to tire promisee, the
principal debtor. That does not concern him." This view, it
seems to me, rests upon sound reasons_..:_reasons which must naturally enter into the consideration of business men, in the ordinary transactions of business. \Vhere a party has been willing to
put himself in the position of an original promisor (either jointly
or severally) to a vendor for goods purchased for the benefit of,
or delivered to, another, the vendor has a right conclusively to
presume that such relations or arrangements exist between the
two as to make it the duty of the party or parties promising. as
between themsehes, to pay according to the promise. And to allow
the contrary to be shown to defeat the promise would operate
as a fraud upon the vendor.
The question of a joint promise appears to have been seldom
raised for adjudication in connection with the statute of frauds;
but the following cases fully sustain the proposition that a joint
promise of two, whether to pay the pre-existing debt of one of
them, or a debt contracted at the time for his benefit (as for
goods bought for and delivered to the one). does not come within
the statute, but is an original promise. as between them and the
prcmisee, and valid without writing: E:r pa rte Lmic, 1 De Gex,
300; ~Vainwriglrt v. Straw, 15 Vt. 215; Sto11e v. Walker, 13 Gray,
613; and Hetficld v. Do7.t', 3 Dutcher 440. See also by analogy;
Batson v. King, 4 H. & N., 739. The same doctrine is laid down
by Mr. Browne in his able treatise on the statute of frauds: Ch.
IO, Sec. 197.
It is true that in Wainwright v. Straw, which most resembles
the present case, the decision is placed in part upon the ground
that the sale was made to both. The facts were that Straw and
Cunningham both went to plaintiff's store and said they wished
to buy a stove for Straw, but that both would be responsible.
Now, I can see no difference in legal effect between the case
where A and B say to a merchant, "\\'e want to buy a stove for B.

erate with still greater force against his seneral promise to pay the

-whole price of goods received by the other. But the law in the

latter case is well settled the other way.

1

It was very correctly remarked by \\/helply, J., in Hetﬁeld

ct al. v. Dow, above cited, that, “to settle the rights of promisors

inter sese, to ascertain as between them who is to pay the debt

ultimately, is no part of the object of the act. lt by no means

follows that he who by the arrangement between the promisors

ultimately may be bound to pay the debt, as to the promisee, the

principal debtor. That does not concern him.” This view, it

seems to me, rests upon sound reasons-reasons which must nat-

urally enter into the consideration of business men, in the ordi-

nary transactions of business. \Vhere a party has been willing to

put himself in the position of an original promisor (either jointly

or severally) to a vendor for goods purchased for the beneﬁt of,

or delivered to, another, the vendor has a right conclusively to

presume that such relations or arrangements exist between the

two as to make it the duty of the party or parties promising. as
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between themselves, to pay according to the promise. And to allow

the contrary to be shown to defeat the p_romise would operate

as a fraud upon the vendor.

The question of a joint promise appears to have been seldom

raised for adjudication in connection with the statute of frauds;

' but the following cases fully sustain the proposition that a joint

promise of two, whether to pay the pre-existing debt of one of

them, or a debt contracted at the time for his beneﬁt (as for

goods bought for and delivered to the one). does not come within

the statute, but is an original promise, as between them and the

prcmisee, and valid without writing: Ex parte Lane, 1 De Gex,

300; PVain'wright v. Straw, 15 Vt. 215; Stone v. Walker, 13 Gray,

613; and Hetﬁeld v. Dow, 3 Dutcher 440. See also by analogy

Batson v. King, 4 H. & N., 739. The same doctrine is laid down

by Mr. Browne in his able treatise on the statute of frauds: Ch.

IO, Sec. 197.

It is true that in Wainwright v. S traw, which most resembles

the present case, the decision is placed in part upon the ground

that the sale was made to both. The facts were that Straw and

Cunningham both went to plaintiff's store and said they wished

to buy a stove for Straw, but that both would be responsible.

Now, I can see no difference in legal effect between the case

where .'-\ and B say to a merchant, “V\"e want to buy a stove for B,
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and both of us will be responsible.” and the case where A says.

“B wishes to purchase a stove. but we will both be responsible.”

and both of us will be responsible." and the case where A says.
"B wishes to purchase a stove. but we will both be responsible."
Substantially, the transaction is the same; in both cases alike it is
a sale for the benefit of the one on the joint credit of the two, and
the real question in both cases is, whether the credit was given to
both jointly. I do not think the court, in H?aimvright v. Stran1,
based their decision upon the narrow and merely verbal ground of
the use of the first person plural. showing merely who wanted' the
stove, but upon the broad ground above states:l. that it was sold
upon their joint credit. And in all such cases where the sale. is
upon the joint credit and promise of the defendants, though the
property is purchased for and delivered to but cne of them, I
think the legal effect of the transaction constitutes, as between
them and the vendor, a sale to the two jointly. The sale as between the vendor and the vendee is to the party or parties to
whom the credit is given for the price. without ref erente to the
question for whose use it is purchased, or who, as between the
promisors, is to be its owner when bought.
1.'his brings us to another point in the case. The sale (if
upon the joint credit and promise of the defendants) was a joint
sale to both, as between them and the plaintiff. But in the
special count of the declaration it is alleged as a sale to Daily
alone. The plaintiff cannot, therefore, recover upon the special
count.
But upon the count for goods sold and delivered, the sale
having been made to both. the plaintiff would be entitled to recover, if the facts be such as would warrant a recovery upon a sale
made for the joint benefit of, and the property delivered to both.
I think there was no error in the charge or proceedings of
the court belo\v, and that the judgment should be affirmed, with
costs.

Substantially, the transaction is the same; inboth cases alike it is

a sale for the beneﬁt of the one on the joint credit of the two, and

the real question in both cases is, whether the credit was given to

both jointly. I do not think the court, in Waimuright v. Straw,

based their decision upon the narrow and merely verbal ground of

the use of the ﬁrst person plural. showing merely who wanted‘ the

stove, but upon the broad ground above stated. that it was sold

upon their joint credit. And in all such cases where the saleis

upon the joint credit and promise of the defendants, though the

property is purchased for and delivered to but cne of them, I

think the legal effect of the transaction constitutes, as between

them and the vendor, a sale to the two jointly. The sale as be-

tween the vendor and the vendee is to the party or parties to

whom the credit is given for the price. without reference to the

question for whose use it is purchased, or who. as between the

promisors, is to be its owner when bought.

This brings us to another point in the case. The sale (if

upon the joint credit and promise of the defendants) was a joint
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sale to both, as between them and the plaintiff. But in the

special count of the declaration it is alleged as a sale to Daily

alone. The plaintiff cannot, therefore, recover upon the special

count.

But upon the count for goods sold and delivered, the sale

having been made to both, the plaintiff would be entitled to re-

cover, if the facts be such as would warrant a recovery upon a sale

made for the joint beneﬁt of, and the property delivered to both.

I think there was no error in the charge or proceedings of

the court below, and that the judgment should be affirmed, with

costs.
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19. THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK, respondent, v. CH.-\L\lERS,

b. When the promisor is virtually disclrarging his own debt.

et al., appellants, 144 N. Y., 432, 39 N. E. 331.

Court of Appeals, New York, 1895.

A promise made to a ereditor to pay the debt of a third

19- THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK, respondent, v. CHAL:\IERS,
et al., appellants, 144 N. Y., 432, 39 N. E. 331.

person is original when such third person has transferred or

delivered to the proin1',\;gr, for his own use and beneﬁt, money or

Court of Appeals, New York, 1895.

property in can " I o the promisor’s agreement to assume

and pa ' debt.

A promise made to a creditor to pay tire debt of a tlrird
person is original when such third person has transferred or
delivered to the fromjsor, for his ow11 use and bei;efit, 11w11ey or

Such an agreement is not merely a promise to answer for the

debt _or default of another, and is not zvilllin the statute of

frauds.

~~°J;:,ie c;:::t:::~::::::c~:.he promisor's agreement to assume

Appeal from judgment of the General Term of the Supreme

Court in the Second Judicial Department, entered upon an order

made at the May Term, 1893, which 8-fﬁitngda judgn_ig_nt in favor

of the laintiff entered upon a decision of the Court on trial at

debt

Circuit without a jury.

f:J;aJJi.s.

A mem. of the case on a former appeal appears in 120 N. Y.

658.

Appeal from judgment of the General Term 0f the Supreme
Court in the Second Judicial Department, entered upon an order
made at the May Term. 1893, which affirmed a judgment in favor
of the plaintiff._t:ntered upon a decision of the Courton trial at
~rcuit without a jury.
A mem. of the case on a former appeal appears in 120 N. Y.

This action was brought upon an alleged agreement made by
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defendants for a valuable consideration, to pay to plaintiff the

amount of an indebtedness of the ﬁrm of Charles Spruce & Co.

to it.

Such an agreement is not merely a promise to answer for the
pr default of another, and is 11ot ·witlrin the statute of

On October 30, 1882, said ﬁrm, being ﬁnancially embarrassed,

confessed judgment to defendants for various sums due them and

for amounts owing to other parties. The statement on which the

judgment was entered, under the head of “Liabilities assumed,”

658.

_ set forth, among other items, the following: “.\Ioney due by

This action was brought upon an allege<l agreement made by
defendants for a valuable consideration, to pay to plaintiff the
amount of an indebtedness of the firm of Charles Spruce & Co.
to it.
On October 30, 1882, said firm, being financially embarrassed,
con£ essed judgment to defendants for various sums due them and
for amounts owing to other parties. The statement on which the
judgment was entered, under the head of "Liabilities assumed,"
set forth, among other items, the following: ":\loney due by
Charles Spruce & Co. to First National Bank of Sing Sing on
overdrawn account, $1556.47.
The court found that defendarlt made an absolute, unconditional promise to pay plaintiff's debt.
Further facts are· stated in the opinion.
Calvin Frost, for appellants.
Francis Larkin, for respondent.

Charles Spruce & Co. to First National Bank of Sing Sing on

overdrawn account, $1556.47.

The court found that defendant made an absolute, uncondi-

tional promise to pay plaintiff’s debt.

Further facts are' stated in the opinion.

Calvin Frost, for appellants.

Francis Larkin, for respondent.

F1Nc11, J. \&~1iﬁ@. upon which

the statute of frauds does not o er te. and which therefore may

be valid and effectual without a writing. is fairly settled in one

dir~ast._ \-Vherever the facts show that the debtor has

r delivered to the romisor for his own use and ben-

eﬁt, mgggy or property in consideration of the a er s agreement

FINCH, J. w.ii,at constitutes an grjgipal nn.~wise, upon which
ll!e statute of frauds does not oper1ite, and which therefore may
be va1id and effectual withotU a writing. is fairly settled in one
direction at h:ast. Wherever the facts show that the debtor h..as
e r etivered to the romisor fo his own u~ and be~efit, rooney or property m cons1derat1on of the
er s agreement
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promised the creditor to pay, that promise is original, upon the

to assume and pay the outstanding debt, and he, thereupon, has
promised the creditor to pay, that promise is original, upon the
ground that by the acceptance of the fund or property under an
agreement to assume and pay the debt the promisor has made that
debt his own, has become primarily liable for its discharge, and
has assumed an independent duty of payment ir1'spective of the
liability of the principal debtor. Ackley v. Parmenter, 98 N. Y.
425 ;_White v. Rintoul, 108 id. 223. In such a case the debt has
become that of the new party promising; hi.<; promise is not to pay
the debt of another, but his own; as between him and the primary
debtor the latter has become practically a surety entitled to requtre
the payment to be made by his transferee. The consideration of
the primary debt, by the trans£er of the money or property into
which that consideration had been in effect merged, may be said
to have been shifted over to the new promisor, who thereby comes
under a duty of payment as obvious as if such original consideration had passed directly to him.
The question before us therefore is whether the promise of
the defendants, made to the bank, to pay the debt due· it from
Leary & Spmce, was founded upon such a transfer of property
as I have above described, and thus was or;ginal, or whether it
was not so founded, and must for that reason be deemed collateral.
\Ve are bound to assume upon the findings that the promise
to pay was absolute, and clean of condition or contingency. The
question whether it was made at all was severely litigated, and
depended upon the conclusion to be drawn from testimony full of
violent contradictions, and we are not at liberty to review the
determination of fact which affirms that the promise to pay was in
truth made, and was absolute in its terms as sworn to by the witnesses on the part of the plaintiff. As to the substance of the
agreement between the defendants and the primary debtors, there
is also contradiction. The former assert that their assumption of
the debt went no further than a consent to pay it out of the proceeds of the debtor's property after the discharge of their own
debt, or in other words, that their agreed liability was to pay plaintiff only out of proceeds when realized, and even then out of any
possible excess remaining over and above their ow~ debt. If that
is true, they were under no present duty to pay the bank when the
promise was made; the debt had not become theirs; might never
become theirs ; and so their verbal promise to the bank was purely
collateral and to answer for the debt of another. That proposition was quite d~stinctly held in Ackley v. Par111e11ier, supra, and

ground that by the acceptance of the fund or property under an

agreement to assume and pay the debt the promisor has made that

debt his own, has become primarily liable for its discharge, and

has assumed an independent duty of payment ir1Qspective of the

liability of the principal debtor. Aekley v. Parmenter, 98 N. Yr.

425; White v. Rintoul, 108 id. 223. In such a case the debt has

become that of the new party promising; his pmmise is not to pay

the debt of another, but his own; as betweerfhim and the primary

debtor the latter has become practically a surety entitled to require

the payment to be made by his transferee. The consideration of

the primary debt, by the transfer of the money or property into

which that consideration had been in effect merged, may be said 4

to have been shifted overto the new promisor, who thereby comes

under a duty of payment as obvious as if such original consider-

ation had passed directly to him.

The question before us therefore is whether the promise of

the defendants, made to the bank, to pay the debt due‘ it from

Leary & Spruce, was founded upon such a transfer of property
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as I have above described, and thus was original, or whether it

was not so founded, and must for that reason be deemed col-

lateral.

We are bound to assume upon the ﬁndings that the promise

to pay was absolute, and clean of condition or contingency. The

question whether it was made at all was severely litigated, and

depended upon the conclusion to be drawn from testimony full of

violent contradictions, and we are not at liberty to review the

determination of fact which afﬁrms that the promise to pay was in

truth made, and was absolute in its terms as sworn to by the wit-

nesses on the part of the plaintiff. As to the substance of the

agreement between the defendants and the primary debtors, there

is also contradiction. The former assert that their assumption of

the debt went no further than a consent to pay it out of the pro-

ceeds of the debtor’s property after the discharge of their own

debt, or in other words, that their agreed liability was to pay plain-

tiff only out of proceeds when realized, and even then out of any

possible excess remaining over and above their own debt. If that

is true, they were under no present duty to pay the bank when the

promise was made; the debt had not become theirs; might never

become theirs; and so their verbal promise to the bank was purely

collateral and to answer for the debt of another. That proposi-

tion was quite distinctly held in Ackley v. Parmenier, supra, and
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disclosed an agreement simply to pay out of proceeds when real-

upon the authority of Belknap v. Bender, 75 N. Y. 446, which
disclosed an ~.greement simply to pay out of proceeds when realizea, and so far as sufficient. On this branch of the case the inquiry turns upon the facts, and the findings fail to disclose any
such agreement, but establish the r.o ntrary. They determine that
for a valuable ~nsideration, and by an agreement with Leary and
Spruce, the defendants agreed to pay the plaintiff the debt due to
it. This finding i~ free of any condition, and imports an absolute
agreement to ~·a~ oqce and in full, and so negatives the defendants' version af the hl.~ts. It is sustained by the testimony of the
plaintiff's witnesses, and is strongly corroborated by the form of
the confession of judgment which the defendant'~ attorney drew,
which they accepted, upon which they issued an execution, an<l
which provides for an assumption of the bank debt absolutely and
without condition. All the requisites of an original promiset
unaffected by the statute of frauds, were thus explicitly embraced in the findings, except one. It is not in terms or expressly
found that the consideration, described simply as valuable, was,
beyond that, such a consideration as would avoid the statute because it consisted of a transfer to the defendants for their O\'l.'n
use and benefit of the debtor's property. That fact is involved
in the findings, since it is essential to the legal conclusion, which
cannot stand without it. We may look into the evidence, therefore, to see whether it would have sustained such a finding if it
had been explicitly made, and thereupon assume the fact in support of the judgment. (Ogden v. Alexander, i40 N. Y. 356.)
I can find in the proof no express agreement in words transferring the real and personal estate of the firm to the defendants,
but that there was such a transfer in fact is abundantly established
and beyond any reasonable doubt. The situation appears to have
been this. Leary and Spruce were manufacturers of files. The
defendants in New York were the regular purchasers at established
rates, of their whole product. The manufacturers became seriously
indebted to their vendees in the progress of the business, and as
security therefor had given to them a mortgage on their real
estate for $2,500, dated in 1876, and payable in one year; a second
mortgage on the same land for $5,000, dated in April, 1882, and
payable in one year, and, as collateral to the last-named security,
a chattel mortgage for $5,000 covering all machinery and personal
property used in the manufacture of files. The stock on hand an<l
the equity of the mortgagors still remained to them. There was
due, or to become due, on these securities about the sum of $7,-100
at the date of the final arrangement of October, 1882, assuming

izeo, and so far as sufﬁcient. On this branch of the case the in-

quiry turns upon the facts, and the ﬁndings fail to disclose any

such agreement, but establish the contrary. They determine that

for a valuable Qnsideration, and by an agreement with Leary and

Spruce, the defendants agreed to pay the plaintiff the debt due to

it. This ﬁnding is free of any condition, and imports an absolute

agreement to gpﬁat once and in full, and so negatives the defend-

ants’ version of the facts. It is sustained by the testimony of the

plaintiff’s witnesses, and is strongly corroborated by the form of

the confession of judgment which the defendant"s attorney drew,

which they accepted, upon which they issued an execution, and

which provides for an assumption of the bank debt absolutely and

without condition. All the requisites of an original promise,

unaffected by the statute of frauds, were thus explicitly em-

braced in the ﬁndings, except one. It is not in terms or expressly

found that the consideration, described simply as valuable, was,

beyond that, such a consideration as would avoid the statute be-

cause it consisted of a transfer to the defendants for their own
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use and beneﬁt of the debtor’s property. That fact is involved

in the ﬁndings, since it is essential to the legal conclusion, which

cannot stand without it. We may look into the evidence, there-

fore, to see whether it would have sustained such a ﬁnding if it

had been explicitly made, and thereupon assume the fact in sup-

port of the judgment. (Ogden v. Alexander, 140 N. Y. 356.)

I can ﬁnd in the proof no express agreement in words trans-

ferring the real and personal estate of the ﬁrm to the defendants,

but that there was such a transfer in fact is abundantly established

and beyond any reasonable doubt. The situation appears to have

been this. Leary and Spruce were manufacturers of ﬁles. The

defendants in New York were the regular purchasers at established

rates, of their whole product. The manufacturers became seriously

indebted to their vendees in the progress of the business, and as

security therefor had given to them a mortgage on their real

estate for $2,500, dated in 1876, and payable in one year; a second

mortgage on the same land for $5,000, dated in April, 1882, and

payable in one year, and, as collateral to the last-named security,

a chattel mortgage for $5,000 covering all machinery and personal

property used in the manufacture of ﬁles. The stock on hand and

the equity of the mortgagors still remained to them. There was

due, or to become due, on these securities about the sum of $7,-100

at the date of the ﬁnal arrangement of October, 1882, assuming
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that all the debt created prior to their dates was protected by the
mortgages. But an added indebtedness, not covered by the securities, had later accrued in the form of two notes and one indorsement, amounting to about $4,200, no part of which had matured
on October 30, 1882. On that day the debtors announced to the
defendants their inability to pay. Of course the statement created
alarm. None of the mortgages secured future advances, and the
defendants found themselves unsecured creditors to the amount
of over $'1,000. The chattel mortgage was not due and contained
no danger clause permitting an immediate seizure. The whole
stock on hand, manufactured and unmanufactured, was encumbered by no lien, and that and the equity under the mortgages belonged to the debtors, was open to attack and could be disposed of
by the firm. They estimated the entire value of their property at
$16,000, which was the footing of their last preceding inventory,
and claimed it to be sufficient, not only to. pay the defendants in ·
full but also the bank and certain other creditors whom they wished to protect. They were talking of an ·assignment, but assured
the defendants that they were ready to give them a bill of sale of
all their property, or any other security, provided that the bank
and other named creditors were protected. The defendants
agreed to assume and pay those debts, and chose instead of a biU
of sale to take a confession of judgment. In that the debtors
swore that they were jmtly indebted to the defendants in a sum
made up of the total debt to the latter, and of the debts to other
named creditors, which the defendants had assumed and agreed
to pay. Had the transaction stopped .at this point it would be
difficult to support the promise to the bank, unless upon the ground
of an intended purchase by the defendants of the debtor's assets,
the price of which was secured by the confession of judgment.
But it did not stop there. The defendants could at once have
levied upon the whole personal property, and advertised a sale of
the real estate, but all that was needless, because the debtors at
once turned ov~r the whole property to the defendants, and put
them in entire and complete possession, for their own use and
benefit. Leary abandoned it utterly and went away. Spruce remained as the hired servant of the defendants, working for wages
which they cut down at their pleasure, obeying their orders, shipping the whole manufactured product to them in New York,
drawing on them for the pay roll, and treating the property in all
respects as theirs. Not a vestige of it ever came back to the debtors. The latter were willing to transfer it, as their offer of a bill
of sale proves; they did transfer it, and in the light of the confes-

ties, had later accrued in the form of two notes and one indorse-

ment, amounting to about $4,200, no part of which had matured

on October 30, 1882. On that day the debtors announced to the

defendants their inability to pay. Of course the statement created

alarm. None of the mortgages secured future advances, and the

defendants found themselves unsecured creditors to the amount

of over $4,000. The chattel mortgage was not due and contained

no danger clause permitting an immediate seizure. The whole

stock on hand, manufactured and unmanufactured, was encum-

bered by no lien, and that and the equity under the mortgages be-

longed to the debtors, was open to attack and could be disposed of

by the ﬁrm. They estimated the entire value of their property at

$16,000, which was the footing of their last preceding inventory,

and claimed it to be sufﬁcient, not only topay the defendants in -

full but also the bank and certain other creditors whom they wish-

ed to protect. They were talking of an ‘assignment, but assured

the defendants that they were ready to give them a bill of sale of

all their property, or any other security, provided that the bank

and other named creditors were protected. The defendants
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agreed to assume and pay those debts, and chose instead of a bill

of sale to take a confession of judgment. In that the debtors

swore that they were justly indebted to the defendants in a sum

made up of the total debt to the latter, and of the debts to other

named creditors, which the defendants had assumed and agreed

to pay. Had the transaction stoppediat this point it would be

difficult to support the promise to the bank, unless upon the ground

of an intended purchase by the defendants of the debtor’s assets,

the price of which was secured by the confession of judgment.

But it did not stop there. The defendants could at once have

levied upon the whole personal property, and advertised a sale of

the real estate, but all that was needless, because the debtors at

once turned ov_er the whole property to the defendants, and put

them in entire and complete possession, for their own use and

beneﬁt. Leary abandoned it utterly and went away. Spruce re-

mained as the hired servant of the defendants, working for wages

which they cut down at their pleasure, obeying their orders, ship-

ping the whole manufactured product to them in New York,

drawing on them for the pay roll, and treating the property in all

respects as theirs. Not a vestige of it ever came back to the debt-

ors. The latter were willing to transfer it, as their offer of a bill

of sale proves; they did transfer it, and in the light of the confes-
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not to see that it was in consideration of an agreement by the de-

sion of judgment and the promise to the bank, it is impossible
not to see that it was in consideration of an agreement by the defendants to pay the specified debts.
. I have not failed to consider the attempted explanation of
Chalmers and the argument about it of his counsel. The former
sought to put himself in the attitude of a tenant under Spruce as
landlord. to claim that his wages of $20 a week were in part for
rent. and to show that the goods were sold to him by Spruce as
before the failure. But the latter, though unwillingly, controverted the theory, and Chalmers' own version of the facts does not
harmonize with the explanation made. The claim that Spruce was
to remain owner and work out the debts does not account for
Leary's abandonment of the possession, nor Spruce's service for
wages, still less for the instant assumption and payment of all
expenses and exercise of complete control by the defendants. They
took all the products, and if they continued to keep the accounts
in the old way it was but a natural measure of convenience in
order to separate the factory business from their own, and be able
to ascertain its ultimate results. They took the confession of judgment as a guard and protection against other cteditors, and as a
defense of the transfer made to them. They issued no execution
at once because that was needless to attain possession, but did issue
it later when their title was threatened. That all this was done
upon an understanding and agreement in accord with the facts
seems to me a natural and necessary inference.
Xor have I overlooked the fact that the confession of judgment was set aside on the motion of a junior creditor. The defendants' attorney, after a consultation with his clients, accepted
short notice of the motion, and then suffered it to be granted by
default. The probabilities .are that the proceeding was collusive,
but if not, it was one of the risks which the defendants assumed
and is immaterial as to the result.
I have reached my conclusion without reliance upon the previous decision of this court on the first appeal ( 1'20 N. Y. 650).
and without any reference to the doctrine of Lawrrncc v. Fo.r,
which has played some part in the discussion. The opinions of
the second division on the former appeal indicate that a
majority of the court clid not agree upon any one proposition discussed. I should treat that judgment as decisive if it had decided.
but the only authoritative determination was the order for a new
trial. I do not deem the doctrine of Lawrc11cc v. Pox involved in
this controversy. That doctrine applies where no express promise
has been made to the party suing, but he claims the right to rest

fendants to pay the speciﬁed debts.

I have not failed to consider the attempted explanation of

Chalmers and the argument about it of his counsel. The former

sought to put himself in the attitude of a tenant under Spruce as

landlord. to claim that his wages of $20 a week were in part for

rent. and to show that the goods were sold to him by Spruce as

before the failure. But the latter, though unwillingly, contro-

verted the theory, and Chalmers’ own version of the facts does not

harmonize with the explanation made. The claim that Spruce was

to remain owner and work out the debts does not account for

Leary’s abandonment of the possession, nor Spruce’s service for

wages, still less for the instant assumption and payment of all

expenses and exercise of complete control by the defendants. They

- took all the products, and if they continued to keep the accounts

in the old way it was but a natural measure of convenience in

order to separate the factory business from their own, and be able

to ascertain its ultimate results. They took the confession of judg-

ment as a guard and protection against other creditors, and as a
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defense of the transfer made to them. They issued no execution

at once because that was needless to attain possession, but did issue

it later when their title was threatened. That all this was done

upon an understanding and agreement in accord with the facts

seems to me a natural and necessary inference.

Nor have I overlooked the fact that the confession of judg-

ment was set aside on the motion of a junior creditor. The de-

fendants’ attorney, after a consultation with his clients, accepted

short notice of the motion, and then suffered it to be granted by

default. The probabilities are that the proceeding was collusive,

but if not, it was one of the risks which the defendants assumed

and is immaterial as to the result.

I have reached my conclusion without feliancc upon the pre-

vious decision. of this court on the ﬁrst appeal (120 N. Y. 650).

and without any reference to the doctrine of LlIzt'rt’Hc(’ v. Fox,

which has played some part in the discussion. The opinions of

the second division on the former appeal indicate that a

majority of the court did not agree upon any one proposition dis-

cussed. I should treat that judgment as decisive if it had decided.

but the only authoritative‘determination was the order for a new

trial. I do not deem the doctrine of Lazvrencc \'. Fox involved in

this controversy. That doctrine applies where no express promise

has been made to the party siting, but he claims the right to rest
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due to him and as having been made for his beneﬁt. It struggles

upon a promise between other parties having respect to the debt
due to him and as having been made for his benefit. It struggles
to obviate a lack of privity upon equitable principles, but is needless and has no proper application where the privity exists, and a
direct promise has been made upon which the action may rest.
Herc we have the promise, and if it is valid the whole problem is
solved.
I think the promise proved and found rested not only upon a
valuable consideration, but one of such character as to make the
promise original and save it from the condemnation of the statute
of frauds.
The judgment should he affirmed, with costs.
All concur, except Haight, J., not sitting.
Judgment affirmed.

to obviate a lack of privity upon equitable principles, but is need-

less and has no proper application where the privity exists, and a

direct promise has been made upon which the action may rest.

Herc we have the promise, and if it is valid the whole problem is

solved.

I think the promise proved and found rested not only upon a

valuable consideration, but one of such character as to make the

promise original and save it from the condemnation of the statute

of frauds.

The judgment should be affirmed, with costs.

All concur, except Haight, _l., not sitting.

Judgment affirmed.

20. POWER v. RANKIN, 114 Ill. 52.

Supreme Court, Illinois, 1885.

.-In oral promise to pay the debt of another out of property of

the debtor placed in the hands of the promisor for that purpose is

not zf'itln'n the statute of frauds.

Appeal from the Appellate Court for the Third District ;—
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heard in that court on appeal from the Circuit Court of Sangamon

i county; the Hon. VV. R. \\’elch. Judge, presiding.

Messrs. Bradley 6' Bradley, for the appellant.

20.

Messrs. Patton <9‘ Hamilton, for the appellee.

MR. JUSTICE CRAIG delivered the opinion of the Court:

This was an action of assumpsit, brought by William L.

Rankin, against James E. Power, to recover $1,000, which it is

POWER v. RANKIN, 114 Ill. 52.
Supreme Court, Illinois, 1885.

. I11 oral promise to pay the debt of another out of property of
tire debtor placed in t/Jc !ta11ds of the promisor for t!tat purpose is
not 'ivithiii tile statute offra11ds.

alleged Power agreed to pay in consideration that Rankin would

permit certain corn, upon which he held a mortgage, to be deliver-

ed to :1 certain person to whom the corn had been sold by Mrs.

Glasscock. Rankin recovered a judgment in the circuit court for

Appeal from the Appellate Court for the Third District;heard in that court on appeal from the Circuit Court of Sangamon
county; the Hon. \V. R. \Yelch. Judge, presiding.
l\kssr~. Bradley & Bradley, for the appellant.
:\Iessrs. PaUon & Hamilton. for the appellce.

the amount claimed, and that judgment was affirmed in the appel-

late court.

After the plaintiff had concluded his evidence, the defendant

entered a motion to exclude the evidence from the jury. j The court

overruled the motion, and this decision of the court is relied upon

as error.

The main ground relied upon in support of the motion is,

!\IR. Jusnc~ CRAIG delivered the opinion of the Court:
This was an action of assumpsit, brought by \Villiam L.
Rankin, against James E. Power, to recover $1,000, which it is
alleged Power agreed to pay in consideration that Rankin would
permit certain corn, upon which he held a mortgage, to be delivered to a certain person to whom the corn had been sold by Mrs.
Glasscock. Rankin recovered a judgment in the circuit court for
the amount claimed, and that judgment was affirmed in the appellate court.
After the plaintiff had concluded his evidence, the defendant
entered a motion to exclude the evidence from the jury. The court
overruled the motion, and this decision of the court is relied upon
as error.
The main ground relied upon in support of the motion is,
that the admitted evidence established merely a verbal promise to

that the admitted evidence established merely a verbal promise to
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of frauds. We do not concur in the view taken by the appellant’s

pay the debt of another, and was therefore void under the statute
of frauds. \Ve do not concur in the view taken by the appellant's
counsel. As we understand the testimony, in the fall of 1881
Mrs. Glasscock was indebted to Rankin on a certain note for
$1,249, bearing date November 16, 1881, and due October 1, 1882.
The payment of the note was secured by a chattel mortgage on a
crop of corn raised that season. In the summer of 1882, Mrs.
Glasscock contracted the corn to Ulrich, who gave Power a check
for $1,000, which he was to hold until one thousand dollars' worth
of the com should be delivered, when the money was to be paid
to Mrs. Glasscock, or her order. After the check was placed in
the hands of Power,and before any of the com was delivered, Rankin and Power met at the office of Mr. Sales, and Rankin refused
to allow the corn to be delivered unless the money. in the hands
of Power should be applied on his mortgage indebtedness. After
discussing the matter for some time, Power finally agreed if
Rankin would permit the com to be delivered to Ulrich, he would
apply the money in his hands in payment of the note and mortgage
held by Eankin. This arrangement was made, according to tht
testimony of Sales, about the first of August, 1882.
A parol promise to pay the debt of another is rendered void
by the statute of frauds, and an action cannot be enforced upon
such a promise. There is no room for doubt as to the general
rule on this subject. In Scott v. Thomas, 1 Scam. 58, it was held
that where the moving consideration for the promise is the liability
of a third person, there the promise must be in writing; but if there
is a new consideration moving from the promisee to the promisor there the superadded consideration makes it a new
agreement, which is not within the statute. In Borcheniu.s v.
Canutson, lOO Ill. 82, where the plaintiff had relinquished a lien
or given up a security for a debt in consideration of a promise by
a third party to pay the debt, the promise was held to be an
original undertaking, and not affected by the statute of frauds.
Here Rankin had a lien on the corn for the payment of his debt,
which he relinquished, and allowed the corn to be sold, upon the
promise of Power that the money ($1,000) which he held in his
hands should be paid to him. A promise of this character, under
the rule established by the authorities, is an original undertaking,
and in no manner affected by the Statute of Frauds. Such being
the case, the evidence was properly admitted, and the court did
right in overruling the motion to exclude the evidence from the

counsel. As we understand the testimony, in the fall of 188I

Mrs. Glasscock was indebted to Rankin on a certain note for

$1,249, bearing date November 16, 1881, and due October 1, 1882.

The payment of the note was secured by a chattel mortgage on a

crop of corn raised that season. In the summer of 1882, Mrs.

Glasscock contracted the corn to Ulrich, who gave Power a check

for $1,000, which he was to hold until one thousand dollars’ worth

of the corn should be delivered, when the money was to be paid

to Mrs. Glasscock, or her order. After the check was placed in

the hands of Power,and before any of the corn was delivered,Ran-

kin and Power met at the ofﬁce of Mr. Sales, and Rankin refused

to allow the corn to be delivered unless the money in the hands

of Power should be applied on his mortgage indebtedness. After

discussing the matter for some time, Power ﬁnally agreed if

Rankin would permit the corn to be delivered to Ulrich, he would

apply the money in his hands in payment of the note and mortgage

held by Rankin. This arrangement was made, according to the

testimony of Sales, about the ﬁrst of August, 1882.
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A parol promise to pay the debt of another is rendered void

by the statute of frauds, and an action cannot be enforced upon

such a promise. There is no room for doubt as to the general

rule on this subject. In Scott v. Thomas, 1 Scam. 58, it was held

that where the moving consideration for the promise is the liability

of a third person, there the promise must be in writing; but if there

is a new consideration moving from the promisee to the promi-

sor there the superadded consideration makes it a new

agreement, which is not within the statute. In Borehenius v.

Canutson, 100 Ill. 82, where the plaintilf had relinquished a lien

or given up a security for a debt in consideration of a promise by

a third party to pay the debt, the promise was held to be an

original undertaking, and not affected by the statute of frauds.

Here Rankin had a lien on the corn for the payment of his debt,

which he relinquished, and allowed the corn to be sold, upon the

promise of Power that the money ($1,000) which he held in his

hands should be paid to him. A promise of this character, under

the rule established by the authorities, is an original undertaking,

and in no manner affected by the Statute of Frauds. Such being

the case, the evidence was properly admitted, and the court did

right in overruling the motion to exclude the evidence from the

]1lI'_\'.

But it is said in the argument that Rankin had no mortgage

JUry.

But it is said in the argument that Rankin had no mortgage
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at the time Power promised to pay the money to him, and hence

no lien was waived, or security given up, on the faith of the prom-

this branch of the case. It is true that Rankin ﬁxed the date of

the promise made by Power to him, in September or October.

1881; but this was a mistake as to the date. The corn sold was

the crop of 1881. but it was not delivered until August, 1882, and

Sales, who was present and heard the arrangement made be-

tween Rankin and Power, testiﬁed that it occurred “about the

beginning of the delivery of the corn, * * * from the 1st to the

nth of August, 1882.” If there had been no evidence as to the

date of the agreement except Rankin’s testimony, there might be

much force in appellant’s position on this question; but the evi-

dence of Sales places the date of the agreement beyond question,

and at the time when the mortgage lien was in full force and

effect. * * *

* * * It is also objected that a recovery could not be had

under the common counts. \' V here the promise sued upon is a

collateral undertaking, then the declaration is required to be

special; but where the promise, as here, is regarded as an original

undertaking, a recovery may be had under the common counts.
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.

at the time Power promised to pay the money to him, and hence
no lien was waived, or security given up, on the faith of the promise. This is a clear misapprehension of the evidence bearing upon
this branch of the case. It is true that Rankin fixed the date of
the promise made by Power to him, in September or October.
1881 ; but this was a mistake as to the date. The corn sold was
the crop of 1881. but it wa·s not delivered until August, 1882, and
Sales. who was present and heard the arrangement made between Rankin and Power, testified that it occurred "about the
beginning of the delivery of the cG>rn, * * * from the 1st to the
11th of August, 1882." If there had been no evidence as to the
date of the agreement except Rankin's testimony, there might be
much force in appellant's position on this question; but the evidence of Sales places the date of the agreement beyond question,
and at the time when the mortgage lien was in full force and
effect. * * *
* * * It is also objected that a recovery could not be had
under the common counts. \\There the promise sued upon is a
collateral undertaking, then the declaration is required to be
special ; but where the promise, as here, is regarded as an original
undertaking, a recovery may be had under the common counts.
R1111de v. Rmzdr., 59 Ill. 98, is an authority in point on this question.
The judgment of the Appellate Court will be affirmed.
Judgment affirmed.

ise. This is a clear misapprehension of the evidence bearing upon

Runde v. Runde, 59 Ill. 98, is an authority in point on this ques-

tion.

I

The judgment of the Appellate Court will be affirmed.

Judgment afﬁrmed.

21: SUTTON & CO. v. GREY, [1894] I Q. B. D. 28%;“

In the Court of Appeal, 1893.

A n oral agreement to share commissions and lasses on Stock

Exelhange transactions—not within the statule of frauds.

Appeal by the defendant against the judgment of Bowen,

L. J., at the trial of the action without a jury.

The plaintiﬁs were stockbrokers and members of the London

Stock Exchange. The defendant was not a member of the Stock

Exchange. The plaintiffs had. as they alleged in their statement

of claim, in January, 1891, entered into an oral agreement with the

defendant that he should introduce clients to them, and that they

1

should transact business on the Stock Exchange for the clients

21.

thus introduced. upon the terms, as between the plaintiffs and the

defendant, that he should receive one-half the commission earned

SUTTON & CO. v. GREY, [1894) Q. B. D.
In the Court of Appeal, 1893.

28i\

by the plaintiﬁs in respect of anyitransactions by them for and on

Aii oral agreement to share commissions and lasses on Stock
Exchange transactions-not ivi.thin the statute of frauds.
Appeal by the defendant against the judgment of Bowen,
L. J., at the trial of the action without a jury.
The plaintiffs were stockbrokers and members of the London
Stock Exchange. The defendant was not a member of the Stock
Exchange. The plaintiffs had. as they alleged in their statement
of claim, in January, 18!H, entered into an oral agreement with the
defendant that he should introduce clients to them, and that they
should transact business on the Stock Exchange for the clients
thus introduced. upon the terms, as between the plaintiffs and the
defendant, that he should receive one-half the commission earned
by the plaintiffs in respect of any· transactions hy them for and on
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that the defendant should pay to the plaintiffs one-half of any loss

behalf of such clients as were introduced by the defendant, and
that the defendant should pay to the plaintiffs one-half of any loss
which might be incurred by the plaintiffs in respect of those transactions.
The plaintiffs claimed from the defendant half the loss which
the~ had incurred in Stock Exchange transactions which they had
entered into on behalf of a client named Robertson, who had been
introduced to them by the defendant in pursuance of the oral
agreement.
•
By his statement of defence, the defendant pleaded that Sec.
4 of the statute of frauds had not been complied with; that the
contract alleged by the plaintiffs was, within the meaning of Sec.
4 of the statute of frauds ( 29 Car. 2, c. 3), "a special promise to
answer for the debt of another person:" and that. consequently.
as it was not in writing, an action upon it could not be maintained.
Stevenson, for defendant.
Rufus I sanes, for the plaintiffs, \Vas not called upon.
LORD EsHER, M. R.-In my opinion this appeal should be
dismissed. I think that the judgment of Bow1·: x, L. ]., was in
every respect right. I do not think that the relation between the
plaintiffs and the defendant was that of partnership. They had
no intention to become partners, and, as the law now stands, a
partnership can not be constituted with.out such an intention. In
my opinion the true relation between the plaintiffs and the defendant was this: The plaintiffs being brokers upon the Stock Exchange, of which defendant was not a member, they agreed together that the plaintiffs sho~lcl carry out transactions upon the
Stock Exchange for the mutual benefit of themselves and the defendant. The clefendant could not himself transact business upon
the Stock Exchange, and the plaintiffs made this arrangement with
him: "If you will find persons who wish to operate upon the
Stock Exchange, and will introduce them to us as clients, we will.
on behalf of the persons whom you thus introduce to us, transact
the ordinary business of a broker on the Stock Exchange, and
make ourselves personally responsible according to its rules on
these terms-that our brokers' commission on the Stock Exchange
shall be divided between us and you, just as if you were our partner and a member of the Stock Exchange, and that, if there should
be a loss in respect of the transactions, you shall indemnify us
against half the loss.'' The defendant verbally agreed to this, but
there was not any contract or memorandum in writing. The con- •
tract, in my opinion, is one which regulated the part which the
defendant was to take in the transactions which were contemplated,

which might be incurred by the plaintiffs in respect of those tran-

sactions.

The plaintiffs claimed from the defendant half the loss which

they had incurred in Stock Exchange transactions which they had

entered into on behalf of a client named Robertson, who had been

introduced to them by the defendant in pursuance of the oral

agreement. ,

By his statement of defence, the defendant pleaded that Sec.

4 of the statute of frauds had not been complied with; that the

contract alleged by the plaintiffs was, within the meaning of Sec.

4 of the statute of frauds (29 Car. 2, c. 3), “a special promise to

answer for the debt of another person :” and that. consequently.

as it was not in writing, an action upon it could not be maintained.

Stevenson, for defendant.

Rufus Isaaes, for the plaintiffs, was not called upon.

LoRD ESHER, M. R.—In my opinion this appeal should be

dismissed. I think that the judgment of Bow1£1\', L. J., was in

every respect right. I do not think that the relation between the
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plaintiffs and the defendant was that of partnership. They had

no intention to become partners, and, as the law now stands, a

partnership can not be constituted without such an intention. In

my opinion the true relation between the plaintiffs and the defend-

ant was this: The plaintiffs being brokers upon the Stock Ex-

change, of which defendant was not a member, they agreed to-

gether that the plaintiffs should carry out transactions upon the

Stock Exchange for the mutual beneﬁt of themselves and the de-

fendant. The defendant could not himself transact business upon

the Stock Exchange, and the plaintiffs made this arrangement with

him: “If you will ﬁnd persons who wish to operate upon the

Stock Exchange, and will introduce them to us as clients, we will.

on behalf of the persons whom you thus introduce to us, transact

the ordinary business of a broker on the Stock Exchange, and

make ourselves personally responsible according to its rules on

these terms—that our brokers’ commission on the Stock Exchange

shall be divided between us and you, just as if you were our part-

ner and a member of the Stock Exchange, and that, if there should

be a loss in respect of the transactions, you shall indemnify us

against half the loss.” The defendant verbally agreed to this, but

there was not any contract or memorandum in writing. The con- .

tract, in my opinion, is one which regulated the part which the

defendant was to take in the transactions which were contemplated,
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lated the terms of his agency. Again, before the transactions were

entered into, the terms were regulated by the agreement, and

they were such as to give the defendant an interest in the tran-

sactions. The transactions were to be entered into by the plain-

tiffs partly for their own beneﬁt and partly for the beneﬁt of the

defendant. Is such a contract a simple contract of guarantee—

“a special promise to answer for the debt or default of another

person”-.—so as to bring the case within Sec. 4 of the statute of

frauds, or is it a contract of indemnity? Whether any contract

is the one or the other is often a very nice question. But certain

tests have been laid down to guide the Court in determining un-

der which head any particular contract comes. The principal case

in English law which affords such a guide is C onturier v. H astie,

8 Ex. ~10. - In that case a test was given by PARKE, B., who de-

livered the judgment of himself and ALDERSON, B. (from whom

POLLocI<, C. B., differed as to the construction of the contract).

The learned Judge said (at p. 55) : The other and only remaining

point is, whether the defendants are responsible by reason of their

charging a del eredere commission, though they have not guaran-
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teed by writing signed by themselves. We think they are. Doubt-

less if they had for a percentage guaranteed the debt owing, or

performance of the contract by the vendee, being totally uncon-

nected with the sale” (I would read that “totally unconnected with

the transaction”), “they would not be liable without a note in

writing signed by them; but, being the agents to negotiate the sale”

(that is, as I read it, “being connected with the transaction”), “the

commission is paid in respect of that employment; a higher re-

ward is paid in consideration of their taking greater care in sales

to their customers, and precluding all questions whether the loss

arose from negligence or not and also for assuming a greater share

of responsibility than ordinary agents, namely, responsibility for

the solvency and performance of their contracts by their vendees.

This is the main object of the reward being given to them; and,

though it may terminate in a liability to pay the debt of another,

that is not the immediate object for which the consideration is

given.” There the test given is, whether the defendant is interest-

ed in the transaction, either by being the person who is to negotiate

it or in some other way, or whether he is totally unconnected with

it. If he is totally unconnected with it, except by means of his

. promise to pay the loss, the contract is a guarantee; if he is not

totally unconnected with the transaction, but is to derive some

beneﬁt from it, the contract is one of indemnity, not a guarantee,

and, if he was to be an agent for the plaintiffs, the contract regulated the terms of his agency. Again, before the transactions were
entered into, the terms were regulated by the agreement, and
they were such as to give the defendant an interest in the transactions. The transactions were to be entered into by the plaintiffs partly for their own benefit and partly for the benefit of the
defendant. Is such a contract a simple contract of guarantee"a special promise to answer for the debt or default of another
person".-so as to bring the case within Sec. 4 of the statute of
frauds, or is it a contract of indemnity? Whether any contract
is the one or the other is often a very nice question. But certain
tests have been laid down to guide the Court in determining under which head any particular contract comes. The principal case
in English law which affords such a guide is Co1tturicr v. Hastie,
8 Ex. 40. · In that case a test was given by PARKE, B., who delivered the judgment of himself and ALDERSON, B. (from whom
Por.LOCK, C. B.. differed as to the construction of the contract).
The learned Judge said (at p. 55) : The other and only remaining
point is, whether the defendants are responsible by reason of their
charging a del crederc commission, though they have not guaranteed by writing signed by themselves. We think they are. Doubtless if they had for a percentage guaranteed the debt owing, or
performance of the contract by the vendee, being totally unconnected with the sale" (I would read that "totally unconnected with
the transaction"), "they would not be liable without a note in
writing signed by them; but, being the agents to negotiate the sale"
(that is, as I read it, "being connect<:d with the transaction"), "the
commission is paid in respect of that employment ; a higher reward is paid in consideration of their taking greater care in sales
to their customers, and precluding all questions whether the loss
arose from negligence or not and also for assuming a greater share
of responsibility than ordinary agents, namely, responsibility for
the solvency and perfom1ance of their contracts by their vendees.
This is the main object of the reward being given to them; and,
though it may terminate in a liability to pay the debt of another,
that is not the immediate object for which the consideration is
given." There the test given is, whether the defendant is interested in the transaction, either by being the person who is to negotiate
it or in some other way, or whether he is totally unconnected with
it. If he is totally unconnected with it, except by means of his
. promise to pay the loss, the contract is a guarantee; if he is not
totally unconnected with the transaction, but is to derive some
benefit from it, the contract is one of indemnity, not a guarantee,
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and Sec. 4 does not apply. The rule thus laid down has been

adopted as a test in subsequent cases. In Fitzgerald v. Dressler,_

and Sec. 4 does not apply. The rule thus laid down has been
adopted as a test in subsequent cases. In Fit:;gcrald v. Dressler,.
7 C. B. (N. S.) 374, CocKBURN, C. J., said (at p. 392): "The
law upon this subject is, I think, correctly stated in the notes to
Forth v. Sta11ton, 1 Wms. Saund. 21le, where the learned editor
_thus sums up the result of the authorities: 'There is considerable
difficulty in the subject, occasioned perhaps by unguarded expressions in the reports of the different cases; but the fair result
seems to be that the question whether each particular case comes
within this clause of the statute (Sec. 4) or not depends, not on
· the consideration for the promise, but on the fact of the original
party remaining liable, coupled with the absence of any liability
on the part of the defendant or his property, except such as arises_
from his express promise.' I quite concur in that view of the doctrine, provided the proposition is considered as embracing the
qualification at the conclusion of the passage; for, though I agree
that the consideration alone is not the test, but that the party taking upon himself the obligation upon which the action is brought
makes himself responsible for the debt or default of another, still
it must be taken with the qualification stated in the note above
cited, viz., an absence of prior liability on the part of the defendant or his property, it being, as I think, truly stated there as the
result of the authorities, that if there be something more than a
mere undertaking to pay the debt of another, as, where the property in consideration of the giving up of which the party enters
into the undertaking is in point of fact his own, or is property in
which he has some interest, the case is not within the provision of
the statute, which was intended to apply to the case of an undertaking to answer for the debt, default, or miscarriage of another,
where the person making the promise has himself no interest in
the property which is the subject of the undertaking. I, therefore.
agree with my learned brothers that this case is not within the
Statute of Frauds." The learned Judge there used the \\:ords,
"has himself no interest in the property which is the subject of
the undertaking," because he was dealing with a case of proiff!rty;
but if his words be read, as I think they should be, "has no interest in the transaction," he is adopting that interpretation of
Coulltricr v. Hastie, 8 Ex. 40, which I think is the right one. Then
again, in Fleet v. Murton (Law Rep. 7 Q. B. at p. 133), BLACKBl'RN_. J., quotes the passage which I have read from the judgment
of PARKE, B., in Couturier v. Hastie (8 Ex. 40), and thus interprets it: "He says that it is neither a guaranteeing nor. a contract
for sale, and that consequently the statute of frauds is out of the

7 C. B. (N. S.) 374, COCKBURN, C. J., said (at p. 392): “The

law upon this subject is, I think, correctly stated in the notes to

Fvrth v. Stanton, 1 Wms. Saund. 211e, where the learned editor

_thus sums up the result of the authorities: ‘There is considerable

difficulty in the subject, occasioned perhaps by unguarded ex-

pressions in the reports of the different cases; but the fair result

seems to be that the question whether each particular case comes

within this clause of the statute (Sec. 4) or not depends, not on

' the consideration for the promise, but on the fact of the original

party remaining liable, coupled with the absence of any liability

on the part of the defendant or his property, except such as arises

1

from his express promise. I quite concur in that view of the doc-

trine, provided the proposition is considered as embracing the

qualiﬁcation at the conclusion of the passage; for, though I agree

that the consideration alone is not the test, but that the party tak-

ing upon himself the obligation upon which the action is brought

makes himself responsible for the debt or default of another, still
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it must be taken with the qualiﬁcation stated in the note above

cited, viz., an absence of prior liability on the part of the defend-

ant or his property, it being, as I think, truly stated there as the

result of the authorities, that if there be something more than a

mere undertaking to pay the debt of another, as, where the prop-

erty in consideration of the giving up of which the party enters

into the undertaking is in point of fact his own, or is property in

which he has some interest, the case is not within the provision of

the statute, which was intended to apply to the case of an under-

taking to answer for the debt, default, or miscarriage of another,

where the person making the promise has himself no interest in

the property which is the subject of the undertaking. I, therefore.

agree with my learned brothers that this case is not within the

Statute of Frauds.” The learned Judge there used the words,

“has himself no interest in the property which is the subject of

the undertaking,” because he was dealing with a case of proﬁrty;

but if his words be read, as I think they should be, “has no inter-

est in the transaction,” he is adopting that interpretation of

Couturier v. Hastie, 8 Ex. 40, which I think is the right one. Then

again, in Fleet v. Murton (Law Rep. 7 Q. B. at p. 133), BLACK-

BURN, J., quotes the passage which I have read from the judgment

of PARKE, B., in Couturier v. Hastic (8 Ex. 40), and thus inter-

prets it: “He says that it is neither a guaranteeing nor_ a contract

for sale, and that consequently the statute of frauds is out of the
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question. It seems to me, therefore, as Mr. Cohen said, that this

.custom must be taken as merely regulating the terms of the em-

question. It seems to me, therefore, as l\lr. Cohen said, that this
. custom must be taken as merely regulating the terms of the employment." If in the present case the agreement is taken as regulating the terms of the defendant's employment, it is not within
Sec. 4 of the statute: on the other hand, if the transaction is
looked at as entered into partly for the benefit of the plaintiffs
and partly for the benefit of the defendant, it comes within the
rule laid down by PARKF., B., in Couturier v. Hastie, and adopted
by CocKDURK, C. J .• in Fit~gerald v. Dressler. The contract
is not a guarantee with regard to a matter in which the defendant
has no interest except by virtue of the· guarantee ; it is an indem- ·
nity with regard to a transaction in which the defendant has an
interest equally with the plaintiffs. In my opinion, BowEN, L. J.,
was right in holding that the agreement is not within the statute,
and his decision ought to be affirmed.

ployment.” If in the present case the agreement is taken as regu-

lating the terms of the defeudant's employment, it is not within

Sec. 4 of the statute: on the other hand, if the transaction is

looked at as entered into partly for the beneﬁt of the plaintiffs

and partly for the beneﬁt of the defendant, it comes within the

rule laid down by PARKE, B., in Couturier v. H astie, and adopted

by Cocxnunrz, C. J.. in Fitzgerald v. Dressler. The contract

is not a guarantee with regard to a matter in which the defendant

has no interest except by virtue of theguarantee; it is an indem-'

nity with regard to a transaction in which the defendant has an

interest equally with the plaintiffs. In my opinion, BOWEN, L. J.,

was right in holding that the agreement is not within the statute,

and his decision ought to be affirmed.

LoPES, L. J.—I am of the same opinion. BOWEN, L. J., has

adopted the view of the plaintiffs, that the contract was one of

indemnity, and I think he was right in so holding. The defend-

ant says that the contract amounts to “a special promise to answer

for the debt or default of another person,” and is therefore within
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the statute. The true test, as derived from the cases, is, as the

master of the Rolls has already said, to see whether the person

LoPF.s.. L. J.-I am of the same opinion.

him by reason of the promise, totally unconnected with the tran--

saction, or whether he has an interest in it independently ‘of the

promise. In the former case, the agreement is within the statute;

in the latter, it is not. In the present case, it appears to me be-

yond all question that the defendant had an independent interest

in the transaction, because it was entered into for the mutual

beneﬁt of the plaintiffs and himself. In another view, the contract

was to regulate the terms of the defendant’s employment by the

plaintiffs. In my opinion, the decision of BOWEN, L. J., was right,

and the appeal must be dismissed.

KAY, L. J.—According to the report which I have of the judg-

ment of BOWEN, L. J., he said, “I have come to the conclusion that

the plaintiffs are correct in saying that it was arranged between

them and the defendant that he should contribute to any loss that

might occur to them upon Robertson’s transactions.” I agree that

this arrangement hardly comes up to a partnership, though it is

very near it. The commission received in respect of any transaction

might not be all clear proﬁt; the expenses of the office establish-

ment would have to be provided for; and therefore the contract

BOWEN, L.

J.,

has
adopted the view of the plaintiffs, that the contract was one of
indemnity, and I think he was right in so holding. The defendant says that the contract amounts to "a special promise to answer
for the debt or default of another person," and is therefore within
the statute. The true test, as derived from the cases, is, as the
master of the Rolls has already said, to see whether the person
who makes the promise is, but for the liability which attaches to
him by reason of the promise, totally unconnected with the tran··
saction, or whether he has an interest in it independently 'of the
promise. In the former case, the agreement is within the statute ;
in the latter, it is not. In the present case, it appears to me beyond all question that the defendant had an independent interest
in the transaction, because it was entered into for the mutual
benefit of the plaintiffs and himself. In another view, the contract
was to regulate the terms of the defendant's employment by the
plaintiffs. In my opinion, the decision of BowEN, L. J., was right,
and the appeal must be dismissed.

who makes the promise is, but for the liability which attaches to

L. ].-According to the report which I have of the judgment of BowEN, L. J., he said, "I have come to the conclusion that
the plaintiffs are correct in saying that it was arranged between
them and the defendant that he should contribute to anv loss that
might occur to them upon Robertson's transactions." I 'agree that
this arrangement hardly comes up to a partnership, though it is
very near it. The commission received in respect of any transaction
might not be all clear profit ; the expenses of the office establishment would have to be provided for ; and therefore the contract
KAY,
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with the defendant was not that he should share the proﬁt what-

with the defendant was not that he should share the profit whatever it might be. On the whole I think it would be going too far
to say that the contract was that the defendant should shar.e in the
profits and losses of the transactions. But then comes in the principle of the decision, that a contract to employ a del credere agent
is not within the statute and need not be in writing, because its
main object is to regulate the terms of the agent's employment,
and, though in the result the agent may have to indemnify the
principal against losses, that is not the main object of the contract.
The present case, however, is not strictly that of a del credere
agent, and the question is, whether the exception from the statute
which has been established in the case of a del credere agent applies to the present case. I can not see any difficulty in holding
that it does, when I look at the reasons given by PARK£, B., for
the decision in Couterier v. Hastie (8 Ex. 40), when a man simply
agrees to assume liability for the debt of another, he has no interest whatever in the transaction, except by virtue of the guarantee.
In the present case the defendant had an independent interest
in the transactions. Another distinction is this, that the contract
is one which regulated the terms upon which the defendant was
to be employed by the plaintiffs. I agree with Bow£N, L. J., that
"this is really a contract which regulates the terms of the agency,
and the defendant's liability to answer for the debt of another is
only an ulterior consequence of the terms in which the contract is
framed." I agree that the appeal must be dismissed.
Appeal dismissed.

ever it might be. On the whole I think it would be going too far

to say that the contract was that the defendant should share in the

proﬁts and losses of the transactions. But then comes in the prin-

ciple of the decision, that a contract to employ a del eredere agent

is not within the statute and need not be in \vriting, because its

main object is to regulate the terms of the agent's employment,

and, though in the result the agent may have to indemnify the

principal against losses, that is not the main object of the contract.

The present case, however, is not strictly that of a del eredere

agent, and the question is, whether the exception from the statute

which has been established in the case of a del eredere agent ap-

plies to the present case. I can not see any difﬁculty in holding

that it does, when I look at the reasons given by PARKE, B., for

the decision in Conterier v. Hastie (8 Ex. 40), when a man simply

agrees to assume liability for the debt of another, he has no inter-

est whatever in the transaction, except by virtue of the guarantee.

In the present case the defendant had an independent interest

in the transactions. Another distinction is this, that the contract

is one which regulated the terms upon which the defendant was
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to be employed by the plaintiffs. I agree with Bow1-:N, L. J., that

“this is really a contract which regulates the terms of the agency,

and the defendant's liability to answer for the debt of another is

only an ulterior consequence of the terms in which the contract is

frame-r .” I agree that the appeal must be dismissed.

Appeal dismissed.

c. When the promisor is beneﬁcially interested in the

consideration.

22. DAVIS v. PATRICK, 141 U. S. 479, 35 L. Ed. 826.

Supreme Court, United States, 1891.

A beneﬁcial participation by the promisor in the consideration

is sntficient to make his promise original, although it ma/_v be in

form a promise to pay the debt of another.

The case was stated by the court as follows:

This case was commenced on the 24th day of November,

1880, by the ﬁling of a petition in the District Court of Knox

county, Nebraska. Subsequently it was removed to the Circuit

c. When the promisor is bctieficially interested in the
co11sideratio11.

Court of the United States, and at the May term, 1883, of that

court a judgment was rendered in favor of the plaintiff. That

judgment was reversed by this court, at its October term, 1886.

22.

DAVIS v. PA TRICK, 141 U. S. 479, 35 L. Ed. 826.
Supreme Court, United States, 1891.

A beneficial participation by the proniisor iii. the considcraJion
is sufficient to ·make his promise origi11aJ, alth()1tglt it may be in.
form a promise to f'O').' the debt of au.other.
'rhe case was stated by the court as follows :
This case was commenced on the 24th day of November,
1~80, by the filing of a petition in the District Court of Knox
county, Nebraska. Subsequently it was removed to the Circuit
<;ourt of the United States, and at the May term, 1883, of that
court a judgment was rendered in favor of the plaintiff. That
judgment was reversed by this court, at its October term, 1886.
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Dawis \'. Patric/2, 122 U. S. 138. A second trial in January, 1890,

resulted in another verdict and judgment for the plaintiff, and

Davis\'. Patrick, 122 U. S. 138. A second trial in January,

again the defendant alleges error. The petition counts on two

error with respect to the ﬁrst count or the rulings thereon—the

only error alleged being in reference to the second count. That

count is for the transportation of silver ore from the Flagstaff

mine, in Utah Territory, to furnaces at Sandy, in the same Terri-

tory. In the ﬁrst trial it was claimed that Qag$~1t,

was the real owner of the Flagstaff mine, and therefore primarily

responsible for all debts contracted in its working. The relations

between Davis and the Fla staf f 1n1 om an were disclosed

by a written agreement, of date December 16, 1873. By that

agreement it appeared that Davis, on June 12, 1873, had advanced

to the Company £5 000, at the rate of 6_Zo_interest, a sum then

due; that it had E Davis and agreed to deliver at the ore-

house of the Company, free of ggsj, 5i195 tgps of ore, of which it

had only then delivered 200 tons, at ough Davis had paid in

full for the entire amount. he agreement also recited that Davis

was to advance a'ri’aIiIditional amount, if needed, not exceeding
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£10,000. It then provided that the mine should be put under

the sole management of J. N. H. Patrick, to be worked and con-

trolled by him until such time as the ore sold had been delivered

and the sums borrowed had been repaid, with interest. This

control was irrevocable, save at the instance of Davis. Coupled

with this agreement was a full power of attorney to Patrick.

This court held that such contract established between Davis and

the Mining Company simply the relation of creditor and debtor,

and did not make him in any true sense the owner. For the

erroneous rulings of the trial court in this respect, the judgment

was reversed. In the second trial, this construction of the rela-

tions of Davis to the Flagstaff Mining Company was followed by

the court, and the jury instructed that the contract put in evidence

between Davis and the Mining Company created simply the rela-

tions of creditor and debtor, and did not make the former liable

for expenses created in working and operating the mine; and the

trial proceeded upon the theory that during the time the services

sued for were being rendered, Davis was the party mainly and

pecuniarily interested in the working of the mine, and that he

assumed to Patrick a personal responsibility for such services:

and the real question tried \ s whether D~e col-

lateral undertakin~ 31 d void because

not in writmg.

-7

1890~

resulted in another verdict and judgment for the plaintiff, and
again the defendant alleges error. The petition counts on two
causes of action. No question is made by counsel for plaintiff in
error with respect to the first count or the rulings thereon-the
only error alleged being in reference to the second count. That
count is for the transportation of silver ore from the Flagstaff
mine, in Utah Territory, to furnaces at Sandy, in the same Territory. In the first trial it was claimed that ~..Jhe Q8f@AQailt.
was the real owner of the Flagstaff mine, and therefore primarily
responsible for all debts contracted in its working. The relations
between Davis and the Flagstaff ~pa~ were disclosed
by a written agreement, of date December 16, 1873. By that
agreement it appeared that Davis, on June 12, 1873, had advanced
to the Company £5,000, at the rate of ~interest, a sum then
due : that it had sold 10 Davis and agreed to deliver at the orehouse of the Company, free Qf cost, 5i195 tons of ore, of which it
had only then deliverec.l 200_tons, a ffiOugh Davis had paid in
full for the entire amciunc-T'he agreement also recited that Davis
was to advance a~ditional amount, if needed, not exceeding
£10,000. It then provided that the mine should be put under
the sole management of J. )J. H. Patrick, to be worked and controlled by him until such time as the ore sold had been delivered
and the sums borrowed had been repaid, with interest. This
control was irrevocable, save at the instance of Davis. Coupled
with this agreement was a full power of attorney to Patrick.
This court held that such contract established between Davis and
the 1'Iining Company simply the relation of creditor and debtor,
and did not make him in anv true sense the owner. For the
erroneous rulings of the trial ~ourt in this respect, the judgment
was reversed. In the second trial, this construction of the relations of Davis to the Flagstaff Mining Company was followed by
the court, and the jury instructed that the contract put in evidence
between Davis and the Mining Company created simply the relations of creditor and debtor, and did not make the former liable
for expenses created in working and operating the mine ; and the
trial proceeded upon the theory that during the time the services
sued for were being rendered, Davis was the party mainly and
pecuniarily interested in the working of the mine, and that he
assumed to Patrick a personal responsibility for such services :
and the real questiont!_ried was wheth£ D~e collateral undertakings o pay the debts o another, al\.d void because
not in writing.

causes of action. No question is made by counsel for plaintif f in

--
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Mr. I. M. Woolzt-orth, for plaintiff in error.
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.11 r. John L. lVel2ster, for defendant in error. Mr. .\"atha/1iel

J!r. !. JI. 1Voo/'icortl1, for plaintiff in error.
Jlr. Jolin L. 1Vcbstcr, for defendant in error. Jlr. Satha11iel
1rifso11 was with him on the brief.

lliilson was with him on the brief.

.\Ir. Justice BR1-:w1-IR, after stating the case, delivered the

opinion of the court: .

That Davis was interested in having the ore transported

to the furnaces is clear. He was interested in two respects: First,

as to the 4,995"; tons to be delivered to him at the ore-house, it

being his property when thus delivered, any subsequent handling

was wholly for his beneﬁt; and in respect to the balance, as the

transportation was one step in the process of converting the

product of the mine into money, it would help to pay the debt of

the Company to him. Davis, therefore, was so pecuniarily inter-

ested in, and so much to be beneﬁted by, the prompt and success-

ful transportation of the ore, that any contract which he might

enter into in reference to it, was supported by abundant considera-

tion. We proceed, therefore, to inquire what he said and did.

After the execution of the papers. the newly appointed manager

took possession of the mine; and in the fore part of 1874 the

plaintiff commenced the transportation of the ore under a contract
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with the agent of the manager. The business was carried on in

the name of the Mining Company. The plaintiff understood that

Davis was interested in the matter, though not informed as to

the extent of the interest, or the terms of the agreement between

him and the Mining Company. In the fall of 1874 Davis came

to Utah to examine the property. He was introduced by the

manager to the foreman of plaintiff. in the latter’s presence,

as the boss of the mine. to which Davis assented. After this,

plaintiff, who had not received his pay in full for the services

already rendered, had an account made up showing the balance

due him, and presented it to Davis. His testimony as to the

conversation which followed is in these words: “I showed it to

.\-Ir. Davis and told him I was not getting my money, and Mr.

Davis said my account was all right and he would be personally

' responsible to me for the money, and for me to go on as I had been

doing and draw as little money as I could get along with to pay

the men and the running expenses, and he would see that I_got

every dollar of my money.” The plaintiff's cashier who was pres-

ent at this conversation, gives this as his recollection of the con-

versation:

“Q. In that conversation state what Mr. Davis said about

being responsible to A. S. Patrick for that account.

:\Ir. Justice BR1~wr~R, after stating the case, delivered the
opinion of the court :
That Davis was interested in having the ore transported
to the furnaces is clear. He \vas interested in two respects: First,
as to th{; -1,995. tons to be delivered to him at the ore-house, it
being his property when thus delivered, any subsequent handling
was wholly for his benefit; and in respect to the balance. as the
transportation was one step in the process of converting the
product of the mine into money, it would help tu pay the debt of
the Company to him. Davis, therefore, was so pecuniarily interested in, and so much to be benefited by, the prompt and successful transportation of the ore, that any contract which he might
enter into in reference to it. was supportecl by abundant consideration. \Ve proceed, therefore. to inquire what he said and did .
.·\Her the execution of the papers. the newly appointed manager
took possession of the mine: and in the fore part of 187-! the
plaintiff commenced the transportation of the ore under a contract
with the agent of the manager. The business was carried on in
the name of the ::\lining Company. The plaintiff understood that
Davis was interested in the matter, though not informed as to
the extent of the interest, or the terms of the agreement bet wel'n
him and the ~lining Company. In the fall of 1874 Davis came
to Ctah to examine the propertY. He was introduced bv the
manager to the foreman of plaintiff. in the iatter's pre~ence,
as the boss of the mine. to which Davis assented. After this,
plaintiff, who had not received his pay in full for the services
already rendered, had an account made up showing the balance
due him, and presented it to Davis. His testimony as to the
conversation which followed is in these words: '"I showed it to
:\Ir. Davis and told him I was not getting my money, and ~Ir.
Davis said my account was all right and he would be personally
·responsible to me for the money, and for me to go on as I had been
doing and draw as little money as I could get along with to pay
the men and the running expenses, and he would see that I _got
every dollar of my money." The plaintiff's cashier who was present at this conversation, gives this as his recollection of the conversation:
"O. In that conversation state what ).[r. Davis said about
being responsible to :\. S. Patrick for that account.
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personally be responsible for that account. He says, ‘You know,

".:\. He stated to Mr. Patrick in my presence that he would
personally be responsible for that account. He says, 'You know,
Al., I practically own this mine, but money is scarce and we tnust
get what we can out of the mine.' He says we are making large
expenditures for improvements, and he says you shall have all
the money you want to pay your men and expenses, but you
must wait for the balance, and I will see that you are paid.
"Q. \Vhat did he say in that connection to A. S. Patrick
about continuing on in the hauling of the ores?
"A. He requested him to continue in the hattling of the ores.
He requested him to do it.
''Q. In respon~e to :Mr. Davis to that request what did .:\Ir.
Patrick !!ay?
"_-\. He said to .:\Ir. Davis, if he \\'Ottld guarantee him to be.
paid he would continue to work, and Davis said he would see him
paid.''
After this. the plaintiff continued the work of transportation
until the fall of 18j'.!), receiving such payments from time to time
as to extinguish the amount due him at the date of this conversation, and leaving a balance more than covered by the work done
in 1815, ancl it is only for work done after these promises that
this recovery was had and in respect to which the questions presented and cliscu~sed arise. The plaintiff testified to another conversation, in September, 187G, in the city of :\ew York. His
account of that conversation is given in these words: "Plaintiff
told Davis that his brother and himself were hard up for money,
and wanted to know if Davis would not give them some money on
tht.' 'Flagstaff account. for hauling the ores. Plaintiff had his
account with him and showed it to Davis. Davis said the whole
of the account was all right, and he proposed to pay the account,
ancl said he would pay the plaintiff. Plaintiff said to Davis that
if he would give him some money on the account it would help
him out. Davis said he had some securities in London which he
was going to sell. and would have some money in a few days
a1td woulcl give plaintiff $3,000 on th.e account. Plaintiff said
if the money was going to be there in a few days he would wait
for it. but Davis said. ·Ko; you go home and I will pledge you
Ill)" word that I will telegraph the money to you to the First
!\ational Bank by the first of October.'"
And, again, he testified to an interview in 1877 with Davis. in
the city of Omaha, in the presence of ·other parties, in which he
said: "Davis, you promised all along to pay me that money," and
Davis replied, ''I believe I did."

Al., I practically own this mine, but money is scarce and we must

get what we can out of the mine.’ He says we are making large

expenditures for improvements, and he says you shall have all

the money you want to pay your men and expenses, but you

must wait for the balance, and I will see that you are paid.

What did he say in that connection to A. S. Patrick

about continuing on in the hauling of the ores?

“A. He requested him to continue in the hauling of the ores.

He requested him to do it.

“Q. In response to Mr. Davis to that request what did Mr.

Patrick say?

“A. He said to .\lr. Davis, if he would guarantee him to be _

paid he would continue to work, and Davis said he would see him

paid.”

After this, the plaintiff continued the work of transportation

until the fall of 1875. receiving such payments from time to time

as to extinguish the amount due him at the date of this conversa-

tion, and leaving a balance more than covered by the work done
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in 1875, and it is only for work done after these promises that

this recovery was had and in respect to which the questions pre-

sented and discussed arise. The plaintiff testiﬁed to another con-

versation, in September, 1876, in the city of New York. His

account of that conversation is given in these words: “Plaintiff

told Davis that his brother and himself were hard up for money.

and wanted to know if Davis would not give them some money on

the ‘Flagstaff account. for hauling the ores. Plaintiff had his

account with him and showed it to Davis. Davis said the whole

of the account was all right, and he proposed to pay the account,

and said he would pay the plaintiff. Plaintiff said to Davis that

if he would give him some money on the account it would help

him out. Davis said he had some securities in London which he

was going to sell. and would have some money in a few days

and would give plaintiff $5,000 on the account. Plaintiff said

if the money was going to be there in a few days he would wait

for it. but Davis said. ‘No; you go home and I will pledge you

my-word that I will telegraph the money to you to the First

National Bank by the ﬁrst of October.’ ”

And, again, he testiﬁed to an interview in 1877 with Davis, in

the city of Omaha, in the presence ofother parties, in which he

said: “Davis, you promised all along to pay me that money,“ and

Davis replied, “I believe I did.”
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ant is corroborated by other witnesses and contradicted by none.

This testimony of plaintiff as to conversations with defendant is corroborated by other witnesses and contradicted by none.
It must therefore be accepted as presenting the facts upon which
this case must be determined. 'vVere these promises binding upon
Davis, or of no avail to the plaintiff because not in writing?
\Vere it not for the statute of frauds there would be no question,
for obviously there was both promise at1d consideration. Defendant relies upon that provision of the statute of frauds which forbids the maintenance of an action "to charge the defendant upon
any special promise to answer for the debt, default or miscarriage
of another person, unless the agreement upon which such action
shall be brought. or some memorandum or note thereof, shall be
in writing." etc. The purpose of this provision was not to effectuate, but to prevent, wrong. It does not apply to promises in
re~pect to debts created at the instance and for the benefit of
the promisor, but only to those by which the debt of one party is
sought to be charged upon and collected from another. The reason of the statute is obvious, for in the one case if there be any
conflict between the parties as to the exact terms of the promise.
the courts can see that justice is done by charging against the
prcmi~or the reasonable value of that in respect to which the
promise was made, while in the other case. and when a third party
is the real debtor, and the party alone receiving benefit, it is impossible to solve the conflict of memory or testimony in any manner certain to accomplish justice. There is also a temptation
for a promisee, in a case where the real debtor has proved insolvent or unable to pay, to enlarge the scope of the promise, or to
torture mere words of encouragement and confidence into an
absolute promise; and it is so obviously jnst that a promisor receiving no benefits should be bound only by the exact terms of
his promise, that this statute requiring a memorandum in writing
was enacted. Therefore, whenever the alleged promisor is an
absolute stranger to the transaction. and without interest in it.
courts strictly uphold the obligations of this statute. But cases
sometimes arise in which, though a third party is the original
obligor, the primary debtor, the promisor has a personal, immediate and pecuniar:v interest in the transaction, and is therefore
himself a party to be benefited by the performance of the promisee. In such ca3es the reason which underlies and which prompted this statutory prm·ision fails. and the courts will give effect
to the promise. As said by this court in Emerson. v. Slater, 2'!How. 2~, 43: "\\!henever the main purpose and object of the
promisor is not to answer for another, but to subserve some

It must therefore be accepted as presenting the facts upon which

this case must be determined. \'\/"ere these promises binding upon

Davis, or of no avail to the plaintiff because not in writing?

W ere it not for the statute of frauds there would be no question,

for obviously there was both promise and consideration. Defend-

ant relies upon that provision of the statute of frauds which for-

bids the maintenance of an action “to charge the defendant upon

any special promise to answer for the debt, default or miscarriage

of another person, unless the agreement upon which such action

shall be brought. or some memorandum or note thereof, shall be

in writing.” etc. The purpose of this provision was not to effect-

uate, but to prevent, wrong. It does not apply to promises in

respect to debts created at the instance and for the beneﬁt of

the promisor, but only to those by which the debt of one party is

sought to be charged upon and collected from another. The rea-

son of the statute is obvious, for in the one case if there be any

conﬂict between the parties as to the exact terms of the promise.

the courts can see that justice is done by charging against the
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promisor the reasonable value of that in respect to which the

promise was made, while in the other case. and when a third party

is the real debtor, and the party alone receiving beneﬁt, it is im-

possible to solve the conﬂict of memory or testimony in any man-

ner certain to accomplish justice. There is also a temptation

for a promisee, in a case where the real debtor has proved insolv-

ent or unable to pay, to enlarge the scope of the promise, or to

torture mere words of encouragement and conﬁdence into an

absolute promise; and it is so obviously just that a promisor re-

ceiving no beneﬁts should be bound only by the exact terms of

his promise. that this statute requiring a memorandum in writing

was enacted. Therefore, whenever the alleged promisor is an

absolute stranger to the transaction, and without interest in it.

courts strictly uphold the obligations of this statute. lut cases

sometimes arise in which, though a third party is the original

obligor, the primary debtor, the promisor has a personal, imme-

diate and pecuniary interest in the transaction, and is therefore

himself a party to be beneﬁted by the performance of the prom-

isee. In such cases the reason which underlies and which prompt-

ed this statutory provision fails. and the courts will give effect

to the promise. As said by this court in Emerson v. Slater, 2‘!

I-Iow. 28, 43: “Whenever the main purpose and object of the

promisor is not to answer for another, but to subserve some
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pecuniary or business purpose of his own, involving either a bene-
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ﬁt to himself or damage to the other contracting party, his

pecuniary or business purpose of his own, involving either a benefit to himself or damage to the other contracting party, his
promise is not within the statute, although it may be in form a
promise to pay the debt of another, and although the performance
of it may incidentally have the effect of extinguishing that liability." To this may be added the observation of Browne, in his
work on the Statute of Frauds, Sec. 16.3: "The statute contemplates the mere promise of one man to be responsible for another,
and cannot be interposed as a cover and shield against the actual
obligations of the defendant himself." The thought is, that there
is a 11\arked difference between a promise which, without any interest in the subject matter of the promise in the promisor, is purely
collateral to the obligation of a third party, and that which, though
operating upon the debt of a third party, is also and mainly for
the benefit of the promisor. The case before us is in the latter
category. \Vhile the original promisor was the mining company,
and the undertaking was for its benefit, yet the performance of
the contract inured equally to the benefit of Davis and the mining
company. Performance helped the mining company in the payment of its debt to Davis, and at the same time helped Davis to
secure the payment of the mining company's debt to him; and as
the mining companr was apparently destitute of any other property, and the payment of its debt to Davis therefore depended
upon the continued and successful working of this mine; and as the
control and working of the mine had been put in the hands of
Davis so that he might justly say, as he did: "I am practically
tht owner," it follows that he was a real, substantial party in interest in the performance of this contract. His promise was not one
purely collateral to sustain the obligations of the mining company,
but substantially a direct and personal one to advance his own
interests. \Vhile the mining company was ultimately to be benefited, Davis was primarily to be benefited by the transportation of
the ore, for thereby that debt, which otherwise could not, would
be paid to him. He, therefore, in any true sense of the tem1, occupied not the position of a collateral undertaker, but that of an original promisor and it would be a shadow on justice if the administration of the law relieved him from the burden of his promise
on the ground that it also resulted to the benefit of the mining
company, his debtor.
Counsel for Davis placed stress on the form of expression
attributed by Patrick to Davis, to-wit: "I will be personally responsible : I will see you paid ;" and contends that the import of
such language is that of a collateral promise. There is force in

promise is not within the statute, although it may be in form a

promise to pay the debt of another, and although the performance

of it may incidentally have the effect of extinguishing that lia-

bility.” To this may be added the observation of Browne, in his

work on the Statute of Frauds, Sec. 165: “The statute contem-

plates the mere promise of one man to be responsible for another,

and cannot be interposed as a cover and shield against the actual

obligations of the defendant himself.” The thought is, that there

is a marked difference between a promise which, without any inter-

est in the subject matter of the promise in the promisor, is purely

collateral to the obligation of a third party, and that which, though

operating upon the debt of a third party, is also and mainly for

the beneﬁt of the promisor. The case before us is in the latter

category. While the original promisor was the mining company,

and the undertaking was for its beneﬁt, yet the performance of

the contract inured equally to the beneﬁt of Davis and the mining

company. Performance helped the mining company in the pay-

ment of its debt to Davis, and at the same time helped Davis to
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secure the payment of the mining company’s debt to him; and as

the mining company" was apparently destitute of any other prop-

erty, and the payment of its debt to Davis therefore depended

upon the continued and successful working of this mine ; and as the

control and working of the mine had been put in the hands of

Davis so that he might justly say, as he did: “I am practically

the owner,” it follows that he was a real, substantial party in inter-

est in the performance of this contract. His promise was not one

purely collateral to sustain the obligations of the mining company,

but substantially a direct and personal one to advance his own

interests. \\’hile the mining company was ultimately to be bene-

ﬁted, Davis was primarily to be beneﬁted by the transportation of

the ore, for thereby that debt, which otherwise could not, would

be paid to him. He, therefore, in any true sense of the term, occu-

pied not the position of a collateral undertaker, but that of an orig-

inal promisor and it would be a shadow on justice if the admin-

istration of the law relieved him from the burden of his promise

on the ground that it also resulted to the beneﬁt of the mining

company, his debtor.

Counsel for Davis placed stress on the form of expression

attributed by Patrick to Davis. to-wit: “I will be personally re-

sponsible: I will see you paid ;” and contends that the import of

such language is that of a collateral promise. There is force in
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this contention, as it implies that someone else was also bound, but
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the real character of a promise does not depend altogether upon

this contention, as it implies that someone else was also bound, but
the real character of a promise does not depend altogether upon
the form of expression, but largely on the situation of the parties :
and the question always is, what the parties mutually understood
by the language, whether they understood it to be a collateral or a
direct promise. Patrick declares he understood it to be a direct
promise, and acted on the faith of it. That Davis understood it
in the same way, is evidenced not only from the circumstances surrounding the. parties at the time, but from the fact that in a subsequent interview, when charged to have always promised to pay
this debt, he admits that he believes that he did. The plaintiff, believing that Davis was, as he said, practically the owner, the party
primarily to be benefited by the conversion of the products of the
mine into money, understood that Davis was making an original
promise to pay for the work which he might do, and upon such
promise he might surely rely as an original promise, at least for
any work done thereafter.
The merits of the case, therefore, as disclosed by the testimony, were with Patrick, and the judgment in his favor was right.
It is objected that the court in its instructions spoke of Davis as
an original promisor, as one promising to pay the debt, and not
as one promising to be responsible for the debt, or to see it paid.
Rut as Davis, in the second conversation, promised to pay, and in
the third admitted that he had always promised to pay the debt,
we cannot think that the court misinterpreted the scope and effect
of his words. It is not probable that the parties to this transaction
understood the difference between an original and a collateral
promise. \Ve must interpret Davis' promise in the light of the
surroundings and of his subsequent admissions, and in that light
we cannot think that the court erred in its construction thereof;
and if the jury believed that he had made such promises, we cannot doubt that the verdict should have been as it was.
It is also objected that the court erred in not directing a verdict for defendant upon the ground of a departure from the allegations of the petition. That counts on an original employment by
Davis, in 1813, while the testimony shows that the original employment was by the mining company, and that the promise of Davis
was made in the fall of 1814, and after Patrick had been at work
for months for the mining company. As no objection was made
to the admission of testimony on this ground, and as an amendment of the petition to correspond to the proof would involve
but a trifling change, we cannot see that there was any error in
the ruling of the court. If objection had been made in the first

the form of expression, but largely on the situation of the parties:

and the question always is, what the parties mutually understood

by the language, whether they understood it to be a collateral or a

direct promise. Patrick declares he understood it to be a direct

promise, and acted on the faith of it. That Davis understood it

in the same way, is evidenced not only from the circumstances sur-

rounding the. parties at the time, but from the fact that in a sub-

sequent interview, when charged to have always promised to pay

this debt, he admits that he believes that he did. The plaintiff, be-

lieving that Davis was, as he said, practically the owner, the party

primarily to be beneﬁted by the conversion of the products of the

mine into money, understood that Davis was making an original

promise to pay for the work which he might do, and upon such

promise he might surely rely as an original promise, at least for

any work done thereafter.

The merits of the case, therefore, as disclosed by the testi-

mony, were with Patrick, and the judgment in his favor was right.

It is objected that the court in its instructions spoke of Davis as
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an original promisor, as one promising to pay the debt, and not

as one promising to be responsible for the debt, or to see it paid.

But as Davis, in the second conversation, promised to pay, and in

the third admitted that he had always promised to pay the debt,

we cannot think that the court misinterpreted the scope and effect

of his words. It is not probable that the parties to this transaction

understood the difference between an original and a collateral

promise. We must interpret Davis’ promise in the light of the

surroundings and of his subsequent admissions, and in that light

we cannot think that the court erred in its construction thereof;

and if the jury believed that he had made such promises, we can-

not doubt that the verdict should have been as it was.

It is also objected that the court erred in not directing a ver-

dict for defendant upon the ground of a departure from the allega-

tions of the petition. That counts on an original employment by

Davis, in 1873, while the testimony shows that the original employ-

ment was by the mining company, and that the promise of Davis

was made in the fall of 1874, and after Patrick had been at work

for months for the mining company. As no objection was made

to the admission of testimony on this ground, and as an amend-

ment of the petition to correspond to the proof would involve

but a triﬂing change, we cannot see that there was any error in

the ruling of the court. If objection had been made in the ﬁrst
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instance, doubtless the court would, as it ought to have done, have

‘ permitted an amendment of the petition. There was no surprise,

instance, doubtless the court would, as it ought to have <lone, have
· permitted an amendment of the petition. There was no surprise,
for the facts were fully developed in the former trial.
Upon the record as presented, we think that the verdict and
judgment were right, and as no substantial error appears in the
proceedings the judgment is
Affirmed.

for the facts were fully developed in the former trial.

Upon the record as presented, we think that the verdict and

judgment were right, and as no substantial error appears in the

proceedings the judgment is

Affirmed.

The CHIEF JUSTICE, Mr. Justice BRADLEY and Mr. Justice

GRAY did not hear the argument or take part in the decision of

this case.

d. l/Vhen the promise is to inderm1ify.‘°

The Cnn:I" JusTICF., Mr. Justice BRADLEY and Mr. Justice
did not hear the argument or take part in the decision of
this case.

23. THOMAS v. COOK, 8 Barn. & Cress. 728, 15 E. C. L. 358.

Court of King’s Bench, Mich. Term,-1828.

GRAY

A promise to indemnify does not fall n-ithin either the swords

or the policy of the statute of frauds.

Assumpsit. The declaration stated that on. &c., a certain

partnership in trade between one W. Cook, since deceased, and one

N. D. Morris, was dissolved; that it was agreed between W. Cook,

since deceased, and Morris, that the former should take upon him-

d.

self the payment of certain debts, (speciﬁed in the declaration) ;

Whe1i the promise is to i11de11111if'j'. 10
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and that it was also agreed that a bond of- indemnity, executed by

W. Cook, since deceased, and two other persons, should be given

23.

to Morris to save him harmless from the payment of the said debts.

And thereupon afterwards, to-wit, on, &c., in consideration

THOMAS v. COOK, 8 Barn. & Cress. 728, 15 E. C. L. 358.
Court of King's Bench, Mich. Term,- 1828.

that the plaintiff, at the request of the defendant, would, together

A promise to iudemnify does 11ot fall within either the 'l.vords
or the policy of the stQJ/utc of frauds. ·

with the defendant and W. Cook, since deceased, execute a bond

of indemnity to Morris in the sum of 41001. conditioned to save

him harmless from the said debts, the defendant undertook and

Assumpsit. The declaration stated that on, &c., a certain
partnership in trade between one \V. Cook, since deceased, and one
N. D. Morris, was dissolved; that it was agreed between VI/. Coak,
since deceased, and l\forris, that the former should take upon himself the payment of 'certain debts, (specified in the declaration) ;
and that it was also agreed that a bond of indemnity, executed by
\V. Cook, since deceased, and two other persons, should be given
to Morris to save him harmless from the payment of the said debts.
And thereupon afterwards, to-wit, on, &c., in consideration
that the plaintiff, at the request of the defendant, woul~ether
with the defendant and W. Cook, since deceased, execute a bond
of indemnity to Morris in the sum of 4100/. conditioned to save
him harmless from the said debts, the defendant undertook and
promised the plaintiff that he, the defendant, would save harmless
and indemnify him from all payments, damages, costs, and expenses which he (plaintiff) should or might incur, bear, pay, sustain,
or be put unto by reason or means of his so executing the said
writing obligatory. Averment, that plaintiff was afterwards COllilpe!led to pay on account of the said debts the sum of 360/., and
that defendant had not indemnified him. * * *

promised the plaintiff that he, the defendant, would save harmless

and indemnify him from all payments, damages, costs, and expen-

ses which he (plaintiff) should or might incur, bear, pay, sustain,

or be put unto by reason or means of his so executing the said

writing obligatory. Averment, that plaintiff was afterwards com-

pelled to pay on account of the said debts the sum of 3601., and

that defendant had not indemniﬁed him. "‘ * *

‘° The authorities are divided on this proposition. Cases illustrating

both rules are included under this heading.

••The authorities are divided on this proposition.
both rules are included under this heading.
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Plea, the general issue and statute of limitations. Replication,

Plea, the general issue and statute of limitations. Replication,
that defendant promised within six years. * * *
The learned Judge directed the jury to find a verdict for the
plaintiff for 300{., and gave the defendant leave to move to reduce it to 150/. A rule nisi for that purpose was obtained in last
Easter term, against which ·
Ta11nton and Chilton now showed cause.
Russell, Serjt., and C11r·wood, contra.

that defendant promised within six years. * * *

The learned Judge directed the jury to ﬁnd a verdict for the

plaintif f for 3001., and gave the defendant leave to move to re-

duce it to 1501. A rule nisi for that purpose was obtained in last

Easter term, against which

Taimton and Chilton now showed cause.

Russell, Serjt., and C urwood, contra.

BAYl.l:Y, J.—It is provided by the fourth section of the stat-

ute of frauds, that “No action shall be brought to charge the de-

fendant upon any special promise to answer for the debt, default,

or miscarriage of another person, unless the agreement upon which

B.wu:v, J.-It is provided by the fourth section of the statute of frauds, that "~o action shall be brought to charge the defendant upon any special promise to answer for the debt, default,
or miscarriage of another person, unless the agreement upon which
such action shall be brought, or some memorandum or note thereOf, shall be in writing, and signed by the party to be charged therewith, or by some other person thereunto by him lawfully authorized.". Here the bond was given to Morris as the creditor; but
the promise in question was not made to him. A promise to him
would have been to answer for the default of the debtor. But it
being necessary for W. Cook, since deceased, to find sureties, the
defendant applied to the plaintiff to join him in the bond and bill
of exchange, and undertook to sar e him harmless. A promise to
indemnify does not, as it appears to me, fall within either the
words or the policy of the statute of frauds; and if so, there was
sufficient evidence to entitle the plaintiff to a verdict for 300/.

such action shall be brought, or some memorandum or note there-

of, shall be in writing, and signed by the party to be charged there-

with. or by some other person thereunto by him lawfully author-

ized.” Here the bond was given to Morris as the creditor; but

the promise in question was not made to him. A promise to him

would have been to answer for the default of the debtor. But it

being necessary for W. Cook, since deceased, to ﬁnd sureties, the

defendant applied to the plaintiff to join him in the bond and bill
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of exchange, and undertook to save him harmless. A promise to

indemnify does not, as it appears to me, fall within either the

words or the policy of the statute of frauds; and if so, there was

sufficient evidence to entitle the plaintiff to a verdict for 3001.

PARKE, J—This was not a promise to answer for the debt,

default, or miscarriage of another person, but an original con-

tract between these parties, that the plaintiff should bc indemni-

ﬁed against the bond. If the plaintiff. at the request of the de-

fendant, had paid money to a third person, a promise to repay it

need not have been in writing, and this case is in substance the

same. The rule for reducing the verdict ought, therefore, to be

discharged.

Rule discharged.

PAI<KE.• J-This was not a promise to answer for the debt,
default, or miscarriage of another person, but an original contract between these parties, that the plaintiff should be indenmified against the bond. If the plaintiff, at the request of the defendant, had paid money to a third person, a promise to repay it
need not have been in writing, and this case is in substance the
same. The rule for reducing the verdict ought, therefore, to be
discharged.
Rule discharged.
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24. JONES, appellant, v. BACON, as surviving Executor, etc.,

24.

respondent, 145 N. Y. 446, 40 N. E. 216.

Court of Appeals, New York, 1895.

A [n'omise by__Qy,§_person to indemnify ~for becoming

a _(]uarantor for a third Qgrson is not within the statute and need

JO~ES,

appellant, v. BACON, as surviving Executor, etc.,
respondent, 145 N. Y. 446, 40 N. E. 216.
Court of Appeals, New York, 1895.

A promise by~ person to indemnify w1ot/zc1· for becoming
a _quara11tor for a third pqson is uot ·within tire statute and need
not be in n•riti11g, and tl1e assu11!f!.tron of the rcspqusil ili., is a
sufficient co11sidcratio11 for tlze CrQJ.11isc.

not be in zt'r'ltiu_(], and the assmn tion o the res is a

suﬂieient consideration [or the Qrojnise. ‘

Appeal from judgment of the General Term of the Supreme

1

Court in the ﬁfth judicial department, entered upon an order made

October 3, 1893, which denied a motion for a new trial and ord-

ered judgment in favor of defendant entered upon an order non-

Appeal from judgment of the General Term of the Supreme
Court in the fifth judicial department, entered upon an order made
October 3, 18g3, which denied a motion for a new trial and ordered judgment in favor of defendant entered upon an order nonsuiting plaintiff.
This action was brought to recover damages for a breach of
an oral contract alleged to have been made by James McKechnie,
defendant's testator, to indemnify him in case of liis indorsement
of certain notes made by one Kingsbury.
Upon the trial plaintiff called Kingsbury as a witness to prove
the alleged promise. His testimony on that subject was objected •
to by defendant's counsel on the ground that the witness was incompetent to testify in regard thereto under section 829 of the
Code of Civil Procedure. Plaintiff thereupon produced and
proved and gave in evidence an instrument executed by plaintiff
under seal, by the terms of which, in consideration of the sum of
one dollar, he released Kingsbury from "all liability, responsibility
or damages" sustained or which might thereafter be sustained by
him by reason of his indorsement. This release was by an amended answer set up as a defense.
The further material facts are stated in the opinion.
iVilliam H. Smith, for appellant.
H cnry M. Field and Frank Rice, for respondent.

suiting plaintiff.

This action was brought to recover damages for a breach of

an oral contract alleged to have been made by James McKechnie,

defendant's testator, to indemnify him in case of his indorsement

of certain notes made by one Kingsbury.

Upon the trial plaintiff called Kingsbury as a witness to prove

the alleged promise. His testimony on that subject was objected

to by defendant's counsel on the ground that the witness was in-

competent to testify in regard thereto under section 829 of the
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Code of Civil Procedure. Plaintiff thereupon produced and

proved and gave in evidence an instrument executed by plaintiff

under seal, by the terms of which, in consideration of the sum of

one dollar, he released Kingsbury from “all liability, responsibility

or damages” sustained or which might thereafter be sustained by

him by reason of his indorsement. This release was by an amend-

ed answer set up as a defense.

The further material facts are stated in the opinion.

lVilliarn H. Smith, for appellant.

Henry M. Field and Frank Rice, for respondent.

ANDREWS, Ch. J.—The oral promise of the defendant’s tes-

tator to the plaintiff was, in substance, ~in

cas~come indorser on tie note of Kingsbury

to t e anking ﬁrm 0 i cKechnie & Co. for a debt of Kingsbury

to the bank. The plaintiff thereupon indorsed the note of Kings-

bury to the bank, and has been compelled to pay thereon the sum

of about $16000, Kingsbury having made default and being in-

splvent. Ihis is a statement of the facts in the simplest form, and

he question arises whether the oral promise by the defendant's

testator to indemnify the plaintiff was void under the Statute of

Frauds, as bein ro ise to “answer T6r the delit, de‘T'aIilt or

gals-carriage of another person." i2 Rev. St. 135, Sec. 2, Sub. 2.)

ANDREWS, Ch. J.-The oral promise of the defendant's testator to the plaintiff was, in substance, a promise of indemnity in
case the plaintiff would become indorser on the note of Kingsbury
to tiretianking firm of McKechnie & Co. for a debt of Kingsbury
to the bank. The plaintiff thereupon indorsed the note of Kingsbury to the bank, and has been compelled to pay thereon the sum
of about $16,000, Kingsbury having made default and being in~nt. This is a statement of the facts in the simplest form, and
~question arises whether the oral promise by the defendant's
testator to indemnify the plaintiff w s void under the Statute of
Frauds, as beine- a promise to "answer r th~ de t, < e a lt or
~arriage of'inother p;:;son. 11 r;""Rev. St. 135, Sec'. 2, Sub. 2.)
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This is no longer an open question in this state. It was decided in

This is no longer an open question in this state. It was decided in
Chapin v. Merrill, 4 Wend. 657, that a promise by one perso11 to
·
"s not
indemnif another for becomin
tt
that the assumpwit m the statute and nee n
tion of the res ons 'lity was a sufficient consideration for the
promise.
e doctrine of Chapin v. Merrill was approved in Ma/Jory v. Gillett, 21 ~. Y. 412, in Sa11ders v. Gillespie, 59 id. 250, and
Tighe v. Morrison, 116 id. 263, and in other cases in this court.
The same doctrine now prevails in the English courts. Thomas
v. Cook, 8 Barn. & C. 728; Reader v. Kingham, 13 Com. Bench,
N'. S. 344; Wildes v. Dudlow, L. R. 19 Eq. Cas. 198. \Ve do not
deem it proper to reopen the discussion or to ref er to cases where
a different view has prevailed. The court below considered the
subject at large, and the able opinion of Bradley. J., refers to
many of the cases on the subject.
The plaintiff was, therefore, entitled to maintain an action
except for his act in releasing Kingsbury from his liability for the
money he was compelled to pay on account of the indorsement.
The release was probably essential in order to enable the plaintiff
to make any prci>f of the agreetinent for indemnity, since he could
establish the promise only h)r KiRgs~wy, the plaintiff himself not
being a competent witll(.SS by reason of the death of the promisor
l'v.(f_Kechnie, and there being no other ~rson cognizant of the transact"iO"iL\.By the release Ig_ngshury was discharged from ?11
responsibility to the PJaintiff. The plaintiff Raving paid the debt
in part out of his property, could, prior to the release, have maintained an action against Kingsbury to recover the sum so paid.
Butler v. 1Vrigl1t, 20 Johns, 367; Hunt v. Amidon, 4 Hill, 345.
The indemnitor of the plaintiff, on restoring to him this sum in
performance of the contract of indemnity, would be entitled to be
substituted to the claim of the plaintiff against Kingsbury. This
stands upon the most obvious principles of natural justice. The
money paid by the plaintiff was at the request of King~bury,
implied from the legal liability as indorser assumed by him, and
Kingsbury was bound to reimburse the plaintiff. But, by an independent contract between the plaintiff and his indemnitor, McKechnie, the latter was also bound to save the plaintiff harmless.
On performance of this obligation by the indemnitor, he would be
entitled to stand in the shoes of the plaintiff as to r.is right to calJ
upon Kingsbury. By equitable substitution the inde"mnitor would
take the right which the plaintiff had against Kingsbury. There
was no privity of contract between the indemnitor ~nd Kingsbury,
but there was between the plaintiff and Kingsbur}. On paying

Chapin v. Merrill, 4 Wend. 657, tha~ to

i"~s not

wit in the statute and nee n ' 'ti that the assump-

tion of the responsibility was a sufficient consideration for the

promise. e doctrine of C hapin v. M errill was approved in Mal-

Jory v. Gillett, 21 N. Y. 412, in Sanders v. Gillespie, 59 id. 250, and

Tighe v. Morrison, 111 6 id. 263, and in other cases in this court.

The same doctrine now prevails in the English courts. Thomas

v. Cook, 8 Barn. & C. 728; Reader v. Kingham, 13 Com. Bench.

N. S. 344; Wildes v. Dudlaw, L. R. 19 Eq. Cas. 198. We do not

deem it proper to reopen the discussion or to refer to cases where

a different view has prevailed. The court below considered the

subject at large, and the able opinion of Bradley. J., refers to

many of the cases on the subject.

The plaintiff was, therefore, entitled to maintain an action

except for his act in releasing Kingsbury from his liability for the

money he was compelled to pay on account of the indorsement.

The release was probably essential in order to enable the plaintiff
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to make any pr~ent for indemnity, since he could

establish the promise o~y, the plaintiff himself not

being a competent witness by reason of the death of the promisor

McKechnie, and there being no other person cognizant of the tran-

saction. y the release Kingsbur was discharged from all

responsibility to the ptaiuiis. TIT plaintiff having paid the debt

in part out of his property, could, prior to the release, have main-

tained an action against Kingsbury to recover the sum so paid.

Butler v. Wrtght, 20 Johns, 367; Hunt v. Amidon, 4 Hill, 345.

The indemnitor of the plaintiff, on restoring to him this sum in

performance of the contract of indemnity, would be entitled to be

substituted to the claim of the plaintiff against Kingsbury. This

stands upon the most obvious principles of natural justice. The

money paid by the plaintiff was at the request of Kingsbury,

implied from the legal liability as indorser assumed by him, and

Kingsbury was bound to reimburse the plaintiff. But, by an in-

dependent contract between the plaintiff and his indemnitor, Mc-

Kechnie, the latter was also bound to save the plaintiff harmless.

On performance of this obligation by the indemnitor, he would be

entitled to stand in the shoes of the plaintiff as to his right to call

upon Kingsbury. By equitable substitution the indemnitor would

take the right which the plaintiff had against Kingsbury. There

was no privity of contract between the indemnitor and Kingsbury,

but there was between the plaintiff and Kingsbury. On paying
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the plaintiff what he had been compelled to pay for Kingsbury,

pursuant to the contract of indemnity, the indemnitor would stand

the plaintiff what he had been compelled to pay for Kingsbury,
pursuant to the contract of indemnity, the indemnitor would stand
as the equitable assignee of the plaintiff of the obligation of Kings~
bury to him. Kmgsbury had no equity to be relieved from his
obligation, because the plaintiff had recourse against McKechnie.
The plaintiff, though not strictly such, had the equities of a surety
against Kingsbury, .and the equities by operation of law would
pass to McKechnie on his performing his contract of indemnity,
except for the release. The release of Kingsbury by the plaintiff
materially changed the rights and remedies of the defendant
against Kingsbury. It barred any claim against Kingsbury in
behalf of the estate of the indemnitor, to recover as the representative of the rights of the plaintiff against him, in case the
plaintiff should prevail in the action. Such an inter£ erence plainly
operates to, discharge the estate of the indemnitor.
Upon the ground that the release defeated the right of action,
the judgment should be affirmed.
All concur, except Haight, J., not sitting.
Judgn1ent affirmed.

as the equitable assignee of the plaintiff of the obligation of Kings-

bury to him. Kmgsbury had no equity to be relieved from his

obligation, because the plaintiff had recourse against McKechnie.

The plaintiff, though not strictly such, had the equities of a surety

against Kingsbury, and the equities by operation of law would

pass to McKechnie on his performing his contract of indemnity,

except for the release. The release of Kingsbury by the plaintiff

materially changed the rights and remedies of the defendant

against Kingsbury. It barred any claim against Kingsbury in

behalf of the estate of the indemnitor, to recover as the repre-

sentative of the rights of the plaintif f against him, in case the

plaintiff should prevail in the action. Such an interference plainly

operates to'discharge the estate of the indemnitor.

Upon the ground that the release defeated the right of action,

the judgment should be affirmed.

All concur, except Haight, J., not sitting.

Judgment afﬁrmed.

25. GREEN v. CRESSWELL, 10 ‘Adol. & El. 453, 37 E. C. L. 250.
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Court of Queen’s Bench, Trinity Term, 1839.

No action lies upon a promise not in writing to indemnif_v

plaintiﬂ’ against the conscquences of his becoming bail for a

third person.

Assumpsit. The ﬁrst count of the declaration stated that,

on 2d February, 1836, a capias, directed to the sheriff of \/Var?

wickshire, issued from the Court of Exche uer agﬂinst one o h

25.

Hadle , at the suit of one John Reay, whi was endorsed or '

bail for £35, and was delivered to the sheriff, who, on the day‘

and year aforesaid, arrested Hadley; that afterwards, to-wit, 9th

February, 1836, in consideration that plaintifffat the request of

GREEN v. CRESSWELL, 10 Ado!. & El. 453, 37 E. C. L. 250.
Court of Queen's Bench, Trinity Term, 1839.

No action lies upon a promise not in 'i.i.'riti11,q to indcnmif.v
plairttiff against the consequences of Iris becoming bail for a
third person.

. defendant, would become bail and surety for Hadley, and would,

as such bail and surety, seal and as his act an deed delige/r_1'_o

the said sheriff. a~, con lloI1e( tor putting in special

bail by Hadley. defendant then promised plaintiff that he, defend-

Assumpsit. The first count of the declaration stated that,
on 2d February, 1836, a capias, directed !g the sheriff of War-=
wickshire, issued f.rom the Court of Exche~r aglinst one ~h
ra<lr, at the SUit of one Jghn Reay, wh~ was endorsedfor .
r £35, and was delivered to tlie sheriff, who, on the day ·
and year aforesaid, arrested Hadley; that afterwards, to-wit, 9th
February, 1836, in consideration that plaintiff. ·at the request of
defendant, would become bail and surety for Hadley, and would.
as such bail and surety, seal and as his act an deed deli~
the said sheriff. a, bail bgrul, con 1 10nec for putting in special
bail by Hadley. defendant then promised plaintiff that he, defendant would save harmless 2nd indemnify plaintiff from all payments,
damages, costs, and expenses which he, plaintiff, should or might
incur, bear, pay. sustain, or be put unto by reasdn or by means
of so becoming bail and surety; that plaintiff, confiding, &c., did
afterwarcls, to wit, on the clay and year last aforesaid, at the
request, &c., seal and deliver the bail bond, but that Hadley did

ant would save harmlcss and indemnify plaintiff from all payments,

damages, costs, and expenses which he, plaintiff, should or might

incur, bear, pay, sustain, or be put unto by reason or by means

of so becoming bail and surety; that plaintiff, conﬁding, &c., did

afterwards, to wit, on the day and year last aforesaid, at the

request, &c., seal and deliver the bail bond, but that Hadley did
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not put in special bail, whereby, ~ited; that

afterwards, to wit, I 5th Februa I 36, the sheriff assigned the

not put in special bail, whereby, the bond became for(s!ited; that
afterwards, to wit, 15th Feb~ 1836, the sheriff assigned the
bail bond to Reay, who thereupon afterwards, to wit, on the day
and year last aforesai(f, sued the present plaintiff on the bond in
the Court of E~tchequq. and r~oyered j 11 dgmeAt fur £75 ,ss ~1agc-s and costs; and afterwards, to-wit, q_tli~ust, 1836, sued
out execuf§!C~__.fieri facias against the no.w_QlJliI!_tiff, who was
thereby c~elled to pay £98 6i ref all which, defendant had notice. Breach, that defendant had not indemnified plaintiff, nor
repaid him any of the i.<)8 6s, nor divers other sums e~ded for
costs, &c., to-wit, £50, &c.
Second count on an account stated.
Pleas.-1. ~on assumpsit. Issue thereon.
2. To first count, a~io11cm -l'on; because the promise in the
first count mentioned was a special promise to answer for the
debt and default of another person, in manner and form as in the
said first count is stated and set forth; and that no agreement in
respect of or relating to the promise and supposed cause of action
in the said first count mentioned, or any memorandum or note
thereof, wherein the consideration for the said special promise
was stated or shown, was in writing, and signed by the-def endau.t.,..
or any person thereunto by him lawfully authorized, according to
the statute, &c. Replication, that the said promise was not a
special promise to answer for the debt or default of another person in manner and form, &c. Issue thereon.
On the trial, before PARKE,]., at it:he Warwickshire Summer
Assizes, 1837, evidence was given of the promis...~. as stated in
the declaration; but no evidence was given of any writing. The
learned judge was of opinion that the case was not within the
Statute of Frauds; and a verdict was found for the plaintiff, on
the replication to the second plea. In ~1ichaelmas term, 1837,
GouLBURN, Sergeant, obtained a rule for a new trial or arrest
of judgment.
Ba/guy now showed cause.
Gou/Imm, Sergt., and M cllor, contra.

bail bond to Reay, who tli~afterwards, to wit, on the day

and year last aforesaid, sued the present plaintiff on the bond in

the Court of Exchequer. and r~"-

ages and costs; and afterwards, to-wit, u_t_h Aggust, 1836, sued

out execufion'l_1y,_ﬁ13£iia.£iaS_aga.insL_thr;11osv_ph1ir1tiff, who was

thereby c~f all which, defendant had no-

tice. Breach, that defendant hadmotjndeniniﬁegl plaintiff, nor

repaid him any of the £98 6s, nor divers other sums expended for

costs, &c., to-wit, £50, &c.

Second count on an account stated.

Pleas.—1. Non assumpsit. Issue thereon.

2. To ﬁrst count, aetionem pan; because the promise in the

ﬁrst count mentioned was a special promise to answer for the

debt and default of another person, in manner and form as in the

said ﬁrst count is stated and set forth; and that no agreement in

respect of or relating to the promise and supposed cause of action

in the said ﬁrst count mentioned, or any memorandum or note

thereof, wherein the consideration for the said special promise
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was stated or shown, was in writing, and signed by the-defendant,’

or any person thereunto by him lawfully authorized, according to

the statute, &c. Replication, that the said promise was not a

special promise to answer for the debt or default of another per-

son in manner and form, &c. Issue thereon.

On the trial, before PARKE, J., at the Warwickshire Summer

Assizes, 1837, evidence was given of the promise, as stated in

the declaration; but no evidence was given of any writing. The

learned judge was of opinion that the case was not within the

Statute of Frauds; and a verdict was found for the plaintiff. on

the replication to the second plea. In Michaelmas term, 1837,

GOULBURN, Sergeant, obtained a rule for a new trial or arrest

of judgment.

Balguy now showed cause.

Goulburn, Sergt., and Mellor, contra.

Lonn D1:NMAN, C. J., afterwards, in this term une 11th),

delivered the judg~ the facts,

his lordship proceeded as follows:

A motion has been made in arrest of judgment, the promise

appearing by the plea not to have been in writing, and the repli-

cation only averring in answer that it was not a special promise

to answer for the debt or default of another.

LoRo

C. ]., afterwards, in t s term
une 11th),
delivered the jud ent of the
urt. After stating the facts,
his lordship proceeded as follows :
A motion has been made in arrest of judgment, the promise
appearing by the plea not to have been in writing, and the replication only averring in answer that it was not a special promise
to answer for the debt or default of another.
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The promise in eﬂect is, “If you will become bail for Hadley,

and Hadley, by not paying or a~nd,

The promise in effect is, "If yqu will become bail for Hadley,
and Hadley, by not paying or appe ring, forfeits his batl bond,
I will save ou harmless from all the co equences of our be=
com~ail. I
a ey fails o o w a · ·
owards you, I
will do it instead of him.1 .,
If there had been no ltecisions on the subject, it would appear
impossible to make a reasonable doubt that this is answering for
the default of another. The case most relied on by the plaintiff
is that of Thomas v. Cook, 8 B. & C. 728, where this court held that
a promise of B to hold A harmless against the consequences of his
entering with B and C, at B's request, into a joint bond to indemnify D against debts due from C and D was binding, though not in
writing; BAYLEY, J., and PARKE, J., the only judges present,
saying that a promise to indemnify does not fa!l within the words
or policy of the statute. But the reasoning in this case does not
appear to us satisfactory in support of the doctrine there laid
down; which, taken in its full extent, would repeal the statute.
For every promise to become answerable for the debt or default
of another may be shaped as an indemnity ; but even in that shape,
we cannot see why it may not be within the words 0f the statute.
Within the mischief of the statute it most certainly falls.
Adams v. Dansey, 6 Bing 5o6 ( 19 E. C. L. R. 149,) does not
bear out the general doctrine. That was a promise by one parishioner to indemnify another against the consequences of resisting
a claim of tithe. This is not becoming responsible for debt or default of any other, but merely promising to pay what the promisee
may lose by defending the promisor's interests in a suit.
In some of the cases the language employed seems to assume
that the debt, default, or miscarriage must have been incurred
at the time of making the ·promise. But the common case of
becoming responsible for goods supplied to another on the faith
of that promise, and of course after it, shows that criterion to be
}
inadmissible.
A distinction was also hinted at, from the circumstances ,gi ·:
Hadley's debt being due to a third person, and the default therefore incurred towards him, not towards the bail. But here again
is the surmise of an intention in the legislature which none of its
language bears out; and, besides, may it not be said that the arrested debtor, who obtains his· freedom by being bailed, under-·
takes to his bail to keep them harmless, by paying the debt, or
surrendering?
There does not appear any objection to the test laid down in
the note to I William's Saunders, 2II c.; and it is decisive in

I will save ou harmless from all tmequences of our be-

C0m~ou, I

will do it instead of him. ‘—"/M"_'_'“

If there had been no ecisions on the subject, it would appear

impossible to make a reasonable doubt that this is answering for

the default of another. The case most relied on by the plaintif

f

is that of Thomas v. Cook, 8 B. & C. 728, where this court held that

a promise of B to hold A harmless against the consequences of his

entering with B and C, at B's request, into a joint bond to indem-

nify D against debts due from C and D was binding, though not in

writing; BAYLEY, J., and PARKE, J., the only judges present,

saying that a promise to indemnify does not fall within the words

or policy of the statute. But the reasoning in this case does not

appear to us satisfactory in support of the doctrine there laid

down; which, taken in its full extent, would repeal the statute.

For every promise to become answerable for the debt or default

of another may be shaped as an indemnity; but even in that shape,
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we cannot see why it may not be within the words of the statute.

Within the mischief of the statute it most certainly falls.

Adams v. Dansey, 6 Bing 506 (I9 E. C. L. R. 149,) does not

bear out the general doctrine. That was a promise by one parish-

ioner to indemnify another against the consequences of resisting

a claim of tithe. This is not becoming responsible for debt or de-

fault of any other, but merely promising to pay what the promisee

may lose by defending the promisor’s interests in a suit.

In some of the cases the language employed seems to assume

that the debt, default, or miscarriage must have been incurred

at the time of making the promise. But the common case of

becoming responsible for goods supplied to another on the faith

of that promise, and of course after it, shows that criterion to be

inadmissible.

A distinction was also hinted at, from the circumstances _Q_f.:;

Hadley’s debt being due to a third person, and the default there-

fore incurred towards him, not towards the bail. But here again

is the surmise of an intention in the legislature which none of its

language bears out; and, besides, may it not be said that the ar-

rested debtor, who obtains his‘ freedom by being bailed, under-’

takes to his bail to keep them harmless, by paying the debt, or

surrendering?

There does not appear any objection to the test laid down in

the note to 1 William’s Saunders, 211 c.; and it is decisive in
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favour of the objection. The original party remained liable; and

the defendant incurred no liability except from his promise.

favour of the objection. The original party remained liable; and
the defendant incurred no liability except from hi3 promise.
Rule absolute for arresting the judgment.

Rule absolute for arresting the judgment.

26. HARTLEY v. SANFORD, 66 .\'._I.L. 627, 50 Atl. 454, 55 L.R.A. 206.

Court of Errors and Appeals, New Jersey, I901.

A promise by one_#.¢;.§an to indemnify another for becoming

surety for the promisofs son is within the statute of frauds.

Error to the Supreme Court to review a judgment in favor of

26. HARTLEY v. SANFORD, (i6 N.J.L. 6:1.7, 50 Atl. 454, 55 L.RA. 206.
Court of Errors and Appeals, New Jersey, 190I.

plaintiff in an action brought to enforce a promise to indemnify

plairlt_if_‘f for payments which he had been compelled to make as a

surety for defendant’s son. Reversed.

A promise by one.;ccsen to i11dem11ify another for becoming
s11rcty for tire promisor's son is within the statUiC of frauds.

T‘he~e opinion.

Mr. John B. Humphreys, for plaintiff in error.

Mr. Zebulon M. Ward, for defendant in error.

Error to the Supreme Court to review a judgment in favor of
plaintiff in an action brought to enforce a promise to indemnify
plaintiff for payments which he had been compelled to make as a
surety for defendant's son. Reversed.
Thetacts are stated m tlfe opinion.
Mr. Jolin B. Humphreys, for plaintiff in error.
1\fr. Zebulon M. Ward, for defendant in error.

DIXON, J., delivered the opinion of the court.

The material facts in this case, as disclosed by the record,

are that the defendant's son was indebted to M., who desired addi-

tional security; that thereupon the defendant applied to the plain-

tiff to become surety for the son, and promised him that, if he was

compelled to pay the debt, he (the defendant) would reimburse
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him; that accordingly the plaintiff became surety for the son, and

subsequently was obliged to pay the debt. This suit was brought

upon the promise, which was oral only. It appears that at the

trial in the Passaic circuit the jury were instructed to ﬁnd for the

DIXON, J., delivered the opinion of the court.
The material facts in this case, as disclosed by the record,
are that the defendant's son was indebted to l\L, who desired additional security; that thereupon the defendant applied to the plaintiff to become surety for the son, and promised him that, if he was
compelled to pay the debt, he (the defendant) would reimburse
him; that accordingly the plaintiff became surety for the son, and
subsequently was obliged to pay the debt. This suit was brought
upon the promise, which was oral only. It appears that at the
trial in the Passaic circuit the jury were instructed to find for the
plaintiff if they were satisfied the promise had been made; but the
question as to the legal sufficiency of the promise was reserved
and certified to the supreme court, which afterwards advised the
circuit that the promise was valid, and thereupon judgment was
entered on the verdict.
In this court error has been assigned on the charge at the circuit, as well as on the advisory opinion of the supreme court; but,
there being no bill of exceptions presenting the charge, the assignment of error respecting it is futile, and must be disregarded. The
assignment . upon the opinion of the supreme court: is legal, and
presents the only question now before us, which is whether the
plaintiff's suit can be maintained, in view of our statute, "that no
action shall be brought to charge the defendant upon any special
promise to answer for the debt, default, or miscarriage of another
person, unless the agreement upon which such action shall be
brought, or some memorandum or note thereof, shall be in writing

plaintiff if they were satisﬁed the promise had been made; but the

question as to the legal sufﬁciency of the promise was reserved

and certiﬁed to the supreme court, which afterwards advised the

circuit that the promise was valid, and thereupon judgment was

entered on the verdict.

In this court error has been assigned on the charge at the cir-

cuit, as well as on the advisory opinion of the supreme court; but,

there being no bill of exceptions presenting the charge, the assign-

ment of error respecting it is futile, and must be disregarded. The

assignment upon the opinion of the supreme court is legal, and

presents the only question now before us, which is whether the

plaintiff’s suit can be maintained, in view of our statute, “that no

action shall be brought to charge the defendant upon any special

promise to answer for the debt, default, or miscarriage of another

person, unless the agreement upon which such action shall be

brought, or some memorandum or note thereof, shall be in writing
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and signed by the person to be charged therewith or some other

person thereunto by him or her lawfully authorized.” The advice

and signed by the person to be charged therewith or some other
person thereunto by him or her lawfully authorized." The advice
of the supreme court \Vas based upon its opinion that under the
adjudications in this state the promise of one person to indemnify
another for becoming surety of a third is not within the statute.
The cases cited in that opinion to support thi s view are A pgar v.
Hiler, 24 N. ]. L. 812; Cortclyou v. Hoagland. +o N. ]. Eq. 1;
and Warren v. Abbott (36 Vroom 99), 46 Atl. 575. Of these, the
only one of controlling authority here is that o f A f'gar v. Hiler,
which is a decis;on of thi court. That deci ion does not su. tain
the broad ro o ition for which it was cltecCThi
held
m ere y that...J>etween two persons \\'ho had signed the same prQD1issor
·eties for another si ner the oral promise o
c
urety to indemnifv the other was yalid.
115 promise was
deemed out ide of the statute. because by signing the note the
promisor had himself become a debto r , and so hi s promise to indemnify was to answer for his own debt. In Co rtcf) 0 1t \". Hoag/and several stockholders and directors of a corporation had
promised to indemnify another stockholder and director for indorsing a corporate note. and iT' arren v. Abbctt was o f similar
character. In the Cortclyou Case the chancellor rested his decision on A pgar v. Hiler, which , as above stated, was essentially
different, and on Th o111pso11 \". Colc111an, 4 N.]. L. 216, which was
a promise to indemnify a constable for selling under execution
goods claimed by an outside party;-a case where the promisee
had no redres exc~pt on the promise, and therefore clearly outside of the statute. If the decisions in Cortclyo11 v. Hoagland and
iv arre,.i v. Abbctt are to be supported on prior ?\Tew Jersey adjudications, such suppo rt must be found in the doctrine that
where the consideration of a promise to answer for the debt,
default, or miscarriage of another is a substantial benefit moving
to the promisor, then the statute does not apply. This rule was
recognized in Kut::111 cycr v. E1111is, 27 . . ]. L. 371 , and Coic.·c1thovm v. Howell, 36 N. ] . L. 323. T o support those decisions on
thi s rule, it must be held that the payment of a corporate debt is
substantially beneficial to the stockholders or directo rs o f the
corporation,-a proposition which eems to be denied in other
tribunals. Browne. Stat. Fr. § 164. In the promise now under
consideration there was no such element. and no case has been
found in our reports involving the present que tion \ Ve should
therefore decide the matter on principle. or a nearly so as related
adjudications will permit. Looked at as res 11orn, it seems indisputable that the def endanf s promise was within the tatute. It

of the supreme court was based upon its opinion that under the

adjudications in this state the promise of one person to indemnify

another for becoming surety of a third is not within the statute.

The cases cited in that opinion to support this view are Apgar v.

Hiler, 24 N. J. L. 812; Cortelyou v. Hoagland, 40 J. Eq. 1;

and Warren v. Abbott (36 Vroom 99), 46 Atl. 575. Of these. the

only one of controlling authority here is that of Afigar v. Hiler,

which is a decision of this court. That decision does not sustain

the broa ro osition for which it w:TsYited. Ihi held

etween two ers ns who ha l si ed he same rom-

ties for another si ner the oral promise o

t~ us promise was

deemed outside of the statute, because by signing the note the

promisor had himself become a debtor, and so his promise to in-

demnify was to answer for his own debt. In Cortelyon v. Hoag-

Iand several stockholders and directors of a corporation had

promised to indemnify another stockholder and director for in-

dorsing a corporate note, and ll’arren v. Abbott was of similar
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character. In the Cortelyon Case the chancellor rested his de-

cision on Apgar v. Hiler, which, as above stated, was essentially

different, and on Thompson \'. Coleman, 4 N. J. L. 216, which was

1

a promise to indemnify a constable for selling under execution

goods claimed by an outside party;—a case where the promisee

had no redress except on the promise, and therefore clearly out-

side of the statute. If the decisions in Cortelyon v. Hoagland and

Warren v. Abbett are to be supported on prior New Jersey ad-

judications, such support must be found in the doctrine that

where the consideration of a promise to answer for the debt,

default, or miscarriage of another is a substantial beneﬁt moving

to the promisor, then the statute does not apply. This rule was

recognized in Kntsmeyer \'. Ennis, 27 N. J. L. 371, and Cozven-

hoven v. H oweli, 36 N. J. L. 323. To support those decisions on

this rule, it must be held that the payment of a corporate debt is

substantially beneﬁcial to the stockholders or directors of the

corporation,—a proposition which seems to be denied in other

tribunals. Browne, Stat. Fr. § 164. In the promise now under

consideration there was no such element, and no case has been

found in our reports involving the present question VVe should

therefore decide the matter on principle. or as nearly so as related

adjudications will permit. Looked at as res noz'a, it seems indis-

putable that the defendant’s promise was within the statute. It
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was to respond to the plaintiff in case the defendant’s son should

was to respond to the plaintiff in case the defendant's son should
make default in the obligation which he would come under to the
plaintiff as soon as the plaintiff became surety for him,-an
obligation either to pay the~ht f~r which the plaintiff was to be
surety, or to reim~s_e. the plaintiff if he paid it. In this statement of the nature ol the promise there is, I think, every elemertt
which seems necessary to bring a case within the purview of the
statute. The parties. in giving and accepting the promise, contemplated ( 1) an obligation by a third person to the promisee,
(2) that this obligation should be the founCI?tion of the promise,
i. c., that the obligation of the son to the promisee should attach
simuhaneously with the suretyship of the plaintiff, and thereupon
should arise the obligation of the prornisor for the fulfillment of
the son's obligation; and (3) that the obligation of the promisor
should be co11ateral to that of the son, i. e., if the latter should perform his obligation, the promisor would be discharged, while, if
the promisor was required to perform his obligation, that of the
son would not be discharged, but only shifted from the promisee
to the promisor. • An examination of the cases will show that not
many of them are ln conflict with this view, when they are free
from differentiating circumstances. In the leading case of Thomas
v. Cook, 8 Barn. & C. 728, such a circumstance appears in the fact
that the promisor was himself a signer of the bond against which
he promised to indemnify the promisee, and thus the promise was,
in a reasonable sense, to answer for that which, as to the promisee,
was the promisor's own debt. On this difference may be explained the decisions in Jones v. Letcher, 13 B. Mon. 363; Horn v.
Bray, 51 Ind. 555, 19 Am. Rep. 742; Barry v. Ransom, 12 N. Y.
462; Sanders v. Gillespie, 59 !\i. Y. 250; Ferrell v. Jfaxwcll, 28
Ohio St. 383, 22 Am. Rep. 393 ; and others.-resting on the rule
applied in Apqar v. Hiler, 24 N.]. L. 812. The remark of Dayley,
J., in Thomas v. Cook, that a promise to indemnify was not within either the words or the policy of the statute, haf- caused much
of the confusion existing on this subject. but is more than counterbalanced by the observations of Lord Denman in Green v. Cresswell, IO Ad. & El. 453, and Pollock, C. B., in Cripps v. Hartnoll,
4 Best & S. 414 to the effect that a promise to indemnify may
be also an undertaking to answer for the debt or default of another, and that when it is it comes within the operation of the
statute. Another circumstance taking cases out of the simple
class with wh:ch we are now concerned is that mentioned in
Kut::meyer v. E1111is, 27 X. J. L. 371, 376, viz. the txistence of a
new consideration beneficial to the promisor; or, as it is sometimes

make default in the obligation which he would come umder to the

plaintiff as soon as the plaintiff became surety for him,—an

obligation either to pay the light fo_r which the plaintiff was to be

surety, or to reimbikrsethe plaintiff if he paid it. In this state-

ment of the nature of the promise there is, I think. every element

which seems necessary to bring a case within the purview of the

statute. The parties. in giving and accepting the promise, con-

templated (I) an obli ation b a third person to the promisee,

(2) that this obligation should be the foundation of the promise,

-i. e., that the obligation of the son to the promisee should attach

simultaneously with the suretyship of the plaintiff, and thereupon

should arise the obligation of the promisor for the fulﬁllment of

the son’s obligation; and (3) that the obligation of the promisor

should be collateral to that of the son. i. e., if the latter should per-

form his obligation. the promisor would be discharged. while, if

the promisor was required to perform his obligation, that of the

son would not be discharged, but only shifted from the promisee

to the promisor. ' An examination of the cases will show that not
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many of them are in conﬂict with this view, when they are free

from differentiating circumstances. In the leading case of Thomas

v. Cook, 8 Barn. & C. 728, such a circumstance appears in the fact

that the promisor was himself a signer of the bond against which

he promised to indemnify the promisee, and thus the promise was,

in a reasonable sense, to answer for that which, as to the promisee,

was the pr0misor’s own debt. On this difference may be ex-

plained the decisions in Jones v. Letcher, 13 B. Mon. 363; Horn v.

Bray, 51 Ind. 555, 19 Am. Rep. 742; Barry v. Ransom, 12 N. Y.

462; Sanders v. G-illespie, 59 N. Y. 250; Ferrell v. Ma.i-well, 28

Ohio St. 383, 22 Am. Rep. 393; and others.—resting on the rule

applied in Apgar v. Hiler, 24 N‘. J. L. 8i2. The remark of Bayley,

' J., in Thomas v. Cook, that a promise to indemnify was not with-

in either the words or the policy of the statute, has caused much

of the confusion existing on this subject. but is more than counter-

balanced by the observations of Lord Denman in Green v. C ress-

well, 10 Ad. & El. 453, and Pollock, C. B., in Cripps v. Hartnoll,

4 Best & S. 414 to the effect that a promise to indemnify may

be also an undertaking to answer for the debt or default of an-

other, and that when it is it comes within the operation of the

statute. Another circumstance taking cases out of the simple

class with which we are now concerned is that mentioned in

Kutsmeyer v. Ennis, 27 N. J. L. 371, 376. viz. the existence of a

new consideration beneﬁcial to the promisor, or, as it is sometimes
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expressed, moving to the promisor. Such cases are Smith v.

Sayward, 5 Me. 504; Lucas v. Chamberlain, 8 B. Mon. 276; Mills

expressed, moving to the promisor. Such cases are Smith v.
Sayward, 5 Me. 504; Lucas v. Chamberlain, 8 B. Mon. 276; Mills
v. Brown, 11 Iowa, 314; Reed v. Holcomb, 31 Conn. 36o; Smith
v. Delaney, 64 Conn. 264; 29 Atl. 4g6; Potter v. Brown, 35 Mich.
274; Comstock v. Norton, 36 Mich. 277; Harrison v. Sawtell,
IO Johns. 242, 6 Am. Dec. 337; Sanders v. Gillespie, 59 N.Y. 250;
Tighe v. Morrison, 116 N. Y. 263, 5 L. R. A. 617, 22 N. E. 164.
Cases of still another character are sometimes cited in support
of the statement that contracts to indemnify are outside of the
statute, such as Cripps v. Hartnoll, 4 Best & S. 414; Reader v.
Kingham, 13 C. B. (N. S.) 344; Anderson v. Spetice, 72 Ind. 315,
37 Am. Rep. 162; Keesling v. Frazier, I 19 Ind. 185, 21 N. E. 552;
Beaman v. RHssell, 20 Vt. 205, 49 Am. Dec. 775. But these judgments rest on the same idea as Thompson v. Coleman, 4 N. J. L.
216,-that there existed no other liability to the promis.ee than
that of the prornisor, and so manifestly the statute was not applicable. On the other hand, there is sufficient judicial authority
for the proposition ·that an undertaking to indemnify a person
for becoming surety for another is, in the absence of any modifying fact, a promise within the statute. Green v. Cresswell, IO Ad.
& El. 453; Simpson v. Nance, 1 Speers, 4; Bro'll..'n v. Adams,
I Stew. (Ala.) 51, 18 Am. Dec. 36; Kelsey v. Hibbs, 13 Ohio St.
340; Clement's Appeal, 52 Conn. 464; Bissig v. Br.itton, 59 Mo.
204, 21 Am. Rep. 379; Nugent v. Wolfe, 111 Pa. 471, 56 Am.
Rep. 291, 4 Atl. 15; Draughan v. Bunting, 31 N. C. (9 Ired. L.)
IO; Hurt v. Ford, 142 l\fo. 283, 41 L. R. A. 823, 44 S. W. 228;
and May v. Williams, 61 :Miss. 126, 48 Am. Rep. 8o,-were decided on this basis. In the case last men6oned, PORTER, J., stated
the true rules very clearly and concisely. No doi.1bt, there are oppos;ng cases which cannot be explained on any distinguishing circumstances. Such seem to be Chapin v. J.lfcrrill, 4 Wend. 657;
Jones v. Bacon, 145 N. Y. 446, 40 N. E. 216; Dumi v. ivcst,
5 B. Mon. 376; V ogcl v. M elms, 31 \Vis. 3o6, I 1 Am. Rep. 6o8;
and Wildes v. Dudlow, L. R. 19 Eq. 198. But some of these
cases merely follow Thomas v. Cook, 8 Barn. & C. 728, without
noticing the distinction which later discussion has justified, while
others appear to have been induced by the injustice of a refusal
to enforce a promise on the strength of which the promisee incurred his liability, rather than by a ready purpose to execute the
will of the legislature.
No doubt injustice may result from the enforcement of the
statutory rule; but that rule sprang from a conviction that its
adoption would prevent more wrong than it would permit, and

v. Brown, 11 Iowa, 314; Reed v. Holcomb, 31 Conn. 360; Smith

v. Delaney, 64 Conn. 264; 29 Atl. 496; Potter v. Brown, 35 Mich.

274; Comstock v. Norton, 36 Mich. 277; Harrison v. Sawtell,

10 Johns. 242, 6 Am. Dec. 337; Sanders v. Gillespie, 59 N.Y. 250;

Tighe v. Morrison, 116 N. Y. 263, 5 L. R. A. 617, 22 N. E. 164.

Cases of still another character are sometimes cited in support

of the statement that contracts to indemnify are outside of the

statute, such as C ripps v. Hartnoll, 4 Best & S. 414; Reader v.

Kingham, 13 C. B. (N. S.) 344; Anderson v. Spence, 72 Ind. 315,

37 Am. Rep. 162; Keesling v. Frasier, 119 Ind. 185, 21 N. E. 552;

Beaman v. Russell, 20 Vt. 205, 49 Am. Dec. 775. But these judg-

ments rest on the same idea as Thompson v. Coleman, 4 N. J. L.

216,—that there existed no other liability to the promisee than

that of the promisor, and so manifestly the statute was not ap-

plicable. On the other hand, there is sufficient judicial authority

for the proposition that an undertaking to indemnify a person

for becoming surety for another is, in the absence of any modify-

ing fact, a promise within the statute. Green v. C resswell, 10 Ad.
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& El. 453; Simpson v. Nance, I Speers, 4; Brown v. Adams,

1 Stew. (A1a.) 51, 18 Am. Dec. 36; Kelsey v. Hibbs, 13 Ohio St.

340; Clemenfs Appeal, 52 Conn. 464; Brssig v. B’r_itton, 59 Mo.

204, 21 Am. Rep. 379; Nugent v. Wolfe, 111 Pa. 471, 56 Am.

Rep. 291, 4 Atl. 15; Draughan v. Bunting, 31 N. C. (9 Ired. L.)

1o; Hurt 21. Ford, 142 Mo. 283, 41 L. R. A. 823, 44 S. W. 228;

and May v. Williams, 61 Miss. 126, 48 Am. Rep. 8o,—were de-

cided on this basis. In the case last mentioned, PORTER, J., stated

the true rules very clearly and concisely. No doubt, there are op-

-

posing cases which cannot be explained on any distinguishing cir-

cumstances. Such seem to be Chapin v. Merrill, 4 Wend. 657;

Jones v. Bacon, 145 N. Y. 446, 40 N. E. 216; Dunn v. West,

5 B. Mon. 376; Vogel v. Melms, 31 Wis. 306, 11 Am. Rep. 608;

and Wildes v. Dudlow, L. R. I9 Eq. 198. But some of these

cases merely follow Thomas v. Cook, 8 Barn. & C. 728, without

noticing the distinction which later discussion has justiﬁed, while

others appear to have been induced by the injustice of a refusal

to enforce a promise on the strength of which the promisee in-

curred his liability, rather than by a ready purpose to execute the

will of the legislature.

No doubt injustice may result from the enforcement of the

statutory rule; but that rule sprang from a conviction that its

adoption would prevent more wrong than it would permit, and
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indicates the generality of this assurance. Said .\Ir. Justice Ster-

rett in Nugent v. li'olfc, 111 Pa. 471. 56 Am..Rep. 291, 4 Atl. 15:

“The object of the statute is protection against ‘fraudulent prac-

tices commonly endeavored to be upheld by perjury,’ and it should

be enforced according to its true intent and meaning, notwith-

standing cases of great hardship may result therefrom.” With

more detail did Chief Justice Shaw, in Nelson v. Boynton, 3 Metc

396, 37 Am. Dec. 148 say: “The object of the statute, manifestly.

was to secure the highest and most satisfactory species of evidence

in a case where a party, without a arent beneﬁt to himself, enters

into stipulations of suretyship. and where there would be great

temptation on the part of 'a creditor, in danger of losing his debt

by the insolvency of h1~t against the

friends or relatives of a debtor,—fg§ber. son, or brother,—by

means of false evidence, by_e_§_z_1ggg1a,tj,ng words of recommenda-

tion, encouragement to forbearance_and requests for indulgence

•

into positive contracts/" '

Our conclusion is that the promise proved at the trial was

insufﬁcient to sustain the action. that the judgment for the plain-
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tiﬂ’ should be rewrscd. and that. in accordance with the reserva-

tion at the trial. a verdict and judgment should be entered in favor

of the defendant. ' "

A

READER \-. l\'l.\‘GllAM, 13 c. B. (N. s.) 344, 106 1:. c. L. .

Court of Common Pleas, .\lich. Term, 1862.

27.

The true tes.’ it‘/lt'”lt'r the statute of frauds applies or not,

is, whether or not the priuci al re; ins liable or the debt; if he

does, the promise is collatcral, and must be in zvrili - if uot, it is

its enactment in England and perhaps every state in this Cnion
indicates the generality of this assurance. Said ~Ir. Justice Sterrett in N ugc11t v. 11 •olfc, 111 Pa. 471. 56 Am .. Rep. 291, 4 Atl. I 5:
··The object of the statute is protection against 'fraudulent practices commonly endeavored to be upheld by perjury,' and it should
be enforced according to its true intent aml meaning, notwithstanding cases of great hardship may result therefrom." \Vith
more detail did Chief Justice Shaw, in N dsou v. Boy11t011, 3 M~tc
396, 37 Am. Dec. q.8 say: "The object of the statute, manifestly.
was to secure the highest and most satisfactory species of evidence
in a case where party, witho_!tt apparent benefit to himself, enters
into stipulations of suretyship. and where there woul<l be great
temptation on the part of "a creditor, in danger of losing his debt
by the insolvency of hi~ debtor •o 1mpport a s~t against the
friends or relatives of a debtor.-father. son, or hrother.-by
means of false evidence. bv exaggerating words of recommendation, encouragement to f O:llearance·, .and requests for indulgence
into positive contracts/
·
Our conclusion if. that the promise proved at the trial was
insufficient to sustain the action. that the j11dy111c11t for the plaintiff should bt rl·ursed, and that, in accordance with the reservation at the trial. a verdict and jttdkment should he entered in fanir
of the defeudant.
•

a

-----.......

an original promise, and need n0_t_ be in zuriting.

On the 6th of Hay last, the plaintiff, who was bailiff of the

Buckinghamshire C.ounty Court, was about to arrest one Hitch.-

‘-*' “"”“‘1

27.

“Tl ’l’$w~ls

cock under a warrant of commitment for disobedience of an order_

READER v. KI~GllAM, 13 C. B. PL S.) 3~. 100 E. C. L. ~· Court of Common Pleas, ~Jich. Term, 180.i.
r~

~

~ ...,.'i

made in a cause in the County Court of Jlalins \'. Hitchcock,

The true t,·s! 'i1. hcthcr tire statute of frauds applies 01: 11ot, Au.~
is, whether or 11ot the t:;_i11cital rc111qi11s li<tblc for the debt; if Ire
--i
,_.
'!!!~the pr~mise is collateral, a11d m11st be i11 <1.·riliu.a.; if rt'ot, it is a....At'7 I ~
a11 ori.ginal promi'se, a11d 11ud 11o_~ be in <1.·riti11g.
·· 0

--r- . .

0

when the defendant (who was IIitchcock’s brother-in-law) prom-

ised the plaintiff that, if he would forbear to execute the warrant;

he the defendant would before 12 o'clock on the following Satur-

day morning pay the plaintiff 17l., which sum the plaintiff sai(l

he was authorized by .\lalins to take in satisfaction of the debt

and costs in the County Court. or surrender Hitchcock. The

plaintiff accordingly fnrbore to arrest llitchcock; but the de-

•

D igitize<i by

On the 6th of l\Iay last, the plaintiff, who was bailiff of the
Buckinghamshire County Court, was about to arrest one Hitch:
cock under a warrant of commitment for disobeclicnce of an order.
made in a cause in the County Court of J!alins \'. Hitclu·ock,
when the defendant (who was Hitchcock's brother-in-law) promised the plaintiff that, if he would forbear to execute the warran~
he the defendant would before 12 o'clock on the following Saturday morning pay the plaintiff 17!., which sum the plaintiff said
he was authorized by ~Ialins to take in satisfaction of the debt
and costs in the County Court. or surrender Hitchcock. The
plaintiff accordingly forbore to arrest I Jitchcock: but the de-
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fendant neither paid the money nor surrendered Hitchcock. The

171. was not the whole debt and costs in the suit in the County

fendant neither paid the money nor surrendered Hitchcock. The
Iii. was not the whole debt and costs in the suit in the County
Court. These amounted to between 34/. and 35/. But the plaintiff in that suit had authorized the bailiff to take 17/. in satisfaction. Under these circumstances, the present action was brought
by the bailiff against Kingham upon his undertaking.
At the trial before the undersheriff of Buckinghamshire on
the 2nd of July last, it was objected on the part of the defendant,
upon the supposed authority of Butcher· v. Stewart, 12 Law J.,
Exch. 291, 9 M. & W. 405, 1 Dowl. N. S. 620, Goodman v. Chase,
1 B. & Aid. 297, and Davies v. Fletcher, 2 Ellis & B. 271 (E. C.
L. R. vol. 75), 22 Law J., Q. B. 429, that the defendant's promise
being a promise to answer for the debt of another, it was one
which by the 4th section of the Statute of Frauds, 29 Car. 2, c. 3,
.
required to be in writing.
The undersheriff ruled that this was a conditional promise
to pay and therefore within the 4th section of the Statute of
Frauds, and ought to have been in writing; and that, on the evidence of the plaintiff, he had not released Hitchcock from the
debt. He accordingly directed the jury to find for the defendant,
reserving leave to the plaintiff to move to enter a verdict for him
for 17/., if the Court should be of opinion that his ruling was
erroneous.
E·vans, on a former day in this term, obtained a rule nisi.He submitted that the promise sued upon was an original promise
to pay the plaintiff 17/. upon the consideration named, and not a
collateral promise to answer for the debt or default of a third
person within the 4th section of the Statute of Frauds.

Court. These amounted to between 341. and 351. But the plain-

tiff in that suit had authorized the bailiff to take 171. in satisfac-

tion. Under these circumstances, the present action was brought

by the bailiff against Kingham upon his undertaking.

At the trial before the undersheriff of Buckinghamshire on

the 2nd of July last, it was objected on the part of the defendant,

upon the supposed authority of Buteher v. Stewart, 12 Law J.,

Exch. 291, 9 M. & W. 405, I Dowl. N. S. 620, Goodman v. Chase,

1 B. & Ald. 297, and Davies v. Fleteher, 2 Ellis & B. 271 (E. C.

L. R. vol. 75), 22 Law J., Q. B. 429, that the defendant’s promise

being a promise to answer for the debt of another, it was one

which by the 4th section of the Statute of Frauds, 29 Car. 2, c. 3,

required to be in writing. _

The undersheriff ruled that this was a conditional promise

to pay and therefore within the 4th section of the Statute of

Frauds, and ought to have been in writing; and that, on the evi-

dence of the plaintiff, he had not released Hitchcock from the

debt. He accordingly directed the jury to ﬁnd for the defendant,
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reserving leave to the plaintiff to move to enter a verdict for him

for 171., if the Court should be of opinion that his ruling was

erroneous.

Evans, on a former day in this term, obtained a rule m'si.—

He submitted that the promise sued upon was an original promise

to pay the plaintiff 171. upon the consideration named, and not a

collateral promise to answer for the debt or default of a third

person within the 4th section of the Statute of Frauds.

LUSH, Q.C., and HANNEN, on a subsequent day, showed

cause.—The promise in question was a promise to answer for the

debt or default of another, and therefore within the 4th section

of the Statute of Frauds: the debt of Hitchcock was not extin-

guished; he remained, and still remains, liable upon the original

judgment: Davies v. Fleteher, 2 Ellis & B. 271 (E. C. L. R. vol.

75). Part of the contract here was, that, Kingham failing to pay

the money, Hitchcock was to be surrendered. The true test

whether the Statute of Frauds applies or not, is, whether or not

the principal remains liable for the debt: if he does, the promise

LusH, Q.C., and HANNEN, on a subsequent day, showed
cause.-The promise in question was a promise to answer for the
debt or default of another, and therefore within the 4th section
of the Statute of Frauds: the debt of Hitchcock was not extinguished ; he remained, and still remains, liable upon the original
judgment: Davief v. Fletcher, 2 Ellis & B. 271 (E. C. L. R. vol.
75). Part of the contract here was, that, Kingham failing to pay
the money, Hitchcock was to be surrendered. The true test
whether the Statute of Frauds applies or not, is, whether or not
the principal remains liable for the debt: if he does, the promise
is collateral, and must be in writing; if not, it is an original promise, and need not be in writing.
Ear.E, C.J.-I am of opinion that this action is maintainable,
notwithstanding the objection that the Statute of Frauds required

is collateral, and must be in writing; if not, it is an original prom-

ise, and need not be in writing.

ERLE, C.J.—I am of opinion that this action is maintainable,

notwithstanding the objection that the Statute of Frauds required
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sequently that the rule to enter a verdict for the plaintiff should

the defendant's agreement to be in writing and signed, and consequently that the rule to enter a verdict for the plaintiff should
be made absolute. It appeared that one Malins had recovered a
judgment in the County Court against Hitchcock for 34!. or thereabouts, debt and costs, and that a warrant had been obtained for
the committal of Hitchcock to gaol for thirty days, and placed
in the hands of the now plaintiff, who was bailiff of the County
Court. Now, it is conceded that the arrest and imprisonment of
the debtor under this warrant would not operate a discharge of the
debt. Although the debt and costs exceeded 341., it seems the
bailiff was instructed by Malins to accept I 7/. in satisfaction. The\'
bailiff being about to arrest Hitchcock at the house of his relative
Kingham, the latter promised the bailiff that if he would abstain
from executing the warrant, he would on the following Saturday
either pay the ·17/. or surrender Hitchcock. Wh_en the Saturday
arrived, the defendant neither paid the money nor surrendered
Hitchcock. The plaintiff (the pailiff) has theref?re brought this
action to recover the 17/. : and the question is whether, the promise sued upon is a promise to answer for the debt or default of
Hitchcock, within the,4th section of the Statute of °Frauds. I arrl
of opinion that it is not. The debt wa~ due to ~s from ~itch.;
cock; the promise was made tp Reader. TI has been distinct!.¥
settled, that to bring the promise within the statute, the promisee
must be the original creditor. Such was the decision of the
Court of Queen's Bench in Eastwood v. Kt!,n:yo11, I I Ad. & E. 438
(E. C. L. R. vol. 39); 5 P. & D. 276. So also was the decision of
the Court of Exchequer in Hargreav~s v. Parsons, 13 M. & W.
561, where Parlee, B., gave a considered judgment to the same
· effect. And so was the decision of this Court in Fitsgerald v.
Dressler, 7 C. B. (N. S.) 374 (E. C. L. R. vol. 97). There are two
cases in the Court of Queen's Bench, where the plaintiff sued on
a promise to indemnify him in consideration of his having at the
defendant's request become bail for a third party, and where it was
held that the statute required the promise to· be in writing. Those
were the cases of Green v. CresS'lt•cll, 10 Ad. & E. 453 ( E. C. L.
R. vol. 37), 2 P. & D. 438, and Cripps v. Harttwll, 31 Law, J.,
Q. B. 150. \Vhether the fact of the promise relating to bail makes
any valid distinction, I do not stop to consider. But clear I
am, that, upon the balance of authority, the promise of the defendant in this case is a collateral promise, and not within the
statute. The debts are totally distinct debts, as well as the debtors. No satisfaction resulted to Malins on account of what passed
between K~ngham and Reader. Reader was the agent of Matins

be made absolute. It appeared that one Malins had recovered a

judgment in the County Court against Hitchcock for 341. or there-

abouts, debt and costs, and that a warrant had been obtained for

the committal of Hitchcock to gaol for thirty days, and placed

in the hands of the now plaintiff, who was bailif f of the County

Court. Now, it is conceded that the arrest and imprisonment of

the debtor under this warrant would not operate a discharge of the

debt. Although the debt and costs exceeded 341., it seems the

bailiff was instructed by Malins to accept 171. in satisfaction. The ‘

bailiff being about to arrest Hitchcock at the house of his relative

Kingham, the latter promised the bailif f that if he would abstain

from executing the warrant, he would on the following Saturday

either pay the 171. or su_rrender Hitchcock. Wh_en the Saturday

arrived, the defendant neither paid the money nor surrendered

Hitchcock. The plaintiff (the bailiff) has therefore brought this

action to recover the 171.: and the question is wliether‘ the prom-

ise sued upon is a promise to answer for the debt_ or default of‘

Hitchcock, within the,4th section of the Sthtute of Frauds. I ani
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of opinion that it is not. The debt was due to l§I_gl_ins from Hitch;

cock; the promise was made to Reader. l't has been distinctly

settled, that to bring the promise within the statute, the promisee

must be the original creditor. Such was the decision of the

Court of Queen’s Bench in Eastwood v. Ktjnyon, 11 Ad. & E. 438

(E. C. L. R. vol. 39); 5 P. & D. 276. So also was the decision of

the Court of Exchequer in Hargreara-qs v. Parsons, I 3 M. & W.

561, where Parke, B., gave a considered judgment to the same

~effect. And so was the decision of this Court in Fitzgerald v.

Dressler, 7 C. B. (N. S.) 374 (E. C. L. R. vol. 97) . There are two

cases in the Court of Queen’s Bench, where the plaintiff sued on

a promise to indemnify him in consideration of his having at the

defendant’s request become bail for a third party, and where it was

held that the statute required the promise to-be in writing. Those

were the cases of Green v. Cressu-ell, 10 Ad. & E. 453 (E. C. L.

R. vol. 37), 2 P. & D. 438, and Cripps v. Hartnoll, 31 Law. J.,

Q. B. I 50. Whether the fact of the promise relating to bail makes

any valid distinction, I do not stop to consider. But clear I

am, that, upon the balance of authority, the promise of the de-

fendant in this case is a collateral promise, and not within the

statute. The debts are totally distinct debts, as well as the debt-

ors. No satisfaction resulted to Malins on account of what passed

between Kingham and Reader. Reader was the agent of Malins
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to accept 1ii. in satisfaction of the <lebt and costs in the county
court ; but he was not his agent to postpoJ1e the payment. If
l\lalins had chosei1, he might have revoked Reader's authority
between the time of Hitchcock's release and the Saturday; and the
payment of 17/. would have been no discharge of Matins's claim
nuder the judgment. The payment of the 17/. therefore, would
not necessarily have been a discharge of Matins's demand, but
only a discharge or satisf~ction of the contract between Kingham
and Reader. The case is clearly not one to which the Statute of
Frauds can apply.

to accept 171. in satisfaction of the debt and costs in the county

court; but he was not his agent to postpone the payment. If

Malins had chosen, he might have revoked Reader’s authority

between the time of Hitchcock’s release and the Saturday; and the

payment of 171. would have been no discharge of Malins’s claim

under the judgment. The payment of the 171. therefore, would

not necessarily have been a discharge of Malins’s demand, but

only a discharge or satisfaction of the contract between Kingham

and Reader. The case is clearly not one to which the Statute of

Frauds can apply.

W1LL1.\.\i s, J.—I am of the same opinion. I think the author-

ities bind us to the principle that the fourth section of the Statute

of Frauds applies only to the case of a promise made to one to

whom another is answerable. It is said that the Court of Queen’s

\V1L1.1.\~ls,

37), 2 P. & D. 433. refused to acknowledge that principle, and

that that case was recently acted upon by the same Court in

Cr-i[‘ps v. Harmoll, 31 Law J., Q. B. I50. My brother Crompton, in

giving judgment in the last mentioned case, certainly says that

the Court felt themselves bound by Grem v. C ressu‘ell; yet they
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J.-1 am of the same opinion.

I think the authorities bind us to the principle that the fourth section of the Statute
of Frauds applies only to the case of a promise made to one to
whom another is answerable. It is said that the Court of Queen's
Hench in Grcett v. Cresm•cll, 10 Ad. & E. 453 (E. C. L. R. vol.
:~7), 2 P. & D. 433. refused to acknowledge that principle, and
that that case was recently acted upon by the same Court in
Cripps v. Hartnoll, 31 Law J., Q. B. 150. .My brother Crompton, in
giving judgment in the last mentioned case, certainly says that
the Court felt themselves bound by Green v. Cress·well; yet they
clid not decide it altogether with reference to such refusal. What
the Court says is this: ''The point which was raised before us,
that. in order to bring the case within the Statute of Frauds, the
clebt or default in respect of which the promise is made must be
towards the promisee, we say nothing upon; for the very point was
taken in Green v. Crcsswrll. and, was held not to govern the case.
\Ye are bound by Grce11 '\{. CresSlc•ell; and, wit.hout expressing
any opinion as to ,.,.·hat ,(,mild be the judgment of a Court of Error upon the case before us, we hold that the nonsuit was right."
In Grcc11 \', CrcSSl('Cll, Lord Denman, in delivering the judgment
of the Court, sa~·s: "The promise in effect is, 'If you will become
bail for Hadley, and Badie~· by not paying or appearing forfeits '
his bail-bond, I will save you harmless from all the consequence
of your becoming bail. lf Hadley fails to do what is right towards
you, I will do it instead of him.' If there had been no decisions
on the subject, it would appear impossible to make a reasonable
doubt that this is answering for the default of another.'' So that
he actually put it on the fact of the d9ty being due from Hadley.
And after saying that "a distinction was also hinted at from the
circumstance of Hadley's debt being due to a third person, and
the default therefore incurred towarcls him, and not towards the
hail." he goes on,-''Dut here again is the surmise of an intention

Bench in Green v. Cresszvell, IO Ad. & E. 453 (E. C. L. R. vol.

did not decide it altogether with reference to such refusal. What

the Court says is this: “The point which was raised before us,

that. in order to bring the case within the Statute of Frauds, the

debt or default in respect of which the promise is made must be

towards the promisee, we say nothing upon ; for the very point was

taken in Green v. Cr(’ss'Z('(’/I, and, was held not to govern the case.

\\'e are bound by Green \_‘. CresszveIl; and, without expressing

any opinion as to what would be the judgment of a Court of Er-

ror upon the case before us, we hold that the nonsuit was right.”

In Green \'. (_'res.m'cII, Lord Denman, in delivering the judgment

of the Court, says: “The promise in effect is, ‘If you will become

bail for Hadley, and Hadley by not paying or appearing forfeits

his bail-bond, I will save you harmless from all the consequence

of your becoming bail. If Hadley fails to do what is right towards

you. I will do it instead of him.’ If there had been no decisions

on the subject, it would appear impossible to make a reasonable

doubt that this is answering for the default of another.” So that

he actually put it on the fact of the duty being due from Hadley.

And after saying that “a distinction was also hinted at from the

circumstance of Hadley’s debt being due to a third person, and

the default therefore incurred towards him, and not towards the

hail.” he goes on.—“But here again is the surmise of an intention
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in the legislature which none of its language bears out; and, be-

sides. may it not be said that the arrested debtor, who obtains his

freedom by being bailed, undertakes to his bail to keep them harm-

less, by paying the debt or surrendering?“ So that the Court dis-

tinctly put it on both grounds. The same Court distinctly put it

on both grounds. The same Court distinctly decided in East7.voo(l

v. Kenyon, 11 Ad. & E. 438 (E. C. L. R. vol. 39), 3 P. & D. 276,

that the statute applies only to the promises made to the person to

whom the debt is due: and that decision is deliberately recognised

by the Court of Exchequer in H argrcares \'. Parsons, I 3 M. & \\’.

561. Notwithstanding the Court of Queen’s Bench in Crip/ts v.

Hartnol.’ thought themselves bound by Green \'. Cresszvell, I do

not feel that to be a denial of the authority of Eastwood v. Kenyon

and Hargreaz-es v. Parsons. By these two cases. I think we are
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bound: and they distinctly establish that the statute is not applica-

ble to such cases as the present.

3vi.i:S, J.—I am of the same opinion. The Court of Queen's

Bench in Thomas v. Cook, 8 B. & C. 728 (E. C. L. R. vol. 15),

3 M. & R. 444, held that the promise. to bring it within the stat-

ute, must be made to the original creditor; and that a promise to

indemnify stands on the same ground. The Court of Exchequer

in Hargrea-res v. Parsons, 3 M. & W. 561, in the written judg-

ment of Parke, B. also lays it down that the debt in respect of

which the promise is made must be due to the prouuisee. And

the last dictum. in this Court, of my Brother Williams, in Fits-

gerald v. Dressler, 7 C. B. (X. S.) 374 (E. C. L. R. vol. 97), is to

the same effect. The case is therefore concluded by the authori-

ties. If it were not so, I should come to the same conclusion from

reading the earlier part of the 4th section, which deals with prom-

ises that are to bind executors personally. The words are the plain~

and obvious words to use if it was intended to apply to the orig-5

inal promisee, but a very roundabout way of expressing it if meant

to apply to a third person. This is not the case of an engage-_

ment to the original promisee, nor is it a case of iudeinuity, but‘

that of a promise made to a stranger. The contract is between_

Reader and Kingham.—“If you, Reader. will abstain fronl arrest-

ing Hitchcock, I will pay you 171.” It was conteuded by the

counsel for the defendant that Reader was the agent of l\Ialins.:

But the answer is, that the transaction was not for his beneﬁt. aud_

he has not recognised Reader’s act. The rule must be absolute.

KEATING, J.—I am of the same opinion. I have been much

struck with the arguments urged by Mr. LUsH and Mr. H.\i\'NF.N.

in the legislature which none of its language bears out; and, besides. may it not be said that the arrested debtor, who obtains his
freedom by being bailed, undertakes to his bail to keep them harmless, by paying the debt or surrendering?'' So that the Court distinctly put it on both grounds. The same Court distinctly put it
on both grounds. The same Court distinctly decided in East·wood
v. Kenyo11, I 1 Ad. & E. 438 (E. C. L. R. vol. 39), 3 P. & D. 276,
that the statute applies only to the promises made to the person to
whom the debt is due: and that decision is deliberately recognised
by the Court of Exchequer in Hargrea-;•rs \',Parsons, 13 ~I. & \V.
561. .!\otwithstanding the Court of Queen 's Bench in Cripps \".
Hart11ol! thought themselves bound by Green \'. Cresswell, I do
not feel that to be a denial of the authority of Eastwood v. Kenyon
and Ha.rgrCQ't'(.'S v. Parsons. By these two cases. I think we are
bound: and they distinct!); establish that the statute is not applicable to such cases as the present.

=
=
-!...
•

BYI.ES, J.-1 am of the same opinion. The Court of Queen's
Bench in Thomas v. Cook, 8 B. & C. 728 (E. C. L. R. vol. 15),
3 ?\L & R. 444, held that the promise. to bring it within the statute, must be made to the original creditor: and that a promise to
indemnify stands on the same ground. The Court of Exchequer
• in Hargrew;·es v. Parsons, 3 :\L & \V. 561, in the written judgment of Parke, B. also lays it down that the debt in respect of
which the promise is made must be due to the promisee. .-\ml
•
the last dictum, in this Cou~t, of my nrother \Villiams, in ~it::r
gr raid v. Dressler, 7 C. B. ( ~. S.) 374 ( E. C. L. R. vol. 97), is to
II- the same effect. The case is therefore conclude<I bv the atithori0 ties. If it were not so, I should come to the same c;nclusion from
. : ~eading the earli_er part of the 4th section, which deals with pro~11ses that are to bmd exectttors personally. The words are the plam•
•and obvious words to use if it was intended to apply to the orig-:
D inal promisee, but a very roundabout way of expressing- it if meant
to apply to a third pers6n. This is not the case of an engage-.
ment to the original promisee, nor is it a case of indemnity, but
that of a promise made to a stranger. The contract is betweef\'
Reader and Kingham,-"If you, Reader, will abstain fro11.1 arresting Hitchcock, I will pay ~·ou 17/." It was contended by the,
counsel for the defendant that Reader was the agent of ~lalins ..
But the answer is, that the transaction was not for his benefit. and.
he has not recognised Reader's act. The rule must be absolute.

_,
su

-

Kr.ATlNG, J.-1 am of the same opinion. I have been much
struck with the arguments urged by !\fr. LusH and Mr. H.\NNEN.
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WILDES V. DUDLOW

favor of the proposition, that, to bring the case within the Stat-

But upon the whole. I think the balance of authority is clearly in
favor of the proposition, that, to bring the case within the Statute of Frauds, the promise must be made to the original creditor.
Certainly some of the cases which have been referred to tend to
throw some doubt upon the proposition. But, to hold this case to· be
within the statute, we must be prepared to overrule several very
distinct and well-recognized authorities.
Rule absolute.

ute of Frauds, the promise must be made to the original creditor.

Certainly some of the cases which have been referred to tend to

throw some doubt upon the proposition. But, to hold this case to be

within the statute, we must be prepared to overrule several very

distinct and well-recognized authorities.

Rule absolute.

28. WILDES v. DUDLOW, L. R. 19 Eq. 198.

Equity Cases, 1874.

Where one person induces another to enter into an engage-

ment by a promise to indemnify him against liability, such promise

is not within the statute of frauds and need not be in writing.

[Plzintiffs as legatees under the will of John Dudlow, whose

estate was insufficient to satisfy their seve_raL-legacieis, bring this

WILDES v. DUDLOW, L. R 19 Eq. 198.

proceeding against the executors to compel them to ac<;_ount for

£1000 alleged to have been wrongfplly retained. Dudlow se_t up

Equity Cases, 1874

the following defense 2]“

“Moreover, upon the said bank_ruptcy of the said Henry At-

Where one person induces another to enter into an en.gagement by a promise to indemnify him against liability, such promise
is not wi,Jhin the statute of frauds and need nut be in writing.

kinson Wildes, I, John Noble Dudlow, was compelled to pay a
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sum of £1000 due upon a joint and several p_romissory_note made

by me and the said Henry Atkinson Wildes under the following

c'ircumstances:—In or about the year 1853 the testator, who had

[Plclntiffs as legatees under the will of John Dudlow, whose
estate was insufficient to satisfy their sev~egac!es, brin_g this
proceeding against the executors to comp$1 them to ac!;S)unt for
iiooo alleged to have been Wl"ongfplly retained. Dudlow se.t up
the following defense :] 11
"Moreover, upon the said ban~ruptcy of the said ljenry Atkinson Wildes, I, John Nobl~ Dudlow, was compelled to pay a
sum of £1000 due upon a joint and several p;omissory _!lote made
by me and the said Jj:enry Atkinson Wildes under the following
circumstances :-In or about the year 1853 the testator, who had
often assisted tl'\.e said Henry Atkinson Wildes in raising l!loney,
requested me, John Noble Dudlo,y, to join the said Henry Atkin-.
son Wildes in a note for £1000, saying "!llitt he. the said testator,
did not like his (the said testator's) nam~ going so often to Randell & Co." (the bankers of the said testator), "from whoin the said
Henry Atkinson Wildes intended to raise the said sum, or v.:.ords
to that effect, and offerin~ to indemnify me frCllU_Jlny loss .uiat
might arise_from my joining in the' said note. Under the circumstances aforesaid, I, John Noble Dudlow, consider myself entitled
to recoup myself out of the testator's es.t!.te ~m of
£1000, and I submit whether I am liable to account for the same."
Mr. Glasse, Q.C., and Mr. Herbert Smith, for the plaintiffs.
Mr. Higgi11s, Q.C., and Mr. Grosvenor Woods, for the Defendant Dud low.
SIR R. MALINS, V.C.-The question is, whether this contract

often assisted the said Henry Atkinson Wildes in raising r_no'ney,

requested me, John Noble Dudlow, to join the said Henry Atkin-.

son Wildes in a note for £1000, saying “~,

did not like his (the said testator’s) name going so often to Ran-

dell & Co.” (the bankers of the said testator),“from whofn the said

Henry Atkinson Wildes intended to raise the said sum, or w_ords

to that effect, and o~_1]j~

m~e. Under the circum-

stances aforesaid, I, John Noble Dudlow, consider myself entitled

to recoup myself out of the testator’s eggg~m of

£1000, and I submit whether I am liable to account for the same.”

Mr. Glasse, Q.C., and Mr. Herbert Smith, for the plaintiffs.

Mr. Higgins, Q.C., and Mr. Grosvenor Woods, for the De-

fendant Dudlow.

SIR R. MALINS, V.C.—The question is, whether this contract

“This is an abridged statement of the case.

11
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in writing. The words of that clause are, “charge the defendant

is, within the 4th section of the Statute of Frauds, required to be
in writing. The words of that clause are, "charge the defendant
upon any special promise to answer for the debt, default, or miscarriage of another." What was the promise made by the testator in this case to the defendant John Dudlow? It was not, "I
engage with you to be answerable to you for the debt of '.Vilt:les,"
because Wildes did not owe Dudlow ~ing, but he says, "If
you will do a £ertain act~ namely, render yourself liable fo~at
debt, I will indemnify y0\1.." I think iL perfectly clear that the .
only contract which I have to consider is, that between father and
son. It is not that he will pay the debt of \Vil<Jss, but that if the
son will 1ruarantee Wildes' debt he will see bjm harmless, or in
other wotds, indc:;mnify him. If one man could induce anOther
~ his line of conduct in that way, and then meet him with
the Statute of Frauds, that statute, instead of being a protection
against fraud, would be the direct means of fraud. The statute
enacts that if one man promises to pay the debt of another, the
promise is void unless ij is in writing, and no one doubts that to
be the law; but it appears to me, upon principle, so plain that the
present case is not within the statute, that I am very glad to find
that what occurred to me as being the proper view of the case is
finally decided to QC the ,law on the subject. There has b~
conflict of authority, and I confess I am .i_urprised to find that
there has been so much conflict. The point was originally decided
by two of the most eminent judges known on the bench (Mr. Justice BAYLEY and Mr. Justice PARKE, af~rwards Lord W ensleydale) in the case of Tho11JQ.t.Jl... Cook, 8 B. & C. 728, and they decided it upon the plainest principles of cotpmon sense and justice.
I was therefore surprised'"to find that in a later case of Green v.
Cresswell, IO Ad. & El. 453, the s'!U!i..C2urt, ronstit~eµJt that
time of other judges had taken a different view, and a view
which, if it had been maintained, I possibly should not ha;-e felt
myself obliged to follpw. !tut I am happy to find that, the matter
having been most carefully agd elaborately ·eonsidered in "the case
of Reader v. King"Kam., 13 C. B. (N. S.) 344, when the full
number of judge§ was present, the case of Green, v. Cresnvell
was overruled, and the law as laid down by Thomas v. Cook restored. The learned judges commented upon those cases, and
said that the law was accurately laid down in Thamas v. Cook,
and I entirely agreed in that expression of opinion. I accordingly
decide that where one person induces another to enter into an engagement, by a promise to indemnify him against liability, that ·
is not an agreement within the Statute of Frauds and does not re-

upon any special promise to answer for the debt, default, or mis-

carriage of another.” What was the promise made by the testa-

tor in this case to the defendant John Dudlow? It was not, “I

engage with you to be answerable to you fomh~s,”

because Vllildes did not owe Dudlow anything, but he says, “If

you will do a certain act, namely, render }'Ol1I'SCl_flil)lC for,1;hat

debt, I will indemnify you.” I think itsperfectly clear that the

only contract which I have to consider is, that between father and

son. It is not am he will pay the debt of \'\/1149s, but that if the

~@_tm~s, (_)l'__ in

~. If one man could induce another

to a ter his line of conduct in that way, and then meet him with

the Statute of Frauds, that statute, instead of being a protection

against fraud, would be the direct means of fraud. The statute

enacts that if one man promises to pay the debt of another, the

promise is void unless it is in writing, and no one doubts that to

be the law; but it appears to n1e, upon principle, so plain that the

present case is not within the statute, that I am very glad to ﬁnd
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that what occurred to me as being the proper view of tl1e_case. is

ﬁnally decided to be the,law on the subject. There ha s_be,enga

conﬂict of authority, and I confess I §r_n iurprised to ﬁnd that

there has been so much conﬂict. The point was originally decided

by two of the most eminent judges known on the bench (Mr. Jus-

tice BAYLEY and Mr. Justice PARKE, afgrwards Lord Wensley-

dale) in the case of Thoiu.as_x. Cook, 8 B. & C. 728, and they de-

cided it upon the plainest principles of co1_nmon sense and justice.

I was therefore surprised‘to ﬁnd that in a later_case of Green v.

Cresswell, IO Ad. & El. 453, the sa1@_C9urt, constiti;tegl_at that

time of other judges had taken a different view, and a_vie_:w

which, if it had been maintaindd, I possibly should not have felt

myself obliged to follow. Hut I am happy to ﬁiid that, the matter

having been most ca efully and elaborately ‘considered in 'the case

of Reader v. Kingfam, 13 C. B. (N. S.) 344, when the full

number of judges was present, the case of Green v. Cresswell

was overruled, and the law as laid down by Thomas v. Cook re-

stored. The learned judges commented upon those cases, and

said that the law was accurately laid down in Thomas v. Cook,

and I entirely agreed in that expression of opinion. I accordingly

decide that where one person induces another to enter into an en-

gagement, by a promise to indemnify him against liability, that

is not an agreement within the Statute of Frauds and does not re-
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quire to be in writing. This is a case in which a father induced

his son to guarantee the debt of his son-in-law upon a promise

quire to be in writing. This is a case in which a father induced
his son to guarantee the debt of his son-in-law upon a promise
that he would see him harmless. Cpon every principle of justice
he is bound to indemnify him; and I think, therefore, that the son
is perfectly right in helping himself out of the estate which has
ccme into his hands. The force of the decision in
ade . . · ·
~ was s~m1ewhat shaken by the opinion expressed by °!\' r. ustict" BI..\CKBt:RN in Moul/tstcphc11 \'.Lakeman, L. R. 7 Eng. & Ir.
App. 17: but as the decision of the Queen's Bench in that case
wcis reversed in the Exchequer Chamber and also in the House
of Lords, the law rests on the plain and reasonable ground upon
which it was put in Reader , .. Kingham. The decision is, therefore. entirely in favor of the defendant; and I hold that the Chief
Clerk has done perfectly right in allowing this £1000 with interest.
Therefore the motion tc, vary the certificate in that respect must
be <lismissecl \\'ith costs.

that he would see him harmless. Upon every principle of justice

he is bound to indemnify him; and I think, therefore, that the son

is perfectly right in helping himself out of the estate which has

come into his hands. The force of the decision in ' '. in *-

ham was somewhat shaken by the opinion expressed by l\ r. us-

tice BL.\cKisL'RN in Momitstephen \'. Ltrkemau, L. R. 7 Eng. & Ir.

App. 17: but as the decision of the Queen’ s Bench in that case

was reversed in the Exchequer Chamber and also in the House

of Lords, the law rests on the plain and reasonable ground upon

which it was put in Render \'. Kinghtrin. The decision is, there-

fore, entirely in favor of the defendant; and 1 hold that the Chief

Clerk has done perfectly right in allowing this £1000 with interest.

Therefore the motion to vary the certiﬁcate in that respect must

be dismissed with costs.

c. H'/1en /warty for whom the promise is made t‘(lI.'IIOt be held

liable. T ‘-“'

29. MEASE v. WAGNER, 1 .\'lcCord L. 395.

Constitutional'Court. South Carolina, 1821.
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The promise is original, ‘EU/I-(‘n no action will lie against the

person :1/1derta/zen for.

This was an action for the articles furnished the funeral of

Mrs. Bradley, at the request and by order of the defendant. Mrs.

Bradley was the widow of Dr. Bradley, who left her his estate

e.
liable.

during life, remainder to his nephew, John Bradley. Mrs. Brad-

ley, prior to her death, expressed a wish to be buried in a particu-

f ("/1e11 party for

•~·11om

the p1·0111.isc is made ca.1111ot be held

-.

lar manner. As soon as she expired, the defendant was sent for

as a friend of the family, and she undertook to procure the arti-

29.

cles necessary to such a funeral as the deceased had desired. She

proceeded to the shop of the plaintiff, where she selected the arti-

MEASE v. \VAGNER, 1 )kCord L. J9.3·
Constitutional· Court. South Carolina, 1~21.

cles required, saying they were for Mrs. Bradley’s funeral. She

The promise is original, when
person 1111dcrtaken for.

was asked “by whom they were to be paid for?“ She replied,

“charge them to the estate of Dr. Bradley, and as soon as his

110

actiol/ will lie against the

nephew comes to town he will pay for them, or I will.” The

This was an action for the articles furnished the funeral of
l\Jrs. Bradley, at the request and by order of the defendant. Mrs.
Bradley was the widow of Dr. Bradley. who left her his estate
during life, remainder to his nephew, John Bradley. Mrs. Bradley. prior to her death, expressed a wish to be buriecl in a particular manner. As soon as she expired. the defendant was sent for
as a friend of the family, and she undertook to procure the articles necessary to such a funeral as the deceased had desired. She
proceeded to the shop of the plaintiff, where she selected the articles required, saying they were for l\f rs. Bradley·s funeral. She
was asked "by whom they were to be paid for?" She replied,
"charge them to the estate of Dr. Bradley. and as soon as his
nephew comes to town he will pay for them, or I will.'' The
articles furnished were such as were suitable to the condition in
which :Mrs. Bradley had lived.
On the arrival of the nephew in the city, the account was presented to him, and he refused to pay it, saying that the defendant

articles furnished were such as were suitable to the condition in

which Mrs. Bradley had lived.

On the arrival of the nephew in the city, the account was pre-

sented to him, and he refused to pay it, saying that the defendant
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had no authority to procure the articles at his expense. The dc-
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fendant was then applied to, and she refused payment. Some

had no authority to procure the articles at his expense. The c.Iefendant was then applied to, and she refused payment. Some
time after this refusal, one of the witnesses remonstrated with the
nephew on the impropriety of his conduct, when he said he woulcl
pay it, but did not. It appeared that a Miss Teabout administered upon the estate of Mrs. Bradley.
The counsel for the defendant contended that she was not
re~ponsible, as it was a collateral and not an original undertaking.
The court charged the jury that it was an original, and not
a collateral undertaking, and that the defendant was liable.
A verdict was accordingly rendered for the plaintiff. A motion was now made for a new trial, on the ground that the court
misdirecterl the jury.
Mr. Justice HUGER delivered the opinion of the court.
It has been regarded as settled doctrine ever since the case
of Buckmyr v. Darnall, (2 Lord Raymond, 1o85; Robt. on Frauds.
-z18). that when no action will lie against the party undertaken
for, it i~ an original promise. If A promise B that in consideration of his doing a particular act, C shall pay him such a sum.
and if C do not pay him, he, A, will pay the same; this is said to
be no collateral undertaking on the part of A unless C was privy
to the contract, and recognized himself as a debtor also. ( Fitzgibbon. 302; Robt. on Frauds, 223.) In the case before me, the defendant undertook for the representative of Dr. Bradley, against
whom no action could lie for the articles furnished for the funeral
of l\frs. Bradley. And there was no privity of contract between
the plaintiff and the nephew of Dr. Bradley. But it has been
urged, that the subsequent promise of the nephew had a retroactive operation, and rendered him liable; but if he were not liable
before the promise was made, he could not be so afterwards. It
was not in writing, and was nudunt pactum. Had the defendant
undertaken for the state or legal represe1itati'l!e of Mrs. Bradley,
who was legally bound to pay the expenses of her funeral, it
would have been a different question; but she unfortunately undertook for one who was not responsible, and who was so far from
being privy to the contract, or acknowledging himself a debtor,
refused payment and denied the authority of the defendant to render him responsible.
I am of opinion, therefore. that the motion must be refused.
XoTT, JOHNSON, R1cHARDSON and CoLCOCK. JJ., concurred.
Mr. Justice G.\:STT dissented.

time after this refusal, one of the witnesses remonstrated with the

nephew on the impropriety of his conduct, when he said he would

pay it, but did not. It appeared that a Miss Teabout adminis-

tered upon the estate of Mrs. Bradley.

The counsel for the defendant contended that she was not

responsible, as it was a collateral and not an original undertaking.

The court charged the jury that it was an original, and not

a collateral undertaking, and that the defendant was liable.

A verdict was accordingly rendered for the plaintiff. A mo-

tion was now made for a new trial, on the ground that the court

misdirected the jury. i

Mr. Justice HUGER delivered the opinion of the court.

It has been regarded as settled doctrine ever since the case

of Buckmyr v. Darnall, (2 Lord Ra'ymond, I085 ; Robt. on Frauds,

218). that when no action will lie against the party undertaken

for, it is an original promise. If A promise B that in considera-

tion of his doing a particular act, C shall pay him such a sum.

and if C do not pay him. he, A, will pay the same; this is said to
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be no collateral undertaking on the part of A unless C was privy

to the contract, and recognized himself as a debtor also. (Fitzgib-

bon. 302; Robt. on Frauds, 223.) In the case before me, the de-

fendant undertook for the representative of Dr. Bradley, against

whom no action could lie for the articles furnished for the funeral

of Mrs. Bradley. And there was no privity of contract between

the plaintiff and the nephew of Dr. Bradley. But it has been

urged, that the subsequent promise of the nephew had a retro-

active operation, and rendered him liable; but if he were not liable

before thepromise was made, he could not be so afterwards. It

was not in writing, and was nudum pactum. Had the defendant

undertaken for the state or legal representative of Mrs. Bradley,

who was legally bound to pay the expenses of her funeral, it

would have been a different question; but she unfortunately un-

dertook for one who was not responsible, and who was so far from

being privy to the contract, or acknowledging himself a debtor.

refused payment and denied the authority of the defendant to ren-

der him responsible.

I am of opinion. therefore. that the motion must be refused.

.\'orr, JOHNSON, RICHARDSON and COLCOCK. JJ., concurred.

Mr. Justice G.\NT’l‘ dissented.
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a. When the party for zeh‘om the promise is made can be held

c.

liable."

30. BUCKMYR v. DARNALL, 2 Ld. Raymond 1085, 5 Mod. 248, Salk.

PROMISES WITHIN THJt STATl.1TJt.

27, 3 Salk. 15, Holt 606.

Court of Queen’s Bench, Mich. Term, 1704.

a.

When the party for ·whom the promise is made can be held
liable.12

JO.

BUCKMYR v. DARN ALL, 2 Ld. Raymond 1085, 5 Mod.
27, j Salk. 15, Holt 6o6.
Court of Queen's Bench, Mich. Term, 1704-

One haz-ing a remedy against the principal cannot have an

action against the assurer, save upon a memorandum or note in

'zvr-iting.

AN ACTION upon the case wherein the plaintiff declared that

the defendant, in consideration the plaintiff, at his request locaret

et delibernrgt cuidam Josepho English a gelding of the plaintiff’s

248;

Salk.

ad equitandum J itinerandum-usque__ad Reading ii; corn.~i_t_qtu

0ne having a remedy/ against the prfocipal cannot have an
action against the assurer, save 1ipon a memorandum or note in
'lt"ritiug.

Berks, assumpsit et promisit the plaintiff, quod the said Joseph

and Charles the said gﬂding to the plaintiff reigliberarent, etc.

Upon non assumpsit pleaded, this cause came to trial before HOLT,

Chief Justice, at Westminster Hall; and the counsel for the gle-

fendant insisting that the plaintif f ought to produce a note_ in

AN ACTION upon the case wherein the plaintiff declared that
the defendant, in consideration the plaintiff, at his request loccwet
et deliberac.&...t cuidam Josepha English a gelding of the plaintiff's
ac! equitandum et itt'.nerandut»-itSqtte_ ad J{eading i~ com4Jlltt4
Derks, assumpsit et proniisit the plaintiff, q14od the saiq Jpseph
and Charles the said gdding to the plaintiff re!l.Jliberarent, etc.
Upon non assumpsit pleaded, this cause came to trial before HOLT,
Chief Justice, at Westminster Hall ; and the counsel for th~ defendant insisting that the plaintiff ought to .J>rodl!.ce a note. in
writing of th!s promise, within the statute of frauds, 29 Car. 2,
c. 3, § 4; and the Chief Justice doubting of j.t, a case was made
of it and ordered to be moved in court, to have the opinion of
the other judges. And now it was argued this term by Sergeant
Darnall for the defendant and by Mr. Ravnrond for the plaintiff.
And it was insisted for the defendant th~t this· case was within
the statute of frauds, 29 Car. 2, c. 3, § 4, for it was a promi;e 'to
answer for the default and miscarriage of the person the horse •
was lent to. The very letting out and delivery of ,the horse to
English implies a contract by English to re-deliver him, ~nd he •
is bound by law so to do, and consequently the defendant is to•
answer for the default of another. In a case, 2 Will. & Mar.,
your Lordship settled this rule, that where an action ~ill l~
against the party himself, there an undertaking by J. S. is withift
the statute ; and where no action will lie against the party himself, •
there it is otherwise. And therefore I agree,thts case, that if a man
should say to another, "Do you build a house for J. S. and I will •
pay you;'' that case is not within the statute, because there J. &.

writing of this promise, within the statute of frauds, 29 Car. 2,

c. 3, § 4; and the Chief Justice doubting of it, a Ease was made
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of it and ordered to be moved in court, to have the opinion of

the other judges. And now it was argued this term by Sergeant

Darnall for the defendant and by Mr. Raymond for the plaintiff.

And it was insisted for the defendant that this‘ case was w_ith_in

the statute of frauds, 29 Car. 2, c. 3, § 4, for it was a promise to

answer for the default and miscarriage of the person the horse

was lent to. The very letting out and delivery of ,,the horse to

English implies a contract by English to re-deliver him, and he

is bound by law so to do, and consequently the defendant is to

answer for the default of another. In a case, 2 Will. & Mar.,

your Lordship settled this rule, that where an action will lie

against the party himself, there an undertaking by J. S. is within

the statute; and where no action will lie against the party himself,

there it is otherwise. And therefore I agree ,th-is case, that if a man

should say to another, “Do you build a house for J. S. and I will

pay you ;” that case is not within the statute, because there J. S_.

“Cases included under this heading are placed here to make the

contrast between them and cases included under the last preceding heading

more immediate and striking. What might appear a more natural arrange-

ment is sacriﬁced for this purpose.

12 Cases included under this heading are placed here to make the
contrast between them and cases included under the last preceding heading
more immediate and striking. What might appear a more natural arrangement is sacrificed for this purpose.
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is not liable. But this case is not more than this, if a man should

say, do you let J. S. h; ' oods, and if he does not pay yOl1 I_

is not liable. But this ca·se is not more than his, if a man should
oods, .and if he docs not pay yol_! I_
say, do you let J. S. h
1t in the statute, because an action will lie
for the. goqds. Or, 1f a man h ukl
say, ''Take . '. into y ur service, and if he does not rvc ou
faithfully r if
wrongs you, I will be responsi°bl " ia.t is also
within e latute.
o thi jt was an wered for the plaintiff, tl
was
giycn_Jo the dcfe.nd~1t; that, that rule of the .£ergeant's must be understood, where an action does or _sloes not lie
against the party him elf on the contract, and n.£! wher.e-afl-action
does or doc. not lie_against_ hi~. upon,.,.rollateral respects. And.
therefore in this case, i " an _stctual conversion, or for refusing to
redeliver the horse, EngHsh may be charged in trover or detinue,
yet, he being not chargeable upon the contract, the case is not
within the statute. This contract cannot be said properly to be a
promise to answer for the default or miscarriage of another, unless English were liable by the first contract.
U pon the first motion and arguing this case, the three judges
against Powys seemed to be of opinion that this case. was not
within the statute, because English was not liable upon the con- 1
tract; but if any action could be maintained against him, it must be
for a subsequent wrong in detaining the horse, or actually converting it to his own use. And PowF.r..L, Justice, said that that rule,
of what things shall be within the statute, is not confined to those
cases only, where there is no remedy at all against the other, but
wb.ere there is1 not any r emedy against him on the same contract. This case is just like the case where a man says, " Send
goods to such a one, and I will pay you,'' that is not within the
statute, for the seller does not trust the person he sends the goods
to. So here the stablekeeper only trusted the defendant, and an
action on the contract will not lie against English, but fo r a tort
subsequent he may be charged in detinue, or trover and conversion, which is a collateral action.

will, and this is it in the statute, because an actioTwill lie

against J. S.

say, “Take . S ‘into jliour service, and if he _does n ..§erve?;fyoii

faithfully r if wrongs you, I will be responsi A iat is also

within e stattite. — “ A

J0" ' " was answered for the plaintiff. t ‘ere the credit

wash _' given_,to the defendant; that, that rule of the .ser-

geaiifs must be understood, whege an action does or _does not lie

against the party himself on the contract, and n_o_t where-ariaetion

does or does not lieagainst hin_i‘upon/collateral respects. And_

therefore in this case, _fo¥5n’_actual conversion, or for refusing to

redeliver the horse, Engiish may be charged in trover or detinue,

yet, he being not chargeable upon the contract, the case is not

within the statute. This contract cannot be said properly to be a

promise to answer for the default or miscarriage of another, un-

less English were liable by the ﬁrst contract. ,

Upon the ﬁrst motion and arguing this case, the three judges
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against Powys seemed to be of opinion that this case was not

within the statute, because English was not liable upon the con-

tract ; but if any action could be maintained against him, it must be

for a subsequent wrong in detaining the horse, or actually convert-

ing it to his own use. And PowELi., Justice, said that that rule,

of what things shall be within the statute, is not conﬁned to those

cases only, where there is no remedy at all against the other, but

where there is, not any remedy against him on the same con-

tract. This case is just like the case where a man says, “Send

goods to such a one, and I will pay you,” that is not within the

statute, for the seller does not trust the person he sends the goods

to. So here the stablekeeper only trusted the defendant, and an

action on the contract will not lie against English, but for a tort

subsequent he may be charged in detinue, or trover and conver-

sion, which is a collateral action.

PowvS, Justice, said that there was a trust to English, for

the very lending of the horse necessarily implies a trust to the

person he is lent to, and consequently the defendant in this case

is to answer for the default of another, and is within the statute.

Powi:Li., Justice, agreed, that if a man should say, “Lend

J. S. a horse. and I will undertake he shall pay the hire of it,”

or “Send J. S. goods, and I will undertake he shall pay you,” that

those cases would be within the statute; and agreed with PowvS,

f~. Or, if a man _should’

‘'

j

POWYS, Justice, said that there was a trust to E nglish, for
the very lending of the horse necessarily implies a trust to the
person he is lent to, and consequently the defendant in this case
is to answer for the default o f another, and is within the statute.
PowF.LL, Justice, agreed, that if a man should say, "Lend
J. S . a horse. and I will undertake he shall pay the hire of it,"
or "Send J . S. goods, and I will undertake he shall pay you," that
those cases would be within the statute; and agreed with PowYs,
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within the statute. But he and the Chief Justice and GOULD held,

that here was- no credit'given to English, and the Chief Justice

agreed with him, that if there had, this promise would have been

but an additional security; and within the statute. And the Chief

Justice said, that if a man should say, “I.{et . S. ride ' hor e

to Reading, and I will pay" you the hire,” that is not within the

statute, no more than i~ver cloth to J. S.,

and I will pay you.” He~ailee of an horse for

hire is not bound to re-de~ Elm, if lie be

'robbed of him without frau so it

was ruled in the case of C oggs v. Bernard, 2 Stra. 916.

The last day of the term the Chief Justice delivered the opin-

ion of the Court. He said that the question had been proposed at

a meeting of judges, and that there had been a great variety of

opinions between them, because the horse was lent’ wholly upon

the credit of the defentlggt: but that the judges of this court were

all of opinion that the case was within the statute. The objection

that was made was, that if Eng ish did not re-deliver the horse,

he was not chargeable in ah action upon the ~, but in trover
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or detinue, which are~atter

subsequent to the agreemen . >ut I answered that English may

be charged on the bailment in detinue on the original delivery,

and a detinue‘ is the adequate rdmed d u on the deliverv En -

lish is liable in detinue n ' ' promise y the de-

fendant is c eral, and i ithin the r ords

of the statute; and is as much so as if, where a man was indebted,

J. S.. in consideration t_'h_zLt_tl1_c:/dehtee would forbear the man,

should promise to pay him e bt such a mise is void unless

it be in writing. Suppose a man comes with another to a shop to

buy, and the shopkeeper should say, “I will not sell him the goods

unless you will undertake he shall pay me for them,” such a prom-

ise is within the statute; othenus" Q, if a man had been _1he person

to pay for the goods originally.._SQ here detinue lies against Eng-

lish the principal; and the plaintiff having this remedy against

- English the principal, cannot have an action against the defendant

the undertaker, unless there had been a note in writing.

\

that if any trust were given to English; then the case would be
within the statute. But he and the Chief Justice and GouLD held,
that here was. no credit· given to English, and the Chief Justice
agreed with him, that if there had, this promise would have been
but an additional secu·rity,• and within the statute. And the Chief
Justice said, that if a man should say, "~et ]. S. rid~ hor.s~
to Reading, and I will pay' you the hire," that is not within the
statute, no more than if11 man should say, 'J>eliver cloth to J. S.,
and I will pa)· you." lje s~ud also, that a bailee of an horse for
hire is not bound to re-deliver him at a!I ivents, l5ttt if lie be
·robbed of him without fraUcf in him. be ie excused. Aila so it
was ruled in the case of Coggsv. Bernard, 2 Stra. 916.
The last day of the term the Chief Justice delivered the opinion of the Court. He said that the question had been proposed at
a meeting of judges, and th'a.t there had been a great variety of
opinions between them, because th~ horse was lent' wholly upon
the credit of the defen~; but that the judges of this court were
all of opinion that the case was within the statute. The objection
that was made was, that if English did not r.e-deliver the horse,
he was not chargeable in ah action upon the ~. but in trover
or detinue, which are founded upon the to
atter
subsequent t{L the agreemen . >ttt I answered that English may
be charged on the bailmeut in detinue on the original delivery,
and· a detinuc· is the adequate re'med
d u on the deliver En lish is liable in detinue
· promise y the defendant is c
eral, and is within the reason and the very words
of the statute: and is as-;;:;uch so as if, where a man was indebted,
]. S., in consideration that the dehtf4. would forbear the man,
should promise to pay him.Jbe debt. such a promise is void unless
it be in '"-riting. Suppose a man comes wi~h another to a shop to
buy, and the shopkeeper should say, "I will not sell him the goods
unless you will undertake he shall pay me for them," such a promise is within the statute; othencise, if a man had been...the person
to pay for the goods originall~ here detinue lies against English the principal; and the plaintiff having this remedy against
English the principal, cannot have an action against the defendant
· the undertaker, unless there had been a note in writing.
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3!. HOOKER, et al., respondents, v. RUSSELL, appellant, 67 Wis. 257,

31. HOOKER, et al., respondents, v. RVSSELL, appellant, 67 Wis. 257,
. JO N. W. 3.;8.
Supreme Court, \Visconsin, 1886.

30 N. W. 358.

Supreme Court, \\"isconsin, 1886.

The pr-incipal being presumptiz-el_\' liable, the a.s'surer's promise

is void unless in it-riting.

The principal bei11g presumptfr:ely liable, the a.ss11rcr's promise
is 1:oid unless in. writing.

.-\ppeal from the County Court of Fond du Lac County.

Sutherland t9 Sutherland, for appellant.

Eli Hooker and C. E. Hooker, for respondents.

The facts will sufﬁciently appear from the opinion.

Appeal from the County Court of Fond du Lac County.
Sutherland & Sutherland, for appellant.
Eli Hooker and C. E. Hooker, for respondents.
The facts will sufficiently appear from the opinion.

ORTON, J. In 1883 the village board of the village of Bran-

don, in Fond du L~termined that no license for the

sale of intoxicatiiigfili uors in said village should be granted dur-

ing t e eTi'siiTiTg_’_\§g‘r_:Lz@' passed an ordinance prohibiting such

sale and providing for the punishment of those who should violate

the same. Certain persons continued to sell intoxicating liquors

ORTON, J. In 1883 the village boar<l of the village of Brandon, in Fond du L'?l<! county, determined that no license for the
sale oJ .J!itoxicat~i"fistuo~in said village should be granted during t c ensi1mg\~!r. an passed an ordinance prohibiting such
sale and providing for the punishment of those who should violate
the same. Certain persons continued to sell intoxicating liquors
in said village notwithstanding, and in violation of said ordinance,
and in Jul~, 1883, said village board, by resolution, employed. the
said plaintiifs and respondents toact as the attomeys of the viflage
in the prosecution of such offenders. The respondents, as such
attorneys of the •village, C0ffiffienc~d severa1 ~rosecutions under
such employment, and rendered therem legal services, amounting
in value to $173.66, up to and in'Cfuding September 7, 1883, when
on that daY"'ttn n1junction was served upon said village, at the
suit of one David \<Vhitton, a taxpayer of said village,, restraining ·
the village board from appropriating or paying out of the treasury any money for the payment of attorneys' fees in the prosecution of criminal actions theretofo1'e of thereafter had fortnc violation of the excise laws ot1tte state, and from appropriating or
pa~·ing any money for expenses incurred in such prosecutions.
Xotwithstanding said injunction, the respondents continued to
render legal services for said village in such prosecutions up to
and including the 26th day of January, 1884, the value of which
then was the sum of $657.34, including the above amount of
$173.66. The bill for these services was presented to and filed
with the village board as a claim against the village, and the
respondents hrought suit against the village therefor, which suit
is still pending.
The seventh finding of fact, whicb must be received as a
verity in the case as neither party has excepted thereto, is as
follows: • "That on or about the 8th day of September, 1883.
and subsequent to the service of such injunctional order upon said

in said village notwithstandin and in violation of said ordinance,

and in Jul , 1~d, by resolution, employed, the

said plai"t~to act as the attorneys of the village

in the prosecution of such offenders. The respondents, as such
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attorneys of the yillage, commenced sever'a'l prosecutions under

such employment, and rendered therem legal services, amounting

in value to $173.66, up to and including September 7, 1883, when

on that day“a'rT'TiT_]'unction was served upon said village, at the

suit of one David \/Vhitton, a taxpayer of said village,‘ restraining ‘

the village board from appropriating or paying out of the treas-

ury any money for the payment of attorneys’ fees in the prosecu-

tion of criminal actions theretofo~a~rTFc vio-

lation of the excise laws o~Epri:'1FFg or

I

paying any money for expenses incurred in such prosecutions.

.\'otwithstanding said injunction, the respondents continued to

render legal services for said village in such prosecutions up to

and including the 26th day of January, 1884, the value of which

then was the sum of $657.34, including the above amount of

$173.66. The bill for these services was presented to and ﬁled

with the village board as a claim against the village, and the

respondents brought suit against the village therefor, which suit

is still pending.

The seventh ﬁnding of fact, which must be received as a

verity in the case as neither party has excepted thereto, is as

follows: ' “That on or about the 8th day of September, 1883.

and subsequent to the service of such injunctional order upon said
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village, the defendant, George A. Russell, requested the plaintiff

to continue said prosecutions notwithstanding said injunction, and

village, the defendant, George A. Russell, requested the plaintiff
to continue said prosecutions notwithstanding said injunction, and
promised and agreed to pay them for their past and future services therein fa case of their inability to collect their claim therefor from said village." It was on this promise that this suit was
brought against the appellant, and on which the respondents recovered in the county court. There can be no question but that
this special promise of the appellant, not in writing, to answer
for the debt of the village of Brandon, is void by the statute o{
frauds (R. S. sec. 2307, subd. 2). The services of the respondents
were rendered for the village, and under a contract with the village. They have presented their claim to, as being against, the
village, and have sued the village as being liable therefor. "So
long as the original debt remains payable by the debtor to his
creditor, any arrangement whatever by which another party promises to pay that debt is within the very letter of the statute, no
matter from what source the consideration of the latter promise
is derived." Emerick v. Sanders, I Wis. 77; Cotterill v. Stevens,
IO Wis. 422; Cook v. Barrett, 15 Wis. 5¢.
Against the operation of the statute upon this promise it is
claimed ( 1) that it has been judicially determined, in the injunction suit against the village, that the village is not liable for such
services. It is sufficiently answe~ that neither of these parties
was a party to that suit, and there ore not bound by the judgment
therein. But, again, it was a suit in equity, and there might have
"been other reasons for thc...iajunction than that the village was
not legally liable on the ·&ntract to pay their attorneys for their
services in the prosecutions. ( 2) It is claimed that for the future
services of the respondents the credit was given to the appellant.
All the services were performed under one contract with the village. It is so alleged in the complaint, and the respondents not
only so testify, but they have preferred their claim against the
village, and brought suit against the village for it. The village
has never been released from any part of it. (3) It is claimed
that the appellant originally promised to pay for such future services on a new consideration of benefit or advantage to himself as
a citizen and officer of the village, having an interest in enforcing
the laws against the sale of intoxicating liquors. His zeal in the
cause of temperance, and his interest in enforcing the laws in
common with all other citizens, would scarcely be a good or valuable consideration for a promi$e to pay. But the above finding
is sufficient to show that the same promise embraced the payment
for the past and future services alike.

promised and agreed to pay them for their past and future ser-

vices therein in. case of their inability to collect their elaim there-

for from said zillage.” It was on this promise that this suit was

brought against the appellant, and on which the respondents re-

covered in the county court. There can be no question but that

this special promise of the appellant, not in writing, to answer

for the debt of the village of Brandon, is void by the statute of

frauds (R. S. sec. 2307, subd. 2). The services of the respondents

were rendered for the village, and under a contract with the vil-

lage. They have presented their claim to, as being against, the

village, and have sued the village as being liable therefor. “So

long as the original debt remains payable by the debtor to his

creditor, any arrangement whatever by which another party prom-

ises to pay that debt is within the very letter of the statute, no

matter from what source the consideration of the latter promise

is derived.” Emerick v. Sanders, 1 Wis. 77; Cotterill v. Stevens,

I0 Wis. 422; Cook v. Barrett, 15 Wis. 596.

Against the operation of the statute upon this promise it is
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claimed (I) that it has been judicially determined, in the injunc-

tion suit against the village, that the village is not liable for such

services. It is sufﬁciently answered th t neither of these parties

was a party to that suit, and therefore not bound by the judgment

therein. But, again, it was a suit in equity, and there might have

been other reasons for the.-in-junction than that the village was

not legally liable on the ﬁtract to pay their attorneys for their

services in the prosecutions. (2) It is claimed that for the future

services of the respondents the credit was given to the appellant.

All the services were performed under one contract with the vil-

lage. It is so alleged in the complaint, and the respondents not

only so testify, but they have preferred their claim against the

village, and brought suit against the village for it. The village

has never been released from any part of it. (3) It is claimed

that the appellant originally promised to pay for such future serv-

ices on a new consideration of beneﬁt or advantage to himself as

a citizen and ofﬁcer of the village, having an interest in enforcing

the laws against the sale of intoxicating liquors. His zeal in the

cause of temperance, and his interest in enforcing the laws in

common with all other citizens, would scarcely be a good or val-

uable consideration for a promise to pay. But the above ﬁnding

is sufﬁcient to show that the same promise embraced the payment

for the past and future services alike.
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We shall not decide in this case whether the village of Bran-

don is liable to the respondents on its contract, although the county

We shall not decide in this case whether the village of Brandon is liable to the respondents on its contract, although the county
court founcr, as a conclusion of law, that the village was not liable
and had no authority to make the contract. The village is not a
party to this suit, and has not denied its liability in this suit. The
village is presumptively liable, for it has the capacity to contract.
It will be in time to decide the question of the liabilitv of the
village on this particular contract when the action of the ~espond
ents against the village to enforce it is on trial.
Are the. res onde s
the findin i
the village is no.t liable? It can on y be etermined whether the
respondents are able to collect their claim against the village,
when their suit for that purpose, now pending, shall be tried. In
any view;'fhat can be properly taken of this promise, it is a collateral one and void.

court found’,"a_s'§_conclusion of law, that the village was not liable

and had no authority to make the contract. The village is not a

party to this suit, and has not denied its liability in this suit. The

village is presumptively liable, for it has the capacity to contract.

It will be in time to decide the question of the liability of the

village on this particular contract when the action of the respond-

ents against the village to enforce it is on trial.

Are the respondents Qgud bx the ﬁnding iq this, case thab

the village is noj_l_iz_1ble? It can on y be determined whether the

respondents are able to collect their claim against the village,

when their suit for that purpose, now pending, shall be tried. In

any vieW,that can be properly taken of this promise, it is a col-

lateral one and void.

By the Court.—The judgment of the county court is reversed,

and the cause remanded for a new trial.

\/

32. KEATE v. TEMPLE, I Bos. & Pul. I58.

Court of Common Pleas, Mich. Term, I797.
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In determining whether a given~

B'y the Court.-The judgment of the county court is reversed,
and the cause remanded for a new trial.

1¢*'""1_@LCeu¢a‘-il! tﬂM.1)i!Lw~@s-

sions iised, but igmuQiL;iti~ the

amount involved m_t_he undertaking.

--I-""' L--€

Assumpsit for goods sold and delivered, work and labour,

and common money counts.

KEATE v. TEMPLE, 1 Bos. & Pu!. 158.
Court of Common Pleas, Mich. Term, 1797.

Plea, Non assumpsit.

This cause was tried before LAWRENCE, J. at Winchester

summer assizes 1797, when the principal facts in evidence were

In determining whether a gi'ven...Promise is oriiivai ar cuj;
lateral the Court ·will take into consideraljan, not only the er/JJ;jssion_~ -,;:;;dJ but ~ticular situation · af the tarli• w•li the
•
amount in'l·.~_l~1Lthe imdertaking.

as follows:

The Plaintiff was a tailor and slopseller at Portsmouth, and

the Defendant the ﬁrst lieutenant of his Majesty’s ship the Boyne.

W hen that ship came into port. the Defendant applied to a third

person to recommend a slopseller, who might supply the crew

with new cloaths, ‘saying, “He will run no risk; I will see him

Assumpsit for goods sold and delivered, work and labour,
and common money counts.
Plea, Non assumpsit.
This cause was tried before LAWRENCE, J. at Winchester
summer assizes 1797, when the principal facts in evidence were
as follows:
The Plaintiff was a tailor and slopseller at Portsmouth, and
the Defendant the first lieutenant of his Majesty's ship the Boyne.
\\Then that ship came into port, the Defendant applied to a third
person to recommend a slopseller, who might supply the crew
with new cloaths, saying, "He will run no risk ; I will see him
paid." The Plaintiff being accordingly recommended, the Defendant called upon him, and used these words, "I will see you
paid at the pay table; are you satisfied?" The Plaintiff answered,
"Perfectly so." The cloaths were delivered on the quarter deck
of the Boyne : slops are usually sold on the main deck : the De-

paid.” The Plaintiff being accordingly recommended, the De-

fendant called upon him, and used these words, “I will see you

paid at the pay table; are you satisﬁed?” The Plaintiff answered,

“Perfectly so.” The cloaths were delivered on the quarter deck

of the Boyne: slops are usually sold on the main deck: the De-
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fendant produced samples to ascertain whether his directions had

been followed: some of the men said, that they were not in want

of any cloaths, but were told by the Defendant, that if they did

not take them, he would punish them; and others who stated that

they were only in want of part of a suit, were obliged to take a

whole one, with anchor buttons to the jacket, such as are usually

worn by petty ofﬁcers only. The cloathing of the crew in gen-

eral was light, and adapted to the climate of the West Indies,

where the ship had been last stationed. Soon after the delivery,

the Boyne was burnt, and the crew dispersed into different ships.

On that occasion, the Plaintiff having expressed some apprehen-

sions for ‘himself, was told by the Defendant “Captain Grey, (the

Captain of the Boyne) and I will see you paid; you need not

make yourself uneasy.” After this the commissioner came on

board the Commerce de Marseilles in order to pay the crew of

the Boyne: at which time the Defendant stood at the pay table,

and having taken some money out of the hat of the ﬁrst man who

was paid, gave it to the Plaintiff ; the next man refused to part

with his pay, and was immediately put in irons. The Defendant

then asked the commissioner to stop the pay of the crew, who
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answered that it could not be done.

The learned Judge in his direction to the jury said, that if

they were satisﬁed on the evidence, that the goods in question

were advanced on the credit of the Defendant as immediately re-

sponsible, the Plaintiff was entitled to a verdict; but if they be-

lieved, that at the time when the goods were furnished, the Plain-

tiff relied on being able, through the assistance of the Defendant,

to get his money from the crew, they ought to ﬁnd for the De-

fendant. ' ,

\''erdict for the Plaintiff 5761. 7s. 8d.

A rule nisi for a new trial having been obtained on a for-

mer day, by Shepherd, Serjt. on the ground of the Defendant’s un~

dertaking being within the statute of fraud

Lelilanc and Marshall, Serjts. now shewed cause.

Shepherd, Serjt. in support of the rule, was stopped by the

Court.

EYRi~:, CH.J. There is one consideration, independent of ev-

erything else, which weighs so strongly with me, that I should

wish this evidence to be once more submitted to a jury. The sum

recovered is 576/. 7s.l8d. and this against a lieutenant in the navy:

a sum so large. that it goes a great way towards satisfying my

mind, that it never could have been in the contemplation of the

fendant produced samples to ascertain whether his directions had
been followed: some of the men said, that they were not in want
of any cloaths, but wen~ told by the Defendant, that if they did
not take them, he would punish them; and others who stated that
they were only in want of part of a suit, were obliged to take a
whole one, with anchor buttons to the jacket, such as are usually
worn by petty officers only. The cloathing of the crew in general was light, and adapted to the climate of the \Vest Indies,
where the ship had been last stationed. Soon after· the delivery,
the Boyne was burnt, and the crew dispersed into different ships.
On that occasion, the Plaintiff having expressed some apprehensions for 'himself, was told by the Defendant "Captain Grey, (the
Captain of the Boyne) and I will see you paid ; you need not
make yourself uneasy." After this the commissioner came on
hoard the Commerce de '.Marseilles in order to pay the crew of
the Boyne : at which time the Defendant stood at the pay table,
and having taken some money out of the hat of the first man who
was paid, gave it to the Plaintiff; the next man refused to part
with his pay, and was immediately put in irons. The Defendant
then asked the commissioner to stop the pay of the crew, who
answered that it could not be done.
The learned Judge in his direction to the jury said, that if
they were satisfied on the evidence, that the goods in question
were advanced on the credit of the Defendant as immediately responsible, the Plaintiff was entitled to a verdict; but if they believed, that at the time when the goods were furnished, the Plaintiff relied on being able, through the assistance of the Defendant,
to get his money from the crew, they ought to find for the Defendant.
Verdict for the Plaintiff 576£. 7s. &I.
A rule tiisi for a new trial having been obtained on a former day, by Shepherd, Serjt. on the ground of the Defendant's undertaking being within the statute of fraud
LcBla11c ancl .lfarsltal/, Serjts. now ·shewed cause.
Shepherd, Serjt. in support of the rule, was stopped by the
Court.

EYRF., CH.J. There is one consideration, independent of everything else, which weighs so strongly with me, that I should
wish this evidence to be once more submitted to a jury. The sum
recovered is 576/. 7s.18d. and this against a lieutenant in the navy :
a i:um so large, that it goes a great way towards sat!sfying my
mind, that it never could have been in the contemplation of the
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Defendant to make himself liable, or of the slopseller to furnish

KF..\T£ G. TEMPI.E

I I I

the goods on his credit, to so large an amount. I can hardly

Defendant to make himself liable, or of the slopseller to furnish
the goods on his credit, to so large an amount. I can hardly
think that had the Boyne not been burnt, and the Plaintiff been
asked whether he would have the lieutenant or the crew for his
paymaster, but that he would have given the preference to the
latter. The circumstances of this case create some prejudice
against the Defendant, but which I think capable of explanation.
There is some appearance of harshness in making the men purchase these cloaths against their inclination. But it was in evidence, that though they were pretty well cloathed, yet their
cloaths were adapted to a warm climate rather than to the service
in which they were to be engaged. It was, therefore, the bounden
duty of the officer to take some course to oblige the crew to purchase proper necessaries. We all know, that a sailor is so singular
a creature, so careless of himself, that he cannot, though his life
depend upon it, be prevailed upon, without force, even to bring up
his hammock upon deck to be aired. We know, that he will risk
any danger in order to employ his money in a way that he likes,
rather than lay it out in that provident method which his situation
may require. The whole of the imputation then on the Defendant
and Captain Grey amounts to this, that when the men were to be
clothed, they wished them to be somewhat well dressed. I do not
know but that this circumstance may have had some influence
with the jury. But I do not feel the force of it when opposed to
the weight of the evidence on the other side, so as to make the
officer liable for so large a sum. From the nature of the case,
it is apparent, that the men were to pay in the first instance; the
Defendant's words were "I will see you paid at the pay table;
are you satisfied?" and the answer then was, "Perfectly so." The
meaning of which was, that howger tmwillios the men might ~
to pay themselves, the officer .would take- care that they should
pay. The question is, Whether the slopman did ~t in fact rely on the power of the officer over the fund out of which the men's
wages were to be paid, and did not prefer giving credit to that :
fund, rather than to the lieutenant, who, if we are to judge of.
him by others in the same situation, was not likely to be able to ·
raise so large a sum? Considering the whole bearmg of the evi- .
dence, and that the learned Judge who tried the cause has not expressed himself satisfied wit}l the verdict, I think this~ a proper
•
case to be sent to a new trial.
HEATH, J. I am of the same opinion.
ROOKE, J. I am of the same opinion.
Rule ab~olute on payment of costs.

think that had the Boyne not been burnt, and the Plaintiff been

asked whether he would have the lieutenant or the crew for his

paymaster, but that he would have given the preference to the

latter. The circumstances of this case create some prejudice

against the Defendant, but which I think capable of explanation.

There is some appearance of harshness in making the men pur-

chase these cloaths against their inclination. But it was in evi-

deuce, that though they were pretty well cloathed, yet their

cloaths were adapted to a warm climate rather than to the service

in which they were to be engaged. It was, therefore, the bounden

duty of the ofﬁcer to take some course to oblige the crew to pur-

chase proper necessaries. We all know, that a sailor is so singular

a creature, so careless of himself, that he cannot, though his life

depend upon it, be prevailed upon, without force, even to bring up

his hammock upon deck to be aired. \\’e know, that he will risk

any danger in order to employ his money in a way that he likes,

rather than lay it out in that provident method which his situation

may require. The whole of the imputation then on the Defendant
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and Captain Grey amounts to this, that when the men were to be

clothed, they wished them to be somewhat well dressed. I do not

know but that this circumstance may have had some inﬂuence

with the jury. But I do not feel the force of it when opposed to

the weight of the evidence on the other side, so as to make the

ofﬁcer liable for so large a sum. From the nature of the case,

it is apparent, that the men were to pay in the ﬁrst instance; the

Defendants words were “I will see you paid at the pay table;

are you satisﬁed?” and the answer then was, “Perfectly so.” The

meaning of which was, that how~e

to pay themselves, the ofﬁcer ~t they should

pay. The question is, Whether the slopman did not in fact rely

on the power of the officer over the fund out of which the men’s

wages were to be paid, and did not prefer giving credit to that I

fund, rather than to the lieutenant, who, if we are to judge of.

him by others in the same situation, was not likely to be able to -

raise so large a sum? Considering the whole bearmg of the evi- -

dence, and that the learned Judge who tried the cause has not ex-

pressed himself satisﬁed with the verdict, I think this a proper

case to be sent to a new trial. ‘ *

HEATH, J. I am of the same opinion.

Room’3, J. I am of the same opinion.

Rule absolpte on payment of costs.
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M.\NLEY V. GEAG.\N

b. To anszver for the debt of another.

33. MANLEY, Adm’strix, v. GEAGAN, 105 Mass. 445.

b. To mrswer for the debt of another.

Supreme Judicial Court, Massachusetts, 1870.

A promise to pay for work already done for a third person

3J.

without previous contract ztith- or employment by the promisor is

a promise zE‘-il‘1llI1- the statute of frauds.

CoN'l‘1i.-\cr by the administratrix of Edwin Manley upon an

MANLEY, Adm'strix, v. GEAGAN, 105 l\fass. 445.
Supreme Judicial Court, Massachusetts, 1870.

A promise to pay for work already done for a third person
without prciious co11tract it>ith or em.ploj•ment b:i• the promisor is
a promise 'lf'ithin the statute of frauds.

oral promise to pay the following order:

“FALL R1v1-:11, October 9, 1868. ,

“Nicholas T. Geagan. '

“Sir: Please to pay Edwin Manley thirteen hundred and ﬁfty-four

dollars for work on your house, corner of Bedford and Twelfth streets,

CONTRACT by the administratrix of Edwin :Manley upon an
oral. promise to pay the following order:

and charge the same to account of H. B. BORDEN & C0.”

The answer denied all the plaintiff’s allegations, and pleaded

want of consideration, and the statute of frauds.

'"FALL R1v£R, October 9, 1868.
"Nicholas T. Geagan.
"Sir: Please to pay Edwin l\fanley thirteen hundred and fifty-four
dollars for work on your house, corner of Bedford and Twelfth streets,
H. B. BORDEN & Co."
and charge the same to account of

The trial was in the superior court, without a jury, before

P1T1\1.-\N, J., who made the following report of the case for the

determination of this court: .

“The plaintiff proved that her intestate, in whose favor the

order was drawn. did work as a stone mason on a block of build-

The an<;wer denied all the plaintiff's allegations, and pleaded
want of consideration, and the statute of frauds.
The trial was in the superior court, without a jury, before
PITMAN .. J., who made the following report of the case for the
determination of this court :
"The plaintiff proved that her intestate, in whose favor the
order was drawn. did work as a stone mason on a block of buildings helonging to the defendant, and which he was then erecting,
prior to the time of drawing·this order. It appeared that the
whole contract was taken by H. B. Borden & Co., who employed
the plaintiff's intestate to do the mason work, and that there was
no contract between the plaintiff's intestate and the defendant, and
no employment by the defendant; that after the work was done
the defendant sent word to the plaintiff's intestate to get an order
from Borden & Co. on him, adding, 'I am going to pay all off on
the 10th. and am not going to trust Borden,.,,& .Co. to pay it_; ]
am going to see the help all paid ;' and that this was c~rnmuni
cated to the intestate; that the next day he procured the order in
suit and presented it to the defendant; that the defendant took
it, read it, said it was all rigllt, and that he wmld accept it, and
pay it on Monday: that on Monday he could not be found, was
gone out of town for a week, and has since refuse{!o...JLay it. The
defendant who was called as a witness by the plaintiff, testjfied
that he owed H. B. Borden & Co. nothing at tlletime when this
order was presented; and I find as a fact that it is not proved
that he actually did owe them anything. The defendant offered
no evidence.
•
"C'pon the above, the court ruled that the promise of the...defendant, being an oral promise to pay the debt of anothe.r., and
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ings helonging to the defendant, and which he was then erecting,

prior to the time of drawing‘this order. It appeared that the

whole contract was taken by H. B. Borden & Co., who employed

the plaintiff’s intestate to do the mason work, and that there was

no contract between the plaintiff’s intestate and the defendant, and

no employment by the defendant; that after the work was done

the defendant sent word to the plaintiff’s intestate to get an order

from Borden & Co. on him, adding, ‘I am going to pay all off on

the 10th. and am not going to trust Borden/& _Co. to pay it; I

am going to see the help all paid;' and that this was communi-

cated to the intestate; that the next day he procured the order in

suit and presented it to the defendant; that the defendant took

it, read it, said it was all riglit, and th~ it, and

pay it on Monday; that on Monday he could not be found, was

gone out of town for a week, and has since refused'_to pay it. The

defendant who was called as a witness by the plaintiff, testiﬁed

that he owed H. B. Borden & C0. nothing at fh_§fime when _this

order was presented; and I ﬁnd as a fact that it is not proved

that he actually did owe them anything. The defendant offered

no evidence. '

“Upon the above, the court ruled that the promise of the.de-

fendant, being an oral promise to pay the debt of anothef, and
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being also without any consideration, no action could be -main-

113

MEAD, M.\SON & CO. V. W.\TSON

tained on it, and thereupon found for the defendant. If this rul-

being also without any consideration, no action could be -maintained on it, and thereupon found for the defendant. If this ruling is wrong, a new trial is to be had; otherwise, judgment on
the verdict."
·
/. C. Blaisdell, for the plaintiff.
!. ,1.\f. Mor/011, Jr., for the defendant.
· GR.w, J .. The promis~ of the_Qtlendau.t was to pay for worf<
already done by the intestate for Botden and Comp~', withQut
any previous contract.with or employment by the defendant. The
defendant owed Borden 8'. Company notijing, and received. no·
consideration either from Borden & Company or frqm the intestate. for his promise. The intestate neither di<l, any work;ior paid
any money. upon the faith of this ~romise, nor gav~ up any right
or security against Borden & Campany .. Their original liability
to him was not altered or affecte~ by the defendant's promise,
T}lis promise ~as therefore clear.ly a promise to answer for the,
debt of another, and, not being in writing, was within the statute
of frauds. Gen. Sts. c. 105, § 1, cl. 2. Stone v. Symmes, 18
Pick. 467; Curtis v·. Bro'lc'1i,· 5 Cush. 488; Furbish v. Good11ow,
98 l\lass. 20(); Browne on St. of Frauds, §§ 172-174. ·
Judgment on the verdict for the defem1~nt. ·

ing is wrong, a new trial is to be had; otherwise, judgment on

the verdict.” ' '

_./. C. Blaisdell, for the plaintiff.

I. M. Morton, Jr., for the defendant.

GRAY, J. _ The promise of the defendant, was to pay for worlc

already done by the intestate for Bopden and Company, witho_ut

any previous contractwith or employment by the defendant. The

defendant owed Borden 8;, Company nothing, and received no‘

consideration either from Borden & Company or from the intes-

tate_ for his promise. The intestate neither did any work ;1or paid

any moneyupon the faith of this promise, nor gave up any right

or security against Borden & Company.‘ Their original liability

to him was not altered or affected by the defendant’s promise,

T_his promise was therefore clearly a promise to answer for the

debt of another, and, not being in writing, was within the statute

of frauds. Gen. Sts. c. 105, § 1, cl. 2. Stone v. Synunes, 18

Pick. 467; Curt-is vi. Brown,‘ 5 Cush. 488; Furbish v. Goodnow,

98 Mass. 2.96; Browne on St. of Frauds, §.§ 172-174. -
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Judgment on the verdict for the defendant. '

34. MEAD, MASON & CO. v. WATSON, 57 Vt. 426.

Supreme Court, Vermont, 1885.

Gnarant_\' of a future‘ liabih'ty—a debt to be incurred—is

within the statute precisely tm' it would be if the liability existed

zt-hen the promise was made.

Assumpsit. Heard on a referee’s report, December Term,

1884, TAFT, J., presiding. Judgment for the plaintiffs. The

referee found, that the plaintiffs were dealers in doors, windows,

and materials for house furnishing; that the defendant, who was

known to be responsible, introduced Cameron to the plaintiffs;

that the house, for which the articles were purchased, was situated

34.

on the defendant's land; that the understanding was, that when

the house was completed, it was to be deeded to Cameron’s wife;

that Cameron abandoned the house before it was completed, and

MEAD, MASON & CO. v. WATSON, Si Vt. .µ6.
Supreme Court, Vermont, 1885.

Guaranty of a future liabilif)'-a debt to be incurred-is
'll·i.thin the statute precisely as it would be if the liability e.i-isted
'll°l1e11 the promise ·was made.

it was ﬁnished by the defendant, who retained the title; that the

defendant's contract with the plaintiffs was by parol. The other

facts are sufficiently stated in the opinion.

S. M. Pingree, for the plaintiffs.

Assumpsit. Heard on a referee's report, December Term,
1884, TAFT, J., presiding. Judgment for the plaintiffs. The
referee found, that the plaintiffs were dealers in doors, windows,
and materials for house furnishing; that the defendant, who was
known to be responsible, introduced Cameron to the plaintiffs ;
that the house, for which the articles were purchased, was situated
on the defendant's land: that the understanding was, that when
the house was completed, it was to be deeded to Cameron's wife;
that Cameron abandoned the house before it was completed, and
it was finished by the defendant, who retained the title; that the
defendant's contract with the plaintiffs was by parol. The other
facts are sufficiently stated in the opinion.
S. M. Pingree, for the plaintiffs.
T. 0. Sem•er, for the defendant.

T. O. Searer, for the defendant.
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The opinion of the court was delivered by

UNITED STATES V. NATIONAL SURETY CO.

[Chap. I

POWERS, J. The referee says the plaintiffs understood “that

The opinion of the court was delivered by
POWERS, J. The referee says the plaintiffs understood "that
whatever Cameron ordered for said house of the plaintiffs the
defendant would guarantee the payment of," and the plaintiffs
"would not have sold said articles to Cameron except for this understanding, that the payment was guaranteed by the defendant."
Later on he says, "Those articles were all charged to Cameron on
plaintiffs' books; and plaintiffs understood that they were to collect the same of said Cameron, if possible, and that the defendant
was only liable to pay the same in case the plaintiffs were unable
to make collections of Cameron."
The contract of the defendant therefore was collateral to the
contract of Cameron.
It is true that no debt existed against Cameron when the defendant's promise was made. But the defendant only promised
to be responsible for a future debt. His promise could only attach to the principal obligation of Cameron, when that obligation
came into force. The defendant did not promise to pay primarily, but only in case the plaintiff failed to collect of Cameron.
If the future primary liability of a principal is contemplated
as the basis of the promise of a guarantor, such promise is within
the Statute of Frauds, precisely as it would be if the liability existed when the promise was made. Brandt, Sur., § 61; Browne,
St. Fr.,§ 162; Matson v. Wharam, 2 Term, 80.
Judgment reversed, and judgment on the report for defendant.

whatever Cameron ordered for said house of the plaintiffs the

defendant would guarantee the payment of,” and the plaintiffs

“would not have sold said articles to Cameron except for this un-

derstanding, that the payment was guaranteed by the defendant.”

Later on he says, “Those articles were all charged to Cameron on

plaintiffs‘ books; and plaintiffs understood that they were to col-

lect the same of said Cameron, if possible, and that the defendant

was only liable to pay the same in case the plaintiffs were unable

to make collections of Cameron.”

The contract of the defendant therefore was collateral to the

contract of Cameron.

It is true that no debt existed against Cameron when the de-

fendant's promise was made. But the defendant only promised

to be responsible for a future debt. His promise could only at-

tach to the principal obligation of Cameron, when that obligation

came into force. The defendant did not promise to pay primar-

ily, but only in case the plaintiff failed to collect of Cameron.

If the future primary liability of a principal is contemplated
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as the basis of the promise of a guarantor, such promise is within

the Statute of Frauds, precisely as it would be if the liability ex-

isted when the promise was made. Brandt, Sur., § 61; Browne,

St. Fr., § 162; Mats-on v. ll/lzaraut, 2 Term, 8o.

Judgment reversed, and judgment on the report for defend-

ant. '

c. To answer for the default of another.

35. UNITED STATES, to use of ANNISTON PIPE & FOUNDRY

CO., v. NATIONAL SURETY CO., 34 C. C. A. 526, 92 Fed. 549.

Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, 1899.

Bond of contractor for public zvorl2 performs double function:

(I) To secure fa-itlhful performance of contract; (2) To protect

third persons from whom contractor may obtain labor or materials

in the prosecution of the work.

In error to the Circuit Court of the United States for the

Eastern District of .\'Iissouri.

This suit was brought by the Anniston Pipe & Foundry Com-

pany, the plaintiff in error, in the name of the United States,

c. To a11swer for the default of another.

against the National Surety Company, the defendant in error,

_._e.__ _7

35. UNITED STATES, to use of ANNISTON PIPE & FOUNDRY
CO., v. NATIONAL SURETY CO., 34 C. C. A. 526, 92 Fed. 549.
Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, 1899.

Bond of contractor for public ·work performs double fimction:
(1) To secure faithful performance of co11tract; (2) To protect
third persons from whom contractor may obt<:hn labor or materials
iii the prosecution of the 'WOrk.

In error to the Circuit Court of the United States for the
Eastern District of Missouri.
This suit was brought by the Anniston Pipe & Foundry Company, the plaintiff in error, in the name of the United States,
against the National Surety Company, the defendant in error,
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on a bond executed by the defendant on July 15, 1895, as surety

~]

UNITED STATES V. NATIONAL SURETY CO.

for T. J. Prosser, the bond having been executed pursuant to the

on a bond executed by the defendant on July 15, 1895, as surety
for 'I'. J. Prosser, the bond having been executed pursuant to the
provisions of an act of congress approved August 13, 1894 (28
Stat. 278, c. 28o), which is as follows :

provisions of an act of congress approved August 13, 1894 (28

Stat. 278, c. 280), which is as follows:

“An Act for the protection of persons furnishing materials and labor for

the construction of public works.

“Be it enacted,” etc., “that hereafter any person or persons entering

into a formal contract with the United States for the construction of any

"An Act for the /Jrotection of /Jtrsons furnishing materials and labor for
the construction of public works.
"Be it enacted," etc., •;that hereafter any person or persons entering
into a formal contract with the United States for the construction of any
public building, or the prosecution and completion of any public work or
for repairs upon any public building or public work, shall be required
before commencing such work to execute the usual penal bond, with good
and sufficient sureties, with the additional obligations that such contractor
or contractors shall promptly make payments to all persons supplying him
or them labor and materials in the prosecution of the work provided for in
such contract; and any person or persons making application therefor, and
furnishing affidavit to the department under the direction of which said
work is being, or has been prosecuted, that labor or materials for the prosecution of such work has been supplied by him or them, and payment for
which has not been made, shall be furnished with a certified copy of said
contract and bond, upon which said person or persons supplying such labor
and materials shall have a right of action and shall be authorized to bring
suit in the name of the United States for his or their use and benefit
against said contractor and sureties and to prosecute the same to final
judgment and execution; provided, that such action and its prosecution
shall involve the United States in no expense."

public building, or the prosecution and completion of any public work or

for repairs upon any public building or public work, shall be required

before commencing such work to execute the usual penal bond, with good

and sufficient sureties, with the additional obligations that such contractor

or contractors shall promptly make payments to all persons supplying him

or them labor and materials in the prosecution of the work provided for in

such contract; and any person or persons making application therefor, and

furnishing afﬁdavit to the department under the direction of which said

work is being, or has been prosecuted, that labor or materials for the pros-

ecution of such work has been supplied by him or them, and payment for

which has not been made, shall be furnished with a certiﬁed copy of said

contract and bond, upon which said person or persons supplying such labor
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and materials shall have a right of action and shall be authorized to bring

suit in the name of the United States for his or their use and beneﬁt

against said contractor and sureties and to prosecute the same to ﬁnal

judgment and execution; provided, that such action and its prosecution

shall involve the United States in no expense.”

T. J. Prosser, the principal in the bond, had entered into a

contract with Charles B. Thompson, assistant quartermaster of

the United States army, who acted for and in behalf of the United

T. J. Prosser, the principal in the bond, had entered into a
contract with Charles B. Thompson, assistant quartermaster of
the United States army, who acted for and in behalf of the United
States of America, for the construction of a boiler and pump
house, pumping machinery, and connections, water mains, steel
trestle, and water tank, etc., for the water-supply system for the
new military post near Little Rock, Ark. ; and the bond contained
a condition, in substance, that if said Prosser, his heirs, executors,
and administrators, should in all respects duly and fully observe
and perform all and singular the covenants, conditions, and agreements in and by said contract agreed to be observed and performed
by said Prosser, according to the true intent and meaning of said
contract, as ·well during any period of extension of said contract
as during the original term, and should make full payments to
all persons supplying him labor or materials in the prosecution
of the work provided for in said contract, then the obligation
should become void, but otherwise remain in full force and virtue.
The plaintiff company sued to recover of the defendant, as surety
in said bond, the sum of $842.gS, with interest and costs, being
the value of certain water pipe which it had supplied to Prosi;er,
subsequent to the execution of the aforesaid bond and contract,
to enable him to execute his agreement with the government, and
which pipe so supplied he had actually used for that purpose,

States of America, for the construction of a boiler and pump

house, pumping machinery, and connections, water mains, steel

trestle, and water tank, etc., for the water-supply system for the

new military post near Little Rock, Ark.; and the bond contained

a condition. in substance, that if said Prosser, his heirs, executors,

and administrators, should in all respects duly and fully observe

and perform all and singular the covenants, conditions, and agree-

ments in and by said contract agreed to be observed and performed

by said Prosser, according to the true intent and meaning of said

contract. as well during any period of extension of said contract

as during the original term, and should make full payments to

all persons supplying him labor or materials in the prosecution

of the work provided for in said contract, then the obligation

•

should become void, but otherwise remain in full force and virtue.

The plaintiff company sued to recover of the defendant, as surety

in said bond, the sum of $842.98, with interest and costs, being

the value of certain water pipe which it had supplied to Prosser,

subsequent to the execution of the aforesaid bond and contract,

to enable him to execute his agreement with the government, and

which pipe so supplied he had actually used for that purpose,
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but had not paid for. For a defense to the action the defendant

but had not paid for. For a defense to the action the defendant
pleaded, and the trial court so found, that subsequent to the exe-·
cution of the aforesaid bond, and the contract which it was given
to secure, the government had entered into a further agreement
with Prosser, modifying the terms of the original contract, or,
more accurately, the specifications thereto attached, in such a
manner that Prosser was required to lay only 1,866 linear feet of
six-inch water pipe in place of 3,850 feet, as specified in the original contract, and that this change in the terms of the original
contract, or rather in the plans for its execution, was made without
the knowledge or consent of the surety company. In view of the
change in the plans for the execution of the contract which lessened the amount of water pipe necessary to be supplied and used, .
the trial court ruled that the plaintiff could not recover. It accordingly rendered a judgment in favor of the defendant, to reverse which the record has been removed to this court by a writ
of error.
Truman A. Post, for plaintiff in error.
J.E. McKcighan (Shepard Barclay, Af. F. Watts, and G. A.
Vandc·vcer, on the brief), for defendant in error.
Before CAI.DWELL, SANBORN, and THAYER, Circuit Judges.

pleaded, and the trial court so found, that subsequent to the exe- '

cution of the aforesaid bond, and the contract which it was given

to secure, the government had entered into a further agreement

with Prosser, modifying the terms of the original contract, or,

more accurately, the speciﬁcations thereto attached, in such a

manner that Prosser was required to lay only 1,866 linear feet of

six-inchwater pipe in place of 3,850 feet, as speciﬁed in the origi-

nal contract, and that this change in the terms of the original

contract, or rather in the plans for its execution, was made without

the knowledge or consent of the surety company. In view of the

change in the plans for the execution of the contract which less-

ened the amount of water pipe necessary to be supplied and used,

the trial court ruled that the plaintiff could not recover. It ac-

cordingly rendered a judgment in favor of the defendant, to re-

verse which the record has been removed to this court by a writ

of error.

Truman A. Post, for plaintiff in error. .

J. E. McKeighan (Shepard Ba/relay, M. F. I/Vatts, and G. A.
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Vanda":/eer, on the brief), for defendant in error.

Before CALDWELL, SANBORN, and TI-IAYER, Circuit Judges.

THAYER, C.J., after stating the case as above, delivered the

opinion of the court.

It is a familiar rule that the contract of a surety must be

strictly construed, and that it cannot be enlarged by construction,

and that when a bond, with sureties, has been given to secure

the performance of a contract, and the principal in the bond and

the person for whose beneﬁt it was given make a material change

in the contract without the consent of the surety, the latter is

THAYER, C.J., after stating the case as above, delivered the
opinion of the court.
It is a familiar rule that the contract of a surety must be
strictly construed, and that it cannot be enlarged by construction,
and that when a bond, with sureties, has been given to secure
the performance of a contract, and the principal in the bond and
the person for whose benefit it was given make a material change
in the contract without the consent of th~ surety, the latter is
thereby discharged. For present purposes, it may be conced.ed
that the finding of the lower court in the case at bar discloses
such a modification of the original contract between Prosser and
the United States as would fall within the rule last stated, and
release the defendant company from its liability, if the United
States was suing for its own benefit for a breach of some provision
of the contract, the due performance of which the bond was intended to secure. Such, however, is not the case. The suit is
not brought by the United States to recover any damage which
it has sustained; neither is it brought to enforce any provision
of the contract which was entered into between the United States
and the principal in the bond. On the contrary, the action is
one to enforce a stipulation found in the bond, and only in the

thereby discharged. For present purposes, it may be conceded

that the ﬁnding of the lower court in the case at bar discloses

such a modiﬁcation of the original contract between Prosser and

the United States as would fall within the rule last stated, and

release the defendant company from its liability, if the United

States was suing for its own beneﬁt for a breach of some provision

of the contract, the due performance of which the bond was in-

tended to secure. Such, however, is not the case. The suit is

not brought by the United States to recover any damage which

it has sustained; neither is it brought to enforce any provision

of the contract which was entered into between the United States

and the principal in the bond. On the contrary, the action is

one to enforce a stipulation found in the bond, and only in the
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and material men who might furnish labor and materials while

bond, which was intended solely. for the protection of laborers
and material men who might furnish labor and materials while
the contract was being executed by Prosser. The United States
is merely a nominal plaintiff, and as such, under the provisions of
the· act of congress, it cannot be held liable even for costs. The
real plaintiff is the corporation for whose use the suit was brought,
and it sues to enforce an obligation which congress required to be
inserted in the bond for its protection and for the protection of
others who might furnish labor or materials while the work was
in progress.
The real question to be considered, therefore, is whether the
act of congress under which the bond in suit was taken constituted
the United States the agent or representative of the persons who
supplied labor and materials after the contract and bond were
executed, in such a sense that its action in consenting to a modification of the contract with Prosser must be imputed to the laborers and material men, and held to deprive them, as well as the
government. of all recourse against the surety.
The act of congress of August 13, 1894, does not authorize
the United States to bring suits of its own motion against the
obligors in such bonds as are therein provided for, to recover what
is due to laborers and material men. It is not empowered to act
in their behalf in that respect, but such actions can only be brought
at the instance of persons who furnish labor and materials, who
are authorized, without previous leave being obtained from any
executive department, to. sue in the name of the United States,
and control the litigation precisely as they might control it if
the suits were brought in their own name. It is also noticeable
that in its title the act professes to be one for the benefit "of
persons furnishing materials and labor," and that in the body of
the act the form of the condition to be inserted in the bond for
the benefit of the Cnited States is not in terms prescribed, the only
provision in that regard being that the bond shall be "the usual
penal bond;" meaning, evidently, such an obligation for the government's own protection as it had long been in the habit of exacting from those with whom contracts were made for the doing of
public work. On the other hand, the condition for the benefit of
persons who might furnish materials or labor is carefully prescribed. Obviously. therefore, congress intended to afford full
protection to all persons who supplied materials or labor in the
construction of public buildings or other public works, inasmuch
as such persons could claim no lien thereon, whatever the local
law might be, for the labor and materials so supplied. There

the contract was being executed by Prosser. The United States

is merely a nominal plaintiff, and as such, under the provisions of

the act of congress, it cannot be held liable even for costs. The

real plaintiff is the corporation for whose use the suit was brought,

and it sues to enforce an obligation which congress required to be

inserted in the bond for its protection and for the protection of

others who might furnish labor or materials while the work was

in progress.

The real question to be considered, therefore, is whether the

act of congress under which the bond in suit was taken constituted

the United States the agent or representative of the persons who

supplied labor and materials after the contract and bond were

executed, in such a sense that its action in consenting to a modiﬁ-

cation of the contract with Prosser must be imputed to the labor-

ers and material men,_and held to deprive them, as well as the

government. of all recourse against the surety.

The act of congress of August I 3, 1894, does not authorize

the United States to bring suits of its own motion against the
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obligors in such bonds as are therein provided for, to recover what

is due to laborers and material men. It is not empowered to act

in their behalf in that respect, but such actions can only be brought

at the instance of persons who furnish labor and materials, who

are authorized, without previous leave being obtained from any

executive department, to. sue in the name of the United States,

and control the litigation precisely as they might control it if

the suits were brought in their own name. It is also noticeable
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persons furnishing materials and labor,” and that in the body of

the act the form of the condition to be inserted in the bond for
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provision in that regard being that the bond shall be “the usual

penal bond ;” meaning, evidently, such an obligation for the gov-
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ing from those with whom contracts were made for the doing of

public work. On the other hand, the condition for the beneﬁt of
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law might be, for the labor and materials so supplied. There
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was no occasion for legislation on the subject to which the act

relates, except for the protection of those who might furnish

was no occasion for legislation on the subject to which the act
relates, except for the protection of those who might furnish
materials or labor to persons having contracts with the government. The bond which is provided for by the act was intended
to perform a double function,-in the first place, to secure to the
government, as before, the faithful performance of all obligations
which a contractor might assume towards it; and, in the second
place, to protect third persons from whom the contractor obtained
materials or labor. Viewed in its latter aspect, the bond, by
virtue of the operation of the statute, contains an agreement between the obligors therein and such third parties that they shall
be paid for whatever labor or materials they may supply to enable
the principal in the bond to execute his contract with the United
States. The two agreements which the bond contains, the one
for the benefit of the government, and the one for the benefit of
third persons, are as distinct as if they were contained in separate
instruments, the government's name being used as obligee in the
latter agreement merelv as a matter of convenience.
In view 'of these c~nsiderations, we are of the opinion that the
sureties in a bond, executed under the act now in question, cannot
claim exemption from liability to persons who have supplied labor
or materials to their principal to enable him to execute his contract with the United States, simply because the government and
the contractor, without the surety's knowledge, have made some
changes in the contract, subsequent to the execuUon of the bond
given to secure its performance, which. do not alter the general
character of the work contemplated by the contract or the general
character of the materials which are necessary for its execution.
\Vhen the government has executed the contract and taken and
approved the bond, it ceases to be the agent of third parties whom
the contractor employs in the execution of the work or from whom
he obtains materials, and the rights of such persons under the
bond are unaffected by subsequent transactions between the government and the contractor. If such were not the case, it would
be possible for the contractor and some officer of the United States,
by making some change in the contract or specifications, to deprive
laborers and material men of all recourse against the sureties
in the bond after they had supplied materials and labor of great
value in reliance upon its provisions. It is not probable that
such a result was contemplated by the lawmaker. On the contrary, the act bears every evidence that it was intended to provide
a security for laborers and material men on which they could rely
confidently for protection, unless they saw fit, by theif own deal-

materials or labor to persons having contracts with the govern-

ment. The bond which is provided for by the act was intended

to perform a double function,-—in the ﬁrst place, to secure to the

government, as before, the faithful performance of all obligations

which a contractor might assume towards it; and, in the second

place, to protect third persons from whom the contractor obtained

materials or labor. Viewed in its latter aspect, the bond, by

virtue of the operation of the statute, contains an agreement be-

tween the obligors therein and such third parties that they shall

be paid for whatever labor or materials they may supply to enable

the principal in the bond to execute his contract with the United

States. The two agreements which the bond contains. the one

for the beneﬁt of the government, and the one for the beneﬁt of

third persons, are as distinct as if they were contained in separate

instruments, the government's name being used as obligee in the

latter agreement merely as a matter of convenience.

In view of these considerations, we are of the opinion that the

sureties in a bond, executed under the act now in question, cannot
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claim exemption from liability to persons who have supplied labor

or materials to their principal to enable him to execute his con-

tract with the United States, simply because the government and

the contractor, without the surety's knowledge, have made some

changes in the contract, subsequent to the execution of the bond

given to secure its performance, which_ do not alter the general

character of the work contemplated by the contract or the general

character of the materials which are necessary for its execution.

W hen the government has executed the contract and taken and

approved the bond, it ceases to be the agent of third parties whom

the contractor employs in the execution of the work or from whom

he obtains materials, and the rights of such persons under the

bond are unaffected by subsequent transactions between the gov-

ernment and the contractor. If such were not the case, it would

be possible for the contractor and some ofﬁcer of the United States,

by making some change in the contract or speciﬁcations, to deprive

laborers and material men of all recourse against the sureties

in the bond after they had supplied materials and labor of great

value in reliance upon its provisions. It is not probable that
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\Ne are conﬁrmed in these views by the following authorities:

mgs with the contractor, to relinquish the benefit of the security.
\Ve are confirmed in these views by the following authorities :
De-we)' v. State, 91 Ind. 173; Conn. v. State, 1~5 !nd. 514, 25 N.
E. 443; Doll v. Crume, 41 Neb. 655, 59 N. W. ~;Kaufmann v.
Ccopcr, 46 Neb. 644, 65 N. W. 796; Steffes v. Lemke, 40 Minn.
27, 41 N. W. 302. The first two of these cases are very much
in point. Bonds were given to the state of Indiana as obligee for
the doing of public work, in pursuance of a statute of that state,
which bonds contained conditions requiring-First, the faithful
performance and execution of the work undertaken by the contractor; and, second, the prompt payment by the contractor of
all debts incurred by him in the prosecution of the work for labor
and materials supplied by third parties. It was held, in substance, that for any breach of the second condition of the bond by
the contractor the right of action was in the laborer or the material man, and that such right of action could not be defeated or
prejudiced by any act done by the obligee in the bond after the
bond had been taken and approved. It was accordingly ruled
that changes made in the contract by the parties thereto, to-wit,
the contractor and the public authorities, after the bonds had been
executed and accepted, would not deprive material men of their
right to recover against the sureties in the bond. It results from
what has been said that the judgment of the circuit court was
erroneous upon the facts found by that court, and should be
reversed. It is so ordered, and that the case be remanded for a
new triaJ.

Dewey v. State, 91 Ind. 173; Conn. v. State, 125 Ind. 514, 25 N.

E. 443; Doll v. Crume, 41 Neb. 655, 59 N. W. ; Kmufmann v.
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stance, that for any breach of the second condition of the bond by
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the contractor and the public authorities, after the bonds had been
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executed and accepted, would not deprive material men of their

right to recover against the sureties in the bond. It results from

what has been said that the judgment of the circuit court was

erroneous upon the facts found by that court, and should be

reversed. It is so ordered, and that the case be remanded for a

new trial.

36. GRIFFITH, et al. v. RUNDLE, ct al., 23 Wash. 453, 63 Pac. 199,

55 L. R. A. 381.

Supreme Court, Washington, 1900.

Penalty in statutory bond’ as limit of liability thereon.

Appeal by defendants from a judgment of the Superior Court

for Spokane county in favor of plaintiffs in an action brought

to hold sureties on a contractor’s bond liable for unpaid labor

and materials which went into the construction of the building.

Affirmed.

The facts are stated in the opinion.

_ Messrs. Henley, Kellam, 6’ Lindsley and A. G. Avery, for

J6. GRIFFITH, et al. v. RUNDLE, ct al., 23 Wash. 453, 63 Pac. 199,
55 L. R. A. 381.
Supreme Court, Washington, 1900.

appellants.

Messrs. Lewis <5’ Lewis, for respondents.

REAvIS, J., delivered the opinion of the court:

InJuly, 1897, defendant Rundle entered into a contract with

Petralty in statutory bond as limit of liability thereon.
Appeal by defendants from a judgment of the Superior Court
for Spokane county in favor of plaintiffs in an action brought
to hold sureties on a contractor's bond liable for unpaid labor
and materials which went into the construction of the building.
Affirmed.
The facts are stated in the opinion.
Messrs. Henley, Kellam, & Lindsley and A. G. Avery, for
appellants.
Messrs. Leu·ls & Lnvis, for respondents.
REAVIS, J., delivered the opinion of the court:
Injuly, 18g7, defendant Rundle entered into a contract with
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the United States for the construction of certain buildings at the

army post near Spokane. At the time the contract was executed,

the United States for the construction of certain buildings at the
army post near Spokane. At the time the contract was executed,
a bond was duly executed in accordance with the provisions of the
act of Congress approved August 13, 1894 (28 Stat. at L. p. 278,
chap. 28o). The law is entitled "An Act for the Protection of
Persons Furnishing Materials and Labor for the Construction of
Public Works." Its provisions are substantially that any person
entering into a formal contract with the United States for the
construction of any public building shall be required, before commencing, to execute the usual penal bond with good and sufficient
sureties, with the additional obligations that the contractor shall
promptly make payments to all persons supplying him labor and
materials in the prosecution of the work. provided for in the contract; that any persons performing labor or furnishing materials
for such work shall be furnished on application with a certified
copy of the contract <J,nd bond upon which the person supplying
labor and materials shall have a right of action, and be authorized
to bring suit in the name of the United States against the contractor and sureties, provided that such action shall involve the
United States in no expense. The defendants Henley and Snodgrass were sureties upon the bond, the penal sum of which was
$10,000. 'While the contractor, Rundle, was engaged in the construction of the buildings under his contract, materials were furnished by plaintiffs to the contractor, and used by him in the work
of construction. Subsequently, and '!Vhile the buildings were but
partially completed, the United States, in the exercise of the right
reserved in the contract, took the work out of the hands of Rundle,
and at the same time notified the sureties. Henley and. Snodgrass,
of its action. Thereupon the sureties took up the work of construction, and completed the buildings according to Rundle's contract, and the United States accepted their work as full performance of the contract. For defense to the action, after some denials,
the sureties set up the fact that Rundle did not complete the contract, but the sureties, under its .terms, made full performance,
which was duly accepted by the C'nited States, and that in their
completion of the contract they were necessarily compelled to
expend sums in excess of $10,000, the amount of the penalty
·
in the bond.
1. The several assignments of error made by the appellants
may be grouped together, and stated as the refusal of the superior
court to admit testimony under the affirmative defense set forth
in the answer. The court excluded any evidence with reference
to the United States having demanded of the sureties the per-

a bond was duly executed in accordance with the provisions of the

act of Congress approved August 13, 1894 (28 Stat. at L. p. 278,

chap. 280). The law is entitled “An Act for the Protection of

Persons Furnishing Materials and Labor for the Construction of

Public Works.” Its provisions are substantially that any person

entering into a formal contract with the United States for the
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mencing, to execute the usual penal bond with good and sufﬁcient

sureties, with the additional obligations that the contractor shall

promptly make payments to all persons supplying him labor and

materials in the prosecution of the work provided for in the con-

tract; that any persons performing labor or furnishing materials

for such work shall be furnished on application with a certiﬁed

copy of the contract and bond upon which the person supplying

labor and materials shall have a right of action, and be authorized

to bring suit in the name of the United States against the con-

tractor and sureties, provided that such action shall involve the

United States in no expense. The defendants Henley and Snod-
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grass were sureties upon the bond, the penal sum of which was

$10,000. I/Vhile the contractor, Rundle, was engaged in the con-

struction of the buildings under his contract, materials were fur-

nished by plaintiffs to the contractor, and used by him in the work

of construction. Subsequently, and while the buildings were but

partially completed, the United States, in the exercise of the right

reserved in the contract, took the work out of the hands of Rundle,

and at the same time notiﬁed the sureties, Henley and Snodgrass,

of its action. Thereupon the sureties took up the work of con-

struction, and completed the buildings according to Rundle’s con-

tract, and the United States accepted their work as full perform-

ance of the contract. For defense to the action, after some denials,

the sureties set up the fact that Rundle did not complete the con-

tract, but the sureties, under its terms, made full performance,

which was duly accepted by the United States, and that in their

completion of the contract they were necessarily compelled to

expend sums in excess of $10,000, the amount of the penalty

in the bond. I

1. The several assignments of error made by the appellants

may be grouped together, and stated as the refusal of the superior

court to admit testimony under the affirmative defense set forth

in the answer. The court excluded any evidence with reference

to the United States having demanded of the sureties the per-
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tained by counsel for appellants that the limit of the liability of

formance of the contract or the payment of damages. It is maintained by counsel for appellants that the limit of the liability of
the sureties was the penalty stated in the bond, $10.000; that, if
the sureties had not undertaken the performance of the contract
of their principal, the entire damages to both the government
and the respondents and aII of the other claimants for labor and
materials would have been liquidated by the payment of $10,000;
that the fact that the sureties necessarily expended more than that
sum in the completion of the contract, and over the contract price,
relieves them from further liability. It is also maintained that,
if the contract had not been completed, the government is a preferred creditor, and its claim would exhaust the penalty, and there
would be no funds left for the satisfaction of plaintiffs and other
claimants of like character; and counsel maintain that it is necessary to determine the question of priority of rights as between
the government and these claimants. In a case involving these
facts,-Unitrd States ttse of Fidelity Nat: Ba11k v. Rmulle,-in
the United States circuit court, judgment was entered in conformity with the contention of counsel here. But the cause was
afterwards reversed by the United States circuit court of appeals
( 40 C. C. A. 450, 100 Fed. 400), and the appellate court observed:
"The undisputed facts of the present case are such that it is not
necessary to consider the question presented in the court below,
and argued here, whether if the United States had any cause of
action upon the bond in suit, its claim should be preferred to that
of the laborers and material men; for as has already been observed,
the United States received full performance of the contract, and
therefore has no cause of complaint." In the case of United States
11se of Anniston Pipe & Foundry Co. v. National Si'1rety Co., 34
C. C. A. 526, 92 Fed. 549, such a bond was under consideration
by the court, and it was there adjudged that the bond was intended
to perform a double function: First, to secure the faithful performance of the contract to the government ; and, second, to protect third persons from whom the contractor might obtain labor
or materials in the prosecution of the work. In its second aspect,
the bond , by virtue of the statute, contains a separate and distinct
agreement between the obligors and such third persons as to which
the agency of the government ceases when the bond is given and
approved, and subsequent changes in the contract, agreed upon
between the government and the contractor, though without the
knowledge or consent of the surety, will not release the surety
from liability to persons who supply labor or materials thereunder.
The court observed of the statute under which the bond is exe-

the sureties was the penalty stated in the bond, $10,000; that, if

the sureties had not undertaken the performance of the contract

of their principal, the entire damages to both the government

and the respondents and all of the other claimants for labor and

materials would have been liquidated by the payment of $10,000;

that the fact that the sureties necessarily expended more than that

sum in the completion of the contract, and over the contract price,

relieves them from further liability. It is also maintained that,

if the contract had not been completed, the government is a pre-

ferred creditor, and its claim would exhaust the penalty, and there

would be no funds left for the satisfaction of plaintiffs and other

claimants of like character; and counsel maintain that it is neces-

sary to determine the question of priority of rights as between

the government and these claimants. In a case involving these

facts,—United States use of Fidelity Nat. Bank v. Rundle,—in

the United States circuit court, judgment was entered in con-

formity with the contention of counsel here. But the cause was

afterwards reversed by the United States circuit court of appeals
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(40 C. C. A. 450, I00 Fed. 400). and the appellate court observed:

“The undisputed facts of the present case are such that it is not

necessary to consider the question presented in the court below,

and argued here, whether if the United States had any cause of

action upon the bond in suit, its claim should be preferred to that

of the laborers and material men ; for as has already been observed,

the United States received full performance of the contract, and

therefore has no cause of complaint.” In the case of United States

use of Auniston Pipe 6' Foundry Co. v. National .S'urety Co., 34

C. C. A. 526, 92 Fed. 549, such a bond was under consideration

by the court, and it was there adjudged that the bond was intended

to perform a double function: First, to secure the faithful per-

formance of the contract to the government; and, second, to pro-

tect third persons from whom the contractor might obtain labor

or materials in the prosecution of the work. In its second aspect,

the bond , by virtue of the statute, contains a separate and distinct

agreement between the obligors and such third persons as to which

the agency of the government ceases when the bond is given and

approved, and subsequent changes in the contract, agreed upon

between the government and the contractor, though without the

knowledge or consent of the surety, will not release the surety

from liability to persons who supply labor or materials thereunder.

The court observed of the statute under which the bond is exe-
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cuted: “It is also noticeable that in its title the act professes to be

one for the beneﬁt ‘of persons furnishing materials and labor,’

cuted: "It is also noticeable that in its title the act professes to be
one for the benefit 'of persons furnishing materials and labor,'
and that in the body of the act the form of the condition to be
inserted in the bond for the benefit of the United States is not in
terms prescribed, the only provision in that regard being that the
bond shall be 'the usual penal bond ;' meaning, evidently, such an
obligation for the government's own protection as it had long
been in the habit of exacting from those with whom contracts were
made for the doing of public work. On the other hand, the condition for the benefit of persons who might furnish materials or
labor is carefully prescribed. Obviously, therefore, Congress intended to afford full protection to all persons who supplied materials or labor in the construction of public buildings or other
public works, inasmuch as such persons could claim no lien thereon,
whatever the local law might be, for the labor and materials so
supplied. There was no occasion for legislation on the subject to
which the act relates, except for the protection of those who might
furnish materials or labor to persons having contracts with the
government. * * * Viewed in its latter aspect, the bond, by virtue
of the operation of the statute, contains an agreement between the
obligors therein and such third parties that they shall be paid
for whatever labor or materials they may supply to enable the
principal in the bond to execute his contract with the United
States. The two agreements which the bond contains-the one
for the benefit of 1:he government, and the one for the benefit of
third persons-are as distinct as if they were contained in separate instruments, the government's name being used as obligee in
the latter agreement merely as a matter of convenience." In the
case of Dewey v. State ex rel. M cCollum, 91 Ind. 173, it was substantially held that for any breach of the second condition of such
a bond by the contractor the right of action was in the laborer
or the material man, and that such right of action could not be
defeated or abridged by any act done by the obligee in the bond
after the bond had been taken and approved ; and it was ruled
that changes made in the contract by the parties thereto-that is,
the contractor and the public authorities--after the bonds had been
accepted would not deprive material men of their rights to recover
against sureties in the bond. To the same effect is Conn v.
State e:r rel. Stutsman, 125 Ind. 514, 25 N. E. 443, and the same
principle is affirmed in Doll v. Crume, 41 Neb. 655, 59 N. W. 8o6;
Kmifmmin v. Cooper, 46 Neb. 644, 65 N. \V. 7g6; Steffes v.
Lemke, 40 Minn. 27, 41 N. W. 302. The practical effect of the
statute, and others of similar character in a number of the states,

and that in the body of the act the form of the condition to be

inserted in the bond for the beneﬁt of the United States is not in

terms prescribed, the only provision in that regard being that the

bond shall be ‘the usual penal bond ;’ meaning, evidently, such an

obligation for the government’s own protection as it had long

been in the habit of exacting from those with whom contracts were

made for the doing of public work. On the other hand, the con-

dition for the beneﬁt of persons who might furnish materials or

labor is carefully prescribed. Obviously, therefore, Congress in-

tended to afford full protection to all persons who supplied mate-

rials or labor in the construction of public buildings or other

public works, inasmuch as such persons could claim no lien thereon,

whatever the local law might be, for the labor and materials so

supplied. There was no occasion for legislation on the subject to

which the act relates, except for the protection of those who might

furnish materials or labor to persons having contracts with the

government. * * * Viewed in its latter aspect, the bond, by virtue

of the operation of the statute, contains an agreement between the
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obligors therein and such third parties that they shall be paid

for whatever labor or materials they may supply to enable the

principal in the bond to execute his contract with the United

States. The two agreements which the bond contains—the one

for the beneﬁt of the government, and the one for the beneﬁt of

third persons—are as distinct as if they were contained in sepa-

rate instruments, the government's name being used as obligee in

the latter agreement merely as a matter of convenience.” In the

case of Dewey v. State ex rel. McCollum, 9I Ind. 173, it was sub-

stantially held that for any breach of the second condition of such

a bond by the contractor the right of action was in the laborer

or the material man, and that such right of action could not be

defeated or abridged by any act done by the obligee in the bond

after the bond had been taken and approved; and it was ruled

that changes made in the contract by the parties thereto—that is,

the contractor and the public authorities—after the bonds had been

accepted would not deprive material men of their rights to recover

against sureties in the bond. To the same effect is Conn v.

State ex rel. Stutsman, 125 Ind. 514, 25 N. E. 443, and the same

principle is afﬁrmed in Doll v. Crume, 41 Neb. 655, 59 N. W. 806;

Krmfmarm v. Cooper, 46 Neb. 644, 65 N. W’. 796; Steffes v.

Lemke, 40 Minn. 27, 41 N. W. 302. The practical effect of the

statute, and others of similar character in a number of the states,
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furnish labor and material, and to substitute the bond in place

seems to be to confer a special lien in favor of such persons who
furnish labor and material, and to substitute the bond in place
of the public building as a thing upon which the lien is to be
charged. Such liens evidently appear, from an inspection of the
current legislation, to be favored, and the courts have usually
adopted a liberal rule of construction in their enforcement.
2. It is pertinent to suggest that in the performance of the
unfinished contract by the sureties, if they had expended less than
the amount to be paid by the government on the completion of the
contract, the excess or profit would have belonged to them, and,
if they undertook the completion of the contract and sustained a
loss, it would seein that it should fall upon them. As sureties
under the terms of the contract, they might elect to complete it
upon default of their principal, but such completion was not the
full performance of the contract by the principal himself. It satisfied the sureties' contract with the government, but, as observed
by the circuit court of appeals in Un.i ted States use of Fidelity
Nat. Bank v. Rundle, 40 C. C. A. 450, 100 Fed. 400, the United
States is not a claimant here, and the question of priority of claims
to the amount due from the sureties under the terms of the bond
is not involved in this case.
The judgment of the Superior Court must be affirmed.
DUNBAR, Ch. J., and FULLERTON and ANDERS, JJ., concur.

of the public building as a thing upon which the lien is to be

charged. Such liens evidently appear, from an inspection of the

current legislation, to be favored, and the courts have usually

adopted a liberal rule of construction in their enforcement.

2. It is pertinent to suggest that in the performance of the

unﬁnished contract by the sureties, if they had expended less than

the amount to be paid by the government on the completion of the

contract, the excess or proﬁt would have belonged to them, and,

if they undertook the completion of the contract and sustained a

loss, it would seem that it should fall upon them. As sureties

under the terms of the contract, they might elect to complete it

upon default of their principal, but such completion was not the

full performance of the contract by the principal himself. It sat-

isﬁed the sureties’ contract with the government, but, as observed

by the circuit court of appeals in United States use of Fidelity

Nat. Bank v. Rundle, 40 C. C. A. 450, 100 Fed. 400, the United

States is not a claimant here, and the question of priority of claims

to the amount due from the sureties under the terms of the bond
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is not involved in this case.

The judgment of the Superior Court must be affirmed.

DUNBAR, Ch. J., and FULLERTON and ANDERS, JJ., concur.

a'. To answer for the miscarriage of another.

37. KIRKHAM v. MARTER, 2 Barn. & Ald. 613.

Court of King’s Bench, Easter Term, 1819.

“Miscarriage,” as used in the statute of frauds, comprehends

that species of wrongful act for the consequences of which the

law would make the party civilly responsible.

This was an action on an oral promise. The plaintiff declared

that one T. E. Marter, before the making of the promise of

defendant, had without the leave or license of the plaintiff, wrong-

fully ridden a horse of the plaintiff’s, in consequence whereof the

horse died; that the plaintiff had threatened to commence an action

d.

against said T. E. Marter for the recovery of such damages as

plaintiff had sustained by reason of the premises; and thereupon,

To answer for the miscarriage of mi.other.

in consideration of the premises, and that the plaintiff, at the re-

37.

quest of the defendant, would not bring any action against the

said T. E. Marter for the cause aforesaid, and that the plaintiff

KIRKHAM v. MARTER, 2 Barn. & Aid. 613.
Court of King's Bench, Easter Term, 1819.

"Miscarria.ge,'' as used in the statute of frauds, comprehends
that species of •wrongful act for the conseq11ences of which the
law ·would make the party c.ivilly responsible.
This was an action on an oral promise. The plaintiff declared
that one T. E. Marter, before the making of the promise of
defendant, had without the leave or license of the plaintiff, wrongfully ridden a horse of the plaintiff's, in consequence whereof the
horse died; that the plaintiff had threatened to commence an action
against said T. E. Marter for the recovery of such damages as
plaintiff had sustained by reason of the premises ; and thereupon,
in consideration of the premises, and that the plaintiff, at the request of the defendant, would not bring any action against the
said T. E. Marter for the cause aforesaid, and that the plaintiff
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should be agreed upon between the defendant and one A. B.,

woul<l be content to take, for and on account of said horse, what
should be agreed upon between the defendant and one A. B.,
defendant promised to pay plaintiff what should be agreed upon
between defendant and said A. B. for and on account of said
horse. Plaintiff further declared that he had brought no action
for the cause aforesaid, and that he was willing to take, for and
on account of the horse, what had been agreed upon between the
defendant and A. D., and that defendant and A. B. did agree that
defendant should pay plaintiff fifty guineas for the said horse,
and the bill due for the maintenance and keep of the said horse.
· Breach: The· non-payment of the said several sums.
Plea: General Issue.
On the trial of the cause the plaintiff proved an oral contract
as laid in the declaration. ABBOTT, C. J., thought this an undertaking for the default or miscarriage of another within the statute
of frauds, and consequently that the promise ought to have been
in writing, and the plaintiff was non-suited.
Plaintiff moved for a new trial.

defendant promised to pay plaintiff what should be agreed upon

between defendant and said A. B. for and on account of said

horse. Plaintiff further declared that he had brought no action

for the cause aforesaid, and that he was willing to take, for and

on account of the horse, what had been agreed upon between the

defendant and A. B., and that defendant and A. B. did agree that

defendant should pay plaintiff ﬁfty guineas for the said horse,

and the bill due for the maintenance and keep of the said horse.

i Breach: Theinon-payment of the said several sums.

Plea: General Issue. '

On the trial of the cause the plaintiff proved an oral contract

as laid in the declaration. ABBOTT, C. J., thought this an under-

taking for the default or miscarriage of another within the statute

of frauds, and consequently that the promise ought to have been

in writing, and the plaintiff was non-suited.

Plaintif f moved for a new trial.

ABBO"l"l‘, C. J.—This case is clearly within the mischief in-

tended to be remedied by the statute of frauds; that mischief
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being the frequent fraudulent practices which were too commonly

endeavored to be upheld by perjury; and if it be within the mis-

chief, I think the words of the statute are sufﬁciently large to com-

prehend the case. The words are these: “No action shall be

brought to charge a defendant upon any special promise to answer

for the debt, default or miscarriage of another person.” Now the

Anum'T, C. J.-This case is clearly within the mischief in-

word “miscarriage” has not the same meaning as the word “debt”

tended to be remedied by the statute of frauds; that mischief
being the frequent fraudulent practices which were too commonly
endeavored to be upheld by perjury; and if it be within the mischief, I think the words of the statute are sufficiently large to comprehend the case. The words are these: "No action shall be
brought to charge a defendant upon any special promise to answer
for the debt, default or miscarriage of another person." Now the
word "miscarriage'' has not the same meaning as the word "debt"
or "default;" it seems to me to comprehend that species of wrongful act for the consequences of which the law would make the
party civilly responsible. The wrongful riding the horse of another, without his leave and license, and thereby causing his death,
is clearly an act for which the party i& responsible in damages and
therefore, in my judgment, falls within the meaning of the word
"miscarriage." The case of Reed and X ash (I \Vilson, 305), is
very distinguishable from this: The promise there was to pay a
sum of money as an inducement to withdraw a record in an action
of assault, brought against a third person. It did not appear that
the defendant in that action had ever committed the assault, or
that he had ever been liable in damages ; and the case was expressly decided on the ground that it was an original, and not a
collateral promise. Here the son had rendered himself liable by
his wrongful act, and the prornise was expressly made in consid-

or “default ;” it seems to me to comprehend that species of wrong-

ful act for the consequences of which the law would make the

party civilly responsible. The wrongful riding the horse of an-

other, without his leave and license, and thereby causing his death,

is clearly an act for which the party is responsible in damages and

therefore, in my judgment, falls within the meaning of the word

“miscarriage.” The case of Reed and Nash (1 Wilson, 305), is

very distinguishable from this: The promise there was to pay a

sum of money as an inducement to withdraw a record in an action

of assault, brought against a third person. It did not appear that

the defendant in that action had ever committed the assault, or

that he had ever been liable in damages; and the case was ex-

pressly decided on the ground that it was an original, and not a

collateral promise. Here the son had rendered himself liable by

his wrongful act, and the promise was expressly made in consid-
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think that the nonsuit was right.

eration of the plaintiff's forbearing to sue the son.
think that the nonsuit was right.
Rule refused.

Rule refused.

38. BAKER v. MORRIS, 33 Kan. 580, 7 Pac. 267.

Supreme Court, Kansas, 1885.

A promise without consideration and not in zvritirtg made

I therefore

by a father to answer for the wrongful act of his minor son is

not actionable.

Error from Greenwood District Court.

38.

At the May term, 1884, plaintiff Morris recovered a judgment

for $50 and costs against defendant Baker, who brings it here for

review. The opinion states the facts.

BAKER v. MORRIS, 33 Kan. s8o, 7 Pac. 267.
Supreme Court, Kansas, 1885.

A promise ·without co11sideratio11 a11d not in ·writing made
b3• a father to ans·wer for the ·wrongful act of his minor son, is

T. L. Davis, for plaintiff in error.

C logston t5' Fuller, for defendant in error.

11ot actionable.

The opinion of the court was delivered by

VALENTINE, J.—The only question presented to this court

Error from Greenwood District Court.
At the May term, 1884, plaintiff Morris recovered a judgment
for $50 and costs against defendant Baker, who brings it here for
review. The opinion states the facts.
T. L. Davis, for plaintiff in error.
Clogston & Fuller, for defendant in error.
The opinion of the court was deliVered by

for determination is, whether the following bill of particulars sets

forth facts sufﬁcient to constitute a cause of action. The amended

bill of particulars (omitting court and title) reads as follows:

“Now comes the above plaintiff, and for cause of complaint
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against said defendant says, that said defendant is justly indebted

to him in the sum of seventy-ﬁve dollars. as follows, to-wit: That

on or about the 21st day of December, 1883, one Frank Baker, a

son of said defendant, and a minor, did negligently and carelessly

ﬁre and shoot off a gun in the direction of the stable of said plain-

tiff; and that said stable contained ‘one mare pony. the property of

J.-The only question presented to this court
for de.termination is, whether the following bill of particulars sets
forth facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action. The amended
bill of particulars ( omittir~g court and title) reads as follows:
"Now comes the above plaintiff, and for cause of complaint
against said defendant says, that said defendant is justly indebted
to him in the sum of seventy-five dollars, as follows, t<>-wit: That
on or about the 21st day of De~mber, 1883, one Frank Baker, a
son of said defendant, and a minor, did negligently and carelessly
firt: and shoot off a gun in the direction of the stable of said plaintiff ; and that said stable contained _one mare pony, the property of
said plaintiff; that said shot so fired and ·shot off penetrated the
said stable, and struck and killed said mare, said property of said
plaintiff; that said mare was of the value of $75-thereby damaging said plaintiff in the .sm:n of $75·
"Plaintiff further says, that after said death of said mare,
said plaintiff requested said defendant to pay for said mare so
killed ; that--agreed so to do, but has failed so to do ; plaintiff therefore says that said defendant voluntarily and of his own
free will did, immediately after the injuries and damages complained of hereinbefore, come to plaintiff, and said he would pay
this plaintiff the full value of said mare so killed by his said son,
thereby ratifying and confirming the said acts of his son Frank,
and thereby becoming responsible to plaintiff for the damages

said plaintiff; that said shot so ﬁred andshot off penetrated the

VALENTINE,

said stable, and struck and killed said mare. said property of said

plaintiff; that said mare was of the value of $75—thereby damag-

ing said plaintiff in the sum of $75.

“Plaintiff further says, that after said death of said mare,

said plaintiff requested said defendant to pay for said mare so

killed; that agreed so to do, but has failed so to do; plain-

tiff therefore says that said defendant voluntarily and of his own

free will did, immediately after the injuries and damages com-

plained of hereinbefore, come to plaintiff, and said he would pay

this plaintiff the full value of said mare so killed by his said son,

thereby ratifying and conﬁrming the said acts of his son Frank,

and thereby becoming responsible to plaintiff for the damages
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sustained by plaintiff. Therefore, plaintiff prays judgment

against said defendant for the sum of $75 and costs.”

sustained by plaintiff. Therefore, plaintiff prays judgment
against said defendant for the sum of $75 and costs."
Under the authority of the case of Edux1.,.ds v. Crimi.e, 13
Kas. 348, the defendant below (plaintiff in error) is not liable,
•
unless by his subsequent promise and supposed ratification he has
made himself liable. In that case it is held as follows:
"Where a minor son who lives with his father and is under
his father's control commits certain wrongful acts, but where the
said acts have not been authorized by the father, are not done in
his presence, have no connection with the father's business, are •
not ratified by the father, and from which the father receives no
benefit, the father is not liable in a civil action for damages for
...
such wrongful acts."
\
See also Sclwuier 01i Domestic Relations, 361. The promise
made by defendant to pay the plaintiff for the mare killed is not
valid. It was a collateral undertaking, made without consideration, and was not in writing. (Sec. 6, Statute of Frauds). And
there was no ratification of the defendant's son's acts, except
such as resulted from the promise itself ; and this in fact was no
ratification at all. The defendant might have disapproved the
son's acts wholly and entirely, and condemned them severely, and
yet promised to pay the value of the mare killed. * * *
The judgment of the court below will be reversed, and the
cause remanded for further proceedings.
All the Justices concurring.

Under the authority of the case of Edzeards v. Crmne, 13

Kas. 348, the defendant below (plaintiff in error) is not liable,

unless by his subsequent promise and supposed ratiﬁcation he has

made himself liable. In that cas'e it is held as follows:

“Vl/here a minor son who lives with his father and is under

his father’s control commits certain wrongful acts, but where the

said acts have not been authorized by the father, are not done in

his presence, have no connection with the father’s business, are

not ratiﬁed by the father, and from which the father receives no

beneﬁt, the father is not liable in a civil action for damages for

such wrongful acts.’f

See also Schouler on Domestic Relations, 361. The promise

made by defendant to pay the plaintiff for the mare killed is not

valid. It was a collateral undertaking, made without considera-

tion, and was not in writing. (Sec. 6, Statute of Frauds). And

there was no ratiﬁcation of the defendant's son’s acts, except

such as resulted from the promise itself; and this in fact was no

ratiﬁcation at all. The defendant might have disapproved the
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son’s acts wholly and entirely, and condenmed them severely, and

yet promised to pay the value of the mare killed. * * *

The judgment of the court below will be reversed, and the

cause remanded for further proceedings.

All the Justices concurring.

SECTION 3. GUARANTOR AND SURETY DISTINGUISHED.

39. KEARNES v. MONTGOMERY, 4 W. Va. 29.

Supreme Court of Appeals, West Virginia, 1870.

The contract of the guarantor is collateral and secondary;

that of the surety collateral and primary or direct.

Boggess, for plaintiff in error.

Dennis 6' Price, for defendant in error.

The facts are stated in the opinion of Maxwell, J.

M./\xwELL, J.—This was an action of assumpsit, to recover

from the defendant the sum of 2,000 dollars, with interest. The

facts certiﬁed show that on the 28th day of January, 1860, the

plaintiff held the bond of the defendant and one J. N. Montgomery

for 2,000 dollars; that the defendant, on the day and year afore-

SECTION

3.

GUARANTOR

AND

SURETY

DISTINGUISHED.

39.

KEARNES v. MONTGOMERY, 4 W. Va. 29Supreme Court of Appeals, West Virginia, 1870.

The contract of the guarantor is collateral and secondary;
that of the surety collateral and primary or direct.
Boggess, for plaintiff in error.
Dennis & Price, for defendant in error.
The facts are stated in the opinion of Maxwell, J.
MAxwm.1., J .-This was an action of assumpsit, to recover
from the defendant the sum of 2,000 dollars, with interest. The
facts certified show that on the 28th day of January, 186o, the
plaintiff held the bond of the defendant and one J. N. Montgomery
for 2,000 dollars ; that the defendant, on the day and year afore-
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said, proposed to exchange with the plaintiff for the said bond, a

-

. bond of 2.000 dollars executed by Thomas Creigh and L. S. Creigh

said, proposed to exchange with the plaintiff for the said bond, a
bond of 2,000 dollars executed by Thomas Creigh and L. S. Creigh
to the plaintiff ; that the plaintiff refused to accept the said last
mentioned bond unless the defendant would indorse the same,
inasmuch as it was payable to -the plaintiff and not to the defendant; whereupon the said defendant wrote his name upon the back
of the said bond, which was then accepted by the plaintiff, who, in
exchange therefor, delivered to the defendant the said bond of the
defendant and J. N. ~fontgomery; that afterwards, and after the
institution of the suit, but before the trial, the plaintiff wrote above
the blank indorsement of the defendant, a promise binding the
defendant as surety of the said Thomas Creigh and L. S. Creigh;
that the bond with the indorsement thereon is as follows:

to the plaintiff; that the plaintiff refused to accept the said last

mentioned bond unless the defendant would indorse the same.

inasmuch as it was payable to the plaintiff and not to the defend-

ant; whereupon the said defendant wrote his name upon the back

of the said bond, which was then accepted by the plaintiff, who, in

exchange therefor, delivered to the defendant the said bond of the

defendant and J. N. Montgomery; that afterwards, and after the

institution of the suit, but before the trial, the plaintiff wrote above

the blank indorsement of the defendant, a promise binding the

defendant as surety of the said Thomas Creigh and L. S. Creigh;

that the bond with the indorsement thereon is as follows:

“On or before the ﬁrst of March, 1861, with interest from the ﬁrst

of March, 1860, we or either of us bind ourselves, our heirs, etc., to pay

Alexander Kearnes the just and full sum of two thousand dollars, for

value received. _ _

“Witness our hands and seals this 28th day of January, I860.

“TnoMas CREXGH. [seal]

"On or before the first of March, 1861, with interest from the first
of March, 186o, we or either of us bind ourselves, our heirs, etc., to pay
Alexander Kearnes the just and full sum of two thousand dollars, for
value received.
"Witness our hands and seals this 28th day of January, 186o.
"THOMAS CREIGH. [seal]
"LEWIS S. CREIGH." · [seal]
''For value received, I hereby become the surety of Thomas Creigh
and Lewis S. Creigh as obligors in the within bond.
WM H. MoNTGOMF;RY."

“Lewis S. C|u:icn.”'[seal]
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“For value received, I hereby become the surety of Thomas Creigh

and Lewis S. Creigh as obligors in the within bond.

WM H. Mom0-ooiuznv.”

That the debt against the Creighs could have been made by suit in

the year 1861, and after the close of the war in 1865, and that the

said Creighs have been insolvent since 1866, and that since that

time the debt could not have been made off of them by suit. Upon

these facts judgment was rendered for the defendant. The plain-

tiff in error insists that the judgment is erroneous, because upon

That the debt against the Creighs could have been made by suit in
tht! year 1861, and after the close of the war in 1865, and that the
said Creighs have been insolvent since 1866, and that since that
time the debt could not have been made off of them by suit. C pan
these facts judgment was rendered for the defendant. The plain.tiff in error insists that the judgment is erroneous, because upon
the facts proved, the defendant was a surety or maker of the bond
in question and primarily_liable for its payment, while it is insisted
for the defendant that he was guarantor merely and only liable
for the payment of the bond in case the money could not be made
off the makers of the paper after it fell due, by the use of due
diligence which, he insists, was not used before the makers became
insolvent. Whether the defendant is guarantor or maker depends
on the understanding of the parties. If the payee or assignee of
paper, not negotiable, indorse his name in blank on the back of it,
he is prima facie assignor, but if a stranger indorse his name in
blank on the back of paper, not negotiable, he is prima facie guarantor ; but this presumption may be rebutted by showing the
original understanding of the parties, by showing an express
agreement otherwise, or by showing circumstances from which
one may be inferred.
The contract of a guarantor is collateral and secondary. It

the facts proved. the defendant was a surety or maker of the bond

in question and primarilyliable for its payment, while it is insisted

for the defendant that he was guarantor merely and only liable

for the payment of the bond in case the money could not be made

off the makers of the paper after it fell due, by the use of due

diligence which, he insists, was not used before the makers became

insolvent. Whether the defendant is guarantor or maker depends

on the understanding of the parties. If the payee or assignee of

paper, not negotiable, indorse his name in blank on the back of it,

he is prima facie assignor, but if a stranger indorse his name in

blank on the back of paper, not negotiable, he is prima facie guar-

antor; but this presumption may be rebutted by showing the

original understanding of the parties, by showing an express

agreement otherwise, or by showing circumstances from which

one may be inferred.

The contract of a guarantor is collateral and secondary. It
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differs in that respect generally from the contract of a surety

which is direct; and in general the guarantor contracts to pay if,

differs in that respect generally from the contract of a surety
which is direct; and in general the guarantor contracts to pay if,
by the use of due diligence, the debt cannot be made out of the
principal debtor, while the surety undertakes directly for the payment and so is responsible at once if the principal debtor makes
default. As the proper diligence was not used against the Creighs,
if the defendant is guarantor merely he is not liable for the payment of the debt: while if he is to be treated as surety, he is liable.
It becomes, therefore, necessary to determine whether he is a
technical guarantor merely or a surety. * * *
The plaintiff, after suit brought, wrote over the name of the
defendant, "For value received, I hereby become the surety of
Thomas Creigh and Lewis S. Creigh as obligors in the within
bond." It is upon this contract, so written by the plaintiff, that
he claims his right to recover from the defendant. The plaintiff
might write anything over the name of the defendant, consistent
with the contract of the defendant, so as to carry it out. He could
not write the words which he did write. unless upon special contract between the parties, disclosed by the evidence and surrounding circumstances. The evidence, instead of sustaining and authorizing this special contract as written by the plaintiff, does not
even tend to show any such understanding, but on the contrary
shows, so far as can be inferred from it, that the defendant was
to assume the same situation as to liability that he would have
occupied if the paper had been executed to him as payee and transferred by him to the plaintiff. As the facts proved wholly fail to
show a contract on the part of the defendant to be liable as maker
or surety, it follows that he is liable only as guarantor.
The facts proved show affirmatively that, by the use of due
diligence against the Creighs, the plaintiff might have made the
money.
The judgment complained of will, therefore, have to be affirmed with damages and costs.

by the use of due diligence, the debt cannot be made out of the

principal debtor, while the surety undertakes directly for the pay-

ment and so is responsible at once if the principal debtor makes

default. As the proper diligence was not used against the Creighs,

if the defendant is guarantor merely he is not liable for the pay-

ment of the debt: while if he is to be treated as surety. he is liable.

It becomes, therefore, necessary to determine whether he is a

technical guarantor merely or a surety. * * *

The plaintiff, after suit brought, wrote over the name of the

defendant, “For value received. I hereby become the surety of

Thomas Creigh and Lewis S. Creigh as obligors in the within

bond.” It is upon this contract, so written by the plaintiff, that

he claims his right to recover from the defendant. The plaintiff

might write anything over the name of the defendant, consistent

with the contract of the defendant, so as to carry it out. He could ‘

not write the words which he did write. unless upon special con-

tract between the parties, disclosed by the evidence and surround-

ing circumstances. The evidence, instead of sustaining and au-
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thorizing this special contract as written by the plaintiff. does not

even tend to show_ any such understanding, but on the contrary

shows, so far as can be inferred from it, that the defendant was

to assume the same situation as to liability that he would have

occupied if the paper had been executed to him as payee and trans-

ferred by him to the plaintiff. As the facts proved wholly fail to

show a contract on the part of the defendant to be liable as maker

or surety, it follows that he is liable only as guarantor.

The facts proved show afﬁrmatively that, by the use of due

diligence against the Creighs, the plaintiff might have made the

money.

The judgment complained of will, therefore, have to be af-

ﬁrmed with damages and costs.
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Supreme ‘Court Iowa, 1881.

The assurer on the bond of an agent for the sale of sewing

machmes, conditioimd that such agent will account for all money

40. SINGER MAN'FG CO. v. LITTLER et al., 56 la. 6o1; 9 N. W. 905.
Supreme ·Court Iowa, 1881.

and pro/>erty coming into his hands is a guarantor, not a surety.

The assurer 011 the bond of an agent for the sale of sewin.g
machines, conditio11ed that such agent 'l.(,,>i/l account for all money
arid property comt'.11g into his hands is a gttara:11tor, not a su"ety.
Guarantor entitled to notice 'Within a reasonable time of the
amount of his liability.

Guarantor entitlcd to notice ‘within a reasonable time of the

amount of his liability.

Appeal from \/Vapello circuit court.

A_cT1oN AT LAW. The cause was tried to the court below

without a jury, and judgment was rendered for. defendants.

Plaintiff appeals. The facts of the caseappear in the opinion.

D. F. Miller and H. B. H endershott, for appellant.

Wm. M cN ctt, for appellees.

Appeal from Wapello circuit court.
A.cTION AT LAW. The cause was tried to the court below
without a jury, and judgment was rendered for. defendants.
Plaintiff appeals. The facts of the case-appear in the opinion.
D. F. Miller and H. B. Hendershott, for appellant.
1¥m. McNett, for appellees.

BECK, J.—1. The action is upon a bond executed by Littler

as principal, and the other defendants as sureties, conditioned

that Littler shall pay to plaintiff all his indebtedness to it, existing

or afterwards to exist, whether upon notes, accounts, or in any

other manner. The petition alleges that Littler became agent of

plaintiff for the sale of sewing machines, and the bond in suit was

executed when he was appointed, to secure plaintiff from loss that
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might accrue on account of his employment. The petition alleges

BECK, J.-1. The action is upon a bond executed by Littler
as principal, and the other defendants as sureties, conditioned
that Littler shall pay to plaintiff all his indebtedness to it, existing
or afterwards to exist, whether upon notes, accounts, or in any
other manner. The petition alleges that Littler became agent of
plaintiff for the sale of sewing machines, and the bond in suit was
executed when he was appointed, to secure plaintiff from loss that
might accrue on account of his employment. The petition alleges
that Littler became delinquent in his payments and executed a
note to plaintiff, upon which a judgment was afterward rendered
for the amount of his indebtedness. The sureties answered the
petition, alleging that Littler and the plaintiff entered into an
agreement whereby Littler became plaintiff's agent, and became
bound to pay to plaintiff money upon the sales of sewing machines,
or upon the indorsement of paper taken upon such sales, as stipulated in the agreement. The agreement provides that either party
may terminate the contract at their pleasure. Other conditions
need not be set out.
·
The answer further alleges that plaintiff had terminated
Littler's agency before the note was executed by him, and that
the defendants had no notke at any time that Littler was in default, or that any claim was made by plaintiff against them upon
the bond. Upon a demurrer to this answer, the court held that
the defendants were entitled to notice of the amount due from
Littler within a reasonable time after the settlement between him
and plaintiff. The court found upon the trial that no such notice
was given to the defendants, wherefore they suffered loss, and
that plaintiff, therefore, is not entitled to recover.

that Littler became delinquent in his payments and executed a

note to plaintiff, upon which a judgment was afterward rendered

for the amount of his indebtedness. The sureties answered the

petition, alleging that Littler and the plaintiff entered into an

agreement whereby Littler became plaintiff’s agent, and became

bound to pay to plaintif f money upon the sales of sewing machines,

or upon the indorsement of paper taken upon such sales, as stipu-

lated in the agreement. The agreement provides that either party

may terminate the contract at their pleasure. Other conditions

need not be set out. '

The answer further alleges that plaintiff had terminated

Littler’s agency before the note was executed by him, and that

the defendants had no notice at any time that Littler was in de-

fault, or that any claim was made by plaintiff against them upon

the bond. Upon a demurrer to this answer, the court held that

the defendants were entitled to notice of the amount due from

Littler within a reasonable time after the settlement between him

and plaintiff. The court found upon the trial that no such notice

was given to the defendants. wherefore they suffered loss, and

that plaintiff, therefore. is not entitled to recover.
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2. The controlling question in the case, and the only one

argued by counsel, involves the correctness of the court's ruling

2. The controlling question in the case, and the only one
argued by counsel, involves the correctness of the court's ruling
in holding that defendants are not liable for the reason that notice
was not given them of the extent of Littler's liability within a
reasonable time after his agency was terminated, and his indebtedness fixed by his settlement with plaintiff. The ruling of the
court, we think, is correct, and in accord with Dcrc.Jis Se--u.,;,n.g
Machine Co. v. Mills, 55 Ia. 543, 8 N. W. 356. We held in that
case, "where the guaranty is a continuing one, and the parties must
have understood their liability thereunder would be increased and
diminished from time to time, and the guaranty is uncertain as to
when it will cease to be binding upon the guarantor, and when the
party indemnified has the power at pleasure to annul and put an
end to the contract guarantied, without the knowledge of the guarantor, he is entitled to notice, within a reasonable time after the
transactions guarantied are closed, of the amount of his liability
thereunder." It will be observed, upon considering the statement
of the terms of the contract guarantied as above ~et out, that they
are within this rule, and that under it the defendants in this case
are not liable, in the absence of the notice contemplated therein.
3. But counsel for plaintiff, in an ingenious argument, attempt to distinguish this case from Dm•is Seioing .Machine Co. v.
Mills. They insist that while the contract in that case was a guaranty, in this case defendants are not guarantors, but are sureties
for Littler, and are jointly liable with him upon an original contract. The error of this position is apparent. Littler was or
was about to become indebted to plaintiff upon the contract under
which he was appointed agent. Defendants were not bound upon
that contract. Neither were they bound upon the notes, accounts,
acceptances, or upon any contract upon which Littler became indebted to plaintiff. They became first and only bound upon the
bond, whereby they guaraf!!eed that Littler would pay his indebtedness to plaintiff iri"Wii'atever form it aSSUtnea. A guarantor
becomes bound for the performance of a prior or collateral contraet upon which the principal is alone indebted. A surety is
bound with the principal upon the coqtract under which the principal's indebtedness arises. This is a familiar doctrine of the law.
Upon applying it to the facts of the case, it will be seen that defendants are guarantors, and not sureties, for the performance of
the contract upon which Littler's indebtedness to plaintiff arose.
They were therefore entitled to notice under the rule of Dai.fr
Seit-i11g Machine Co. v. .Mills.
It may be o1Jserved that guarantors are often called sureties.

in holding that defendants are not liable for the reason that notice

was not given them of the extent of Littler’s liability within a

reasonable time after his agency was terminated, and his indebt-

edness ﬁxed by his settlement with plaintiff. The ruling of the

court, we think, is correct, and in accord with Davis Sewing

Machine Co. \'. Mills, 55 Ia. 543, 8 N. W. 356. We held in that

case, “where the guaranty is a continuing one, and the parties must

have understood their liability thereunder would be increased and

diminished from time to time, and the guaranty is uncertain as to

when it will cease to be binding upon the guarantor, and when the

party indemniﬁed has the power at pleasure to annul and put an

end to the contract guarantied, without the knowledge of'the guar-

antor, he is entitled to notice, within a reasonable time after the

transactions guarantied are closed, of the amount of his liability

thereunder.” It will be observed, upon considering the statement

of the terms of the contract guarantied as above set out, that they

are within this rule, and that under it the defendants in this case

are not liable, in the absence of the notice contemplated therein.
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3. But counsel for plaintiff, in an ingenious argument, at-

tempt to distinguish this case from Daz.’is Sewing Machine C o. v.

Mills. They insist that while the contract in that case was a guar-

anty, in this case defendants are not guarantors, but are sureties

for Littler, and are jointly liable with him upon an original con-

tract. The error of this position is apparent. Littler was or

was about to become indebted to plaintiff upon the contract under

which he was appointed agent. Defendants were not bound upon

that contract. Neither were they bound upon the notes, accounts,

acceptances, or upon any contract upon which Littler became in-

debted to plaintiff. They became ﬁrst and only bound upon the

bond, whereby they ~ed that Littler would pay his indebt-

edness to plaintiff in w atever form it ass\unre'd. A guarantor

becomes bound for the performance of a prior or collateral con-

tract upon which the principal is alone indebted. A surety is

bound with the principal upon the contract under which the prin-

cipal’s indebtedness arises. This is a familiar doctrine of the law.

Upon applying it to the facts of the case, it will be seen that de-

fendants are guarantors, and not sureties, for the performance of

the contract upon which Littler’s indebtedness to plaintiff arose.

They were therefore entitled to notice under the rule of Davis

Sewing Machine Co. v. Mills.

It may be observed that guarantors are often called sureties.
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one who is bound by a contract with his principa1—who joins

with his principal in the execution of the contract, and becomes

We use the term "sureties" in the foregoing discussion, to describe
one who is bound by a contract with his principal-who joins
with his principal in the execution of the contract, and becomes
pecuniarily liable thereon. But, as we have seen, a guarantorthe surety in a contract of guaranty-is not primarily liable upon
the principal's contracts, and only becomes liable upon his default.
A guarantor, under this rule, is entitled to notice of the amount of
his liability within a reasonable time after that liability is determined by the transaction between the original debtor and creditor.
I~ is our opinion that the judgment of the circuit court ought
to be affirmed.

pecuniarily liable thereon. But, as we have seen, a guarantor— '

the surety in a contract of guaranty—is not primarily liable upon

the principal’s contracts, and only becomes liable upon his default.

A guarantor, under this rule, is entitled to notice of the amount of

his liability within a reasonable time after that liability is deter-

mined by the transaction between the original debtor and creditor.

Itis our opinion that the judgment of the circuit court ought

to be afﬁrmed.

41. SAINT, et al. v. WHEELER & WILSON MFG. CO., 95 Ala. 362,

I0 So. 539, 36 Am. St. R. 210.

Supreme Court, Alabama, 1891.

Diﬁerence beta-ecu. guarantor and surety. Surety.thi_1> indi-

cated by joint contract. .

Action by \Vheeler & Wilson Mfg. Co. against R. F Saint.

A. J. Crosthwaite, C. .\l. Wright, J. F. Hall and J. R. Spragins,

parties to a contract under seal, in the words and ﬁgures following:

“For value received and in consideration of the within contract, R. F.

41. SAINT, et al. v. WHEELER & WILSON MFG. CO., 95 Ala. J62,
10 So. 539, 36 Am. St. R. 210.
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Saint (and the other defendants, giving their names and residences re-

spectively), hereby guarantee to the Wheeler & Vl/ilson Mfg. Co., its suc-

cessors or assigns, the full and faithful performance of the foregoing con-

Supreme Court, Alabama, 18g1.

tract, including all damages which may result to the said company from

any failure on the part of said R. F. Saint to perform any of the provisions

Differcnce betuJee1i giwra1itor and surety.
cated by joint contract.

of said agreement to the amount of $1,ooo; hereby waiving all necessity

on the part of said company of instituting legal proceedings against said

Surctyship indi-

R. F. Saint before having recourse on us; hereby waiving the beneﬁt of

Action by \.Vheeler & Wilson Mfg. Co. against R. F Saint,
A. J. Crosthwaite, C. M. Wright, J. F. Hall and J. R. Spragins,
parties to a contract under seal, in the words and figures following:

all constitutional or statutory homestead or exemption laws now in force;

further agreeing to pay plaintiff’s attorney’s fees and all costs should suit

‘be necessary to enforce the collection of this bond.

“Witness our hands and seals, etc.”

"For value received and in consideration of the within contract, R. F.
Saint (and the other defendants, giving their names and residences respectively), hereby guarantee to the Wheeler & Wilson Mfg. Co., its successors or assigns, the full and faithful performance of the foregoing contract, including all damages which may result to the said company from
any failure on the part of said R. F. Saint to perform any of the provisions
of said agreement to the amount of $1,000; hereby waiving all necessity
on the part of said company of instituting legal proceedings against said
R. F. Saint before having recourse on us; hereby waiving the benefit of
all constitutional or statutory homestead or exemption laws now in force;
further agreeing to pay plaintiff's attorney's fees and all costs should suit
·be necessary to· enforce the collection of this bond.
"Witness our hands and seals, etc."
.

This contract or bond was written on the back of the contract

therein referred to, by which said company, as party of the ﬁrst

part, employed said Saint, party of the second part, as its col-

lector, which contract contained these provisions, among others:

1. The party of the ﬁrst part (Wheeler & \"Vilson Mfg. Co.)

agrees to employ the party of the second part as its collector.

2. The party of the second part is to engage in no other busi-

ness but to devote his time exclusively to collecting claims given

him from time to time by the party of the ﬁrst part.

3. The party of the second part agrees to remit to the party

This contract or bond was written on the back of the contract
therein referred to, by which said company, as party of the first
part, employed said Saint, party of the second part, as its collector, which contract contained these provisions, among others:
1. The party of the first part (Wheeler & Wilson Mfg. Co.)
agrees to employ the party of the second part as its collector.
2. The party of the second part is ·to engage in no other business but to devote his time exclusively to collecting claims given .
him from time to time by the party of the first part.
3. The party of the second part agrees to remit to the party
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of the ﬁrst part on Saturday of each week the full amount of all
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collections made by him.

of the first part on Saturday of each week the full amount of. alt
collections made by him.
4. All notes, leases. and cash received by the party of the
second part on account of the party of the first part shall be held
and rendered strictly as the property of the said party of the first
part subject to their order and under their control.
All the defendants filed the plea of the general issue.
A. J. Crosthwaite separately pleaded that, before Saint had
entered on the discharge of his duties as collector, he notified
plaintiff to take hi~ name off the bond. that he would not become
a .surety on the bond; that the plaintiff made no objection and he
was thereby released from any obligation on the bond. The other
sureties on the bond filed a separate plea that they signed the bond
with the understanding that Crosthwaite was also jointly liable
with them on the bond and that a release of Crosthwaite on the
bond without their consent released them.
The evidence introduced on the trial of the case established
the following facts : That the above contract was executed by the
plaintiff and R. F. Saint and the bond was executed by the defendants, Wright, Crosthwaite, Hall and Spragins, as sureties.
That Saint received from the plaintiff a large list of notes and
accounts for collection ; that he collected a considerable amount
of money. for it, paying ewer a portion of it and retaining or embezzling the balance of it. After the bond was executed, Saint
carried it or sent it to Nashville to the plaintiff; that when Saint
went to Nashville to begin work under the contract and before he
had reached that place or had received any notes or accounts from
the plaintiff, Crosthwaite notified plaintiff to take his name off the
bond, which was a revocation of his guaranty, and, plaintiff not
having refused, he regarded himself released. Plaintiff did not
decline to release him but simply asked his reasons ; and after that
plaintiff gave Saint the notes and accounts to collect. That when
Saint went to Nashville to take charge of the work assigned to
him under the contract, the original contract was changed and
Saint was permitted to retain from his weekly collections all his
expenses and a salary of $50 per month instead of remitting to
plaintiff the full amount of his collections. · That in February,
1888, the plaintiff, through W.W. Walls, made another change in
the oontract, whereby Saint was to get only $9 per week instead of
$so per month for his services as collector, and that Saint worked
under this last contract until he quit, but, on a settlement he made
with the company through Walls, he was allowed $so·per month.
That Saint was required to sell and discount notes and accounts

4. All notes, leases and cash received by the party of the

second part on account of the party of the ﬁrst part shall be held

and rendered strictly as the property of the said party of the ﬁrst

part subject to their order and under their control.

All the defendants ﬁled the plea of the general issue.

A. J. Crosthwaite separately pleaded that, before Saint had

entered on the discharge of his duties as collector, he notiﬁed

plaintiff to take his name off the bond—that he would not become

a surety on the bond; that the plaintiff made no objection and he

was thereby released from any obligation on the bond. The other

sureties on the bond ﬁled a separate plea that they signed the bond

with the understanding that Crosthwaite was also jointly liable

with them on the bond and that a release of Crosthwaite on the

bond without their consent released them.

The evidence introduced on the trial of the case established

the following facts: That the above contract was executed by the

plaintiff and R. F. Saint and the bond was executed by the de-

fendants, Wright, Crosthwaite, Hall and Spragins, as sureties.
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That Saint received from the plaintiff a large list of notes and

accounts for collection; that he collected a considerable amount

of money for it, paying over a portion of it and retaining or em-

bezzling the balance of it. After the bond was executed, Saint

carried it or sent it to Nashville to the plaintiff; that when Saint

went to Nashville to begin work under the contract and before he

had reached that place or had received any notes or accounts from

the plaintiff, Crosthwaite notiﬁed plaintiff to take his name off the

bond, which was a revocation of his guaranty, and, plaintiff not

having refused, he regarded himself released. Plaintiff did not

decline to release him but simply asked his reasons; and after that

plaintiff gave Saint the notes and accounts to collect. That when

Saint went to Nashville to take charge of the work assigned to

him under the contract, the original contract was changed and

Saint was permitted to retain from his weekly collections all his

expenses and a salary of $50 per month instead of remitting to

plaintiff the full amount of his collections. That in February,

1888, the plaintiff, through W. W. Walls, made another change in

the contract, whereby Saint was to get only $9 per week instead of

$50 per month for his services as collector, and that Saint worked

under this last contract until he quit, but, on a settlement he made

with the company through Walls, he was allowed $50 per month.

That Saint was required to sell and discount notes and accounts
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That he was required to take up the sewing machines and sell

which had been put in his hands for collection under the contract.
That he was required to take up the sewing machines and sell
them again for such prices as he could get for them, and that he
did take up some machines for the plaintiff, but did not know
how many, and sold some of them under instructions from the
plaintiff. That ·Wright, Hall and Spragins knew nothing about
Crosthwaite revoking his guaranty on the bond ; that they signed
it with the understanding and agreement that Crosthwaite was
jointly liable with them. It was also proved that in February,
1888, the plaintiff, through its agent, had notice of Saint's defalcation and that after such notice said company continued Saint in
its employment. The defendants knew nothing about the changes
made in this contract between Saint and the plaintiff after the
bond was signed. They never consented to any of the changes.
The plaintiff never notified either of them of Saint's dishonest act
in appropriating the plaintiff's money. Defendants then offered
to prove by each of the defend ants that they had not consented
to a change in the contract and had no knowledge of such change.
Defendants introduced as evidence a number of letters written by plaintiff to the defendant, R. F. Sain~ in which they authorized him to discount notes and·use his discretion. All the letters
show that Saint was required to do other work than that required
under the written contract ; all of which increased the risk which
the sureties had incurred.
In addition to the other charges requested by the defendant
in writing were the following:
5. "If the jury believe from the evidence that in February,
1888, Saint had only used $So or $6o of the plaintiff's money,
anfl that Saint notified the plaintiff that he was short that amount,
then it was the duty of the plaintiff to notify the sureties, Wright,
Crosthwaite, Hall and Spragins, and, if the plaintiff failed to
notify them of such fact. they cannot recover against these sureties for any defalcation of Saint after that time."
7. "If the jury believe from the evidence that A. J, Crosthwaite was released from the bond as guaranty after the other
sureties, Wright, Crosthwaite, Hall and Spragins had signed it,
then I charge you that such release was a material change in the
contract. And if you further believe from the evidence that such
change was made without the knowledge and consent of Wright,
Hall, and Spragins, and Crosthwaite, then the plaintiff cannot
recover against them."
9. "If the jury believe from the evidence that in February;
1888, the plaintiff had notice that defendant, Saint, had collectec1

them again for such prices as he could get for them. and that he

did take up some machines for the plaintiff, but did not know

how many. and sold some of them under instructions from the

plaintiff. That'\\~"right, Hall and Spragins knew nothing about

Crosthwaite revoking his guaranty on the bond: that they signed

it with the understanding and agreement that Crosthwaite was

jointly liable with them. It was also proved that in February,

1888, the plaintiff, through its agent, had notice of Saint's defal-

cation and that after such notice said company continued Saint in

its employment. The defendants knew nothing about the changes

made in this contract between Saint and the plaintiff after the

bond was signed. They never consented to any of the changes.

The plaintiff never notiﬁed either of them of Saint’s dishonest act

in appropriating the plaintiff’s money. Defendants then offered

to prove by each of the defendants that they had not consented

to a change in the contract and had no knowledge of such change.

Defendants introduced as evidence a number of letters writ-

ten by plaintiff to the defendant, R. F. Saint, in which they author-
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ized him to discount notes and-use his discretion. All the letters

show that Saint was required to do other work than that required

under the written contract; all of which increased the risk which

the sureties had incurred.

In addition to the other charges requested by the defendant

in writing were the following:

5. “If the jury believe from the evidence that in February,

1888, Saint had only used $50 or $60 of the plaintiff’s money,

an_d that Saint notiﬁed the plaintiff that he was short that amount,

then it was the duty of the plaintiff to notifythe sureties, Wright,

Crosthwaite. Hall and Spragins, and, if the plaintiff failed to

notify them of such fact. they cannot recover against these sure-

ties for any defalcation of Saint after that time.”

7. “If the jury believe from the evidence that A. J, Cros-

thwaite was released from the bond as guaranty after the other

sureties, Wright, Crosthwaite, Hall and Spragins had signed it,

then I charge you that such release was a material change in the

contract. And if you further believe from the evidence that such

change was made without the knowledge and consent of Wright,

Hall, and Spragins, and Crosthwaite, then the plaintiff cannot

recover against them.” _

9. “If the jury believe from the evidence that in February,

1888, the plaintiff had notice that defendant, Saint. had collected
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money for it which he had converted to his own use, then it was

the duty of the plaintiff to notify Wright, Hall, Crosthwaite, and

money for it which he had converted to his own use, then it was
the duty of the plaintiff to notify Wright, Hall, Crosthwaite, and
Spragins, his securities, and if it failed to notify them, the plaintiff
cannot recover against said sureties for the money collected and
appropriated to his own use after the time."
The defendants separately excepted to the court's refusal to
give the several charges requested by them* * *
There were verdict and judgment for the plaintiff. Defendants appeal.
Kirk & Almon, for appellants.
Ro1'lhac & Nathan, for appellee.

Spragins, his securities, and if it failed to notify them, the plaintiff

cannot recover against said sureties for the money collected and

appropriated to his own use after the time.”

The defendants separately excepted to the court's refusal to

give the several charges requested by them* * *

There were verdict and judgment for the plaintiff. Defend-

ants appeal.

Kirk <9 Almon, for appellants.

Roulhac 6' Nathan, for appellee.

McCLELL.\N, J. The contract sued is not a guaranty, but

one of suretyship. Crosthwaite and the other defendants, who

undertake that Saint shall faithfully perform his contract with the

company, are sureties of Saint and not guarantors. The distinc-

tion between the two classes of undertakings is often shadowy,

and often not observed by judges and text-writers; but that there

is a substantive distinction, involving not infrequently important

consequences, is, of course, not to be doubted. It seems to lie in

this: that when the sponsors for another assume a primary and
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direct liability, whether conditional or not, in the sense of being

immediate or postponed till some subsequent occurrence, to the

creditor, they are sureties; but when this responsibility is second-

ary, and collateral to that oflthe principal, they are guarantors.

Or, as otherwise stated, if they undertake to pay money or do

any other act in the event their principal fails therein, they are

sureties; but, if they assume the performance only in the event

the principal is unable to perform, they are guarantors. Or, yet

another and more concise statement, a surety is one who under-

takes to pay if the debtor do not; a guarantor, if the debtor can-

not. The ﬁrst is sponsor absolutely and directly for the prin-

cipal’s acts; the latter, only for the principal’s ability to do the

act. “The one is the insurer of the debt; the other, an insurer of

the solvency of the debtor.” This is the essential distinction.

There is another, going as well to its form. The contract of sure-

tyship is the joint and several contract of the principal and surety.

“The contract of the guarantor is his own separate undertaking.

in which the principal does not join.” Indeed, it has been held,

pretermitting all other considerations, that no contract joined in

by the debtor and another can be one of guaranty on the part of

the latter. (McMillan v. Bank, 32 Ind. 11, 10 Amer. Law Reg.,

N. S., 435, and notes.) Though we apprehend that a case might

McCI.EI.I.AN, J. The contract sued is not a guaranty, but
one of suretyship. Crosthwaite and the other defendants, who
undertake that Saint shall faithfully perform his contract with the
company, are sureties of Saint and not guarantors. The distinction between the two classes of undertakings is often shadowy,
and often not observed by judges and text-writers; but that there
~s a substantive distinction, involving not infrequently important
consequences, is, of course, not to be doubted. It seems to lie in
this: that when the sponsors for :mother assume a primary and
direct liability, whether conditional or not, in the sense of being
immediate or postponed till some subsequent occurrence, to the
creditor, they are sureties; but when this responsibility is secondary, and collateral to that of the principal, they are guarantors.
Or, as otherwise stated, if they undertake to pay money or do
any other act in the event their principal fails therein, they are
sureties ; but, if they assume the performance only in the event
the principal is unable to perform, they are guarantors. Or, yet
another and more concise statement, a · surety is one who undertakes to pay if the debtor do not; a guarantor, if the debtor cannot. The first is sponscrr absolutely and directly for the principal's acts; the latter, only for the principal's ability to do the
act. "The one is the fosurer of the debt; the other, an insurer of
the soivency of the debtor." This is the essential distinction.
'.fhere is another, going as well to its form. The contract of suretyship is the joint and several contract of the principal and surety.
"The contract of the guarantor is his own separate undertaking,
in which the principal does not join." Indeed, it has been held,
pretermitting all other considerations, that no contract joined in
by the debtor and another can be one of guaranty on the part of
the latter. (McMillan v. Ba1i.k, 32 Ind. II, 10 Amer. Law Reg.,
N. S., 435, and notes.) Though we apprehend that a case might
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the undertaking be signed also by the principal. However that

be put, involving only secondary liability on the sponsors, though
the undertaking be signed also by the principal. However that
may be, it is certain that in most cases the joint execution of a
contract by the principal and another operates to exclude the idea
of a guaranty, and that in all cases such fact is an index pointing
to suretyship. * * *
Applying these principles to the bond sued on, the conclusion
must be that it is not a guaranty, but a suretyship, on the part of
Crosthwaite, Wright, Hall and Spragins. It is not their separate
undertaking, but the principal also txecutes it. While they employ the word "guaranty," they directly obligate themselves,
along with Saint, to pay-absolutely and wholly, irrespective of
Saint's solvency or insolvency-all damages which may result
to the obligee from his default. Not only so, but they expressly
stipulate that the company need not exhaust its remedies against
Saint before proceeding against them. It is, in other words, and
in short, a primary undertaking on their part not secondary and
collateral to pay to the company in the event of Saint's failure
and not an undertaking to pay only in the event of Saint's <lefault and inability to pay. They are sureties of Saint, and not
his guarantors; and their rights depend upon the law applicable
to the former relation, and not upon the law controlling the latter.
One of the important differences in the operation, effect, and discharge of the two contracts finds illustration in this cas.e. The
undertaking of guaranty, in a case like this, is primarily an offer,
and does not become a binding obligation until it is accepted and
notice of acceptance has been given to the guarantor. Till this has
been done, it cannot be said that there has been that meeting of
the minds of the parties which is essential to all contracts. * * *
Being thus a mere offer it may .be recalled~ as, of course, at any
time before notice of acceptance. Inde~d, there are authorities
which hold that even after acceptance, and notice thereof, the
guarantor may revoke it by notice that he will no longer be bound,
unless he has received a continuing or independent consideration
which he does not renounce, or unless the guarantee has acted
upon it in such way as that revocation would be inequitable and
to his detriment; and, in cases of continuing guaranty, the effect
of such revocation is to confine the guarantor's liability to past
transactions. * * * All this is otherwise with respect to the contract of a surety. He is bound originally, in all respects, upon
the same footing as the principal. His is not an offer depending
for efficacy upon acceptance, but an absolute contract, depending
for efficacy upon complete execution ; and its execution is com-

may be, it is certain that in most cases the joint execution of a

contract by the principal and another operates to exclude the idea

of a guaranty, and that in all cases such fact is an index pointing

to suretyship. * * *

Applying these principles to the bond sued on, the conclusion

must be that it is not a guaranty, but a suretyship, on the part of

Crosthwaite, Wright, Hall and Spragins. It is not their separate

undertaking, but the principal also executes it. While they em-

ploy the word “guaranty,” they directly obligate themselves,

along with Saint, to pay—absolutely and wholly, irrespective of

Saint’s solvency or insolvency—all damages which may result

to the obligee from his default. Not only so, but they expressly

stipulate that the company need not exhaust its remedies against

Saint before proceeding against them. It is, in other words, and

in short, a primary undertaking on their part not secondary and

collateral to pay to the company in the event of Saint’s failure

and not an undertaking to pay only in the event of Saint’s de-

fault and inability to pay. They are sureties of Saint, and not
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his guarantors; and their rights depend upon the law applicable

to the former relation, and not upon the law controlling the latter.

One of the important differences in the operation, effect, and dis-

charge of the two contracts ﬁnds illustration in this case. The

undertaking of guaranty. in a case like this, is primarily an offer,

and does not become a binding obligation until it is accepted and

notice of acceptance has been given to the guarantor. Till this has

been done, it cannot be said that there has been that meeting of

the minds of the parties which is essential to all contracts. * * *

Being thus a mere offer it may be recalled, as, of course, at any

time before notice of acceptance. Indeed, there are authorities

which hold that even after acceptance, and notice thereof, the

guarantor may revoke it by notice that he will no longer be bound,

unless he has received a continuing or independent consideration

which he does not renounce, or unless the guarantee has acted

upon it in such way as that revocation would be inequitable and

to his detriment; and, in cases of continuing guaranty, the effect

of such revocation is to conﬁne the guarantor's liability to past

transactions. * * * All this is otherwise with respect to the con-

tract of a surety. He is bound originally, in all respects, upon

the same footing as the principal. His is not an offer depending

for efficacy upon acceptance, but an absolute contract, depending

for efficacy upon complete execution; and its execution is com-
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pleted by delivery. From that moment his liability continues until

discharged in accordance with stipulations of the instrument, or

plcted by delivery. From that moment his liability continues until
discharged in accordance with stipulations of the instrun1ent, or
by some unauthorized act or omission of the obligee violative of
his rights under the instrument, or by a valid release. Nothing
that he can do outside of the letter of the bond can free him from
the duties and liabilities it imposes. He cannot assert the right
to revoke unless the right is therein nominated. As .was said by
the English court, "if he desired to have the right to terminate his
suretyship on notice, he should have so specified in his contract."
Cal·nrt v. Gordon, 3 Man. & R., 124; Brandt, Sur. Sec. l 13, I 14.
The evidence here as to the release of Crosthwaite tends to
show no more than this: That after the bond had been delivered
to plaintiff, and after its officers had advised Saint that they were
ready for him to enter on the discharge of his duties under the
contract secured by the bond, he (Crosthwaite) requested plaintiff
to take his name off the paper. No assent to this request is shown,
but only an inquiry on the part of plaintiff as to Crosthwaite's
reasons for desiring to be released. It would seem that the court
itself should have de.cided that these facts did not release Crosthwaite, but the question appears to have been submitted to the
jury. If this submission, or any of the instructions accompanying it, was erroneous, no injury resulted to defendants, since the
jury determined the point against the alleged release, as the court
should have done, assuming it to have been a question of law.
On the other hand, if it were a question for the jury, it is to be
presumed they were properly instructed as to the rules of law
which should guide them to its solution, as no exceptions were
reserved in that regard. The exceptions which were reserved on
this part of the case are to charges given, and to the refusal to
give charges asked by defendants declaratory of the effect which
the discharge of Crosthwaite, if the jury found he had been discharged, would have upon the liability of his co-sureties. As the
jury found expressly that he had not been discharged, these exceptions present mere abstractions not necessary to be decided.
\Ve have no doubt, however, but that the law in this respect was
correctly declared by the court to be that the release of Crosthwaite operated to release the other sureties only to the extent of
hi~ aliquot share of the liability.***
[Reversed on the ground that Saint was retained in the plaintiff's service after notice of his defalcation:]

by some unauthorized act or omission of the obligee violative of

his rights under the instrument, or by a valid release. Nothing

that he can do outside of the letter of the bond can free him from

the duties and liabilities it imposes. He cannot assert the right

to revoke unless the right is therein nominated. As was said by

the English court, “if he desired to have the right to terminate his

suretyship on notice, he should have so speciﬁed in his contract.”

Calvert v. Gordon, 3 Man. & R., 124; Brandt, Sur. Sec. 113, 1114.

The evidence here as to the release of Crosthwaite tends to

show no more than this: That after the bond had been delivered

to plaintitf. and after its ofﬁcers had advised Saint that they were

ready for him to enter on the discharge of his duties under the

contract secured by the bond, he (Crosthwaite) requested plaintiff

to take his name off the paper. No assent to this request is shown,

but only an inquiry on the part of plaintiff as to Crosthwaite’s

reasons for desiring to be released. It would seem that the court

itself should have decided that these facts did not release Cros-

thwaite, but the question appears to have been submitted to the
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jury. If this submission, or any of the instructions accompany-

ing it, was erroneous, no injury resulted to defendants, since the

jury determined the point against the alleged release, as the court

should have done, assuming it to have been a question of law.

On the other hand. if it were a question for the jury, it is to be

presumed they were properly instructed as to the rules of law

which should guide them to its solution, as no exceptions were

reserved in that regard. The exceptions which were reserved on

this part of the case are to charges given, and to the refusal to

give charges asked by defendants declaratory of the effect which

the discharge of Crosthwaite, if the jury found he had been dis-

charged, would have upon the liability of his co-sureties. As the

jury found expressly that he had not been discharged, these ex-

ceptions present mere abstractions not necessary to be decided.

V\~’e have no doubt, however, but that the law in this respect was

correctly declared by the court to be that the release of Cros-

thwaite operated to release the other sureties only to the extent of

his aliquot share of the liability. * * ”‘ _

[Reversed on the ground that Saint was retained in the plain-

tifT’s service after notice of his defalcation.] '
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37

25 Atl. 35.

42- CAMPBELL v. SHERMAN (Hornet's Appeal) 151 Pa. St. 70,

Supreme Court, Pennsylvania, I892.

25 Atl. 35.
Supreme Court, Pennsylvania, r8g2.

The surety undertakes to perform the contract of the princi-

pal, if the principal does not; the guarantor, ifthe principal can-

not.

The surety 11-ndertakes to perform the contract of the princi-

Appeal from court of common pleas, Sullivan county; John

pal, if the principal does n<>t; the giwrantor, if the principal cannot.

A. Sittser, Judge.

Contest between J. A. Homet, claimant, and other lien cred-

itors of Adam Sherman, upon distribution of a fund arising from

a sheriff’s sale of the real estate of said Sherman. From a judg-

Appeal from court of common pleas, Sullivan county; John
A. Sittser, Judge.
Contest between J. A. Hornet, claimant, and other lien creditors of Adam Sherman, upon distribution of a fund arising from
a sheriff's sale of the real estate of said Sherman. From a judgment allowing Hornet's claim in part only, he appeals. Reversed.
!. G. Scouten, for appellant.
E. Jf.. Du.nham, for appellee.

‘ mcnt allowing Homet's claim in part only, he appeals. Reversed.

I. G. Scouten, for appellant.

E. A/I. Dunham, for appellee.

MCCOLLUM, J. On the ﬁrst of January, 1887, J. A. Homet,

the appellant, bought of Adam Sherman two judgments against

A. R. Robbins, on which there was then an unpaid balance of

$592.38, and they were duly assigned to him. At the same time

he loaned to Sherman $266.62. To secure the payment of the

judgments and the money loaned he received the bond of Sher-
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man in the sum of $859, on which, by virtue of the warrant of at-

torney contained therein, judgment was entered Jan. 3, 1887. On

McCoLLUM, J. On the first of January, 1887, J. A. Hornet,
the appellant, bought of Adam Sherman two judgments against
A. R. Robbins, on which there was then an unpaid balance of
$592.38, and they w@re duly assigned to him. At the same time
he loaned to Sherman $266.62. To secure the payment of the
judgments and the money loaned he received the bond of Sherman in the sum of $859, on which, by virtue of the warrant of attorney contained therein, judgment was entered Jan. 3, 1887. On
a distribution of the proceeds of a sale by the sheriff on the 13th
of September, 1&)o, of the real estate of Sherman, the appellant
claimed to apply on his judgment the fund remaining after paying
costs and prior liens. The subsequent lien creditors of Sherman
admitted that the appellant was entitled to receive the sum loaned,
with interest thereon, but contended that Sherman was released
from liability as to the balance because of the appellant's failure
to revive the Robbins judgments. To this the appellant answered
that his omission to revive these judgments did not release Sherman, and that, if it did, the ·creditors could not take advantage
of it on distribution. The conclusion reached by the learned
auditor was that he could not, at the instance of the lien creditors,
set aside or disregard the judgment on the showing before him,
but that Sherman might, in an appropriate proceeding, rely on the
appellant's negligence as a defense to it. The learned president
of the common pleas thought that this defense could be successfully made before the auditor by the lien creditors, and the fund
was accordingly awarded to them.
In reviewing the decision of the court below, the first important inquiry is whether the obligation of Sherman in respect to the

a distribution of the proceeds of a sale by the sheriff on the 13th

of September, 1890, of the real estate of Sherman, the appellant

claimed to apply on his judgment the fund remaining after paying

costs and prior liens. The subsequent lien creditors of Sherman

admitted that the appellant was entitled to receive the sum loaned,

with interest thereon, but contended that Sherman was released

from liability as to the balance because of the appellant's failure

to revive the Robbins judgments. To this the appellant answered

that his omission to revive these judgments did not release Sher-

man, and that, if it did, thecreditors could not take advantage

of it on distribution. The conclusion reached by the learned

auditor was that he could not, at the instance of the lien creditors,

set aside or disregard the judgment on the showing before him,

but that Sherman might, in an appropriate proceeding, rely on the

appellant’s negligence as a defense to it. The learned president

of the common pleas thought that this defense could be success-

fully made before the auditor by the lien creditors, and the fund

was accordingly awarded to them.

In reviewing the decision of the court below, the ﬁrst import-

ant inquiry is whether the obligation of Sherman in respect to the
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was a surety, he was not released from liability by the negligence

of the appellant, and the contention concerning the powers of the

auditor has nothing to rest upon. It is well settled that mere for-

bearance, however prejudicial to a surety, will not discharge him,

and that the failure of a creditor to revive a judgment does not

release the surety, unless there was an express agreement that it

should be kept revived for his beneﬁt. W inton v. Little, 94 Pa.

St. 64; U. .5‘. v. .S‘impson, 3 Pen. & W. 437.

We think the undertaking of Sherman was that of a surety.

His bond included the money loaned and the balance due on the

Robbins judgments, and by its express terms was to remain in -

force until the whole sum was paid. The written conditions in

the bond deﬁne the liability of the obligor, and we cannot add to

them by implication a condition which would render them nug-

atory. The written condition applicable to this contention is that,

if the judgments “shall be paid in full by the said A. R. Robbins,

his heirs and assigns, to the said J. A. Homet, then this obliga-

tion to be void, otherwise to be and remain in full force and

virtue.”
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The appellant purchased the judgments on the agreement of

his vendor to pay them if Robbins did not. It was a contract of

suretyship, and not of technical guaranty, on which he parted with

his money. On the failure of Robbins to pay the judgments at

maturity, he was at liberty to proceed directly against the surety.

He was not bound to resort to legal proceedings against Robbins

or to show that they would have been unavailing in order to sus-

tain process upon the bond. He was under no legal duty to the

surety to revive the judgments, unless requested to do so, and, as

no such request was made, negligence in this particular cannot be

imputed to him. The law on this subject is stated by Agnew, J.,

in Reigrat v. White, 52 Pa. St. 440, as follows:

“A contract gf suretyship is a direct liability to the creditor

for theuacif to be performed by the debtor, and a guaranty is a

liability only for his ability to perform this act. In the former the

surety assumes to perform the contract of the principal debtor if

he should not, and in the latter the guarantor undertakes that his

principal can perform—that he is able to do so. From the nature

of the former, the ‘undertaking is immediate and direct that the

act shall be done which if not done makes the surety responsible

at once; but, from the nature of the latter, non-ability, in other

words insolvency, must be shown.”

In Kramph’s Ex'x v. Hat:."s Ex"rs, Id. 525, Woodward, C.J.,

Robbins judgments was that of a surety or of a guarantor. If he
was a surety, he was not released from liability by the negligence
of the appellant, and the contention concerning the powers of the
auditor has nothing to rest upon. It is well settled that mere forbearance, however prejudicial to a surety, will not discharge him,
and that the failure of a creditor to revive a judgment does not
release the surety, unless there was an express agreement that it
should be kept revived for his benefit. Winton v. Little, 94 Pa.
St. 64; U. S. v. Simpson, 3 Pen. & W. 437.
We think the undertaking of Sherman was that of a surety
His bond included the money loaned and the balance due on the
Robbins judgments, and by its express terms was to remain in
force until the whole sum was paid. The written conditions in
the bond define the liability of the obligor, and we cannot add to
them by implication a condition which would render them nugatory. The written condition applicable to this contention is that,
if the judgments "shall be paid in full by the said A. R. Robbins,
his heirs and assigns, to the said J. A. Hornet, then this obligation to be void, otherwise to be and remain in full force and
virtue."
Th~ appellant purchased the judgments on the agreement of
his vendor to pay them if Robbins did not. It was a contract of
suretyship, and not of technical guaranty, on which he parted with
his money. On the failure of Robbins to pay the judgments at
maturity, he was at liberty to proceed directly against the surety.
He was not bound to resort to legal proceedings against Robbins
or to show that they would have been wiavailing in order to sustain process upon the bond. He was under no legal duty to the
surety to revive the judgments, unless requested to do so, and, as
no such request was made, negligence in this particular cannot be
imputed to him. The law on this subject is stated by Agnew, J.,
in Reigrat v. White, 52 Pa. St. 440, as follows:
"A contract of suretyship is a direct liability to the creditor
for theact bel>e°rionned by the debtor, and a guaranty is a
liability only for his ability to perform this act. In the former the
surety assumes to perform the contract of the principal debtor ~£
he should not, and in the latter the guarantor undertakes that his
principal can perform- that he is able to do so. From the nature
of the former, the ·undertaking is immediate and direct that the
act shall be done which if not done makes the surety responsible
at once; but, from the nature of the latter, non-ability, in other
words insolvency, must be shown."
In Kramph's Ex'x v. Hatz's Ex'rs, Id. 525, Woodward, C.J.,
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discussing the same subject said: “The_§_cLrj_mct of a guarantor

is to be carefully distinguished from tlI3_£_Q_f a_surety, for whilst

discussing the same subject said: "The contract of a guarantor
is to be carefully distinguished from th~gj '!...~ur~ty, for whilst
both are accessory contracts, and .that of a suretf m some sense
conditional, as that of a guarantor is strictly so, yet mere delay
to sue the principal debtor does not discharge a surety. The
surety must demand proceedings, with notice that he will not contirme bound unless they are instituted. Cope v. Smith, 8 Serg. &

both are accessory contracts, and that of a surefy"in some sense

conditional, as that of a guarantor is strictly so, yet mere delay

to sue the principal debtor does not discharge a surety. The

surety must demand proceedings, with notice that he will not eon-

tinue bound unless they are instituted. C ope v. Smith, 8 Serg. &

R. 11o.

By his contract he undertakes to pay if the debtor do not—-

the guarantor undertakes to pay if the debtor cannot. The

one is an insurer of the debt; the other, an insurer of the

R.

solvency of the debtor. It results as a matter of course out of the

debtor pay, and, failing in this, he lets go the guarantor.” The

foregoing extracts from the opinions of eminent Pennsylvania jur-

icts draw with remarkable clearness and precision the distinction

between a contract of suretyship and a contract of guaranty, and

accurately deﬁne the respective rights and obligations of a surety

and a guarantor. There has been no departure by this court from

the principles announced in them, and they sustain the contention

of the appellant that his omission to revive the Robbins judgments
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Ry hi!> contract he undertakes to pay if the debtor do notthe guarantor undertakes to pay if the debtor cannot. The
one is an insurer of the debt; the other, an insurer of the
solvency of the debtor. It results as a matter of course out of the
latter contract that the creditor shall use diligence to make the
debtor pay, and, failing in this, he lets go the guarantor." The
foregoing extracts from the opinions of eminent Pennsylvania juricts draw with remarkable clearness and precision the distinction
between a contract of suretyship and a contract of guaranty, and
accurately define the respective rights and obligations of a surety
and a guarantor. There has been no departure by this court from
the principles announced in them, and they sustain the contention
of the appellant that his omission to revive the Robbins judgments
did not affect Sherman's liability on his bond. It follows that it
was error to award the fund to the subsequent lien creditors.
Decree reversed, and record remitted to the court below, with
direction to distribute the fund in accordance with this opinion ;
the costs of this appeal to be paid by the appellees.

latter contract that the creditor shall use diligence to make the

did not affect Sherman’s liability on hisbond. It follows that it

was error to award the fund to the subsequent lien creditors.

Decree reversed, and record remitted to the court below, with

direction to distribute the fund in accordance with this opinion;

the costs of this appeal to be paid by the appellees.

SECTION 4. CLASSIFICATION OF GUARANTIES.

43. LOWRY, et al., v. ADAMS, 22 Vt. 160.

Supreme Court, Vermont, 1850.

Guaranty addressed to no person in particular -is general.

Assumpsit upon a written contract of guaranty. The facts

are stated in the opinion.

F. E. PVoodbridge and E. I. Phelps for plaintiffs.

I. Pierpout for defendant.

POLAND, J. From the bill of exceptions and other papers

referred to in this case the following facts appear to have been

proved by the plaintiffs at the trial of this cause in the county

court. That E. N. Drury was the son-in-law of the defendant,

SECTION 4.

43.

CLA881FICATION OF GUARANTIES.

LOWRY, et al., v. ADAMS, 22 Vt.
Supreme Court, Vermont, 1850.

16o.

G11artitity addressed to no person in particular is general.

Assumpsit . upon a written contract of guaranty. The facts
are stated in the opinion.
F. E. Woodbridge and E. ]. Phelps for plaintiffs.
]. Pierpo"t for defendant.
POLAND, J. From the bill of exceptions and other papers
referred to in this case the following facts appear to have been
proved by the plaintiffs at the trial of this cause in the county
court. That E. N. Drury was the son-in-law of the defendant,
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and some time previous to September, 1846, had been in partner-

ship with him in mercantile business in the city of Vergennes, and

and some time previous to September, 1846, had been in partnership with him in mercantile business in the city of Vergennes, and
hacl purchased the defendant's interest in the partnership business
and had succeeded him therein. That in the month of September, 1846, Drury, being about to go to the city of New York to
purchase his usual supply of fall goods for his store in Vergennes,
applied to the defendant for a letter of credit, to enable him to
purchase said goods; and the defendant, on the seventeenth day
of September, 1846, gave to Drury a writing in these ·words, towit: "Mr. E. N. Drury is buying goods in New York, and what
he may want, more than he pays for himself, I will be responsible
for; Vergennes, September 17, 1846. (Signed) Hiram Adams."
That Drury carried said writing to the city of New York, and,
on the twenty-second day of September, 1846, presented the same
to Stearns & Johnson, and, upon the strength and credit of it.
purchased of them a small bill of goods. That Drury left said
paper in the possession of Steams & Johnson, and at the same
time told them, that he should buy goods of other persons in
New York, and desired Stearns & Johnson to keep said paper in
their possession and exhibit it to those who called on them to see
it, and to hold it for the .use and benefit of any person, from whom
he might pqrchase goods. That on the same day, or within a day
or two after, Drury applied to the plaintiffs to sell him a bill of
goods on credit, and at the same time informed them of said
writing, and that he had deposited the same with Steams & Johnson for the purposes above stated; and the plaintiffs thereupon
sent their clerk to the· store of Stearns & Johnson to see the writing, and jt was exhibited to the clerk by Steams & Johnson, and
a copy qf it was taken by him and delivered to the plaintiffs.
That the plaintiffs, being satisfied of the sufficiency of said paper,
sold and delivered to Drury a bill of goods, amounting to the
sum of $371.38, and took his note for the amount, payable in
four months from date, (September 25, 1846,) relying upon the
said paper as their security for payment. That on the ninth day
of November, 1846, the plaintiffs, upon the credit and faith of
said paper, sold and delivered to Drury another bill of goods,
amounting to the sum of $81.go. That Drury returned with said
goods to Vergennes, and continued to carry on his business there,
as a merchant, until some time in the winter of 1847, when he
failed and became insolvent, and the plaintiffs have never been
paid for said goods. The plaintiffs introduced evidence tending
to prove, that between the sixth day of December, 1846, and the
second Tuesday of the same month they gave notice to the de-

had purchased the defendant’s interest in the partnership business

and had succeeded him therein. That in the month of Septem-

ber, 1846, Drury, being about to go to the city of New York to

purchase his usual supply of fall goods for his store in Vergennes,

applied to the defendant for a letter of credit, to enable him to

purchase said goods; and the defendant, on the seventeenth day

of September, I846, gave to Drury a writing in these'words, to-

wit: “Mr. E. N. Drury is buying goods in New York, and what

he may want, more than he pays for himself, I will be responsible

for; Vergennes, September 17, 1846. (Signed) Hiram Adams.”

That Drury carried said writing to the city of New York, and,

on the twenty-second day of September, 1846, presented the same

to Stearns & Johnson, and, upon the strength and credit of it.

purchased of them a small bill of goods. That Drury left said

paper in the possession of Stearns & Johnson, and at the same

time told them, that he should buy goods of other persons in

New York, and desired Stearns & Johnson to keep said paper in

their possession and exhibit it to those who called on them to see
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it, and to hold it for the use and beneﬁt of any person, from whom

he might purchase goods. That on the same day, or within a day

or two after, Drury applied to the plaintiffs to sell him a bill of

goods on credit, and at the same time informed them of said

writing, and that he had deposited the same with Stearns & John-

son for the purposes above stated; and the plaintiffs thereupon

sent their clerk to the'store of Stearns & Johnson to see the writ-

ing, and it was exhibited to the clerk by Stearns & Johnson, and

a copy of it was taken by him and delivered to the plaintiffs.

That the plaintiffs, being satisﬁed of the sufficiency of said paper,

sold and delivered to Drury a bill of goods, amounting to the

sum of $371.38, and took his note for the amount, payable in

four months from date, (September 25, 1846,) relying upon the

said paper as their security for payment. That on the ninth day

of November, 1846, the plaintiffs, upon the credit and faith of

said paper, sold and delivered to Drury another bill of goods,

amounting to the sum of $81.90. That Drury returned with said

goods to Vergennes, and continued to carry on his business there,

as a merchant, until some time in the winter of 1847, when he

failed and became insolvent, and the plaintiffs have never been

paid for said goods. The plaintiffs introduced evidence tending

to prove, that between the sixth day of December, 1846, and the

second Tuesday of the same month they gave notice to the de-
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fendant, that they had sold and delivered the above mentioned

bills of goods to Drury, upon the faith of defendant’s said guar-

fendant, that they had sold and delivered the above mentioned
bills of goods to Drury, upon the faith of defendant's said guaranty, that the same were not paid for, and that they should look
to the defendant for payment,-and also proved, that they gave
notice to the defendant, on the twenty-fifth day of January, 1847,
that Drury had not paid said note. The county court niled, that
the plaintiffs could not maintain their suit against the defendant
upon said guaranty ; whereupon the plaintiffs submitted to a verdict for the defendant, with leave to except to the ruling of the
court; and the question is now before us upon the correctness of
that decision.
The defendant insists, that, · although the writing signed by
him was not addressed to any particular person, yet that, when it
had been presented by Drury to Stearns & Johnson, and they had
given Drury credit upon the faith of it, its object and purpose
had become complete and executed; and that thereafter the paper
was to have the same legal effect and consequences, as if it had
been originally addressed to Stearns & Johnson by the defendant.
If the purpose of the parties were such, that it might have
been fulfilled by such use of the paper, or if the parties, at the
time it was executed, might reasonably be suppo!l-ed to have contemplated only a single purchase upon the credit of it, at some one
particular house, this position of the defendant is doubtless correct. It becomes important, then, to ascertain and determine, if
possible, the tme object and intent of the defendant executing
the paper and delivering it to Drury ; for the law aims in all cases
if possible, to give effect to and carry out the real designs of the
parties in every species of contracts ; and in no one class of cases
have the courts gone so far for that purpose, as in those of mercantile transactions and securities.
For the purpose of ascertaining the intent of the parties in
entering into any contract. courts will look at the situation of the
parties making it, the subject matter of the contract, the motives
of the parties in entering into it, and the object to be attained by
it: and, even in cases where the ·contract is reduced to writing.
will allow all these circumstances to be shown by fJMol evidence,
if the intent of the parties, upon the face of the contract is doubtful, or the language used by them will admit of more than one
interpretation. See Freuch v. Carhart, 1 Comst. 96, and observations of }EWF.TT, Ch.J., p. 102; Chit. on Cont. 74, and notes. When,
from the contract itself and all the surrounding circumsta11ces,
the true object and intent of the parties has been ascertained,
courts will enforce the contract according to that intent, unless

anty, that the same were not paid for, and that they should look

to the defendant for payment,—and also proved, that they gave

notice to the defendant, on the twenty-ﬁfth day of January, 1847,

that Drury had not paid said note. The county court ruled, that

the plaintiffs could not maintain their suit against the defendant

upon said guaranty; whereupon the plaintiffs submitted to a ver-

dict for the defendant, with leave to except to the ruling of the

court; and the question is now before us upon the correctness of

that decision.

The defendant insists, that, although the writing signed by

him was not addressed to any particular person, yet that, when it

had been presented by Drury to Stearns & Johnson, and they had

given Drury credit upon the faith of it, its object and purpose

had become complete and executed; and that thereafter the paper

was to have the same legal effect and consequences, as if it had

been originally addressed to Stearns & Johnson by the defendant.

If the purpose of the parties were such, that it might have

been fulﬁlled by such use of the paper, or if the parties, at the
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time it was executed, might reasonably be supposed to have con-

templated only a single purchase upon the credit of it, at some one

particular house, this position of the defendant is doubtless cor-

rect. It becomes important, then, to ascertain and determine, if

possible, the true object and intent of the defendant executing

the paper and delivering it to Drury; for the law aims in all cases

if possible, to give effect to and carry out the real designs of the

parties in every species of contracts; and in no one class of cases

have the courts gone so far for that purpose, as in those of mer-

cantile transactions and securities.

For the purpose of ascertaining the intent of the parties in

entering into any contract, courts will look at the situation of the

parties making it, the subject matter of the contract, the motives

of the parties in entering into it, and the object to be attained by

it: and, even in cases where thecontract is reduced to writing.

will allow all these circumstances to be shown by parol evidence.

if the intent of the parties, upon the face of the contract is doubt-

ful, or the language used by them will admit of more than one

interpretation. See French v. Carhart, I Comst. 96, and observa-

tions of J1:wrrr, Ch.J., p. 102 ; Chit. on Cont. 74, and notes. When.

from the contract itself and all the surrounding circumstances,

the true object and intent of the parties has been ascertained,

courts will enforce the contract according to that intent, unless
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there be found in the way some stubborn, inﬂexible rule of law,

absolutely requiring a different determination.

there be found in the way some stubborn, inflexible rule of law,
absolutely requiring a different determination.
Considering the case in this view, what was the intention
and understanding of the defendant, at the time he made and delivered the guaranty, ·or letter of credit, in question, to Drury?
Drury was going to New York to purchase his usual fall supply
of goods for the business of a country store, where goods of every
variety and description a.re usually kept for sale. The defendant had been a merchant himself, and had formerly carried
on the mercantile business in the same store then occupied
by Drury, and must have known, th~t it would be impossible
for Drury to have supplied himself with all the various kinds
of goods, usually kept for sale in a country store, at any single
house in New York, and that he must necessarily make purchases of goods at several different houses. The defendant,
having been in business, and known to be responsible, under this
state of things gives to Drury a general letter of credit to carry
to New York, addressed to no one, in which he .agrees to be responsible for the goods Drury may purchase, more than he pays
for. It would seem from the writing itself, and from the situation
of the parties, impossible for any one to doubt, what the defendant really intended, when he executed the paper and delivered it
to Drury. We are fully satisfied, that his object must have been.
and that he intended, to give to Drury the necessary credit to enable him to purchase his fall stock of goods, of the various descriptions and varieties kept in a country store, at as many different houses, and of as many different dealers, as might become
necessary for that purpose.
Is there, then, any imperative rule of law in the way of giving effect to this intention of the parties, and which will prevent
these plaintiffs, who sold goods to Drury upon the credit and
faith of the defendant's letter, from holding the defendant liable,
because another firm had previously trusted Drury with a bill of
goods upon the credit of the same letter? No case has been
shown us, and the counsel for the defendant admits, that after a
laborious search he has not been able ·to find any decided case, or
statement by any elementary writer, that, upon a general letter
of credit, like the present one, the signer could only be liable to
the person who gave the first credit upon it. In the- case of McClung et al. v. }Jeans, 4 Ham. Ohio R. 193, the supreme court of
Ohio seem to have held, that, upon a guaranty very similar to the
present, different persons might give credit upon the faith of it,
-though judgment in that case was given for the.defendant upon

Considering the case in this view, what was the intention

and understanding of the defendant, at the time he made and de-

livered the guaranty, ‘or letter of credit, in question, to Drury?

Drury was going to New York to purchase his usual fall supply

of goods for the business of a country store, where goods of every

variety and description a_re usually kept for sale. The defend-

ant had been a merchant himself, and had formerly carried

on the mercantile business in the same store then occupied

by Drury, and must have known, that it would be impossible

for Drury to have supplied himself with all the various kinds

of goods, usually kept for sale in a country store, at any single

house in New York, and that he must necessarily make pur-

chases of goods at several different houses. The defendant,

having been in business. and known to be responsible, under this

state of things gives to Drury a general letter of credit to carry

to New York, addressed to no one, in which he agrees to be re-

sponsible for the goods Drury may purchase, more than he pays

for. It would seem from the writing itself, and from the situation
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of the parties, impossible for any one to doubt, what the defend-

ant really intended, when he executed the paper and delivered it

to Drury. We are fully satisﬁed, that his object must have been.

and that he intended, to give to Drury the necessary credit to en-

able him to purchase his fall stock of goods, of the various de-

scriptions and varieties kept in a country store, at as many differ-

ent houses, and of as many different dealers, as might become

necessary for that purpose.

Is there, then, any imperative rule of law in the way of giv-

ing effect to this intention of the parties, and which will prevent

these plaintiffs, who sold goods to Drury upon the credit and

faith of the defendant’s letter, from holding the defendant liable,

because another ﬁrm had previously trusted Drury with a bill of

goods upon the credit of the same letter? No case has been

shown us, and the counsel for the defendant admits, that after a

laborious search he has not been able to ﬁnd any decided case, or

statement by any elementary writer, that, upon a general letter

of credit, like the present one, the signer could only be liable to

the person who gave the ﬁrst credit upon it. In the case of Mc-

Clm1g ct al. v. Means, 4 Ham. Ohio R. 193, the supreme court of

Ohio seem to have held, that, upon a guaranty very similar to the

present, different persons might give credit upon the faith of it,

—though judgment in that case was given for the defendant upon
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another point. We do not ﬁnd, that this precise point has been

adjudged by the courts, either in England or in this country; but

in many cases we ﬁnd dicta fully warranting the sustaining of

such an action. See M cLaren v. Watson’s Ex’r., 26 Wend. 436,

437, by Verplanck, Senator; Burekhard v. Brown, 5 Hill 642.

See, also, opinion of Judge Story, in note to Story on Bills, 545

to 555; Story on Cont. 737, and cases cited in notes; Smith’s

Mere. Law 448, and Am. editor’s note; Late‘rason v. Mason, 3

Cranch 492; Bradley v. Cary, 3 Green1. 233. Without taking

farther space upon the question, we are not able to discover any

principle, or authority, by which we are precluded from giving to

the defendant’s letter of credit the effect we are satisﬁed he intend-

ed,—that is, to make himself responsible to each and every person,

who should sell goods to Drury, relying upon the faith and credit

of it, and that he became liable to each in the same manner, and

to the same legal effect and extent, as if he had given a separate

letter to each. * * *

The judgment of the county court is therefore reversed and

a new trial ordered.

/
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\9(.{4/TUNION BANK OF LOUISIANA v. COSTER'S EXECUTORS,

/ 3 N. Y. 203.

Court of Appeals, New York, 1850.

General guaranty; consideration; notice; construction.

On the 29th of May, 1841, Heckscher & Coster, merchants

of the city of New York, executed and sent to Kohn, Daron &

Co., merchants in New Orleans, a letter of credit as follows:

“N1‘:w YORK, 29 May, 1841.

“SIR: \Ve hereby agree to accept and pay at maturity any draft or

drafts on us at sixty days’ sight, issued by Messrs. Kohn, Daron & Co. of

your city, to the extent of twenty-ﬁve thousand dollars, and negotiated

through your bank. We are respectfully, sir, your obd’t serv’ts,

“HECKSCHER & Cosran.”

At the foot of the letter of credit was a guaranty executed at

the same time by John G. Coster, as follows:

“I hereby guarantee the due acceptance and payment of any draft

issued in pursuance of the above credit. D

“Joan G. COST!-ZR.

On the faith of the above letter of credit and guaranty, the

Union Bank of Louisiana, in January, 1842, purchased two drafts

drawn by Kohn, Daron & Co. on Heckscher & Coster, amounting

to about $9,000, which were accepted and paid by the latter ac-
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cording to their agreement. On the 14th of February, 1842, the

bank, under the same letter of credit, purchased another draft for

cording to their agreement. On the 14th of February, 1842, the
bank, under the same letter of credit, purchased another draft for
$4,000, at sixty days' sight, drawn by and upon the same parties;
and on the 26th of that month this draft was presented to Heckscher & Coster, in New York, for acceptance, which they refused.
On the 9th of April, 1842, the attorney for the Union Bank gave
notice to John G. Coster that he had received the draft for collection, and on the 2d of 1\-fay, 1842, formal notice of the protest
of the draft for non-payment was served on- Mr. Coster. In
August, 1844, John G. Coster died, and the Union Bank subsequently brought this suit in the superior court of the city of New
York, against his executors, upon the guaranty above set forth,
for the purpose of recovering the amount of the draft. On the
trial, in addition to the facts already stated, it appeared that prior
to any of the above mentioned transactions with the Union Bank,
the said letter of credit and guaranty had been held by the City
Bank of Kew Orleans, which, upon the faith thereof, in December, 1841, had purchased a draft of $10,000 drawn by Kohn, Daron & Co. upon Heckscher & Coster. The letter and guaranty
were not addressed to any particular person or bank.
Wm. M. E·varts, for appellants.
B. JV. Bonney, for respondents.

$4,000, at sixty days‘ sight, drawn by and upon the same parties;

and on the 26th of that month this draft was presented to Heck-

scher & Coster, in New York, for acceptance, which they refused.

On the 9th of April, 1842, the attorney for the Union Bank gave

notice to John G. Coster that he had received the draft for col-

lection, and on the 2d of May, 1842, formal notice of the protest

of the draft for non-payment was served on Mr. Coster. In

August, 1844, John G. Coster died, and the Union Bank subse-

quently brought this suit in the superior court of the city of New

York, against his executors, upon the guaranty above set forth.

for the purpose of recovering the amount of the draft. On the

trial, in addition to the facts already stated, it appeared that prior

to any of the above mentioned transactions with the Union Bank,

the said letter of credit and guaranty had been held by the City

Bank of New Orleans, which, upon the faith thereof, in Decem-

ber, 1841, had purchased a draft of $10,000 drawn by Kohn, Dar-

on & Co. upon Heckscher & Coster. The letter and guaranty

were not addressed to any particular person or bank.
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Wm. M. Evarts, for appellants.

B.. IV. Bonney, for respondents.

PRATT, J., delivered the opinion of the court. Contracts of

guaranty differ from other ordinary simple contracts only in the

nature of the evidence required to establish their validity. The

statute requires every special promise to answer for the debt, de-

fault or miscarriage of another, to be in writing subscribed by

the party to be charged thereby, and ex ressing therein the con-

sideration ; and no parol evidence will be a lowed as a substitute

for these requirements of the statute. But in other respects the

same rules of construction and evidence apply to contracts of

PRATT, J., delivered the opinion of the court. Contracts oi
guaranty differ from other ordinary simple contracts only in the
nature of the evidence required to establish their validity. The
statute requires every special promise to answer for the debt, default or miscarriage of another, to be in writing subscribed by
the party to be charged thereby, and ex_prii5sing therein the consideration ; and no parol evidence will be a lowed as a substitute
for these requirements of the statute. But in other respects the
same rules of construction and evidence apply to contracts of
this character which apply to other ordinary contracts. Hence
the !=onsideration which will support a contract of this character,
as in other cases, may consist in some benefit to the promisor, or
some other person at his request, or some trouble or detriment to
the promisee. (20 Wend. 184, 201; Theobald on Pr. & Surety,
3, 4; 2 H. Bl. 312.) Nor is any particular form of words necessarv to be used for expressing the consideration; but it is enough
if from the whole instrument the consideration expressly or by
necessary inference appears ; so that it be clear that such and no
other was the consideration upon which the promise was made.
(24 \Vend. 35; _21 id. 628; 4 Hill, 200; 8 Ad. & El. 846; 5 Barn.

this character which apply to other ordinary contracts. Hence

the consideration which will support a contract of this character,

as in other cases, may consist in some beneﬁt to the promisor, or

some other person at his request, or some trouble or detriment to

the promisee. (20 Wend. 184, 201; Theobald on Pr. & Surety,

3, 4; 2 H. Bl. 312.) Nor is any particular form of words neces-

sarv to be used for expressing the consideration; but it is enough

if from the whole instrument the consideration expressly or by

necessary inference appears; so that it be clear that such and no

other was the consideration upon which the promise was made.

(24 Wend. 35;_21 id. 628; 4 Hill, 200; 8 Ad. & El. 846; 5 Barn.
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given at the same time and relating to the same subject matter to

& Ad. 110<).) And the rule allowing two or more instruments
given at the same time and relating to the same subject matter to
be construed together as one instrument, applies also to this class
of contracts; so that when a guaranty is given at the same time
with the principal contract and fonns a part of the entire transaction, if the consideration be stated in the principal contract,
though none be stated in the guaranty, it will suffice. 8 John. 35;
9 Wend. 218; 18 id. I 14. So also as in other cases, parol evidence
of the circumstances under which the contract was made may be
given, to aid the court in giving a true construction to ambiguous
tenns therein, or to show that separate contracts relate to the same
subject matter.
It should also be observed here, that our statute in terms only
requires the contract to express therein what it had been well
settled the statute of Elizabeth required it to contain, and the same
rules of construction should therefore be applied in cases under
both statutes. 24 Wend. 35.
\Vith these observations in relation to the law governing
cases of this kind, we come to the consideration of the contract
in question.
The letter of credit of Heckscher & Coster is an original undertaking on the face of it to accept any drafts to be drawn upon
them at sixty days by Kohn, Daron & Co. to the extent of $25,000,
and negotiated by the bank to whom it is addressed. The consideration of their undertaking appears very plainly from the instrument. It is an open proposition to the bank to which it is
addressed, that if it will purchase the drafts drawn by Kohn,
D"ron & Co. they will accept and pay the same. As soon therefore
as the bank complied with the proposition the contract was closed,
and the rights and liabilities of the parties became fixed. Upon
this part of the contract there can be no question that a sufficient
consideration appears upon the face of the contract to uphold it.
But it requires no greater or different consideration to support a
guaranty than to support an original promise. The only differ-'
ence in the two cases consists in the former requiring the consideration to appear upon the contract itself, whereas the consider-.
ation to support the latter may be proved by parol. The question ·
therefore in this case is whether the consideration of the undertaking of the defendants' testator appears upon the instrument itself, or rather whether· the two instruments may be read together .
so that the same consideration shall support both.
The guaranty is without date and at the foot of the letter
of credit.. Independent of the parol testimony it should be deemed

be construed together as one instrument, applies also to this class

of contracts; so that when a guaranty is given at the same time

with the principal contract and forms a part of the entire transac-

tion, if the consideration be stated in the principal contract,

though none be stated in the guaranty, it will sufﬁce. 8 John. 35;

9 Wend. 218; 18 id. 114. So also as in other cases, parol evidence

of the circumstances under which the contract was made may be

given, to aid the court in giving a true construction to ambiguous

terms therein, or to show that separate contracts relate to the same

subject matter.

It should also be observed here, that our statute in terms only

requires the contract to express therein what it had been well

settled the statute of Elizabeth required it to contain, and the same

rules of construction should therefore be applied in cases under

both statutes. 24 Wend. 35.

With these observations in relation to the law governing

cases of this kind, we come to the consideration of the contract

in question.
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The letter of credit of Heckscher & Coster is an original un-

dertaking on the face of it to accept any drafts to be drawn upon

them at sixty days by Kohn, Daron & Co. to the extent of $25,000.

and negotiated by the bank to whom it is addressed. The con-

sideration of their undertaking appears very plainly from the in-

strument. It is an open proposition to the bank to which it is

addressed, that if it will purchase the drafts drawn by Kohn,

Daron & Co. they will accept and pay the same. As soon therefore

as the bank complied with the proposition the contract was closed,

and the rights and liabilities of the parties became ﬁxed. Upon

this part of the contract there can be no question that a sufﬁcient

consideration appears upon the face of the contract to uphold it.

But it requires no greater or different consideration to support a

guaranty than to support an original promise. The only differ-\ I

ence in the two cases consists in the former requiring the consid-

eration to appear upon the contract itself, whereas the consider-.

ation to support the latter may be proved by parol. The question‘

therefore in this case is whether the consideration of the under-

taking of the defendants’ testator appears upon the instrument it-

self, or rather whether the two instruments may be read together.

so that the same consideration shall support both.

The guaranty is without date and at the foot of the letter

of credit. Independent of the parol testimony it should be deemed
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to have been made at the same time. It is addressed to the same

person and relates to the same subject matter. It should there-

fore, within every rule of construction, be deemed part of the

same transaction, and the two instruments should be read together

as one contract. The two would read thus: “In consideration

that you, the Union Bank of Louisiana, will purchase any draft

or drafts to be issued by Kohn, Daron & Co. upon Heckscher &

Coster, at sixty days, not exceeding $25,000, we the said Heck-

scher & Coster will accept and pay the same; and I the said John

G. Coster agree that Heckscher & Coster shall accept and pay

the same.” Now it seems to me clear that such is the fair read-

ing of the two contracts taken together; and although the con-

tract of John G. Coster may be deemed collateral, yet had the two

been drawn in the above form no question could have been raised

upon the statute of frauds. But what may be fairly inferred from

the terms of a contract should be considered, for the purpose of

giving it effect, as contained in it; and this rule applies as well

to collateral as to original undertakings. 5 Hill, I47.

There is a wide difference between the guaranty of an exist-

ing debt and the guaranty of a debt to be contracted upon the
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credit of the guaranty. It is the difference between a. past and

future consideration. A past consideration, unless done at the

request of the promisor, is not sufﬁcient to support any promise.

But a promise to do an act in consideration of some act to be

done by the promisee implies a request, and a compliance on the

part of the latter closes the contract and makes it binding. And

although it may be necessary from the nature of the case to prove

performance by parol, yet such evidence is no violation of the

statute requiring the consideration to be in writing. The consid-

eration of the promise is expressed, and the parol evidence is only

used to show, not what the consideration is, but that the act

which constitutes that consideration has been performed. Any

other rule would require every person to whom a letter of credit

is directed to accept the same in writing before the drawer would

be bound. For instance, a letter drawn in the country and ad-

dressed to a merchant in the city, guaranteeing the responsibility

of the person for whose beneﬁt the same was drawn for a given

bill of goods to be sold to him, would require a written acceptance

by the city merchant before it would be binding upon the drawer.

No such strict rule can be found supported by any adjudication.

I am therefore satisﬁed that the consideration of the guaranty in

the case at bar sufficiently appears in the contract, and that the

same was valid and binding upon the defendants’ testator. I have

to have been made at the same time. It is addressed to the same
person and relates to the same subject matter. It should therefore, within every rule of constmction, be deemed part of the
same transaction, and the two instruments should be read together
as one contract. The two would read thus: ''In consideration
that you, the Union Bank of Louisiana, will purchase any draft
or drafts to be issued by Kohn, Daron & Co. upon Heckscher &
Coster, at sixty days, not exceeding $25,000, we the said Heckscher & Coster will accept and pay the same; and I the said John
G. Coster agree that Heckscher & Coster shall accept and pay
the same." Kow it seems to me clear that such is the fair reading of the two contracts taken together ; and although the contract of John G. Coster may be deemed collateral, yet had the two
been drawn in the above form no question could have been raised
upon the statute of frauds. But what may be fairly inferred from
the terms of a contract should be considered, for the purpose of
giving it effect, as contained in it; and this rule applies as well
to collateral as to original undertakings. 5 Hill, 147.
There is a wide difference between the guaranty of an existing debt and the guaranty of a debt to be contracted upon the
credit of the guaranty. It is the difference between a past and
future consideration. A past consideration, unless done at the
request of the promiser, is not sufficient to support any promise.
But a promise to do an act in consideration of some act to be
done by the promisee implies a request, and a compliance on the
part of the latter closes the contract and makes it binding. And
although it may be necessary from the nature of the case to prove
performance by parol, yet such evidence is no violation of the
statute requiring the consideration to be in writing. The consideration of the promise is expressed, and the parol evidence is only
used to show, not what the consideration is, but that the act
which constitutes that consideration has been performed. Any·
other rule would require every person to whom a letter of credit
is directed to accept the same in writing before the drawer would
be bound. For instance, a letter drawn in the country and addressed to a merchant in the city, guaranteeing the responsibility
of the person for whose benefit the same was drawn for a given
bill of goods to be sold to him, would require a written· acceptance
by the city merchant before it would be binding upon the drawer.
No such strict rule can be found supported by any adjudication.
I am therefore satisfied that the consideration of the guaranty in
the case at bar sufficiently appears in the contract, and that the
same was valid and binding upon the defendants' testator. I have
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which would conﬂict with the doctrine above advanced; but on

not been able to find a case in our own or the English courts
which would conflict with the doctrine above advanced ; but on
the contrary, the books are full of cases similar in their circumstances to this case, where the guaranty has been sustained. 8
John. 35; II id. 221; IO Wend. 218; S. C. in error, 13 id. 114;
12 id. 218; 24 id. 35; 4 Hill, 200; 4 Denio, 559; I Ad. & E. 57;
5 Illigh's N. R. I; 7 Mees. & Weis. 410; 9 East, 348; I Camp.
242; 3 Brod. & Bing. 211; 4 C. & P. N. P. 59; 8 Dow!. & Ryl. 62.
The next question raised in the case is as to notice of acceptance. We must hold the law to be settled in this state that wherf" A
the guaranty is absolute no notice of acceptance is necessary.
Judge COWEN in Douglass v. H o·w/and ( 24 Wend. 35), and
Judge BRONSON in Smith v. Dann ( 6 Hill, 543), examined the
· cases at length upon this question, and they showed conclusively
that by the common law no notice of the acceptance of any contract was necessary to make it binding, unless it be made a condition of the contract itself, and that contracts of guaranty do
not differ in that respect from other contracts. In this case the
only condition of Coster's undertaking was that the bank should
purchase the drafts to he issued by Kohn, Daron & Co., and upon
complying with that condition the rights of the parties became
fixed, and the contract binding. There is nothing in the contract
from which we can infer that it was the intention of the parties
that notice should be given in order to fix the guarantor. No
more is required to make the guarantor liable than to make
Heckscher & Coster, and the only notice to them necessary was
the presentment of the drafts for their acceptance within a reasonable time. Allen v. Rightmere, 20 John. 365; Clark v. Burdett, 2 Hall, 197; Cro. Jae. 287, 685; 2 Salk. 457; Vin. Ab.
Notice, A. 3; Com. Dig. Plead. C. 75; 2 Chitty, 403.
As to notice of non-acceptance and non-payment of the bills
by the drawees, that can only involve the subject of laches on the
part of the holders of the drafts, and all the cases, both in England and in this country, concur in holding that this defense can
only be set up to an action against the surety in cases where he
has suffered damage thereby, and then only to the extent of such 1
damage. 7 Peters, 117 ; 12 id. 497 ; 1 Mason, J23, 368 ; I Story,
22; 13 Conn. 28; 5 Man. & Gran. 559; 13 Mees. & Wets. 452; 3
Kent's Com. 122. If, therefore, it were necessary in this case to
gi\·e any notice, no evidence has been given showing that the defendants, or the guarantor, suffered any loss in consequence of the
want of such notice.
The only remaining question, therefore, worthy of consid-

the contrary, the books are full of cases similar in their circum-

stances to this case, where the guaranty has been sustained. 8

John. 35; 11 id. 221; 1o \/Vend. 218; S. C. in error, I3 id. 114;

12 id. 218; 24 id. 35; 4 Hill, 200; 4 Denio, 559; I Ad. & E. 57;

5 Bligh’s N. R. 1; 7 .\Iees. & Wels. 410; 9 East, 348: 1 Camp.

242; 3 Brod. & Bing. 211 ; 4 C. & P. N. P. 59; 8 Dowl. & Ryl. 62.

The next question raised in the case is as to notice of accept-

ance. Vi/e must hold the law to be settled in this state that where

the guaranty is absolute no notice of acceptance is necessary.

Judge COWEN in Douglass v. H owland‘ (24 W end. 35), and

Judge BRONSON in Smith v. Dmm (6 Hill, 543), examined the

cases at length upon this question, and they showed conclusively

that by the common law no notice of the acceptance of any con-

tract was necessary to make it binding, unless it be made a con-

dition of the contract itself, and that contracts of guaranty do

not differ in that respect from other contracts. In this case the

only condition of Coster's undertaking was that the bank should

purchase the drafts to be issued by Kohn, Daron & Co., and upon
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complying with that condition the rights of the parties became

ﬁxed, and the contract binding. There is nothing in the contract

from which we can infer that it was the intention of the parties

that notice should be given in order to ﬁx the guarantor. No

more is required to make the guarantor liable than to make

Heckscher & Coster, and the only notice to them necessary was

the presentment of the drafts for their acceptance within a rea-

sonable time. Allen v. Rightmere, 20 John. 365; C lark v. Bur-

dett, 2 Hall, 197; Cro. Jac. 287, 685; 2 Salk. 457; Vin. Ab.

Notice, A. 3; Com. Dig. Plead. C. 75; 2 Chitty, 403.

As to notice of non-acceptance and non-payment of the bills

by the drawees, that can only involve the subject of laches on the

part of the holders of the drafts, and all the cases, both in Eng-

land and in this country, concur in holding that this defense can

only be set up to an action against the surety in cases where he

has suffered damage thereby, and then only to the extent of such,

damage. 7 Peters, 117; 12 id. 497; 1 Mason, 323, 368; 1 Story,

22; 13 Conn. 28; 5 Man. & Gran. 559; 13 Mees. & Wels. 452; 3

Kent's Com. 122. If, therefore, it were necessary in this case to

give any notice, no evidence has been given showing that the de-

fendants, or the guarantor, suffered any loss in consequence of the

want of such notice.

The only remaining question, therefore, worthy of consid-
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previously purchased drafts drawn in pursuance of the letter of

eration in this case, arises out of the fact that another bank had
previously purchased drafts drawn in pursuance of the letter of
credit and guaranty. It is claimed that by such purchase the
contract became a fixed and binding contract between such bank
and the promisor, and thereby lost its negotiable character, and
became located so that no other person or bank could purchase
drafts upon the credit of it.
The guaranty, in this case, was manifestly intended to accompany the letter of credit, and is subject, in this respect, to the
same construction. If, therefore, it was competent for Kohn,
Daron & Co. to draw several drafts not exceeding the limit in the
bill of credit specified, and to negotiate them at different banks,
and Heckscher. & Coster would be bound by their letter of credit
to accept and pay them, the guarantor would also be liable to the
same extent. As a general rule the surety is liable to the same
extent as the principal, unless he expressly limits his liability.
('l'heobald on Prin. and Surety, 46.) It therefore only becomes
necessary to examine the letter of credit, and ascertain whether
it was intended to be limited to one particular bank, or is a general
letter of credit to any and all persons who may advance money
upon it. It is somewhat singular that we find so few adjudications in our courts upon a class of commercial instruments which
enter so largely into the commerce and business of this country,
and of the world.
In England it seems to be at this time questionable whether
a party who advances money upon a general letter of credit can
sustain an action upon it. Russell et al. v. Wiggins, 2 Story,
214; Bank of Ireland v. Archer, 2 Mees. & Welsby, 383. The
reason assigned. is that there is no privity of contract between
them. It is there assumed that it is only a contract between the
drawer of the letter and the person for whose benefit it is drawn.
But in this country the contrary doctrine is well settled. Letters
of credit are of two kinds, general and special. A special letter
of credit is addressed to a particular individual by name, and is
confined to him, and gives no other person a right to act upon it.
A general letter, on the contrary, is addressed to any and every
person, and therefore gives any person to whom it may be shown
authority to advance upon its credit. A privity of contract springs
up between him and the drawer of the letter, and it becomes in
legal effect the same as if addressed to him by name. Russell v.
Wiggins, 2 Story's Rep. 214; 12 Mass. 154; 2 Metcalf, 381; 12
\\rend. 393; 12 Peters, 207; Burkhead v. Broum, 5 Hill, 641;
Story on Bills; See Beames' Lex. Mer. 444.

credit and guaranty. It is claimed that by such purchase the

contract became a ﬁxed and binding contract between such bank

and the promisor, and thereby lost its negotiable character, and

became located so that no other person or bank could purchase

drafts upon the credit of it.

The guaranty, in this case, was manifestly intended to accom-

pany the letter of credit, and is subject, in this respect, to the

same construction. If, therefore, it was competent for Kohn,

Daron & Co. to draw several drafts not exceeding the limit in the

bill of credit speciﬁed, and to negotiate them at different banks,

and Heckscher_& Coster would be bound by their letter of credit

to accept and pay them, the guarantor would also be liable to the

same extent. As a general rule the surety is liable to the same

extent as the principal, unless he expressly limits his liability.

(Theobald on Prin. and Surety, 46.) It therefore only becomes

necessary to examine the letter of credit, and ascertain whether

it was intended to be limited to one particular bank, or is a general

letter of credit to any and all persons who may advance money
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upon it. It is somewhat singular that we ﬁnd so few adjudica-

tions in our courts upon a class of commercial instruments which

enter so largely into the commerce and business of this country,

and of the world.

In England it seems to be at this time questionable whether

a party who advances money upon a general letter of credit can

sustain an action upon it. Russell et al. v. Wiggins, 2 Story,

214; Bank of Ireland v. Areher, 2 Mees. & Welsby, 383. The

reason assigned is that there is no privity of contract between

them. It is there assumed that it is only a contract between the

drawer of the letter and the person for whose beneﬁt it is drawn.

But in this country the contrary doctrine is well settled. Letters

of credit are of two kinds, general and special. A special letter

of credit is addressed to a particular individual by name, and is

conﬁned to him, and gives no other person a right to act upon it.

A general letter, on the contrary, is addressed to any and every

person, and therefore gives any person to whom it may be shown

authority to advance upon its credit. A privity of contract springs

up between him and the drawer of the letter, and it becomes in

legal effect the same as if addressed to him by name. Russell v.

Wiggins, 2 Story’s Rep. 214; 12 Mass. 154; 2 Metcalf, 381; 12

Wend. 393; 12 Peters, 207; Burkhead v. Brown, 5 Hill, 641;

Story on Bills; See Beames’ Lex. Mer. 444.
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But these general letters of credit may be subdivided into

two kinds, those that contemplate a single transaction, and those

But these general letters of credit may be subdivided into
two kinds, those that contemplate a single transaction, and those
that contemplate an open and continued credit, embracing several transactions. In the latter case they are not generally confined to transactions with a single individual, but if the nature of
the business which the letter of credit was intended to facilitate,
requires it, different individuals are authorized to make advances
upon it, and it then becomes a several contract with each individual to the amount advanced by him. Thus a general letter of
ci:edit may be issued to a person to enable him to purchase goods
in the city of New York, for a country store. The very nature
of the business requires him to deal with different individuals and
houses in order to obtain the necessary assortment. It has never,
as I am aware, been questioned that the guarantor might be
bound to several persons who should furnish goods upon the
credit of the letter.
So letters are issued by commission houses in the city, to
enable persons to purchase produce in the western states. The
money is obtained from the local banks in those states by drafts
drawn upon those houses, and upon the faith of the letters of
credit. It may often happen that a single bank can not· furnish
the requisite amount, or it may be necessary to use money in
· different and distant localities. I am not aware of any question
ever having been raised as to the authority of different banks
to act upon the same letter of credit. It is absolutely necessary
that such should be the effect of them in order to facilitate the
commerce of the country, end to carry out the object of the parties
in issuing the letters of credit. Burkhead v. Brown, 5 Hill, 641 ;
2 Story's Rep. 214."
The letter of credit in this case was evidently intended to be
general; it did not contemplate a single transaction, or draft for
the whole amount, but several drafts limited in the aggregate to
twenty-five thousand dollars. Although the address "sir," and
"your bank," is in the singular number, yet I think it was intended
to be used in a distributive sense, and apply to any bank or banks
who should purchase the drafts. I can see no object which the
drawers should have for limiting the party for whose benefit the
letter was issued to a single bank. It is said that it would enable
them more readily to revoke the authority. But these letters are
not issued without either undoubted confidence in the persons for
whose benefit they are draw·n, <_>r upon ample _secu.rity. .The idea
of giving notice of revocation to any party but that for whose
benefit they are drawn, is never entertained by the guarantors in

that contemplate an open and continued credit, embracing sev-

eral transactions. In the latter case they are not generally con-

ﬁned to transactions with a single individual, but if the nature of

the business which the letter of credit was intended to facilitate,

requires it, different individuals are authorized to make advances

upon it, and it then becomes a several contract with each indi-

vidual to the amount advanced by him. Thus a general letter of

credit may be issued to a person to enable him to purchase goods

in the city of New York, for a country store. The very nature

of the business requires him to deal with different individuals and

houses in order to obtain the necessary assortment. It has never,

as I am aware, been questioned that the guarantor might be

bound to several persons who should furnish goods upon the

credit of the letter.

So letters are issued by commission houses in the city, to

enable persons to purchase produce in the western states. The

money is obtained from the local banks in those states by drafts

drawn upon those houses, and upon the faith of the letters of
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credit. It may often happen that a single bank can not furnish

the requisite amount, or it may be necessary to use money in

' different and distant localities. I am not aware of any question

ever having been raised as to the authority of different banks

to act upon the same letter of credit. It is absolutely necessary

that such should be the effect of them in order to facilitate the

commerce of the country, and to carry out the object of the parties

in issuing the letters of credit. Burkhead v. Brown-, 5 Hill, 641;

2 Story's Rep. 214..

The letter of credit in this case was evidently intended to be

general; it did not contemplate a single transaction, or draft for

the whole amount, but several drafts limited in the aggregate to

twenty-ﬁve thousand dollars. Although the address “sir,” and

“your bank,” is in the singular number, yet I think it was intended

to be used in a distributive sense, and apply to any bank or banks

who should purchase the drafts. I can see no object which the

drawers should have for limiting the party for whose beneﬁt the

letter was issued to a single bank. It is said that it would enable

them more readily to revoke the authority. But these letters are

not issued without either undoubted conﬁdence in the persons for

whose beneﬁt they are drawn, or upon ample ‘security. The idea

of giving notice of revocation to any party but that for whose

beneﬁt they are drawn, is never entertained by the guarantors in
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cases of general letters. \-Vhen they wish to provide for any such

contingency the letters are framed accordingly. Again, in this

cases of general letters. When they wish to provide for any such
contingency the letters are framed accordingly. Again, in this
case the parties themselves have treated this letter as not limited
to a single bank, for they accepted bills which had been discounted
by the plaintiffs.
I am, therefore, satisfied that the plaintiffs were authorized
to purchase bills upon the faith of the letter and accompanying
guaranty, and that the previous purchase of bills by another bank
is no defense.
Whether the letters had been revoked with the knowledge
of the plaintiffs before the draft was discounted by them, was a
question of fact for the jury. It would clearly constitute no defense unless the plaintiffs had notice of it. The judgment of the
superior court must therefore be affirmed with costs.
] udgment affirmed.

case the parties themselves have treated this letter as not limited

to a single bank, for they accepted bills which had been discounted

by the plaintiffs.

I am, therefore, satisﬁed that the plaintiffs were authorized

to purchase bills upon the faith of the letter and accompanying

guaranty, and that the previous purchase of bills by another bank

is no defense.

Whether the letters had been revoked with the knowledge

of the plaintiffs before the draft was discounted by them, was a

question of fact for the jury. It would clearly constitute no de-

fense unless the plaintiffs had notice of it. The judgment of the

superior court must therefore be affirmed with costs.

Judgment afﬁrmed.

45. TAYLOR et al. v. WETMORE et al., 10 Ohio 491.

Supreme Court, Ohio, 1841.

Spccial guaranty—Addressee a particular ﬁrm. Notice to

guarantor.

This is an action of assumpsit from the county of Portage.
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The declaration-contains two special counts. In the ﬁrst, it is

averred that one C. D. Farrar, on November 26, 1836, being

desirous of purchasing a general assortment of goods in the city

45.

of Pittsburg, for a retail country store, on a credit, and being

unknown to the business men of said city, applied to the defend-

TAYLOR et al. v. WETMORE et al., 10 Ohio 491.
Supreme Court, Ohio, 1841.

ants, Messrs. Wetmores, then doing business at Cuyahoga Falls,

Special guaran.ty-Addressee a particular firm.

in Portage county, for a general letter of credit, directed to some

Notice to

gHarat1tor.

one or more of their correspondents in the said city of Pittsburg,

by means of which the said Farrar might be enabled to make his

This is an action of assumpsit from the county of Portage.
The declaration.contains two special counts. In the first, it is
averred that one C. D. Farrar, on November 26, 1836, being
desirous of purchasing a general assortment of goods in the city
of Pittsburg, for a retail country store, on a credit, and being
unknown to the business men of said city, applied to the defendants, Messrs. Wetmores, then doing business at Cuyahoga Falls, in Portage county, for a general letter of credit, directed to some
one or more of their correspondents in the said city of Pittsburg,
by means of which the said Farrar might be enabled to make his
purchases; and the said defendants upon such application, made
and delivered to Mr. Farrar a letter of credit, or written guaranty,
addressed to Messrs. A. D. McBride & Co., merchants in Pittsburg, in the ~ords following:
·

purchases; and the said defendants upon such application, made

and delivered to Mr. Farrar a letter of credit, or written guaranty,

addressed to Messrs. A. D. McBride & Co., merchants in Pitts-

burg, in the words following:

“CuYA11ooA FJ\LLS, November 26, 1836.

“Massizs A. D. MCBRIDE & Co.

“Gentlemen: Mr. C. D. Farrar has concluded to purchase a few

goods; we have that conﬁdence in Mr. Farrar, that we will say that we~

will be responsible to the amount of $2,000 for goods delivered him.

“\Ne are truly,

“C. W. & S. D. Wzriuoius.”

And which said letter, the plaintiffs aver was taken by Mr.

Farrar, and presented to Messrs. McBride & Co. at Pittsburg, who

"CUYAHOGA FALLS, November .26, 1836.
"MtSSRS A. D. McBaIDt & Co.
"Gentlemen: Mr. C. D. Farrar has concluded to purchase a few
goods; we have that confidence in · Mr. Farrar, that we will say that we·
will be responsible to the amount of $2,ooo for goods delivered him.
·.
"We are truly,
"C. W. & S. D. WtTMoat."

And which said letter, the plaintiffs aver was taken by Mr.
Farrar, and presented to Messrs. McBride & Co. at Pittsburg, who
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retained it, as security for themselves and such other merchants in
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the said city, as should, at that time and on the faith of said guar-

retained it, as security for themselves and such other merchants in·
the said city, as should, at that time and on the faith of said guaranty, sell goods on a credit to the said Farrar.
·
·
It is also averred that Mr. Farrar was unable to obtain a general assortment of goods from the house of the Messrs. McBrides,
whose husiness was confined to that of grocers, and therefore he
made application to the plaintiffs, upon the strength of the said
guaranty, then in the hands of McBride & Co. referring the plaintiffs to the house of McBride & Co. and to the said guaranty ; that
the plaintiffs did in fact call upon McBride & Co., examined the
letter of credit, and being satisfied with their statements in regard
to the responsibility of the defendants, and of the guaranty, in
consideration thereof, sold and delivered to Mr. Farrar, upon a
credit of six months, a bill of dry goods, amounting to $76o.75 ;
of all which the defendants had due and timely notice. The,
plaintiffs then aver that the credit has expired, and that Farrar
has omitted to pay, etc.
The second count states that on November 6, 1836, etc., in
consideration that the plaintiffs at the special instance and request
of the defendants, would sell to said Farrar, on credit, all such
goods as said Farrar should have occasion for and require of said
plaintiffs in their trade and business of wholesale dry goods merchants, they, the defendants, undertook and promised to pay the
plaintiffs therefor; this count then avers the sale and delivery of
goods to the amount of $76o.75, on a certain credit, agreed.upon
between the parties, that the credit had expired, that Farrar had
not paid, of which the defendants had notice; avers their liability,
and brea~h in the non-payment.
To this declaration the defendants filed their plea of the general issue.
The testimony submitted on the part of the plaintiffs, proves:
(I) The execution and delivery of this mercantile guaranty, as
set forth in the first count of the declaration ; and ( 2) That a few
davs after its date, it was handed to the firm of McBride & Company, who not being dealers in dry goods, the witness (who was
a partner of the last · mentioned firm), went with Mr. Farrar to
the plaintiffs, and the said guaranty was shown to Mr. Taylor, one
of the plaintiffs; the witness stated to Mr. Taylor, that he had sold
a bill of groceries on the strength of the letter, and Mr. Taylor
then said he would sell a bill of goods on the strength of the
same, and Mr. Farrar accordingly obtained the goods. The clerk
and salesman of the plaintiffs prove the amount of the goods sold
to be $76o.75, and on a credit of six months.

_anty, sell goods on a credit to the said Farrar. '

It is also averred that Mr. Farrar was unable to obtain a gen-

eral assortment of goods from the house of the Messrs. McBrides,

whose business was conﬁned to that of grocers, and therefore he

made application to the plaintiffs, upon the strength of the said

guaranty, then in the hands of McBride & C0. referring the plain-

tiﬂs to the house of McBride & C0. and to the said guaranty; that

the plaintiffs did in fact call upon McBride & Co., examined the

letter of credit, and being satisﬁed with their statements in regard

to the responsibility of the defendants, and of the guaranty, in

consideration thereof, sold and delivered to Mr. Farrar, upon a

credit of six months, a bill of dry goods, amounting to $760.75;

of all which the defendants had due and timely notice. The,

plaintiffs then aver that the credit has expired, and that Farrar

has omitted to pay, etc.

The second count states that on November 6, 1836, etc., in

consideration that the plaintiffs at the special instance and request

of the defendants, would sell to said Farrar, on credit, all such
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goods as said Farrar should have occasion for and require of said

plaintiffs in their trade and business of wholesale dry goods mer-

chants, they, the defendants, undertook and promised to pay the

plaintiffs therefor; this count then avers the sale and delivery of

goods to the amount of $760.75, on a certain credit, agreed.upon

between the parties, that the credit had expired, that Farrar had

not paid, of which the defendants had notice; avers their liability,

and breach in the non-payment.

To this declaration the defendants ﬁled their plea of the gen-

eral issue. .

The testimony submitted on the part of the plaintiffs, proves:

(1) The execution and delivery of this mercantile guaranty, as

set forth in the ﬁrst count of the declaration; and (2) That a few

days after its date, it was handed to the ﬁrm of McBride & Com-

pany, who not being dealers in dry goods, the witness (who was

a partner of the last mentioned ﬁrm), went with Mr. Farrar to

the plaintiffs, and the said guaranty was shown to Mr. Taylor, one

of the plaintiffs ; the witness stated to Mr. Taylor, that he had sold

a bill of groceries on the strength of the letter, and Mr. Taylor

then said he would sell a bill of goods on the strength of the

same, and Mr. Farrar accordingly obtained the goods. The clerk

and salesman of the plaintiffs prove the amount of the goods sold

to be $760.75, and on a credit of six months.
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The evidence on the part of the defendants proves that Far-

rar was in business at Cuyahoga Falls from December, 1836, until

The evidence on the part of the defendants proves that Farrar was in business at Cuyahoga Falls from December, 1836, until
April or May, 1837, when he transferred all his goods to the defendants, and closed his store. That he paid none of his debts in
Pittsburg. That in September, 1837, the witness was present at a
conversation between Taylor, one of the plaintiffs, and C. W. Wetmore, one of the defendants, in which the defendant asked Taylor, if he considered him responsible, either legally, morally, or
honorably, for the goods Farrar had purchased of him. To which
Taylor replied he did not, but that the defendants had more goods
in their possession, received of Farrar, than they were holden to
the house of McBride for; that the goods would amount to $500
or $700. To this the defendant replied he did not know how that
was; that there was also left with them, by Farrar, notes and accounts to the amount of about $200, and what they could not make
up out of them, must be made up out of the goods; and if there
was any balance, so far as he was concerned, that should go to the
plaintiffs.
Birhard, for the plaintiffs.
Wooo, J. Under the avertments in the declaration, and the
testimony submitted, are the plaintiffs entitled to judgment ?--and
I may here remark, in the outset, in this case, that I know of no
arbitrary rule applicable to actions founded upon mercantile guaranties, which creates obligations between the parties to which they
have neither expressly nor impliedly assented. In all actions
founded in contract, the agreement as set forth must be proved or
the circumstances existing between the parties must be such as to
leave it clearly to be inferred. In enforcing them, courts of justice, though they may sometimes be confined by technical rules,
always endeavor to ascertain the understandings and intentions
of the parties, and these are considered as the essence of their
agreements in carrying them into execution. Mercantile guaranties are either general or special ; though a single letter of credit
may bear upon its face both of these distinctions. It may be general, as to the whole world, to whom the bearer may be accredited,
and to any portion of whom, at his own option, he may make the
guarantor a debtor, and special, as to the amount of the credit; or
unlimited or general in the amount, and special as to the parties.
The first inquiry which arises here, is, whether the guaranty
in question is not special as to persons. It is directed to the house
of McBride & Co., in the city of Pittsburg, and nothing upon its
face evincing an intention to give Farrar credit, or to incur responsibility with any other house.

April or May, 1837, when he transferred all his goods to the de-

fendants, and closed his store. That he paid none of his debts in

Pittsburg. That in September, 1837, the witness was present at a

conversation between Taylor, one of the plaintiffs, and C. W. Wet-

more, one of the defendants, in which the defendant asked Tay-

lor, if he considered him responsible, either legally, morally, or

honorably, for the goods Farrar had purchased of him. To which

Taylor replied he did not, but that the defendants had more goods

in their possession, received of Farrar, than they were holden to

the house of McBride for; that the goods would amount to $500

or $700. To this the defendant replied he did not know how that

was; that there was also left with them, by Farrar, notes and ac-

counts to the amount of about $200, and what they could not make

up out of them, must be made up out of the goods; and if there

was any balance, so far as he was concerned, that should go to the

plaintiffs.

Birhard, for the plaintiffs.

\\-’ooD, J. Under the avertments in the declaration, and the
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testimony submitted, are the plaintiffs entitled to judgment ?—and

I may here remark, in the outset, in this case, that I know of no

arbitrary rule applicable to actions founded upon mercantile guar-

anties, which creates obligations between the parties to which they

have neither expressly nor impliedly assented. In all actions

founded in contract, the agreement as set forth must be proved or

the circumstances existing between the parties must be such as to

leave it clearly to be inferred. In enforcing them, courts of jus-

tice, though they may sometimes be conﬁned by technical rules,

always endeavor to ascertain the understandings and intentions

of the parties, and these are considered as the essence of their

agreements in carrying them into execution. Mercantile guaran-

ties are either general or special; though a single letter of credit

may bear upon its face both of these distinctions. It may be gen-

eral, as to the whole world, to whom the bearer may be accredited,

and to any portion of whom, at his own option, he may make the

guarantor a debtor, and special, as to the amount of the credit; or

unlimited or general in the amount, and special as to the parties.

The ﬁrst inquiry which arises here, is, whether the guaranty

in question is not special as to persons. It is directed to the house

of McBride & Co., in the city of Pittsburg, and nothing upon its

face evincing an intention to give Farrar credit, or to incur respon-

sibility with any other house.
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be held beyond the terms of his engagement, but they insist that

The counsel for the plaintiff here admit, that a surety can not
be held beyond the terms of his engagement, but they insist that
although it is addressed only to McBride & Co. as it does not say
"we will be responsible to you," it is a letter of credit to any other,
who will advance the goods. It seems to us, this reasoning is more
ingenious than sound. The guaranty being addressed to A. D.
McBride & Co., it is to them the defendants speak when they say,
"we it.rill be responsible to tire amount of $2,ooo," and it contains
no general terms, by which either Farrar, or the house of McBride,
had the authority to transfer it to the plaintiffs, and they to make
the defendants their guarantors, without their assent, e.-rpress or
implied.
Judgrnent for the defendants.

although it is addressed only to .\IcBride & Co. as it docs not say

“we will be responsible to you,” it is a letter of credit to any other,

who will. advance the goods. It seems to us, this reasoning is more

ingenious than sound. The guaranty being addressed to A. D.

McBride & Co., it is to them the defendants speak when they say,

"we will be responsible to the amount of $2,000,” and it contains

no general terms, by which either Farrar, or the house of McBride,

had the authority to transfer it to the plaintiffs, and they to make

the defendants their guarantors, without their assent, express or

implied.

Judgment for the defendants.

46. GARD v. STEVENS, 12 .\'Iich. 292.

Supreme Court, Michigan, 1864.

Guaranty limited as to time.

Case made after judgment, from Berrien Circuit. The facts

sufficiently appear by the opinion.

C. I. Walker, for plaintiff.

G. V. N. Lothrop, for defendant.
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MANNING, J.—The action is assumpsit for the price of leather

sold to one Gates, on the following guaranty:

GARD v. STEVENS, 12 Mich. 292.
Supreme Court, Michigan, 186+

“Sr. Josi‘:P1-1, Sept. 18, 1858.

“]os1-:Pn GARD.

Dear Sir: If you will let the bearer have what leather he wants, and

Guaranty limited as to time.

charge the same to himself, I will see that you have your pay in a reas-

able length of time, Yours, etc.,

Case made after judgment, from Berrien Circuit. The facts
sufficiently appear by the opinion.
C. I. Walker, for plaintiff.
G. V. N. Lothrop, for defendant.

“J. E. Srr:vt:ns.”

As plaintiff sold leather to Gates at several different times,

and for different amounts, the ﬁrst question is whether the guar-

anty is limited as to time. We think it limited to a single pur-

chase or transaction. \\le must hold this, or that it is unlimited

both as to time and amount. Every person is supposed to have

J.-The action is assumpsit for the price of leather
sold to one Gates, on the following guaranty :
MANNING,

some regard to his own interest; and it is not reasonable to pre-

sume any man of ordinary prudence would become surety for

another without limitation as to time or amount, unless he has

"ST. JosEPB; Sept. 18, 18s8.

done so in express terms or by clear implication. If the guaranty

"Josti>B GARD.

was limited in express terms, either as to time or amount, but

Dear Sir: If you will let the bearer have what leather he wants, and
charge the same to himself, I will see that you have your pay in a reasYours, etc.,
able. length of time,
"J. E. STEVENS."

not as to both, it might be said it was the intention of the guarantor

to leave it open as to the other, or that a further limitation could

As plaintiff sold leather to Gates at several different times,
and for different amounts, the first question is whether the guaranty is limited as to time. We think it limited to a single purchase or transaction. We must hold this, or that it is unlimited
both as to time and amount. Every person is supposed to have
some regard to his own interest ; and it is not reasonable to pre:
sume any man of ordinary prudence would become surety for
another without limitation as to time or amount, unless he has
done so in express terms or by clear implication. If the guaranty
was limited in express terms, either as to time or amount, but
not as to both, it might be said it was the intention of the guarantor
to leave it open as to the other, or that a further limitation could
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not be implied. But where it contains no express limitation as to
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either, and there is nothing in the instrument itself from which

not be implied. But where it contains no express limitation as to
either, and there is nothing in the instrument itself from which
it can be inferred that it was the intention of the guarantor to
leave it open as to both, we think it must be understood as referring to a single transaction. The cases of Rogers v. Warner, 8
Johns. 119, and U1 /iitney v. Groot, 24 Wend. 81, we think are correct in principle, and not in conflict with any of the cases cited
on the argument by plaintiff's counsel.
\Ve are further of opinion that the first moneys afterwards
received by plaintiff on Gates' general account should be applied
in payment of the leather sold on the guaranty. * * *
The judgment below must be reversed, and a judgment be
entered for the defendant, with costs of both Courts.
MARTIN Ch. J. and CAMPBELL, J., concurred.
CIIRISTIANCY, J., did not sit in this case.

it can be inferred that it was the intention of the guarantor to

leave it open as to both, we think it must be understood as refer-

ring to a single transaction. The cases of Rogers v. Warner, 8

Johns. 119, and IVhitney v. Groot, 24 Wend. 81, we think are cor-

rect in principle, and not in conﬂict with any of the cases cited

on the argument by plaintiff’s counsel.

\'Ve are further of opinion that the ﬁrst moneys afterwards

received by plaintiff on Gates’ general account should be applied

in payment of the leather sold on the guaranty. * * *

The judgment below must be reversed, and a judgment be

entered for the defendant, with costs of both Courts.

l\'I.-\R'l‘IN Ch. J. and CAMPBELL, J., concurred.

CIIRISTIANCY, J., did not sit in this case.

47. SMITH, et al., appellant, v. VAN WYCK, respondent, .10 Mo. App. 522.

Kansas City Court of Appeals, Missouri, 1890.

Guaranty limited as to transactions. Rule of construction.

No presumption against guarantor.

Jenkins 6' Wells, for appellant.
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C. O. Tichenor, for respondent.

SMITH, P. J. * * * The plaintiffs sued defendant upon this

undertaking:

“K/msns-CITY, Mo., July, 1885.

47. SMITH, et al., appellant, v. VAN WYCK, respondent, .~o Mo. App. 522.
Kansas City Court of Appeals, Missouri, 189<>.

“I hereby guarantee the payment of bills as they mature, purchased

by E. S. Mendenhall, of R. P. Smith & Sons, of Bloomington, Illinois,

Guaranty limited as to transactions.
No presumptian aga1"nst guarantor.

to the amount of thirteen hlmdred dollars ($1,300).

“T. C. VAN Wvcx,

“I501 East’ Eighteenth Street.”

Rule of construction.

For a bill of goods amounting to $1,240.60, sold by plaintiffs to

I enkins & Wells, for appellant.
C. 0. Tiche1wr, fo r respondent.

said Mendenhall. The facts and circumstances surrounding the

0

execution of the said undertaking, and the relation of the parties

thereto, and to each other, may be summarized thus: Defendant

SMITH, P.
undertaking :

had rented to Mendenhall a store and business house. Menden-

hall had placed with one of the plaintiffs, who were wholesale

merchants, an order for goods amounting from thirteen hundred

J. * * *

The plaintiffs sued defendant upon this

"KANsAs·CtTY, Mo., July, 1885.
"I hereby guarantee the payment of bills as they mature, purchased
by E. S. Mendenhall, of R P. Smith & Sons, of Bloomington, Illinois,
to the amount of thirteen hbttdred dollars ($1,300).
"T. c. VANWYCK,
"1501 East' Eighteenth Street."

to seventeen hundred dollars. The plaintiffs hesitated about ﬁll-

ing the order, and one of them went to defendant and told him

that Mendenhall had placed with them an order for goods to

the amount stated, and that they did not like to ﬁll the same

unless defendant would guarantee the payment thereof; that if

For a bill of goods amounting to $1,240.00, sold by plaintiffs to
said Mendenhall. The facts and circumstances surrounding the
execution of the said undertaking, and the relation of the parties
thereto, and to each other, may be summarized thus: Defendant
had rented to Mendenhall a store and business house. Mendenhall had placed with one of the plaintiffs, who were wholesale
merchants, an order for goods amounting from thirteen hundred
to seventeen hundred dollars. The plaintiffs hesitated about filling the order, .and one of them went to defendant and told him
that Mendenhall had placed with them an order for goods to
the amount stated, and that they did not like to fill the same
unless defendant would guarante~ the payment thereof; that if
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defendant would give his guaranty for thirteen hundred dollars,
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and if they sold Mendenhall more goods than that, on such excess

they would take their chances for collecting. That thereupon the

defendant signed the undertaking sued on. The plaintiffs deliv-

ered Mendenhall goods to the amount of the defendant’s guaranty,

for the payment of which the defendant furnished part of the

money. The plaintiffs thereafter continued to sell goods to Men-

denhall for about two years, amounting in the total to several

thousand dollars. Finally Mendenhall failed, owing the plaintiffs

on account of such sales the amount sued for. It may be well

doubted whether any question of interpretation of the said under-

taking properly arises on the abstract of the record before us,

and at which alone we can look. But, waiving the consideration of

that question for the present, we may state that it appears to us

that if we interpret the language of the said undertaking in the

light of a knowledge of the relation of the parties, their antecedent

acts, and of the subject-matter of the same, as we have the right

to do, 2 Parsons on Contracts [7Ed.] top p. 564: Edwards v.

Smith, Adm’r, 63 Mo. 119; Bunce, Adm'r v. Bick’s Ex’r, 43 Mo.

266; Hutchinson v. Bowker, '5 Mees. & W. 535; Black River
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L. C o. v. W arner, 93 Mo. 374, it becomes quite obvious that it

cannot he held to be a continuing one, and this, too, in view of

the maxim, z-'erba fortius accipimitur contra proferentem. It is

held in this state that when it is doubtful from the language con-

tained in the contract, whether the guaranty was for a single deal-

ing or a continuous one, the true principle of sound ethics is not

to set up a presumption for or against the guarantor, but to give

the contract the sense in which the person making the promise

believed the other party to have accepted it, if, in fact, he did

accept it. Boehnc ct al. v. Murphy, 46 Mo. 57; Shine’s Adm’r

v. Bank, 70 Mo. 524. Extrinsic evidence cannot be received to

contradict, add to, subtract from or vary the terms of a guaranty,

but, as has been stated, when its meaning is doubtful, or obscurely

expressed, parol testimony in relation thereto, requisite to a clear

understanding of its purport, is admissible. The very language

of the instrument sued on negatives the idea that it was intended ~

to be a continuing guaranty. When the relation of the parties,

and the circumstances under which the guaranty in question was

entered into, are considered, its meaning becomes quite apparent.

The fact that plaintiffs had sold Mendenhall goods amounting to

thirteen hundred dollars, and that they would not deliver the

same to him without defendant would guarantee the payment

thereof, coupled with the further fact that this amount was in-

defendant would give his guaranty for thirteen hundred dollars,
and if they sold l\lendenhall more goods than that, on such excess
they would take their chances for collecting. That thereupon the
defendant signed the undertaking sued on. The plaintiffs delivered :Mendenhall goods to the amount of the defendant's guaranty,
for the payment of which the defendant furnished part of the
money. The plaintiffs thereafter continued to sell goods to Mendenhall for about two years, amounting in the total to several
thousand dollars. Finally Mendenhall failed, owing the plaintiffs
on account of such sales the amount sued for. It may be well
doubted whether any question of interpretation of the said undertaking properly arises on the abstract of the record before us,
and at which alone we can look. But, waiving the consideration of
that question for the present, we may state that it appears to us
that if we interpret the language of the said undertaking in the
light of a knowledge of the relation of the parties, their antecedent
acts, and of the subject-matter of the same, as we have the right
to do, 2 Parsons on Contracts [7Ed.) top p. 564; Edimrds v.
Smith, Adm'r, 63 Mo. 119; Bunce, Adm"r v. Bick's Ex'r, 43 Mo.
266; Hutchinson v. Bo·wker, ·5 :Mees. & \V. 535; Black Rii•er
L. Co. v. Warucr, 93 Mo. 374, it becomes quite obvious that it
cannot he held to be a continuing one, and this, too, in view of
the maxim, 'l.'erba fortius accipi1mt11r contra profere1'tem. It is
held in this state that when it is doubtful from the language contained in the contract, whether the guaranty was for a single dealing or a continuous one, the true principle of sound ethics is not
to set up a presumption for or against the guarantor, but to give
the contract the sense in which the person making the promise
believed the other party to have accepted it, if, in fact, he did
accept it. Boehne ct al. v. Murphy, 46 Mo. 57; Sh.ine's Adm'r
v. Bank, 70 Mo. 524. Extrinsic evidence cannot be received to
contradict, add to, subtract from or vary the terms of a guaranty,
but, as has been stated, when its meaning is doubtful, or obscurely
expressed, parol testimony in relation thereto, requisite to a clear
understanding of its purport, is admissible. The very language
of the instrument sued on negatives the idea that it was intended
to be a continuing guaranty. \i\Then the relation of the parties,
and the circumstances under which the guaranty in question was
entered into, are considered, its meaning becomes quite apparent.
The fact that plaintiffs had sold Mendenhall goods amounting to
thirteen hundred dollars, and that they would not deliver the
same to him without defendant would guarantee the payment
thereof, coupled with the further fact that this amount was in-
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serted in the instrument, for which defendant bound himself for

“bills as they mature, purchased”—not to be purchased—con-

serted in the instrument, for which defendant bound himself for
"bills as they mature, purchased"-not to be purchased-conclusively shows that the transaction and undertaking related solely
and entirely to the unfilled order, or orders, for goods plaintiff
had received of :Mendenhall, at the time of the execution of the
contract, and not to subsequent sales and purchases. We think
that upon the record before us the judgment of the circuit court
was for the right party. The exceptions to the rulings of the
court in respect to the introduction of evidence were not preserved
by a motion for a new trial, as appears by the abstract. But,
whether this is so or not, it is quite evident that none of these
adverse rulings of the court to the plaintiffs materially affected
the merits of the case. Indeed, the plaintiffs, in their brief, make
no point in respect to that matter.
The judgment, with the concurrence of Judge ELLISON,
Judge GILL not sitting, will be affirmed.

clusively shows that the transaction and undertaking related solely

and entirely to the unﬁlled order, or orders, for goods plaintiff

had received of Mendenhall, at the time of the execution of the

contract, and not to subsequent sales and purchases. We think

that upon the record before us the judgment of the circuit court

was for the right party. The exceptions to the rulings of the

court in respect to the introduction of evidence were not preserved

by a motion for a new trial, as appears by the abstract. But,

whether this is so or not, it is quite evident that none of these

adverse rulings of the court to the plaintiffs materially affected

the merits of the case. Indeed, the plaintiffs, in their brief, make

no point in respect to that matter.

The judgment, with the concurrence of Judge ELLIsoN,

Judge GILL not sitting, will be afﬁrmed.

48. BOVILL v. TURNER, 2 Chitty’s Practice Cases 205.

Court of King’s Bench, 1815.

Guaranty limited as to amo1mt.“‘

Bolland moved to set aside a nonsuit. It was an action for
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the price of coals, the payment of which the defendant had guar-

anteed in these words: “You may let Laney have coals to 501., for

which I will be answerable at any time.” Coals were supplied for

many years, and many were, from time to time, delivered and paid

for; but ultimately more than the sum of 501., was in arrear.

48.

BAYLEY, J.—You say it is a running guarantee for 501. at all

times.

BOVILL v. TURNER, 2 Chitty's Practice Cases 205.
Court of King's Bench, 1815.

Bollamd. Laney was a dealer; he could never be supposed

Guaranty limited as to amount. 13

to be conﬁned to 501. only. There was notice afterwards that the

defendant would not be liable further.

Bolland moved to set aside a nonsuit. It was an action for
the price of coals, the payment of which the defendant had guaranteed in these words: "You may let Laney have coals to 501., for
which I will be answerable at any time." Coals were supplied for
many years, and many were, from time to time, delivered and paid
for; but ultimately more than the sum of 501., was in arrear.
BAYLEY, J.-You say it is a running guarantee for 50/. at all
times.
Bolland. Laney was a dealer; he could never be supposed
to be confined to 50/. only. There was notice afterwards that the
defendant would not be liable further.
ABBOTT, C. J.-There was evidence that the words "at any
time" were introduced afterwards, because the plaintiff thought
they were omitted.
BAYLEY, J.-He was only a guarantee for 501.
Rule refused.

AnnoTT, C. J.—There was evidence that the words “at any

time” were introduced afterwards, because the plaintiff thought

they were omitted.

B.-\YLF.Y, J.—He was only a guarantee for 501.

Rule refused.

“ See United States, etc., v. National Surety Co., ante p. 114.

11
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49. ROBBINS v. BINGHAM, 4 Johns. 476.

ROBBI!'\S \

0
•

r.I?>{GH.\M

I

57

Supreme Court of Judicature, New York, 1809.

49-

Guaranty limited as to parties.

This was an action of assumpsit. The declaration stated,

ROBBINS v. BINGHAM, 4 Johns. 476.
Supreme Court of Judicature, New York, 1&>9.

that the defendant, in consideration that the plaintiff, at the special

Guaranty limited as to parties.

instance and request of the defendant, would credit one Heman

, Dickenson, goods, &c., to the amount of 800 dollars, the defendant

would be security for the payment, &c., and averred, that the

plaintiff did deliver to Dickenson, goods, to the value of 800 dol-

l rs, &c. Plea, non assumpsit. .-\t the last Rensselaer circuit,

§agreement of both parties, the cause was referred to three ref-

erees, and if any questions of law should arise, before the ref-

erees, they were to be referred to one of the judges of this court.

The parties, afterwards, agreed, that the evidence submitted

to the referees and the law arising thereon, should be stated in

the form of a case, and submitted to the decision of this court,

and that judgment should be entered thereon, according to the

opinion of the court, in the same manner, as if there had been a

verdict in the case.

The plaintiff produced before the referees, a letter of credit,
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from the defendant, directed to theplaintiff, as follows: “Fair-

ﬁeld, October 2, 1804. Sir, if you will credit Heman Dickenson,

goods. to the amount of 800 dollars. I will be his security, that

he shall pay you according to the contract. Solomon Bingham,

jun.” On the back of the letter of credit was endorsed by Dicken-

son, as follows, to-wit: “Received, the 15th and 16th October,

I804, on account of the within letter of credit, or recommendation,

the following sums of money, in goods, to-wit, of John Robbins,

the sum of 293 dollars and 22 cents; of Gersham, Richards and

sons, the sum of 237 dollars and 62 cents; and of Russell and

Tracy & Co., the sum of 55 dollars and 89 cents, amounting in

the whole to 586 dollars and 63 cents.”

It appeared that the goods mentioned as received from the

plaintiff, were delivered by his clerk to Dickenson, and not having

goods which suited. to the full amount of the letter of credit, he

went with Dickenson and the letter of credit to the other persons,

and offered them the beneﬁt of the letter of credit for the residue,

saying, that the defendant was a good man for the amount; that

the other persons let Dickenson have goods to the amount speciﬁed

in the indorsement, and which were charged to Dickenson in their

books. It appeared also, that the plaintiff had been paid for the

amount of the goods delivered by him to Dickenson. The ref-

This was an action of assumpsit. The declaration stated,
that the defendant, in consideration that the plaintiff, at the special
instance and request of the defendant, would credit one Heman
. Dickenson, goods, &c., to the amount of 8oo dollars, the defendant
would be security for the payment, &c., and averred, that the
plaintiff did deliver to Dickenson, goods, to the value of Boo dol.!i._rs, &c. Plea, non assumpsit. At the last Rensselaer circuit,
~agreement of both parties, the cause was referred to three referees, and if any questions of law should arise, before the referees, they were to be referred to one of the judges of this court.
The parties, afterwards, agreed, that the evidence submitted
to the referees and the law arising thereon, should be stated in
the form of a case, and submitted to the decision of this court,
and that judgment should be entered thereon, according to the
opinion of the court, in the same manner, as if there had been a
verdict in the case.
The plaintiff produced before the referees, a letter of credit,
from the defendant, directed to the....pla.inti.ff, as follows: "Fairfield, October 2, 18o4. Sir, if you will credit Heman Dickenson,
goods. to the amount of Boo dollars, I will be his security, that
he shall pay you according to the contract. Solomon Bingham,
jun." On the back of the letter of credit was endorsed by Dickenson, as follows, to-wit: "Received, the 1sth and 16th October,
18o4, on account of the within letter of credit, or recommendation,
the following sums of money, in goods, to-wit, of John Robbins,
the sum of 293 dollars and 22 cents ; of Gersham, Richards and
sons, the sum of 237 dollars and 62 cents; and of Russell and
Tracy & Co., the sum of 55 dollars and 89 cents, amounting in
the whole to 586 dollars and 63 cents."
It appeared that the goods mentioned as received from the
plaintiff, were delivered by his clerk to Dickenson, and not having
goods which suited, to the full amount of the letter of credit, he
went with Dickenson and the letter of credit to the other persons,
and offered them the benefit of the letter of credit for the residue,
saying, that the defendant was a good man for the amount; that
the other persons let Dickenson have goods to the amount specified
in the indorsement, and which were charged to Dickenson in their
books. It appeared also, that the plaintiff had been paid for the
amount of the goods delivered by him to Dickenson. The ref-
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erees reported in favour of the plaintiff for 377 dollars and 28

cents, including goods delivered by Richards and Son, and Tracey

erees reported in favour of the plaintiff for 377 dollars and 28
cents, including goods delivered by Richards and Son, and Tracey
& Co. as indorsed on the letter of credit.
V mi V cchten, for the defendant, moved to set aside the report
of the referees.
Foot, contra.
Per Curiani. The interest of the plaintiff, in the letter of
credit, was not any assignable interest ; it was not a general letter of credit, but addressed to a particular person. The defendant was responsible to the plaintiff only for the goods delivered
by him and not for the goods delivered by others. The report
of the referees must be set aside.
Rule granted.

& Co. as indorsed on the letter of credit.

Van Vcchten, for the defendant, moved to set aside the report

of the referees.

Foot, contra.

Per Curiam. The interest of the plaintiff, in the letter of

credit, was not any assignable interest; it was not a general let-

ter of credit, but addressed to a particular person. The defend-

ant was responsible to the plaintiff only for the goods delivered

by him and not for the goods delivered by others. The report

of the referees must be set aside.

Rule granted.

50. HENRY McSHANE CO., Ltd., v. PADIAN, 142 N. Y. 207,

36 N. E. 880.

Court of Appeals, New York, 1894.

Continuing gua'ranty; construction of the contract.

Appeal from common pleas of New York city and county,

general term.

Action by the Henry McShane Company, Limited, against
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William Padian. From a judgment of the general term affirm-

50. HENRY McSHANE CO., Ltd., v. PADIAN, 142 N. Y.
36 N. E. 88o.
Court of Appeals, New York, 1894.

ing a judgment for defendant, plaintiff appeals. Reversed.

Thos. C. Enneruer, for appellant.

William J. Fanning, for respondent.

BARTLETT, J.—The plaintiff seeks to recover of the defend-

207,

ant upon the following guaranty:

Continuing guara11t) construction of the contract.
1;

“I, William Padian, hereby guaranty to the Henry McShane

Company, Limited, the payment by John P. Wiegers, plumber, to

Appeal from common pleas of New York city and county,
general term.
Action by the Henry McShane Company, Limited, against
William Padian. From a judgment of the general term affirming a judgment for defendant, plaintiff appeals. Reversed.
Thos. C. Emiever, for appellant.
William J. Fan.ning, for respondent.

them for any and all materials which they may deliver to John P.

Wiegers, I not to be liable for any balance exceeding ﬁve hundred

dollars which may become due. William Padian. Witness: W m.

H. Barth. Dated New York, March 31st, '90.

This case was tried before a referee, who held that the guar-

anty was susceptible of two constructions, and admitted, to quote

from his opinion, “oral evidence of the res gcstae so as to arrive

at the probable intention of the parties.” The evidence was ad-

mitted against the objection and exception of plaintiff. Upon con-

BARTLETT, J.-The plaintiff seeks to recover of the defendant upon the following guaranty :
"I, William Padian, hereby guaranty to the Henry McShane
Company, Limited, the payment by John P. Wiegers, plumber, to
them for any and all materials which they may deliver to John P.
Wiegers, I not to be liable for any balance exceeding five hundred
dollars which may become due. William Padian. Witness: Wm.
H. Barth. Dated New York, March 31st, '90.
This case was tried before a referee, who held that the guaranty was susceptible of two constructions, and admitted, to quote
from his opinion, "oral evidence of the res gcstae so as to arrive
at the probable intention of the parties." The evidence was admitted against the objection and exception of plaintiff. Upon conflicting evidence, the referee found, substantially, that the guaranty had reference to certain goods sold by plaintiff to John P.

ﬂicting evidence, the referee found, substantially, that the guar-

anty had reference to certain goods sold by plaintiff to John P.
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and that, before the commencement of this action, Wiegers had

Wiegers, to be used in the performance of a contract named,
and that, before the commencement of this action, Wiegers had
paid for them. He further found that said guaranty was not intended by the parties thereto as a running or continuing guaranty,
other than for the goods already referred to, and dismissed the
complaint, with costs. The general term of the court of common
pleas for the city and county of New York affirmed a judgment
for the defendant entered upon the report of the referee. The
question presented on this appeal is whether the language of the
guaranty is so ambiguous as not to furnish conclusive evidence of
its meaning, and entitles the defendant to prove the circumstances
under which it was executed, so that the court can construe it in
the light of all the facts. If this ambiguity exists, the evidence of ,_.,.the circumstances surrounding the execution of this guaranty was
properly admitted (Bank v. Kaufman, 93 N. Y. 281, and cases
cited; Bank v. Myles, 73 N. Y. 341), and, as the findings of the
referee were made on conficting evidence, they are not reviewable
in this court (Sherw-0od v. Hauser, 94 N. Y. 626; Fire Department
of New York v. Atlas S . S. Co., 106 N. Y. 578, 13 N. E. 329;
Crim v. Starkweather, 136 N. Y. 635, 32 N. E. 701 ). We are,
however, unable to agree with the learned court below in its construction of this guaranty. We regard its language as clear, presenting no ambiguity, and as creating a continuing guaranty,
which, by its terms, limits defendant's liability to any balance,
not exceeding $soo, which may become due, but does not undertake to regulate the amount of John P . Wiegers' future transactions with the plaintiff. The cases are numerous, construing
instruments of this character, and it is not always an easy task
to determine on which side of the line separating continuous from·
limited liability they belong. In Whitney v. Groot, 24 Wend., at
page 84, Chief Justice Nelson remarks: " It is, in most of these
cases, a nice and difficult question to determine whether the guaranty is a continuing one or not. The intent of the party, to be
derived from the words, is the only sure guide; and therefore very
little aid is to be derived from the adjudged cases, as they turn upon the peculiar phraseology of the guaranty." In Bank v. Myles, 73
N. Y., at page 341, Judge Earl says: "Precedents do not help
much in the construction of such instruments." In Gates v. McKee, 13 N. Y., at page 234, Judge Denio says: "The cases are
not entirely harmonious as to the principles of construction which
ought to govern in this class of cases, but the weight of authority
is altogether in favor of construing guaranties by rules at least as
favorable to the creditor as those which courts apply to other

paid for them. He further found that said guaranty was not in-

tended by the parties thereto as a running or continuing guaranty,

other than for the goods already referred to, and dismissed the

complaint, with costs. The general term of the court of common

pleas for the city and county of New York afﬁrmed a judgment

for the defendant entered upon the report of the referee. The

question presented on this appeal is whether the language of the

guaranty is so ambiguous as not to furnish conclusive evidence of

its meaning, and entitles the defendant to prove the circumstances

under which it was executed, so that the court can construe it in

the light of all the facts. If this ambiguity exists, the evidence of ‘/-

the circumstances surrounding the execution of this guaranty was

properly admitted (Bank v. Kaufman, 93 N. Y. 281, and cases

cited; Bank v. Myles, 73 N. Y. 341), and, as the ﬁndings of the

referee were made on conﬁcting evidence, they are not reviewable

in this court (Sherwood v. Hauser, 94 N. Y. 626; Fire Department

of New York v. Atlas S. S. Co., 106 N. Y. 578, 13 N. E. 329;

Grim v. .S'tark'weather, 136 N. Y. 635, 32 N. E. 701). We are,
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however, unable to agree with the learned court below in its con-

struction of this guaranty. We regard its language as clear, pre-

scnting no ambiguity, and as creating a continuing guaranty,

which, by its terms, limits defendant's liability to any balance,

not exceeding $500, which may become due, but does not under-

take to regulate the amount of John P. Wiegers’ future tran-

sactions with the plaintiff. The cases are numerous, construing

instruments of this character, and it is not always an easy task

to determine on which side of the line separating continuous from‘

limited liability they belong. In W hitney v. Groot, 24 Wend., at

page 84, Chief Justice Nelson remarks: “ It is, in most of these

cases, a nice and difﬁcult question to determine whether the guar-

anty is a continuing one or not. The intent of the party, to be

derived from the words, is the only sure guide; and therefore very

little aid is to be derived from the adjudged cases, as they turn up-

on the peculiar phraseology of the guaranty.” In Bank v. Myles, 73

N. Y., at page 341, Judge Earl says: “Precedents do not help

much in the construction of such instruments.” In Gates v. Mc-

Kee, 13 N. Y., at page 234, Judge Denio says: “The cases are

not entirely harmonious as to the principles of construction which

ought to gover n in this class of cases, but the weight of authority

is altogether in favor of construing guaranties by rules at least as

favorable to the creditor as those which courts apply to other
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written instruments, irrespective of the consideration that the

written instruments, irrespective of the consideration that the
guarantor is a surety." In the leading English case of Mason v.
P.ritcltard, 12 East, 227, the court said the words were to be taken
as strongly against the party giving the guaranty as the sense of
them would admit. The supreme court of the United States has
also expressed the same views. Drummond v. Prestman., 12
\Vheat. 5 r5; Douglass v. Reynolds, 7 Pet. I 13, 122; La:wrence v.
~M cCa/mo11t, 2 How. 426.
Applying these principles to the guaranty now under consideration, it leads to the construction we have already indicated".
· The natural and ordinary import of its language discloses an intent
on the part of the defendant to guaranty the purchases of Wiegers
from plaintiff of any and all materials, provided his liability was
not to exceed $soo, on any balance which might become due. To
place upon this instrument the construction contended for by
defendant is to ignore its plain provisions, and import into the case
an entirely new contract. The defendant contends he was onlv
guaranteeing payment of $395 worth of specific materials which
were to be used in the performance of a certain building contract.
On the other hand, the plaintiff states that Wiegers was a young
man starting in business, and it was customary to require a guaranty in such cases. The evidence in the case shows that Wiegers,
after the execution of the.. guaranty, made purchases of plaintiff
aggregating between six and seven thousand dollars, and made
payments of between four or five thousand dollars, and owed plaintiffs a balance of twenty-two hundred dollars when this action was
commenced. \Ve hold, however, that parol evidence was inadmissible as to surrounding circumstances to aid in construing this
guaranty, and rest our decision upon the language of the instrument solely. The answer of the defendant alleges that he was
induced to sign the guaranty by the false and fraudulent representations of plaintiff, made through its agents. The proof failed
to establish this defense, and the referee made no such finding.
The judgment appealed from must be reversed, and a new trial
ordered, with costs to abide the event. All concur.
Judgment reversed.

guarantor is a surety.” In the leading English case of Mason v.

Pritehard, 12 East, 227, the court said the words were to be taken

as strongly against the party giving the guaranty as the sense of

them would admit. The supreme court of the United States has

also expressed the same views. Drummond v. Prestman, 12

Wheat. 515; Douglass v. Rc_vnolds, 7 Pet. 113, 122; Lawrence v.

M cC almont, 2 How. 426.

Applying these principles to the guaranty now under con-

_ sideration, it leads to the construction we have already indicated‘.

The natural and ordinary import of its language discloses an intent

on the part of the defendant to guaranty the purchases of Wiegers

from plaintiff of any and all materials, provided his liability was

not to exceed $500, on any balance which might become due. To

place upon this instrument the construction contended for by

defendant is to ignore its plain provisions, and import into the case

an entirely new contract. The defendant contends he was onlv

guaranteeing payment of $395 worth of speciﬁc materials which

were to be used in the performance of a certain building contract.

On the other hand, the plaintiff states that Wiegers was a young
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man starting in business, and it was customary to require a guar-

anty in such cases. The evidence in the case shows that W iegers,

after the execution of the. guaranty, made purchases of plaintif

f

aggregating between six and seven thousand dollars, and made

payments of between four or ﬁve thousand dollars, and owed plain-

tiffs a balance of twenty-two hundred dollars when this action was

commenced. We hold, however, that parol evidence was inad-

missible as to surrounding circumstances to aid in construing this

guaranty, and rest our decision upon the language of the instru-

ment solely. The answer of the defendant alleges that he was

induced to sign the guaranty by the false and fraudulent repre-

sentations of plaintiff, made through its agents. The proof failed

to establish this defense, and the referee made no such ﬁnding.

The judgment appealed from must be reversed, and a new trial

ordered, with costs to abide the event. All concur.

Judgment reversed.
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Supreme Judicial Court, Massachusetts, 1890.

Continuing guaranty—[nterpretation of correspondence form-

•

ing the contract.

Appeal from Superior Court, Suffolk county.

51. DOVER STAMPING CO. v. NOYES, 151 Mass. 342, 24 N. E. 53.
Supreme Judicial Court, Massachusetts, 189<>.

Action by Dover Stamping Company against B. B. Noyes to

Continuing guarant'}'-lnterpretatioti of con·cspo11de11cc forming the cmitract.

recover $210.20 and interest for goods sold and delivered by plain-

tiffs to F. P. Field & Co., the payment of which plaintiffs claim

was guarantied by defendant. The guaranty relied on is contained

Appeal from Superior Court, Suffolk county.
Action by Dover Stamping Company against B. B. Noyes to
recover $210.20 and interest for goods sold and delivered by plaintiffs to F. P. Field & Co., the payment of which plaintiffs claim
was guarantied by defendan_t. The guaranty relied on is contained
in the following correspondence :

in the following correspondence:

“Bosron, Mass, U. S. A., Nov. 18, 1887.

“Mzssns. B. B. Novas & Co.

“Gentlemen: We have recently become acquainted and opened trade

with Messrs. F. P. Field & Co., who seem to be good fellows, without

much money, but claim to be backed by you. Will you kindly tell us if

this is so,—if we can consider you as having responsibility for their debts,

or intending to see that they are paid. Yours truly,

“Dovt-ZR STAMPING Co. C. D. F.”

"BosTON, MAss., U. S. A, Nov. 18, 1887.
"MtssRs. B. B. Non:s & Co.
"Gentlemen: We have recently become acquainted and opened trade
with Messrs. F. P. Field & Co., who seem to be good fellows, without
much money, but claim to be backed by you. Will you kindly tell us if
this is so,-if we can consider you as having responsibility for their debts,
or intending to see that they are paid.
Yours truly,
"DovER STAMPING Co. C. D. F."

“GREEM-“n:LD, Mass, Nov. 21, 1887.

“Tm-2 DO\'ER STAMPINo Co., Boston, Mass.
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“Gentlemen: \/Ve have your favor of the eighteenth instant, relating

to the ﬁrm of F. P. Field & Co. As Mr. Noyes is away, writer cannot

say what arrangement he has made with them as to being responsible for

their bills, but should presume they would not misrepresent any arrange-

ment they may have with him. Mr. Noyes has helped this ﬁrm some in

starting, and considers them good, honest, hard-working fellows, who

will be likely to meet their bills. Yours respectfully.

"G~NFIJ!LD, MASS., Nov. 21, 1887.
"THE DoVItR STAMPING Co., Boston, Mass.
"Gentlemen: We have your favor of the eighteenth instant, relating
to the firm of F. P. Field & Co. As Mr. Noyes is away, writer cannot
say what arrangement he has made with them as to being responsible for
their bills, but should presume they would not misrepresent any arrangement they may have with him. Mr. Noyes has helped this firm some in
starting, and considers them good, honest, hard-working fellows, who
Yours respectfully.
will be likely to meet their bills.
"B. B. Non:s & Co. Jones."

“B. B. NOYES & Co. Jones.”

“Bosrou, Mass., U. S. A., Nov. 22, 1887.

“M1:ssizs. B. B. Novas & Co.

“Gentlemen: Your favor of the twenty-ﬁrst instant is at hand. We

are obliged to you for your attention to our request, and glad to hear

that Messrs. F. P. Field & Co. stand so well with you. \Ve would, how-

ever, like to hear from Mr. Noyes on his return. It is needful for us to

know whether the statement of the young men is correct or not, as, leav-

ing out the question of misrepresentation, they evidently have not enough

of the ‘sinews of war,’ of their own, to carry on business successfully,

however competent and energetic they may be. Yours truly,

"BosTON, MAss., U. S. A, Nov. 22, 1887.
"MtssRs. B. B. Non:s & Co.
"Gentlemen: Your favor of the twenty-first instant is at hand. We
are obliged to you for your attention to our request, and glad to hear
that Messrs. F. P. Field & Co. stand so well with you. We would, however, like to hear from Mr. Noyes on his return. It is needful for us to
know whether the statement of the young men is correct or not, as, leaving out the question of misrepresentation, they evidently have not enough
of the 'sinews of war,' of their own, to carry on business successfully,
however competent and energetic they may be.
Yours truly,
"DovER STAMPING Co. C. D. F."
·

‘ “Donin Sram-mo C0. C. D. F.”

GREEN!-‘II’-ZLD, Mass, Nov. 28, 1887.

“Dovzn STAMPING Co., Boston, Mass., North Street.

“Dear Sirs: Answering yours of 22d, I am assisting F. P. Field & Co.

in a small way, ﬁnancially, and in a measure directing their efforts; and

I have advised them to pay their bills promptly at maturity, and, if they

ﬁnd they are unable to do so at any time, to let me know. I think they

will follow my advice in your case. If they fail to, please let me know,

and I will see that you are taken care of. B. B. Novas.”

GREENI'ItLD, MASS., Nov. 28, 1887.
"Dovo STAMPING Co., Boston,. Mass., North Street.
"Dear Sirs: Answering yours of 22d, I am assisting F. P. Field & Co.
in a small way, financially, and in a measure directing their efforts; and
I have advised them· to pay their bills promptly at . maturity, and, if they
find they are .unable to do so at any time, to .let me know. I think they
will follow my advice in your case; If they fail to, please let me know,
and I will see that you are taken care of.
B. B. Nons."
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“Mlissizs. B. B. Novas & Co.

.
BosTON, MASS., U. S. A., Nov. 29, 1887.
"MtssRs. B. B. N on:s & Co.
"Gentlemen: Your esteemed favor from Mr. B. B. Noyes, in person
is received. We are much obliged for the assurance given .us regarding
Messrs. F. P. Field & Co., and, on the strength of it, will be glad to continue the trade.
Yours truly,

“Gentlemen: Your esteemed favor from Mr. B. B. Noyes, in person,

is received. We are much obliged for the assurance given us regarding

Messrs. F. P. Field & Co., and, on the strength of it, will be glad to con-

tinue the trade. Yours truly,

“Dov!-:R STAMPING Co. C. D. F.”

There was judgment for plaintiff. Defendant appeals.

"DovER STAMPING

E. Mera-in, for plaintiff.

Co. C. D. F."

Greene 6' Griswold, for defendants.

There was judgment for plaintiff. Defendant appeals.
E. Merwin, for plaintiff.
Greene & Grisic!Q/d, for defendants.

KNOWLTON, J.—The decision of this case depends on the

proper interpretation of the correspondence relied on by the plain-

tiff corporation as showing a continuing guaranty by the defend-

ant that F. P. Field & Co. would pay at maturity any debts they

might contract, in their dealings with the plaintiff. If these letters,

KNOWLTON, J.-The decision of this case depends on the
proper interpretation of the correspondence relied on by the plaintiff corporation as showing a continuing guaranty by the defendant that F. P. Field & Co. would pay at maturity any debts they
might contract, in their dealings with the plaintiff. If these letters,
fairly construed, authorized the plaintiff to sell goods to Field &
Co. from time to time, to be paid for by the defendant if not paid
for by the purchasers, the plaintiff is entitled to recover. The
plaintiff's first letter was manifestly written in reference to possible future transactions. It says that the corporation has recently
"opened trade" with Field & Co., and refers to their representation,
apparently made with a view to obtaining credit. The inquiry
relates to the subject of legal liability. The defendant is asked
whether he will be responsible for their debts, or will see that the
debts are paid. Upon receiving the letter of November 21st, written by the defendant's clerk, in his absence, and containing a
recommendation of Field & Co., the plaintiff, by its letter of
November 22d, said, in effect, that it was not content with a recommendation, but wanted an explicit answer to its former letter.
Thereupon the defendant wrote the letter of November 28th, stating that he was financially assisting Field & Co., and promising
to see that the plaintiff was "taken care of," if notified that Field
& Co. failed to pay their bills promptly at maturity. This can
hardly be construed as anything less than a promise to pay if the
principal debtor did not. It also had reference to bills to be contracted in the future; for it was written in answer to the plaintiff's
questions, and Field & Co.'s possible inability to pay promptly was
spoken of a5 something which they might discover "at any time.»
If it was necessary to give notice of the acceptance of a guaranty
given in this way, which we do not intimate, the plaintiff by its
letter of N'-ovember 29th accepted it, and notified the defendant
that it would continue the trade on the strength of it. Here we
find all the elements of a valid, continuing guaranty ; and it is

fairly construed, authorized the plaintiff to sell goods to Field &

Co. from time to time, to be paid for by the defendant if not paid

for by the purchasers, the plaintiff is entitled to recover. The

plaintiff’s ﬁrst letter was manifestly written in reference to pos-

sible future transactions. It says that the corporation has recently
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“opened trade” with Field & Co., and refers to their representation,

apparently made with a view to obtaining credit. The inquiry

relates to the subject of legal liability. The defendant is asked

whether he will be responsible for their debts, or will see that the

debts are paid. Upon receiving the letter of November 21st, writ-

ten by the defendant’s clerk, in his absence, and containing a

recommendation of Field & Co., the plaintiff, by its letter of

November 22d, said, in effect, that it was not content with a recom-

mendation, but wanted an explicit answer to its former letter.

Thereupon the defendant wrote the letter of November 28th, stat-

ing that he was ﬁnancially assisting Field & Co., and promising

to see that the plaintiff was “taken care of,” if notiﬁed that Field

& Co. failed to pay their bills promptly at maturity. This can

hardly be construed as anything less than a promise to pay if the

principal debtor did not. It also had reference to bills to be con-

tracted in the future; for it was written in answer to the plaintiff’s

questions, and Field & Co.’s possible inability to pay promptly was

spoken of as something which they might discover “at any time.”

If it was necessary to give notice of the acceptance of a guaranty

given in this way, which we do not intimate, the plaintiff by its

letter of November 29th accepted it, and notiﬁed the defendant

that it would continue the trade on the strength of it. Here we

ﬁnd all the elements of a valid, continuing guaranty; and it is
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agreed that on the faith of it the plaintiff sold goods which never

have been paid for, of which the defendant has had due notice.

agreed that on the faith of it the plaintiff sold goods which never
have been paid for, of which the defendant has had due notice.
Upon the agreed facts, the plaintiff's case is made out. Paige v.
Parker, 8 Gray, 211; Bent v. Hartshorn, 1 Mete. 24; Jordan v.
Dobbins, 122 Mass. 170.

Upon the agreed facts, the plaintiff’s case is made out. Paige v.

Parker, 8 Gray, 211; Bent v. Hartshorn, I .\letc. 24; Jordon v.

Dobbins, 122 Mass. 170.

52. ABBOTT v. BROWN, 131 Ill. 108, 22 N. E. 813.

Supreme Court, Illinois, 1889.

Guaranty absolute. Guarantor of payrnent of a promissory

note not jointly liable with maker thereof. Construction of con.

tract.

Appeal from Appellate Court, First District.

52·

ASSUMPSIT by Henry G. Abbott against John B. Brown. The

circuit court rendered judgment for defendant, and the appellate

ABBOTT v. BROWN, 131 111. 1o8, zi N. E. 813.
Supreme Court, 111inois, 1889.

court affirmed the judgment. Plaintiff appeals. -

Guarani)• absolute. Gttarantor of payment of a promissory
note not jointly liable tvith maker thereof. Co11structi.on of co11...
tract.

Osborne Bros. 5' Burgett, for appellant.

Osburn 65' Lynde, for appellee.

CR.-no, J.—On the Ist day of July, 1876, Kirk B. Newell,

being indebted to H. G. Abbott, the appellant, executed his prom-

issory note as follows:

Appeal from Appellate Court, First District.
AssuMPSIT by Henry G. Abbott against John B. Brown. The
circuit court rendered judgment for defendant, and the appellate
court affirmed the judgment. Plaintiff appeals.
Osborne Bros. & Burgett, for appellant.
Osbu.rn & L)·nde, for appellee.

“Cirrcaoo, ILLs., July 1, 1876.
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“One day after date I promise to pay to the order of H. G. Abbott

two thousand dollars, with interest at the rate of ten per cent. per annum,

at First National Bank of Chicago. Value received.

(Signed) “KIRK B. NEW!-:LL.”

Indorsed on the back of the note was the following guaranty:

“For value received, I hereby guaranty the payment of the within

note at maturity, or at any time thereafter, with interest at ten per cent.

CRAIG, J.-On the 1st day of July, 1876, Kirk B. Newell,
being indebted to H. G. Abbott, the appellant, executed his promissory note as follows :

per annum until paid, and agree to pay all costs and expenses paid or

incurred in collecting the same, including attorney’s fees.

(Signed) “J. B. BROWN.”

This action was brought by H. G. Abbott against Brown to

recover certain costs and attorney's fees which he paid out and

"CurcAGO, ILLS., July I, 1876.
"One day after date I promise to pay to the order of H. G. Abbott
two thousand dollars, with interest at the rate of ten per cent. per annum,
at First National Bank of Chicago. Value received.
(Signed)
"KIRK B. NiwitLL."

expended in the collection of the amount named in the note in an

action against Brown on his guaranty. The costs and attorney’s

fees which the plaintiff sought to recover in this action were not

expended in attempting to collect the note which was executed by

Kirk B. Newell. No suit was ever brought on the note against

lndorsed on the back of the note was the following guaranty :

the maker, nor was any evidence offered to prove that any costs

or expenses were ever incurred in an attempt to collect the note.

"For value received, I hereby guaranty the payment of the within
note at maturity, or at any time thereafter, with interest at ten per cent.
per annum until paid, and agree to pay all costs and expenses paid or
incurred in collecting the same, including attorney's fees.
(Signed)
"J. B. BROWN."

But on the trial of the cause Abbott, who is appellant here, put in

This action was brought by H. G. Abbott against Brown to
recover certain costs and attorney's fees which he paid out and
expended in the collection of the amount named in the note in an
action against Brown on his guaranty. The costs and attorney's
fees which the plaintiff sought to recover in this action were not
expended in attempting to collect the note which was executed by
Kirk B. Newell. No suit was ever brought on the note against
the maker, nor was any evidence offered to prove that any costs
or expenses were ever incurred in an attempt to collect the note.
But on the trial of the cause Abbott, who is appellant here, put in
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evidence, showing that on July 3, 1882, he brought an action in

assumpsit against Brown “on the guaranty signed by him, indorsed

evidence, showing that on July 3, 1882, he brought an action in
assumpsit against Brown "on the guaranty signed by him, indorsed
on the note, whereby he guarantied payment of the note," in which
he recovered judgment for the amount due on the note, $3 1338.34;
that an appeal was taken by Brown to the appellate court, and
to the supreme court from the judgment of the appellate court
affirming the judgment of the circuit court, and that upon the
affirmance thereof by the supreme court Brown paid appellant the
amount of the judgment; that the firm of which witness was a
member was employed as attorneys to conduct this action, and ren- ,,,.,,,.
dered services therein of the value of $1,500, and they had been
paid that sum by appellant for said services ; and, also, in the prosecution of this action, appellant expended for printing and otner
necessary expenses the sum of $26. On this evidence the circuit
court held, as a matter of law, "that the guaranty on which this
suit was brought is not an agreement to pay the costs or expenses or attorney's fees, paid or incurred in a suit against Brown
upon said guaranty,"and rendered judgment for the defendant.
There is no ambiguity in the contract of guaranty executed
by Brown. The terms of the contract are plain and easily understood. By the contract Brown agreed that the note should be
paid with interest at ten per cent, and he also agreed to pay all
costs and expenses incurred or paid, including attorney's fees, in
collecting the note. Obviously the meaning of the language used
was, if costs and expenses and attorney's fees were incurred in
the collection of the note and interest from the maker, then such
costs, expem•es, and attorney's fees should be paid ·by Brown. If
the contract of Newell, the maker of the note, and the contract of
guaranty by Brown, were but one contract, the position of appellant that the action on the guaranty was an action on the note
might be regarded more plausible ; but such is not the case.' Daniel, Neg. Inst. § 1752, defines a contract of guaranty as follows~
"A 'guaranty' is defined to be a promise to answer for the payment of some debt or the performance of some duty in case of
the failure of another person who is in the first instance liable to
such payment or performance." 2 Pars. Cont. 3, says: "Guaranty is held to be the contract by which one person is bound to another for the due fulfillment of a promise or engagement of a third
party." Story, Prom. Notes, § 457, says: "A guaranty, in its. ·
legal and commercial sense, is an undertaking by one person to I>e
answerable for the payment of some debt, or the due performance
of some contract or duty, by another person, who himself remains
liable to pay or perform the same." In Dickerson v. Derrickson 39

on the note, whereby he guarantied payment of the note,” in which

he recovered judgment for the amount due on the note, $3,338.34;

that an appeal was taken by Brown to the appellate court, and

to the supreme court from the judgment of the appellate court

affirming the judgment of the circuit court, and that upon the

affirmance thereof by the supreme court Brown paid appellant the

amount of the judgment; that the ﬁrm of which witness was a

member was employed as attorneys to conduct this action, and ren-

dered services therein of the value of $1,500, and they had been

paid that sum by appellant for said services ; and, also, in the prose-

cution of this action, appellant expended for printing and otner

necessary expenses the sum of $26. On this evidence the circuit

court held, as a matter of law, “that the guaranty on which this

suit was brought is not an agreement to pay the costs or expen-

ses or attorney’s fees, paid or incurred in a suit against Brown

upon said guaranty,”-and rendered judgment for the defendant.

There is no ambiguity in the contract of guaranty executed

by Brown. The terms of the contract are plain and easily under-
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stood. By the contract Brown agreed that the note should be

paid with interest at ten per cent, and he also agreed to pay all

costs and expenses incurred or paid, including attorney’s fees, in

collecting the note. Obviously the meaning of the language used

was, if costs and expenses and attorney's fees were incurred in

the collection of the note and interest from the maker, then such

costs, expenses, and attorney"s fees should be paidby Brown. If

the contract of Newell, the maker of the note, and the contract of

guaranty by Brown, were but one contract, the position of appel-

lant that the action on the guaranty was an action on the note

might be regarded more plausible; but such is not the case. Dan-

iel, Neg. Inst. § I752, deﬁnes a contract of guaranty as followsi

“A ‘guaranty’ is deﬁned to be a promise to answer for the pay-

ment of some debt or the performance of some duty in case of

the failure of another person who is in the ﬁrst instance liable to

such payment or performance.” 2 Pars. Cont. 3, says: “Guar-

anty is held to be the contract by which one person is bound to an-

other for the due fulﬁllment of a promise or engagement of a third

party.” Story, Prom. Notes, § 457, says: “A guaranty, in its

legal and commercial sense, is an undertaking by one person to be

answerable for the payment of some debt, or the due performance

of some contract or duty, by another person, who himself remains

liable to pay or perform the same.” In Dickerson v. Derrickson 39
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Ill. 574, this court, in speaking of a guaranty, says: “The contract

of an absolute guaranty is that if the principal fails to pay, the

guarantor will. If it were not so, it would not be a guaranty, but

an independent undertaking.” See, also, Rich v. Hathaway, 18

Ill. 548. Here, Newell, as maker of the promissory note, agreed to

pay a certain sum of money at a certain time. By his contract he

became liable on the note; but Brown, as guarantor, was not liable

with him. No joint liability existed. In Baylies, Sur. 389, the

author says: “In an action to enforce a contract of guaranty the

guarantor is the proper party defendant, and the principal debtor

r

should not be joined. As has been shown, all the parties to a

contract of suretyship may be joined as defendants; but a guar-

antbr cannot be sued with his principal, for his engagement is

strictly an individual contract, and not an engagement jointly

with his principal.”

Here Brown’s engagement as guarantor was his individual

contract, under which he became bound to pay in case the maker

of the note failed to do so. When the maker of the note failed

to pay at maturity of the instrument, the guarantor then, and not
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before. became liable, on his contract of guaranty, to an action.

The liability of the maker of the note and the guarantor were

separate and distinct. To enforce the liability of the maker an

action should be brought on the note against him, while to enforce

the liability of the guarantor an action could only be brought on

the contract of guaranty; and it seems plain that an agreement to

pay costs and attomey’s fees which might be incurred in one action

does not include costs and attorney's fees incurred in the other.

Here Brown, by the terms of his guaranty, bound himself to pay

costs and expenses including attorney’s fees, which might be in-

curred in an action to collect the note, but he saw proper not to

agree to pay such costs and expenses as might be incurred in an

action brought on the contract of guaranty; and in the absence of

such an agreement we are aware of no principle which would make

him liable. Had a suit been brought on the note against the

maker, under the contract of guaranty, Brown would have been

liable for such costs and expenses, including attorney’s fees, as

might have been incurred in that action; but no such action was

brought, and there has been no breach of his contract so far as

costs and expenses are concerned.

One other question remains to be considered: On the trial

the appellant offered to show that he employed counsel to “watch

Brown from 1878 to 1882, and the business operations in which

he was engaged, to see when there was a reasonable prospect for

r
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Ill. 574, this court, in speaking of a guaranty, says: "The contract
of an absolute guaranty is that if the principal fails to pay, the
guarantor will. If it were not so, it would not be a guaranty, but
an independent undertaking." See, also, Rich v. Hatha'Wa)', 18
Ill. 548. Here, Newell, as maker of the promissory note, agreed to
pay a certain sum of money at a certain time. By his contract he
became liable on the note; but Brown, as guarantor, was not liable
with him. No joint liability existed. In Baylies, Sur. 38g, the
author says: "In an action to enforce a contract of guaranty the
guarantor is the proper party defendant, and the principal debtor
should not be joined. As has been shown, all the parties to a
contract of suretyship may be joined as defendants ; but a guarantor cannot be sued with his principal, for his engagement is
strictly an individual contract, and not an engagement jointly
with his principal."
Here Brown's engagement as guarantor was his individual
contract, under which he became bound to pay in case the maker
of the note failed to do so. When the maker of the note failed
to pay at maturity of the instrument, the guarantor then, and not
before, became liable, on his contract of guaranty, to an action.
The liability of the maker of the note and the guarantor were
separate and distinct. To enforce the liability of the maker an
action should be brought on the note against him, while to enforce
the liability of the guarantor an action could only be brought on
the contract of guaranty ; and it seems plain that an agreement to
pay costs and attorney's fees which might be incurred in one action
does not include costs and attorney's fees incurred in the other.
Here Brown, by the terms of his guaranty, bound himself to pay
costs and expenses including attorney's fees, which might be incurred in an action to collect the note, but he saw proper not to
agree to pay such costs and expenses as might be incurred in an
action brought on the contract of guaranty ; and in the absence of
such an agreement we are aware of no principle which would make
him liable. Had a suit been brought on the note against the
maker, under the contract of guaranty, Brown would have been
liable for such costs and expenses, including attorney's fees, as
might have been incurred in that action ; but no such action was
brought, and there has been no breach of his contract so far as
costs and expenses are concerned.
One other question remains to be considered: On the trial
the appellant offered to show that he employed counsel to "watch
Brown from 1878 to 1882, and the business operations in which
he was engaged, to see when there was a reasonable prospect for
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collecting the note out of him.” Also that in April, May, June,

and July, 1882, his attorney had negotiations with Brown for the

collecting the note out. of him.'' Also that in April, May, June,
and July, 1882, his attorney had negotiations with Brown for the·
settlement of his liability on the guaranty for which the services
of counsel were worth $so, and which suin appellant had paid. As
to those services the appellate court held if they were a proper
charge against appellee, they should have been included in the
former suit. We concur in the view of the appellate court, if any
liability existed for those service~, as they had been rendered before appellee was sued on the guaranty, they should have been embraced in that action. The judgment of the appellate court will
be affirmed.

settlement of his liability on the guaranty‘ for which the services

of counsel were worth $50, and which sum appellant had paid. As

to those services the appellate court held if they were a proper

charge against appellee, they should have been included in the

former suit. We concur in the view of the appellate court, if any

liability existed for those services, as they had been rendered be-

fore appellee was sued on the guaranty, they should have been cm-

braced in that action. The judgment of the appellate court will

be affirmed.

53. ROBERTS v. HAWKINS, 70 Mich. 566, 38 N. W. 575.

Supreme Court, Michigan, 1888.

Guaranty absolute; guaranty of payment.

Error to Superior Court of Grand Rapids. Assumpsit.

Norris 6' Norris, for appellant.

I. C. FitzGeraId (Charles Chandler, of counsel), for plaintiff.

LoNG, J.—January 12, 1884, one Lyman D. Follett made his

promissory note as follows: '

ROBERTS v. HAWKINS, 70 Mich. 566, J8 N. W. 575.
Supreme Court, Michigan, 1888.

SJ.

“$1,000.
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GRAND Ramos, Mici1., January 12, 1884.

“One year after date, 1 promise to pay to the order of Helen M.

Guaranty absolute; guara11ty of pa1•ment.

Roberts one thousand dollars, with interest at eight per cent. per annum.

Value received. LYMAN D. Foi.Li:'rr.”

Error to Superior Court of Grand Rapids. Asswnpsit.
Norris & Norris, for appellant.
I. C. FitzGerald (Charles Chandler, of counsel), for plaintiff.

And defendant signed an endorsement on the back thereof,

as follows:

“For value received, I hereby guarantee the ﬂaxmmit of the within

note. L. E. Hawi<ins.”

LoNG, }.-January 12, 1884, one Lyman D. Follett made his

On the delivery of this note to plaintiff, she paid Follett

$1,000. January 8, 1885, seven days before this note became due,

promissory note as follows :

Follett paid one year’s interest; and neither at that time, nor at

the maturity of the note, was the same presented to Follett or

"$1,000.

defendant for payment. No notice of non-payment was given

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., January 12, 1884.
"One year after date, 1 promise to pay to the order of Helen M.
Roberts one thousand dollars, with interest at eight per cent. per annum.
LYMAN D. FoLLETl'."
Value received.

defendant then or at any time prior to June 8, 1887. January 15,

1886, Follett paid the interest for the next year, and January 17,

1887, for the year following. About June 8, 1887, the note being

then two years and ﬁve months overdue, it was ﬁrst presented to

And defendant signed an endorsement on the back thereof,
as follows:

defendant, and payment demanded and refused. August 13 this

suit was brought.

"For value received, I hereby guarantee the
note.

~t

of the within
L. E. HAWKINS."

On the delivery of this note to plaintiff, she paid Follett
$1 ,ooo. January 8, 1885, seven days before this note became due,
Follett paid one year's interest; and neither at that time, nor at
the maturity of the note, was the· same presented
Follett or
defendant for payment. No notice of non-payment was. given
defendant then or at ~ny time prior to June 8, 1887. Janu~ry 15,
1886, FolJett paid the interest for the next year, and January 17,
1887, for the year following. AbQut June 8, 1887, the note being
then two years and five months overdue, it was first presented to
defendant, and payment demanded and refused. August 13 this
suit was brought.
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On the trial, plaintiff, having proved the note and guaranty,

and its non-payment, rested. Defendant then sought to make his

On the trial, plaintiff, having proved the note and guaranty,
and its non-payment, rested. Defendant then sought to make his
defense as pleaded, and offered to show1. That he was an accommodation guarantor, without consideration or security.
2. That, at or about the maturity of the note, he inquired of
the maker of the note if it was paid, and was told it was.
3. That neither at the maturity of the note, nor at any subsequent time, prior to June 8, 1887, wai any notice of the nonpayment of this note given to defendant, nor any demand made
on him for the payment thereof.
4. That at the maturity of this note, and for some considerable time thereafter""T'"at least a year-Follett, the maker of the
note, was solvent, and had property out of which defendant could
have procured him to pay the note or obtained security.
5. That when defendant, on June 8, 1887, learned of the nonpayment of this note, the maker was insolvent, out of the jurisdiction, and that he could then obtain no security or payment.
The court directed a general verdict for plaintiff on all the
counts of the declaration. Judgment being entereJ on the verdict
in favor of plaintiff for the amount of the note and interest,
defendant brings the case into this Court by writ of error.
The declaration contains three counts. The first alleges the
guaranty, demand of the maker at maturity, non-payment, and
notice of said demand and non-payment to defendant at maturity.
The second alleges the guaranty, the refusal by maker to
pay at maturity, and notice to defendant, at maturity, of maker's
refusal.
The third is the common counts in assumpsit, with copy of
note annexed, and an alleged indorsement on back of L. E. Hawkin s, without any guaranty over it.
The plea is the general issue, with notice of the defense of
release by plaintiff's failure to give notice of non-payment to
defendant, and the consequent damage and loss to him·thereby.
It is claimed that the court erred in receiving the note and
guaranty in ~vidence under the third count in plaintiff's declaration, for the ~eason that the note and guaranty offered were not
. the note and guaranty set forth in that count; that the contract set
out in plaintiff's third count was that defendant had indorsed his
name in blank on the back of the note, not payable to his order ;
and that this would make him a maker of the note, and liable as
stu:h, while the note offered had a guaranty of payment indorsed
thereon. Defendant claimed that this was a variance, and that

defense as pleaded, and offered to show— _

1. That he was an accommodation guarantor, without con-

sideration or security.

2. That, at or about the maturity of the note, he inquired of

the maker of the note if it was paid, and was told it was.

3. That neither at the maturity of the note, nor at any sub-

sequent time, prior to June 8, 1887, was any notice of the non-

payment of this note given to defendant, nor any demand made

on him for the payment thereof.

4. That at the maturity of this note, and for some consider-

able time thereafter-vat least a year—Follett, the maker of the

note, was solvent, and had property out of which defendant could

have procured him to pay the note or obtained security.

5. That when defendant, on June 8, I887, learned of the non-

payment of this note, the maker was insolvent, out of the jurisdic-

tion, and that he could then obtain no security or payment.

The court directed a general verdict for plaintiff on all the

counts of the declaration. Judgment being entered on the verdict
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in favor of plaintiff for the amount of the note and interest,

defendant brings the case into_this Court by writ of error.

The declaration contains three counts. The ﬁrst alleges the

guaranty, demand of the maker at maturity, non-payment, and

notice of said demand and non-payment to defendant at maturity.

The second alleges the guaranty, the refusal by maker to

pay at maturity, and notice to defendant, at maturity, of maker’s

refusal.

The third is the common counts in assumpsit, with copy of

note annexed, and an alleged indorsement on back of L. E. Haw-

kins, without any guaranty over it.

The plea is the general issue, with notice of the defense of

release by plaintiff’s failure to give notice of non-payment to

defendant, and the consequent damage and loss to himthereby.

It is claimed that the court erred in receiving the note and

guaranty in cyidence under the third count in plaintiff’s declara-

tion, for the reason that the note and guaranty offered were not

the note and guaranty set forth in that count: that the contract set

out in plaintiff’s third count‘ was that defendant had indorsed his

name in blank on the back of the note, not payable to his order;

and that this would make him a maker of the note, and liable as

such, while the note offered had a guaranty of payment indorsed

thereon. Defendant claimed that this was a variance, and that
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the court should have excluded the guaranty under this third

count, and conﬁned the verdict to a recovery under the ﬁrst two

counts.

As we view the case, however, this objection has no force.

The plaintiff being eutitled to recover under the ﬁrst and second

counts of the declaration, the defendant was not prejudiced in the

course taken by the court in not withdrawing all consideration of

the case under the third count. The declaration was sufficient

in the ﬁrst two counts to allow a recovery thereunder.

The chief error complained of is the exclusion of the entire

defense, and the direction of a verdict for plaintiff. On the trial

the plaintiff proved by a witness the application for the loan, the

loaning of the money, the giving of the note and guaranty, and.

after reading the note and guaranty in evidence, rested. The

defendant was then called and sworn as a witness in his own

behalf, and was asked by his counsel:

“Q. When that note became due in January, 1885,—_lanuary i5,—was

any notice given you of the fact that it remained unpaid?”

To this question counsel for plaintiff objected, that the same

was irrevclant and immaterial; that the defendant was not an
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indorser nor guarantor of collection, but of payment of the note.

Counsel for the defendant then offered to show by the witness

the court should have excluded the guaranty under this third
count, and confined the verdict to a recovery under the first two
counts.
As we view the case, however, this objection has no force.
The plaintiff being entitled to recover under the first and second
counts of the declaration, the defendant was not prejudiced in the
course taken by the court in not withdrawing all consideration of
the case under the third count. The declaration was sufficient
in the first two counts to allow a recovery thereunder.
The chief error complained of is the exclusion of the entire
defense, and the direction of a verdict for plaintiff. On the trial
the plaintiff proved by a witness the application for the loan, the
loaning of the money, the giving of the note and guaranty, and,
after reading the note and guaranty in evidence, rested. The
defendant was then called and sworn as a witness in his own
behalf, and was asked by his counsel:

that he had no notice of the non-payment of the note prior to

June 8, 1887; that he was an accommodation guarantor without

security; that, at or near the maturity of the note, he inquired

of the maker, and was informed that it was paid; that, at the time,

the maker of the note was solvent, and for some considerable time

thereafter—probably a year—and that the defendant could. if he

had any knowledge of its non-payment, have secured himself, or

procured the maker to pay it; that, when the defendant learned

of the non-payment of the note, the maker was insolvent, and out

of the State, and no security could have been obtained by the

defendant; the counsel then saying—

“That this, of course. is the line of defense marked out by the notice

in the pleadings. It is all covered by my brother’s argument; and, if we

have no right to show that defense, then, of course, there remains nothing

but for the court to direct a verdict for the amount of the note, and

interest.” '

The court sustained the objection, and directed a verdict for .

plaintiff. _ 4

In _considering the case, the defendant’s offer to prove this

state of facts must be taken as true. Clay, ete., Ins. C o. v. M ami-

facturing Co., 31 Mich. 356. Under this offer by the defendant.

the issue is made: Is a person not being a party to a promissory

"Q. When that note became due in January, 1885,-January 15,-was
any notice given you of the fact that it remained unpaid?"

To this question counsel for plaintiff objected, that the same
was !rrevclant and immaterial ; that the defendant was not an
indorser nor guarantor of collection, but of payment of the note.
Counsel for the defendant then offered to show by the witness
that he had no notice of the non-payment of the note prior to
June 8, 1887; that he was an accommodation guarantor without
security ; that, at or near the maturity of the note, he inquired
of the maker, and was informed that it was paid; that, at the time,
the maker of the note was solvent, and for some considerable time
thereafter-probably a year-and that the defendant could, if he
had any knowledge of its 'non-payment, have secured himself, or
procured the maker to pay it; that, when the defendant learned
of the non-payment of the note, the maker was insolvent, and out
of the State, and no security could have been obtained by the
defendant; the counsel then saying-

note, who at its date and before delivery, and for the purpose of

"That this, of course, is the line of defense marked out by the notice
in the pleadings. It is all covered by my brother's argument; and, if we
have no right to show that defense, then, of course, there remains nothing
but for the court to direct a verdict for the amount of the note, and
interest"

The court sustained the objection, and directed a verdict for.
plaintiff. .
.
In .considering the case, the defendant's offer to prove this
state of facts must be taken as true. Clay, etc., Ins. Co. v. Mmmfacturing Co., 3 I Mich. 356. Under this offer by the defendant,
the issue is made : Is a person not being a party to a promissory
note, who at its date and before delivery, and for the purpose of
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the payment of such note. liable thereon in case the-note is not

having a loan made upon the strength of his guaranty, guarantees
the payment of such note, liable thereon in case the. note is not
paid at maturity, without notice of non-payment having been
given to him by the holder at the maturity of the note, or within
a reasonable time thereafter; or in case notice is not given, and
no proceedings taken to collect the note from the maker, and the
maker of the note, at the maturity thereof, was solvent , and subsequently, and before suit is brought on the guaranty, becomes
insolvent, can such guarantor, when such action is brought against
him, set up such insolvency as a defense? The defense being
based on plaintiff's !aches in not giving notice to the defendant
of the non-payment of this note at maturity, and the consequent
damage to defendant thereby, the correctness of the court's ruling
depends on whether or not there rested on the plaintiff the duty
to give such notice under any circumstances.
The defendant claims that his liability existed only on the
happening of a contingency and the performance of a condition;
that whether or not that contingency happened , or condition was
performed, was matter peculiarly within the knowledge of the
plaintiff, and not within his own ; and that if plaintiff intended to
assert the performance of the condition, or the happening of the
contingency, whereby alone defendant was to become liable, it was
her duty to do so within a reasonable time, and, in any event,
before the maker of the note became insolvent and a fugitive; that
her neglect to do so, and the damage to him thereby, has released
him from the obligation of his conditional contract.
The position, however, of a guarantor of payment, as between
him and the maker of the note, is that of a surety. It is a common-law contract, and not a contract known to the law-merchant.
It is an absolute romise to
aker
t a ', and
t e right of action accrues against_the....g:11arantor at the moment
tflc maker fail s to pay. The guarantor w.QuJ.9._not be di?charged
fiy any neglect or even refus
n the art i _!:l}e holder of the
no e to prosecute the princinal. even if the maker was solvent
at the rnaturity of the note..._and . .s.u bsequently ·hecam;-i1~l~;
and the facT that no notice of non-payment was given the guarantor af"tfie maturity of the note_._Q r at any time before bringing:_
suit, would not affect the rights o f the hokier of the note against
~uaraAtor. 'I'he guarantor's remedy was ta have paid the
12ote, and taken it up, and himself proceeded against the maker.
. .A guaranty is held to be a contract by which one person is
bound to another for the due fulfillment of a promise or engagement of a third party. 2 Pars. Cont. 3.
The contract or undertaking of a surety is a contract by

paid at maturity, without notice of non-payment having been

given to him by the holder at the maturity of the note, or within

a reasonable time thereafter; or in case notice is not given, and

no proceedings taken to collect the note from the maker, and the

maker of the note, at the maturity thereof, was solvent, and sub-

sequently, and before suit is brought on the guaranty, becomes

insolvent, can such guarantor, when such action is brought against

him, set up such insolvency as a defense? The defense being

based on plaintiff’s laches in not giving notice to the defendant

of the non-payment of this note at maturity, and the consequent

damage to defendant thereby, the correctness of the court's ruling

depends on whether or not there rested 0n the plaintiff the duty

to give such notice under any circumstances.

The defendant claims that his liability existed only on the

happening of a contingency and the performance of a condition;

that whether or not that contingency happened, or condition was

performed, was matter peculiarly within the knowledge of the

plaintiff, and not within his own; and that if plaintiff intended to
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assert the performance of the condition, or the happening of the

contingency, whereby alone defendant was to become liable, it was

her duty to do so within a reasonable time, and, in any event,

before the maker of the note became insolvent and a fugitive; that

her neglect to do so, and the damage to him thereby, has released

him from the obligation of his conditional contract.

The position, however, of a guarantor of payment. as between

him and the maker of the note, is that of a surety. It is a com-

mon-law contract, and not a contract known to the law-merchant.

It is an absolute ro ise to_pa._\' _ltl1e 111_gk~nd

the right of acti ccrues against the gua~1e moment

~£E%!e11!9L>§‘91111l n.ot_l2e_diS _l1?¥_'&e_(l_

by any neglsgtyo-rl/_en__1'g_fps_al Qn the part 91 Elle holder of the

____i

nofe'to prosecute the principal. ev_e_n if the maker was solvent

a e maturity of the note, and s~nsolvent ;

an( t fac tha~o~'

antor af the maturity of the notcLor.ai_aILy_Lh11e_l)eiore_bri_r;ging

suit, would not affect the rigl1_tsgf~

~tor’s _' ' ' '

note, and taken it up, and himself proceeded against the maker.

_ A guaranty is held to be a contract by which one person is

bound to another for the due fulﬁllment of a promise or engage-

ment of a third party. 2 Pars. Cont. 3.

The contract or undertaking of a surety is a contract by
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one person to be answerable for the payment of some debt, or

the performance of some act or duty, in case of the failure of

another person who is himself primarily responsible for the pay-

ment of such debt or the performance of the act or duty. 3 Add.

Cont. Sec. 1111 ; 3 Kent, Comm. 121; Wright v. $impson, 6 Ves.

734-

In the case of Putin v. Packard, 13 Johns. 174 (decided in

1816), it was held that if the surety call upon the creditor to col-

lect the debt of the principal, and he disregard that request, and

thereby the surety is injured, as by the subsequent insolvency of

the principal, the surety was thereby discharged. A directly con-

trary decision was given by Chancellor Kent, upon argument and

full consideration, the following year. King v. Baidwin, 2 Johns.

Ch. 554. Two years later the last decision was reversed by the

court of errors by casting vote of the presiding offcer, a lay-

man, and against the opinion of the majority of the judges. King

v. Baldzt'-in, 17 Johns. 384.

In the case of Brown v. Curtis, 2 N. Y. 226 (decided in

1849), the action was brought against the guarantor of a promis-

sory note. On the trial it was admitted that there had been no
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demand of the maker, nor any notice of non-payment, and the

note was dated April 2, 1838, and payable six months after the

date. The suit was brought against the guarantor in September,

1845. The defendant offered to prove that, from the time the

note fell due until the latter part of 1843, the maker was able to

pay the note; that he then failed, and was insolvent at the time

of the commencement of the suit, and still remained so. This

evidence was objected to, and excluded, and verdict directed for

plaintiff. The court (at p. 227) says:

“The undertaking of the defendant was not conditional, like that gf

an ln( orser- nor t u on an con 1 ion w a ever. was an a so ute

agfccm§j1f ihat note should ﬁe §ai§ §§ iﬁe maE§f if matﬁfifz When

the maker fail the efen ants contract was broken,arid Elie

plamtiﬁ Ead a comgletg 5f Eition a§amst him. It was no parf o'f

e a reem nt thatt e laintiff shoul ive notice o t e non-payment nor

giaf ﬁe should sué ﬁiaE§E, or use any §l$g_llcllC6 to et fl1e_rno.-n_ey 1

im. * roof that w en t e noe ecame ue, and for several

y“e’§:; afterwards, the maker was abundantly able to pay, and that he had

since become insolvent, would be no answer to this action. The defend-

one person to be answerable for the payment of some debt, or
the per formance of some act or duty, in case of the failure of
another person who is himself primarily responsible for the payment of such debt or the performance of the act or duty. 3 Add.
Cont. Sec. IIII; 3 Kent, Comm. I2I ; Wright v. Sinipson, 6 Ves.
734.
In the case of Pain. v. Packwrd, I3 Johns. I74 (decided in
I8 I6), it was held that if the surety call upon the creditor to collect the debt of the principal, and he disregard that request, and
thereby the surety is injured, as by the subsequent insolvency of
the principal, the surety was thereby discharged. A directly contrary decision was given by Chancellor Kent, upon argument and
full consideration, the foJlowing year. King v. Baldwin, 2 Johns.
Ch. 554. Two years later the last decision was reversed by the
court of errors by casting vote of the presiding officer, a layman , and against the opinion of the majority of the judges. King
v. Baldw in, 17 Johns. 384.
In the case of Bro-im v. Cu.rtis, 2 N . Y. 226 (decided in
1849), the action was brought against the guarantor of a promissory note. On the trial it was admitted that there had been no
demand of the maker, nor any notice of non-payment, and the
note was dated April 2 1 1838, and payable six months after the
date. rhe suit was brought against the guarantor in September,
1845. The defendant offered to prove that, from the time the
note fell due until the latter part of 1843, the maker was able to
pay the note; that he then failed , and was insolvent at the time
of the commencement of the suit, and still remained so. This
evidence was objected to, and excluded, and verdict directed for
plaintiff. The court (at p. 227) says:

ant was umder an absolute agreement to see that the maker paid the note

at maturity. * * "‘

“If the defendant wished to have him sued, he should have taken up

the note, and brought the suit himself. The plaintiff was under no obliga-

tion to institute legal proceedings.”

The weight of authority, both in this country and in England,

sustains this doctrine, and we think with much good reason. Bel-
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lows v. 1.ovell, 5 Pick. 310; Davis v. Huggins, 3 N. H. 231;
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Page v. W ebster, I 5 Me. 249; Dennis v. Rider, 2 McLean, 451.

lows v. l.o'Vell, 5 Pick. 310; D<ri'is v. Huggins, 3 N. H. 231;
Page v. 1¥ebster, 15 Me. 249; Den11is v. Rider, 2 McLean, 451.
In Train v. Jones, I I Vt. 446, it is said:
"An absolute guaranty that the debt of a third person shall
be paid, or that he shall pay it, imposes the same obligation upon
the guarantor. In either case, it is an absolute guaranty of the
sum stipulated, and the creditor is not bound to use diligence, or
to give reasonable notice ·of non-payment."/ Noyes v. Nichols, 28
Vt. 174.
In Bloom v. Warder, 13 Neb. 478 (14 N. W. Rep. 396),
which was an action against the guarantors of payment of a promissory note, the court says:
''This is an absolute contract, for a lawful consideration, that
the money expressed in the note shall be paid at maturity thereof
at all events, and depends in no degree upon a demand of paymt>nt of the maker of the note, or any diligence on the part of the
h0lder."
Mere passiveness on the part of the holder will not release
the guarantor, even if the maker of the note was solv.e nt at its
maturity, and thereafter became insolvent. Breed v. Hillhouse, 7
Conn. 528; Bank\". Hopson., 53 Conn. 454 (5 Atl. Rep. 6o1);
Foster v. Tolleson, 13 Rich. Law, 33; Machine Co. v. Jones, 61 Mo.
409; Barker v. Sci,ddcr, 56 Id. 276; Norto11, v. Ea.stmmi, 4 Greenl.
521 ; Bro·wti v. Curtiss, 2 N. Y. 225; Allen v. Righ:_tmere, 20 Johns.
365; Bank v. Sinclair, 6o N. H. 100; Gage v. Bank, 79 Ill. 62;
Hungerford v. O'Brien., 37 Minn. 3o6 (34 N. W. Rep. 161).
It follows that, this being an absolute undertaking on the part
of the defendant as guarantor to pay the amount of this note at
maturity in the event of the default ' of payment by the principal,
the guarantor could not demand any diligence on the part of the
holder of the note to collect the same from the pr~ncipal. It was
his duty to perform his contract-.that is, to pay the note upon
default of the principal ; and it is no answer for him to say that
the principal was solvent at the maturity of the note, and that the
same could then have been collected· of him by the holder, and that
he has since become insolvent. If he wished to protect himself
against loss, he should have kept his engagement with the holder
of the note, paid it upon default of the principal, taken up the note,
and himself prosecuted the party for whose faithful performance
of the contract he became liable.
The court properly directed the verdict for the plaintiff ; and
the judgment of the court below must be affirmed, with costs.
The other Justices concurred.

In Train v. Jones, 11 Vt. 446, it is said:

“An absolute guaranty that the debt of a third person shall

be paid, or that he shall pay it, imposes the same obligation upon

the guarantor. In either case, it is an absolute guaranty of the

sum stipulated, and the creditor is not bound to use diligence, or

to give reasonable notice ‘of non-payment.”/ Noyes v. Nichols, 28

Vt. 174.

In Bloom v. Warder, 13 Neb. 478 (14 N. W. Rep. 396),

which was an action against the guarantors of payment of a prom-

issory note, the court says:

“This is an absolute contract, for a lawful consideration, that

the money expressed in the note shall be paid at maturity thereof

at all events, and depends in no degree upon a demand of pay-

ment of the maker of the note, or any diligence on the part of the

holder.”

Mere passiveness on the part of the holder will not release

the guarantor, even if the maker of the note was solvent at its

maturity. and thereafter became insolvent. Brecd v. H illhonsc, 7
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Conn. 528; Bank \'. Hopson, 53 Conn. 454 (5 Atl. Rep. 601);

Foster v. Tolleson, 13 Rich. Law, 33; Machine Co. v. Jones, 61_Mo_

409; Barker v. Scudder, 56 Id. 276: Norton v. Eastman, 4 Greenl.

521 ; Brown \-'. Curtiss, 2 N. Y. 225; Allen v. Rightmere, 20 Johns.

365; Bank v. Sinelair, 60 N. H. Ioo; Gage v. Bank, 79 Ill. 62;

Hm1gerford v. O"Brien., 37 Minn. 306 (34 N. W. Rep. 161).

It follows that, this being an absolute undertaking on the part

of the defendant as guarantor to pay the amount of this note at

maturity in the event of the default of payment by the principal,

the guarantor could not demand any diligence on the part of the

holder of the note to collect the same from the principal. It was

his duty to perform his contract—that is, to pay the note upon

default of the principal; and it is no answer for him to say that

the principal was solvent at the maturity of the note, and that the

same could then have been collected of him by the holder, and that

he has since become insolvent. If he wished to protect himself

against loss, he should have kept his engagement with the holder

of the note, paid it upon default of the principal, taken up the note,

and himself prosecuted the party for whose faithful performance

of the contract he became liable.

The court properly directed the verdict for the plaintiff; and

the judgment of the court below must be afﬁrmed, with costs.

The other Justices concurred.
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DAVIS, et al., Plffs. in Err., v. WELLS, FARGO &
104 U. S. 159, 26 L. Ed. 686.
Supreme Court, United States, 1881.

CO~-IPA~Y.

The facts are stated in the opinion of the court.

Guarauty absolute. 1\'otice of accepta.11ce.

Mr. James M. Woolworth, for plaintiffs in error.

~Voti'.ce

of default.

Messrs. Shelfabarger 6" Wilson, for defendants in error.

In error to the Supreme Court of the Territory of Utah.
The facts are stated in the opinion of the court.
l\fr. James 11'!. Woolworth, for plaintiffs in error.
Messrs. Shellabarger & Wilson, for defendants in error.

Mr. Justice M ATTHEWS delivered the opinion of the court:

The action below was brought by VVells, Fargo & Co., against

the plaintiffs in error, upon a guaranty, in the following words:

“For and in consideration of one dollar to us in hand paid by Wells,

Fargo & Co. (the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged), we hereby

Mr. J usticc I\·fATTHF.\VS delivered the opinion of th.e court:
The action below was brought by Wells, Fargo & Co., against
the plaintiffs in error, upon a guaranty, in the following words:

guarantee unto them, the said Wells, Fargo 8: Co., unconditionally at all

times, any indebtedness of Gordon & Co., a ﬁrm now doing business at

Salt Lake City, Territory of Utah, to the extent of and not exceeding

the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) for any overdrafts now made,

or that may hereafter be made, at the bank of said VVells, Fargo & Co.

"For and in consideration of one dollar to us in hand paid by Wells,
Fargo & Co. (the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged), we hereby
guarantee unto them, the said Wells, Fargo & Co., unconditionally at all
times, any indebtedness of Gordon & Co., a firm now doing business at
Salt Lake City, Territory of Utah, to the extent of and not exceeding
the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) for any overdrafts now made,
or that may hereafter be made, at the bank of said \Velis, Fargo & Co.
This guaranty to be an open one, and to continue one at all times
to the amount of ten thousand dollars, until revoked by us in writing.
Dated, Salt Lake City, nth November, 1874
In witness whereof we have hereunto set our hands and seals the
day and year above written.
ERWIN DA\'IS.
[seal]
]. N. H. PATRICK. [seal]
Witness: ]. GoRDON."

This guaranty to be an open one, and to continue one at all times

to the amount of ten thousand dollars, until revoked by us in writing.
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Dated, Salt Lake City, nth November, 1874.

In ‘witness whereof we have hereunto set our hands and seals the

day and year above written.

ERWIN DAvIS. [seal]

J. N. H. PATRICK. [seal]

“fitness: J. GORDON.”

The answer set up, by way of defense, that there was no

notice to the defendants from the plaintiffs of their acceptance

of the guaranty, and their intention to act under it; and no notice,

after the account was closed, of the amount due thereon; and no

notice of the demand of payment upon Gordon & Co., and of their

failure to pay within a reasonable time thereafter.

But there was no allegation that by reason thereof any loss

The answer set up, by way of defense, that there was no
notice to the defendants from the plaintiffs of their acceptance
of the guaranty, and their intention to act under it; and no notice,
after the account was closed, of the amount due thereon; and no
notice of the demand of payment upon Gordon & Co., and of their
failure to pay within a reasonable time thereafter.
But there was no allegation that by reason thereof any loss
or damage had accrued to the defendants.
On the trial it was in evidence that this guaranty was executed by the defendants below and delivered to Gordon on the day
of its date, for delivery by him to Wells, Fargo & Co., which
toc;,k place on the same day ; that Gordon & Co. were then indebted
to the plaintiffs below for a balance of over $<),ooo on their bank
account; that their account continued to be overdrawn, Wells,
Fargo & Co. permitting it on the faith of the guaranty, from that
time till July 31, 1875, when it was closed. with a debit balance
of $6,200; ·that the account was stated and payment demanded
at that time of Gordon & Co., who failed to make payment; that
a formal notice of the amount due and demand of payment was

or damage had accrued to the defendants.

On the trial it was in evidence that this guaranty was exe-

cuted by the defendants below and delivered to Gordon on the day

of its date, for delivery by him to Wells, Fargo & Co., which

took place on the same day; that Gordon & 'Co. were then indebted

to the plaintiffs below for a balance of over $9,000 on their bank

account; that their account continued to be overdrawn, Wells,

Fargo & Co. permitting it on the faith of the guaranty, from that

time till July 31, 1875, when it was closed-. with a debit balance

of $6,200; that the account was stated and payment demanded

at that time of Gordon & Co.. who failed to make payment; that

a formal notice of the amount due and demand of payment was
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is a question of law for the court.

made by Wells, Fargo & Co., of the defendants beJow, on Mav
26, 1876, the day before the action was brought. There was n~
evidence of any other notice having been given in reference to
it; either that Wells, Fargo & Co. accepted it and intended to
rely upon it, or of the amount of the balance due at or after the
account was closed; and no evidence was offered of anv loss or
damage to the defendants by reason thereof, or in consequence of
the delay in giving the final notice of Gordon & Co.'s default.
The defendant's counsel requested the court, among others
not necessary to refer to, to give to the jury the following instructions, numbered. first, second, third and fifth.
I. If the jury believes from the evidence that the ~aranty
sued upon was _dcliv~re<n)y-theaeieijdants t<?-J osepil Gordon,
ananof to the p]aintiff, buf wa-s afterwards delivered to the latter
by Joseph GorcionLo~ by Gordon & Co.• it became and was-ttre , / ;
duty of Weffs;· Fargo & Co. thereupon to notify the defendants
ofllie- acceptance of said guaranty, and tbeir intention to make
aavancements on the faith of it, and, if they neglected c1 failed
so to do, the defendants are not liable on the guaranty, and you!'
verdict must be for the. defendants.--..
2. If 'Vells, Fargo & Co. made any advancements to Gordon
& Co. on overdrafts on the faith of said guaranty, it became and
was the duty of plaintiff to notify the defendants, within a reasonable time after the last of said advancements, of the amount
advanced under the guaranty, and if the plaintiff failed or neglected so to do, it cannot recover under the guaranty, and your
verdict must be for the defendants.
3. What is a reasonable time in which notice should be given
.is a question of law for the court. \Vhether notice was given is
one of fact for the jury. The court, therefore, instructs you that
if .notice of the advancements made under said guaranty was not
given until after the lapse of twelve months or upward from the
·time the last advancement was made to Gordon & Co., this was
not, in contemplation of law, a reasonable notice, and your verdict. if you so find the fact to be, should be for the defendants.
5. Before any right of action accrued in favor of plaintiff
under said guaranty, it was incumbent on it to demand payment
of the principal debtor, Gordon & Co., and, on their refusal to
·pay, to notify the defendants. If the jury, therefore, find that
no such demand was made, and no notice given to the defendants, the plaintiff cannot recover upon ·the guaranty.
The court refused to give each of these instructions, and the
defendants excepted.

made by Wells, Fargo & Co., of the defendants below, on May

26, 1876, the day before the action was brought. There was no

evidence of any other notice having been given in reference to

it; either that \/Vells, Fargo & Co. accepted it and intended to

rely upon it, or of the amount of the balance due at or after the

account was closed; and no evidence was offered of anv loss or

damage to the defendants by reason thereof, or in consequence of

the delay in giving the ﬁnal notice of Gordon & Co.’s default.

The defendant’s counsel requested the court, among others

not necessary to refer to, to give to the jury the following in-

structions, numbered, ﬁrst, second, third and ﬁfth.

1. If the jury believes from the evidence that the guaranty

sued upon ~THr_%€HHéﬁd§nts ¥(_3‘_T6§5pH 655151.

amrﬁést to the plaintiff, buti was afterwards delivered to the latt§'

by Joseph Gor_don,_or by Gordon & Co., it became and w2'is_tl're

dutT6TV\7ells, Fargo & Co. thereupon to notify the defendaﬁts

of The acceptance of said guaranty, and their intention to make

advancements on the faith of it, and, if they neglected CI failed
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so to do, the defendants are not liable on the guaranty, and you_r_\

verdict must be for the. defendants.\

2. If Wells, Fargo & Co. made any advancements to Gordon

& Co. on overdrafts on the faith of said guaranty, it became and

was the duty of plaintiff to notify the defendants, within a rea-

sonable time after the last of said advancements, of the amount

advanced under the guaranty, and if the plaintiff failed or neg-

lected so to do, it cannot recover under the guaranty, and your

verdict must be for the defendants.

3. What is a reasonable time in which notice should be given

Whether notice was given is

one of fact for the jury. The court, therefore, instructs you that

if notice of the advancements made under said guaranty was not

given until after the lapse of twelve months or upward from the

‘time the last advancement was made to Gordon & Co., this was

not, in contemplation of law, a reasonable notice, and your ver-

dict. if you so ﬁnd the fact to be, should be for the defendants.

5. Before any right of action accrued in favor of plaintiff

under said guaranty, it was incumbent on it to demand payment

of the principal debtor. Gordon & Co., and, on their refusal to

pay, to notify the defendants. If the jury, therefore, ﬁnd that

no such demand was made, and no notice given to the defend-

ants. the plaintiff cannot recover upon the guaranty.

The court refused to give each of these instructions, and the

defendants excepted.
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The following instructions were given by the court to the

The following instructions were given by the court to the
jury, to the giving of each of which the defendants excepted:
I. You are instructed that the written guaranty offered in
evidence in this case is an unconditional guaranty by defendants,
of any and all overdrafts, not exceeding in amount $10,000, for
which said Gordon & Co. were indebted to the plaintiff at the date
of the commencement of this suit. If the jury believe from the
~vidence that said guaranty was by said defendants, or by any
cme authorized by them to deliver the same, actually delivered
to plaintiff, and that plaintiff accepted and acted on the same, such
delivery, acceptance and action thereon by plaintiff bind the defendants, and render the defendants responsible in the action for
all overdrafts upon plaintiff made by Gordon & Co., at the date
of said delivery of said guaranty, and since and which were unpaid at the date of the commencement ·of this suit, not exceeding

jury, to the giving of each of which the defendants excepted:

1. You are instructed that the written guaranty offered in

evidence in this case is an unconditional guaranty by defendants,

of any and all overdrafts, not exceeding in amount $10,000, for

which said Gordon & Co. were indebted to the plaintiff at the date

of the commencement of this suit. If the jury believe from the

evidence that said guaranty was by said defendants, or by any

one authorized by them to deliver the same, actually delivered

to plaintiff, and that plaintiff accepted and acted on the same, such

delivery, acceptance and action thereon by plaintiff bind the de-

fendants, and render the defendants responsible in the action for

all overdrafts upon plaintiff made by Gordon & Co., at the date

of said delivery of said guaranty, andsince and which were un-

paid at the date of the commencement of this suit, not exceeding

$10,000.

2. The jury are instructed that the written document under

seal, offered in evidence in this case, implies a consideration, and

constitutes an unconditional guaranty of whatever overdraft, if
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any, not exceeding $10,000, which the jury may ﬁnd from the

$10,000.

evidence that Gordon & Co. actually owed the plaintiff at the

2. The jury are instructed that the written document under
seal, offered in evidence in this case, implies a consideration, and
constitutes an unconditional guaranty of whatever overdraft, if
any, not exceeding $10,000, which the jury may find from the
evidence that Gordon & Co. actually owed the plaintiff at the
date of the bringing of this suit; and further, if you believe from
the evidence that an account was stated of such overdraft between
plaintiff and J. Gordon & Co., then the plaintiff is entitled to interest on the amount found due at such statement, from the date
thereof, at the rate of ten per cent per annum.
These exceptions form the basis of the assignment of errors.
The charge of the court first assigned for error, and its refusal to charge upon the point as requested by the plaintiffs in
error, raise the question whether the guaranty becomes operative
if the guarantor be not within a reasonable time informed by the
guarantee of his acceptance of it and intention to act under it.
It is claimed in argument that this has been settled in the
negative by a series of well considered judgments of this court.
It becomes necessary to inquire· precisely what has been thus
settled, and what rule of decision is applicable to the facts of the
present case.
In Adams v. Jones, 12 Pet. 213, Mr. Justice Stor~/, delivering
the opinion of the court, said : "And the question which, under
this view, is presented, is whether, upon a letter of guaranty,
addressed to a particular person or to persons generally, for
a future credit to be given to the party in whose favor the
guaranty is drawn, notice is necessary to be given to the guar-

date of the bringing of this suit; and further, if you believe from

the evidence that an account was stated of such overdraft between

plaintiff and J. Gordon & Co., then the plaintiff is entitled to inter-

est on the amount found due at such statement, from the date

thereof, at the rate of ten per cent per annum.

These exceptions form the basis of the assignment of errors.

The charge of the court ﬁrst assigned for error, and its re-

fusal to charge upon the point as requested by the plaintiffs in

error, raise the question whether the guaranty becomes operative

if the guarantor be not within a reasonable time informed by the

guarantee of his acceptance of it and intention to act under it.

It is claimed in argument that this has been settled in the

negative by a series of well considered judgments of this court.

It becomes necessary to inquire precisely what has been thus

settled, and what rule of decision is applicable to the facts of the

present case.

In Adams v. Jones, 12 Pet. 213, Mr. Justice Story, delivering

the opinion of the court, said: “And the question which, under

this view. is presented, is whether, upon a letter of guaranty,

addressed to a particular person or to persons generally, for

a future credit to be given to the party in whose favor the

guaranty is drawn, notice is necessary to be given to the guar-
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the guaranty and given the credit on the faith of it; we are all of

antor that the person giving the credit has accepted or acted upon
the guaranty and given the credit on the faith of it; we are all of
the opinion that it is necessary and this is not now an open question in this court, after the decisions which have been made in
Russell v. Clark, 7 Cranch, 6<); Edmonston v. Drake, 5 Pet. 624;
Do1tglass v. Rey•wlds, 7 Pet. 113; Lee v. Dick, 10 Pet. 482; and
again recognized at the present term in. the case of Reynolds v.
Douglass, 12 Pet. 497. It is in itself a reasonable rule: enabling
the guarantor to know the nature and extent of.his liability, to
exercise due vigilance in guarding himself against losses which
might otherwise be unknown to him, and to avail himself of the
appropriate means in law and equity to compel the other parties
to discharge him from further responsibility. The reason applies
with still greater force to cases of a general letter of guaranty,
for it might otherwise be impracticable for the guarantor to know
to whom and under what circumstances the guaranty attached,
and to what period it might be protracted. Transactions between
the other parties to a great extent might from time to time exist,
in which credits might be given and payments might be made,
the existence and due appropriation of which might materially
affect his own rights and security. ·If, therefore, the questions
were entirely new, we should not. be disposed to hold a different
doctrine; and we think. the English decisions are in entire conformity to our own."
In Reynolds v. Douglass, 12 Pet. 504, decided at the same
term and referred to in the foregoing extract, Mr. Justice McLEAN stated the rule to be that "to entitle the plaintiffs to recover on said letter of credit, they must prove that notice had
been given in a reasonable time after said letter of credit had been
accepted by them, to the defendants, that the same had been accepted" ; and he added, "This notice need not be proved to have
been given in writing or in any particular form, but may be
inferred by the jury from facts and circumstances which shall
warrant such inference."
There seems to be some c6nfusion as to the reason and foundation of the rule and consequently some uncertainty as to the
circumstances in which it is applicable. In some instances it has
been treated as a rule, inhering in the very nature and definition
of every contract, which requires the assent of a party to whom
a proposal is made to be signified to the party making it, in order
to constitute a binding promise ; in others it has been considered '
as a rule springing from the peculiar nature of the contract of
guaranty, which requires, after the formation of the obligation

the opinion that it is necessary and this is not now an open ques-

tion in this court, after the decisions which have been made in

Russell v. Clark, 7 Cranch, 69; Edmonston v. Drake, 5 Pet. 624;

Douglass v. Reynolds, 7 Pet. 113; Lee v. Dick, IO Pet. 482; and

again recognized at the present term in. the case of Reynolds v.

Douglass, 12 Pet. 497. It is in itself a reasonable rule, enabling

the guarantor to know the nature and extent of.his liability, to

exercise due vigilance in guarding himself against losses which

might otherwise be unknown to him, and to avail himself of the

appropriate means in law and equity to compel the other parties

to discharge him from further responsibility. The reason applies

with still greater force to cases of a general letter of guaranty,

for it might otherwise be impracticable for the guarantor to know

to whom and under what circumstances the guaranty attached,

and to what period it might be protracted. Transactions between

the other parties to a great extent might from time to time exist,

in which credits might be given and payments might be made,

the existence and due appropriationof which might materially
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affect his own rights and security. If, therefore, the questions

were entirely new, we should not be disposed to hold a different

doctrine; and we think. the English decisions are in entire con-

formity to our own.”

In Reynolds v. Douglass, 12 Pet. 504, decided at the same

term and referred to in the foregoing extract, Mr. Justice Mc-

LEAN stated the rule to be that “to entitle the plaintiffs to re-

cover on said letter of credit, they must prove that notice had

been given in a reasonable time after said letter of credit had been

accepted by them, to the defendants, that the same had been ac-

cepted”; and he added, “This notice need not be proved to have

been given in writing or in any particular form, but may be

inferred by the jury from facts and circumstances which shall

warrant such inference.”

' There seems to be some confusion as to the reason and foun-

dation of the rule and consequently some uncertainty as to the

circumstances in which it is applicable. In some instances it has

been treated as a rule, inhering in the very nature and deﬁnition

of every contract, which requires the assent of a party to whom

a proposal is made to be signiﬁed to the party making it, in order

to constitute a binding promise; in others it has been considered

as a rule springing from the peculiar nature of the contract of

guaranty, which requires, after the formation of the obligation
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' of the guarantor, and as one of its incidents, that notice should
, be given of the intention of the guarantee to act under it as a
condition of the promise of the guarantor.
The former is the semc in which the rule is to be understood as having been applied in the decisions of this court. This
appears very plainly, not only from a particular qmsideration of
the cases themselves, but was formally declared to be so by l\f r.
Justice !\ELSON, speaking for the court in delivering its opinion
in the case of Ma1111fact11ri11g Co. v. Welch, IO How. 475, where
he uses this language :
"He (the guarantor) has already had notice of the acceptance of the guaranty and of the intention of the party to act under
it. The rule requiring this notice within a reasonable time after
the acceptance. is absolute and imperative in this court, according
to all the cases; it is deemed csse11tial to Oil inception of the contract; he is, therefore, advised of his accruing liabilities upon the
guaranty, and may very well anticipate or be charged with notice
of an amount of indebtedness to the extent of the credit pledged."
And in J¥ilds v. Sm.'Gge, I Story, 22, Mr. Justice STORY, who
had delivered the opinion in the case of Douglass v. Reynolds, 7
Pet. 113, after stating the rule requiring notice by the guarantee
of his acceptance, said: "This doctrine, however, is inapplicable
to the circumstances of the present case; for the agreement to
accept was contemporaneous with the guaranty, and, indeed, constituted the consideration and basis thereof."
The agreement to accept is a transaction between the guarantee and guarantor, and completes that mutual assent necessary
to a valid contract between them. It was, in the case cited,
the consideration for the promise of the guarantor. And whereever a sufficient consideration of any description passes directly
between them, it operates in the same manner and with like effect.
It establishes a privity between them and creates an obligation.
The rule in question proceeds upon the ground that the case in
which it applies is an offer or proposal on the part of the guarantor, which does not become effective and binding as an obligation until accepted by the party to whom it is made: that until
then it is inchoate and incomplete and may be withdrawn by the
proposer. Frequently the only consideration contemplated is, that
the guarantee shall extend the credit and make the advances to the
third person, for whose performance of his obligation on that account, the guarantor undertakes. But a guaranty may as well be
for an existing debt, or it may be supported by some consideration
di~tinct from the advance to the principal ·debtor, passing directly

of the guarantor, and as one of its incidents, that notice should

be given of the intention of the guarantee to act under it as a

condition of the promise of the guarantor.

The former is the sense in which the rule is to be under-

stood as having been applied in the decisions of this court. This

appears very plainly, not only from a particular consideration of

the cases themselves, but was formally declared to be so by Mr.

Justice NELSON, speaking for the court in delivering its opinion

in the case of Manufacturing Co. v. Welch, 10 How. 475, where

he uses this language:

“He (the guarantor) has already had notice of the accept-

ance of the guaranty and of the intention of the party to act under

it. The rule requiring this notice within a reasonable time after

the acceptance is absolute and imperative in this court, according

to all the cases; it is decmed essential to an incr.'ption of the con-

tract; he is, therefore, advised of his accruing liabilities upon the

guaranty, and may very well anticipate or be charged with notice

of an amount of indebtedness to the extent of the credit pledged.”
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And in W -ilds v. Savage, I Story, 22, Mr. Justice STORY, who

had delivered the opinion in the case of Douglass v. Reynolds, 7

Pet. 113, after stating the rule requiring notice by the guarantee

of his acceptance, said: “This doctrine, however, is inapplicable

to the circumstances of the present case; for the agreement to

accept was contemporaneous with the guaranty, and, indeed, con-

stituted the consideration and basis thereof.”

The agreement to accept is a transaction between the guar-

antee and guarantor, and completes that mutual assent necessary

to a valid contract between them. It was, in the case cited,

the consideration for the promise of the guarantor. And where-

ever a sufficient consideration of any description passes directly

between them, it operates in the same manner and with like effect.

It establishes a privity between them and creates an obligation.

The rule in question proceeds upon the ground that the case in

which it applies is an offer or proposal on the part of the guar-

antor, which does not become effective and binding as an obliga-

tion until accepted by the party to whom it is made: that until

then it is inchoate and incomplete and may be withdrawn by the

proposer. Frequently the only consideration contemplated is, that

the guarantee shall extend the credit and make the advances to the

third person, for whose performance of his obligation on that ac-

count, the guarantor undertakes. But a guaranty may as well be

for an existing debt, or it may be supported by some consideration -

distinct from the advance to the principal ‘debtor, passing directly
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of an existing debt, such a consideration is necessary to support

from the guarantee to the guarantor. In the case of the guaranty
of an existing debt, such a consideration is necessary to support
the undertaking as a binding obligation. In both these cases, no
notice of assent, other than the performance of the consideration,
is necessary to perfect the agreement; for, as Professor Langdell
has pointed out in his Summary of the Law of Contracts (Langdell Cas. on Cont., 987), "Though the acceptance of an offer and
the perform.ance of the consideration are different things, and
though the former does not imply the latter, yet the latter does
nec.essarily imply the former; and as the want of either is fatal to
the promise, the question whether an offer has been accepted can
never, in strictness, become material in those cases. in which a
consideration is necessary ; and for all practical purposes it may
be said that the offer is acceptetl in such cases by giving or performing the consideration."
If the guaranty is made at the request of the guarantee, it
then becomes the answer of the guarantor to a proposal made to
him, and its delivery to or for the use of the guarantee completes
the communication between them and constitutes a contract. The
same result follows, as declared in U"ilds v. Sm;age, supra, where
the agreement to accept is contemporaneous with the guaranty,
and constitutes its consideration and basis. It must be so wherever
there is a valuable consideration, other than the expected advances
to be made to the principal debtor, which at the time the
undertaking is given from the guarantee to the guarantor, and
equally so where the instrument is in the form of a bilateral contract, in which the guarantee binds himself to make the contemplated advances, or which otherwise creates, by its recitals, a
privity between the guarantee and the guarantor. For in each of
these cases, the mutual assent of the parties to the obligation is
either expressed or necessarily implied.
The view we have taken of the rule under consideration, as .
requiring notice of acceptance and of the intention to act under
the guaranty, only when the legal effect of the instrument is that
of an offer or proposal, and for the purpose of completing its
obligation as a contract, is the one urged upon us by the learned
counsel for the plaintiff in error, who says, in his printed brief:
"For the ground of the doctrine is not that the operation of the
writing is conditional upon notice, but it is, that until it is accepted
and notice of its acceptance given to the guarantor, there is no
contract between the guarantor and the guarantee ; the reason
being that the writing is merely an offer to guaranty the debt of
another, and it must be accepted and notice thereof given to the

the undertaking as a binding obligation, In both these cases, no

notice of assent, other than the performance of the consideration,

is necessary to perfect the agreement; for, as Professor Langdell

has pointed out in his Summary of the Law of Contracts (Lang-

dell Cas. on Cont., 987), “Though the acceptance of an offer and

the performance of the consideration are different things, and

though the former does not imply the latter, yet the latter does

necessarily imply the former; and as thewant of either is fatal to

the promise, the question whether an offer has been accepted can

never, in strictness, become material in those cases. in which a

consideration is necessary; and for all practical purposes it may

be said that the offer is acceptetl in such cases by giving or per-

forming the consideration.”

If the guaranty is made at the request of the guarantee, it

then becomes the answer of the guarantor to a proposal made to

him, and its delivery to or for the use of the guarantee completes

the communication between them and constitutes a contract. The

same result follows, as declared in Wilds v. Savage, supra, where
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the agreement to accept is contemporaneous with the guaranty,

and constitutes its consideration and basis. It must be so wherever

there is a valuable consideration, other than the expected advances

to be made to the principal debtor, which at the time the

undertaking is given from the guarantee to the guarantor, and

equally so where the instrument is in the form of a bilateral con-

tract, in which the guarantee binds himself to make the contem-

plated advances, or which otherwise creates, by its recitals, a

privity between the guarantee and the guarantor. For in each of

these cases, the mutual assent of the parties to the obligation is

either expressed or necessarily implied.

The view we have taken of the rule under consideration, as .

requiring notice of acceptance and of the intention to act under

the guaranty, only when the legal effect of the instrument is that I

of an offer or proposal, and for the purpose of completing its .

obligation as a contract. is the one urged upon us by the learned

counsel for the plaintiff in error, who says, in his printed brief:

“For the ground of the doctrine is not that the operation of the

writing is conditional upon notice, but it is, that until it is accepted

and notice of its acceptance given to the guarantor, there is no

contract between the guarantor and the guarantee; the reason

being that the writing is merely an offer to guaranty the debt of

another, and it must be accepted and notice thereof given to the
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party offering himself as security before the minds meet and he

becomes bound. Until the notice is given, there is a want of mu-

tuality; the case is not that of an obligation on condition, but of

an offer to become bound not accepted; that is, there is not a con-

ditional contract, but no contract whatever.”

It is thence argued that the words in the instrument which is

the foundation of the present action—“we hereby guarantee unto

them, the said Wells, Fargo & Co., unconditioually, at all times,

etc.”—cannot have the effect of waiving the notice of acceptance,

because they can have no effect at all except as the words of a

contract, and there can be no contract without notice of acceptance.

And on the supposition that the terms of the instrument constitute

a mere offer to guaranty the debt of Gordon & Co., we accept the

conclusion as entirely just.

But we are unable to agree to that supposition. We think

that the instrument sued on is not a mere unaccepted proposal. It

carries upon its face conclusive evidence that it had been accepted

by \Vells, Fargo & Co., and that it was understood and intended to

be, on delivery to them, as it took place, a complete and perfect

obligation of guaranty. That evidence we ﬁnd in the words—“for
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and in consideration of one dollar, to us paid by Wells, Fargo &

Co., the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, we hereby guar-

antee,” etc. How can that recital be true, unless the covenant of

guaranty had been made with the assent of Wells, Fargo & Co.,

communicated to the guarantors? Wells, Fargo & Co. had not

only assented to it, but had paid value for it, and that into the very

hands of the guarantors, as they by the instrument itself acknowl-

edge.

It is not material that the expressed consideration is nominal.

That point was made, as to a guarantee, substantially the same as

this, in the case of Lawrence v. McAlmont, 2 How. 452, and was

overruled. Mr. Justice STQRY said:

“The guarantor acknowledged the receipt of the one dollar

and is now estopped to deny it. If she has not received it, she

would now be entitled to recover it. A valuable consideration,

however small or nominal, if given or stipulated for in good faith,

is, in the absence of fraud, sufﬁcient to support an action on any

parol contract; and this is equally true as to contracts of guaran-

tee as to other contracts. A stipulation in consideration of one

dollar is just as effectual and valuable a consideration as a larger

sum stipulated for or paid. The very point arose in Dutehman v.

Tooth, 5 Bing. (N. C.) 577, where the guarantor gave a guaranty

for the payment of the proceeds of the goods the guarantee had

_ ____@..¢M—

party offering himself as security before the minds meet and he
becomes bound. lJ ntil the notice is given, there is a want of mutuality; the case is not that of an obligation on condition, but of
an offer to become bound not accepted ; that is, there is not a conditional contract, but no contract whatever."
It is thence argued that the words in the instrument which is
the foundation of the present action-"we hereby guarantee unto
them, the said \Velis, Fargo & Co., u11conditio11al/y, aJ all times,
etc."-cannot have the effect of waiving the notice of acceptance,
because they can have no effect at all except as the words of a
contract~ and there can be no contract without notice of acceptance.
:\nd on the supposition that the terms of the instrument constitute
a mere offer to guaranty the debt of Gordon & Co., we accept the
conclusion as entirely just.
But we are unable to agree to that supposition. \Ve think
that the instrument sued on is not a mere unaccepted proposal. It
carries upon its face conclusive evidence that it had been accepted
by \Velis, Fargo & Co., and that it was understood and intended to
be, on delivery to them, as it took place, a complete and perfect
' obligation of guaranty. That evidence we find in the words-"for
and in consideration of one dollar, to us paid by \Velis, Farg{) &
Co., the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, we hereby guarantee," etc. How can that recital be true, unless the covenant of
guaranty had been made with the assent of Wells, Fargo & Co.,
communicated to the guarantors? Wells, Fargo & Co. had not
only assented to it, but had paid value for it, and that into the very
hands of the guarantors, as they by the instrument itself acknowledge.
It is not material that the expressed consideration is nominal.
That point was made, as to a guarantee, substantially the same as
this, in the case of Lawre11ce v. McA/mont, 2 How. 452, and was
overruled. Mr. Justice STORY said:
"The guarantor acknowledged the receipt of the one dollar
and is now estopped to deny it. If she has not received it, she
would now be entitled to recover it. A valuable consideration,
however small or nominal, if given or stipulated for in good faith,
is, in the absence of fraud, sufficient to support an action on any
parol contract; and this is equally true as to contracts of guarantee as to othe.r contracts. A stipulation in consideration of one
dollar is just as effectual and valuable a consideration as a larger
sum stipulated for or paid. The very point arose in Diitcliman. v.
Tooth, 5 Ring. (N. C.) 577, where the guarantor gave a guaranty
for the payment of the proceeds of the goods the guarantee had
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antee might make in consideration of two shillings and sixpence,

consigned to his brother, and also all future shipments the guarantee might make in consideration of two shillings and sixpence,
paid him, the guarantor. And the court held the guaranty good,
and the consideration sufficient."
It is worthy of note that in the case from which this extract
is taken the guaranty was substantially the same as that in the
present case, and that no question was made as to a notice of
acceptance. It seems to have been treated as a complete contract
by force of its terms.
It does not affect the conclusion, based on these views, that
the present guaranty was for future advances as well as an existing debt. It cannot, therefore, be treated as if it were an engagement, in which the only consideration was the future credit soliciterl and expected. The recital of the consideration paid by the
guarantee to the guarantor shows a completed contract, based
upon a mutual assent of the parties; and if it is a contract at all,
it is one for all the purposes expressed in it. It is an entirety and
cannot be separated into distinct parts. The covenant is single
and cannot be subjected in its interpretation to the operation of
two diverse rules.
Of course the instrument takes effect only upon delivery.
But in this case no question was or could be made upon that. It
was admitted that it was delivered to Gordon for delivery to the
plaintiffs below, and that he delivered it to them.
But if we should consider that, notwithstanding the completeness of the contract as such, the guaranty of future advances
was subject to a condition implied by law that notice should be
given to the guarantor that the guarantee either would or had
acted upon the faith of it, we are led to inquire, what effect is to
be given to the use of the words which declare that the guarantors
thereby "Guarantee unto them, the said Wells, Fargo & Co., U1lconditionaJly, aJ all times, any indebtedness of Gordon & Co.,
etc., to the extent and not exceeding the sum of $10,000, for any
.overdrafts now made, or that hereafter may be made, at the bank
of said Wells, Fargo & Co."
Upon the supposition now made, the notice alleged to be
necessary arises from the nature of such a guaranty. It is nl)t,
and cannot be claimed that such a condition is so essential to the
obligation that it cannot be waived. We do not see, therefore,
·what less effect can be ascribed to the words quoted than that all
conditions that otherwise would qualify the obligation are by
agreement expunged from it and made void. The obligation becomes thereby absolute and unqualified ; free from all conditions

paid him, the guarantor. And the court held the guaranty good,

and the consideration sufficient.”

It is worthy of note that in the case from which this extract

is taken the guaranty was substantially the same as that in the

present case, and that no question was made as to a notice of

acceptance. It seems to have been treated as a complete contract

by force of its terms.

It does not affect the conclusion, based on these views, that

the present guaranty was for future advances as well as an exist-

ing debt. It cannot, therefore, be treated as if it were an engage-

ment, in which the only consideration was the future credit solic-

ited and expected. The recital of the consideration paid by the

guarantee to the guarantor shows a completed contract, based

upon a mutual assent of the parties; and if it is a contract at all,

it is one for all the purposes expressed in it. It is an entirety and

cannot be separated into distinct parts. The covenant is single

and cannot be subjected in its interpretation to the operation of

two diverse rules.
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Of course the instrument takes effect only upon delivery.

But in this case no question was or could be made upon that. It

was admitted that it was delivered to Gordon for delivery to the

plaintiffs below, and that he delivered it to them.

But if we should consider that, notwithstanding the com-

pleteness of the contract as such, the guaranty of future advances

was subject to a condition implied by law that notice should be

given to the guarantor that the guarantee either would or had

acted upon the faith of it, we are led to inquire, what effect is to

be given to the use of the words which declare that the guarantors

thereby “Guarantee unto them, the said Wells, Fargo & Co., un-

conditionally, at all times, any indebtedness of Gordon & Co.,

.etc., to the extent and not exceeding the sum of $10,000, for any

overdrafts now made, or that hereafter may be made, at the bank

of said Wells, Fargo & Co.”

Upon the supposition now made, the notice alleged to be

necessary arises from the nature of such a guaranty. It is not,

and cannot be claimed that such a condition is so essential to the

obligation that it cannot be waived. We do not see, therefore.

what less effect can be ascribed to the words quoted than that all

conditions that otherwise would qualify the obligation are by

agreement expunged from it and made void. The obligation be-

comes thereby absolute and unqualiﬁed; free from all conditions
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whatever. This is the natural, obvious and ordinary meaning of

the terms employed, and we cannot doubt that they express the

whatever. This is the natural, obvious and ordinary meaning of
the terms employed, and we cannot doubt that they express the
real meaning of the parties. It was their manifest intention to
make it unambiguous that Wells, Fargo & Co., for any indebtedness that might arise to them in consequence of overdrafts by
Gordon & Co., might securely look to the guarantors without the
performance on their part of any conditions precedent thereto
whatever.
It has always been held in this court that, notwithstanding
the contract of guaranty is the obligation of a surety, it is to be
construed as a mercantile instrument in furtherance of its spirit
and liberally to promote .the use and convenience of commercial
intercourse.
This view applies with equal force to the exceptions to the
other charges and refusals to charge of the court below. These
exceptions are based on the propositions :
1. That if Wells, Fargo & Co. neglected to notify the defendants below of the amount of the overdraft within a ·reasonable
time after closing the account of Gordon & Co. ; and
2. That if they failed within a reasonable time after demand
of payment made upon Gordon & Co., to notify the defendants of
the default, the plaintiffs could not recover upon the guaranty.
For, if the necessity in either or both of these contingencies
existed, to give the notice specified, it was because the duty to do
so was, by construction of law, made conditions of the contract.
But by its terms, as we have shown, the contract was made
absolute, and all conditions were waived. ·
It is undoubtedly true, that if the guarantee fails to give reasonable notice to the guarantor of the default of the principal
debtor, and loss or damage thereby ensues to the guarantor, to
that extent the latter is discharged ; but both the }aches of the
plaintiff and the loss of the defendant must concur to constitute a
defense.
If any intermediate notice, at the expiration of the credit, of
the extent of the liability incurred is requisite, the same· rule
applies. Such was the expressed decision of this court in the case
of Manufacturing Co. v. Welch (supra). An unreasonable delay
in giving notice, or a failure to give it altogether, is not, of itself,
a bar.
There was a question made at the trial, as to the meaning of
the word "overdrafts," as used in the guaranty; it was contended that it would not include the debit balance of accounts
charged to Gordon & Murray, and assumed by Gordon & Co., as

real meaning of the parties. It was their manifest intention to

make it unambiguous that Wells, Fargo & Co., for any indebted-

ness that might arise to them in consequence of overdrafts by

Gordon & Co., might securely look to the guarantors without the

performance on their part of any conditions precedent thereto

whatever.

It has always been held in this court that, notwithstanding

the contract of guaranty is the obligation of a surety, it is to be

construed as a mercantile instrument in furtherance of its spirit

and liberally to promote the use and convenience of commercial

intercourse.

This view applies with equal force to the exceptions to the

other charges and refusals to charge of the court below. These

exceptions are based on the propositions:

1. That if Wells, Fargo & Co. neglected to notify the defend-

ants below of the amount of the overdraft within a reasonable

time after closing the account of Gordon & Co.; and

2. That if they failed within a reasonable time after demand
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of payment made upon Gordon & Co., to notify the defendants of

the default, the plaintiffs could not recover upon the guaranty.

For, if the necessity in either or both of these contingencies

existed, to give the notice speciﬁed, it was because the duty to do

so was, by construction of law, made conditions of the contract.

But by its terms, as we have shown, the contract was made

absolute, and all conditions were waived.

It is undoubtedly true, that if the guarantee fails to give rea-

sonable notice to the guarantor of the default of the principal

debtor, and loss or damage thereby ensues to the guarantor, to

that extent the latter is discharged; but both the laches of the

plaintiff and the loss of the defendant must concur to constitute a

defense.

If any intermediate notice, at the expiration of the credit, of

the extent of the liability incurred is requisite, the same- rule

applies. Such was the expressed decision of this court in the case

of Manufacturing Co. v. Weleli (supra). An unreasonable delay

in giving notice, or a failure to give it altogether, is not, of itself,

a bar.

There was a question made at the trial, as to the meaning of

the word “overdrafts,” as used in the guaranty; it was con-

tended that it would not include the debit balance of accounts

charged to Gordon & Murray, and assumed by Gordon & Co., as
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interest accrued upon the balances of Gordon & Co.’s account,

their successors, before the guaranty was made, nor charges of
interest accrued upon the balances of Gordon & Co.'s account,
which were entered to the debit of the account. The reason alleged
was, that no formal checks were given for these amounts. The
point was not urged in argument at the bar, and was very properly abandoned. The charges were legitimate and •correct, and
the balance of the account to the debit of Gordon & Co. was the
overdraft for which they were liable. There could be no doubt
that it was embraced in the guaranty.
\Ve find no error in the record, and the judgment is affirmed.

which were entered to the debit of the account. The reason alleged

was, that no formal checks were given for these amounts. The

point was not urged in argument at the bar, and was very prop-

erly abandoned. The charges were legitimate and°correct, and

the balance of the account to the debit of Gordon & Co. was the

overdraft for which they were liable. There could be no doubt

that it was embraced in the guaranty.

\\i’e ﬁnd no error in the record, and the judgment is afﬁrmed.
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upon a breach of an agreement given on the occasion, and in con-

Guara11ty of collectio11. Due diligc11ce to collect from principal a condition precedent to guarantor's liability.

sideration, of the purchase by the plaintiffs from the defendant of

a stock of goods and a quantity of notes and accounts. That por-

tion of the agreement material to be considered in determining the

Assmupsit. Plaintiffs bring error. The facts are stated in
the opinion.
Thomas A. T¥ilso1i , for appellants.
Blair & 1..Vilson and Parkinson & Day, for defendant.

questions involved reads as follows:

“The said party of the ﬁrst part “‘ * * does covenant and agree * * "‘

that the annexed invoice is a true statement of the amount and value of

stock, merchandise, and property, and also guarantee, represent, and war-

rant that there is in said stock, goods to the value of $14,709.68; also that

l\foNTGOMERY, J. The plaintiffs sued the defendant, counting
upon a breach of an agreement given on the occasion, and in consideration, of the purchase by the plaintiffs from the defendant of
a stock of goods and a quantity of notes and accounts. That portion of the agreement material to be considered in determining the
questions involved reads as follows :

the amount of $29,702.54 net shall be realized, without charging for the

personal services of the parties of the second part, nor other charges of

second parties, except incurred in suits, by the parties of the second part,

upon the accounts and notes herein conveyed. The parties of the second

part shall use due diligence in their collections.”

The declaration counted upon this agreement, and set out no

subsequent modiﬁcation or waiver of its terms. On the trial the

plaintiffs sought to recover by showing that they had dealt with

the accounts as men of ordinary business judgment would, and

"The said party of the first part * * * does covenant and agree * * *
that the annexed invoice is a true statement of the amount and value of
stock, merchandise, and property, and also guarantee, represent, and warrant that there is in said stock, goods to the value of $14,709.68; also that
the amount of $29 702.54 net shat.I be realized, without charging for the
personal services of the parties of the second part, nor other charges of
second parties, except incurred in suits, by the parties of the second part,
upon the accounts and notes herein conveyed. The parties of the second
part shall use due diligence in their collections."

also sought to show that the defendant had, as to a large portion

of the accounts, directed the plaintiffs as to what he would require

as evidence of due diligence, and that the plaintiffs‘ had complied

with the demands of the defendant in this regard.

1

The declaration counted upon this agreement, and set out no
modification or waiver of its terms. On the trial the
plaintiffs sought to recover by showing that they had dealt with
the accounts as men of ordinary business judgment would, and
also sought to show that the defendant had, as to a large portion
of the accounts, directed the plaintiffs as to what he would require
as evidence of due diligence, and that the plaintiffs· had complied
with the demands of the defendant in this regard.
sub~equent
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1. The circuit judge construed the original contract as

amounting to aguaranty of collection, and held that no showing

1. The circuit judge comtrued the original contract as
amounting to a .guaranty of collection, and held that no showing
of diligence was sufficient which did not include proof that the
accounts had each been put in judgment, and execution had been
taken out, and returned unsatisfied. This ruling was unquestionably right, ifio the proper construction was placed on the contract.
Bosman v. Akeley, 39 Mich. 710; Schermerhorn v. Conner, 41
Id. 374.
It is contended, however, that the contract in question should
not be construed as a guaranty of collection of each individual account, requiring resort to legal process in the collection of each,
but amounted to a warranty and representation that there should
be realized $29,702.54 from the total of the accounts and that the
fact that the amount guarante~d to be realized was much less than
the face of the accounts negatives the idea that resort should be
had to suit upon each account. The infirmity of this construction
is that it ignores the subsequent language, "The parties of the
second part shall use due diligence in their collection," or accords
to this language a meaning at variance with the settled significance of the terms employed. What constitutes due diligence is
settled by the cases of Bosman v. Akeley and Schemerhorn v.
Conner, supra..
In the case of Ralph v. Eldredge, 58 Hun 203, a similar question was presented. Plaintiff and defendant were co-partners.
Defendant conveyed his interest to the plaintiff in the notes, accounts and demands owing to the firm. The defendant at the
same time executed to the plai.ntiff a bond with the condition that
defendant should pay to the plaintiff one-half of the amount of
the notes, accounts, and claims of the late firm assigned by defendant to plaintiff that should prove to be uncollectible, if any
such there should be. The court say :
"It seems to be settled in this state that a guaranty of collection is an undertaking to pay the sum of money guaranteed, provided the principal debtor is prosecuted to judgme~ and execution
with due diligence, and the same cannot be collected of him. * * *
The plaintiff urges that the bond does not guarantee the collection
of these claims, but is only a contract to pay plaintiff one-half of
the amount of those which should turn out bad~ But the bond
uses the word 'uncollectible,' and the question must be, what is
the legal meaning of that word? That word has a definite meaning, as decided in the cases above cited ; and that meaning should
be here enforced."
Th~~egal signification of the term "due diligence," as applied

of diligence was sufficient which did not include proof that the

accounts had each been put in judgment, and execution had been

taken out, and returned unsatisﬁed. This ruling was unquestiona-

bly right, if'the proper construction was placed on the contract.

Bosman v. Akeley, 39 Mich. 710; Schermerhorn v. Conner, 41

Id. 374.

It is contended, however, that the contract in question should

not be construed as a guaranty of collection of each individual ac-

count, requiring resort to legal process in the collection of each,

but amounted to a warranty and representation that there should

be realized $29,702.54 from the total of the accounts and that the

fact that the amount guaranteed to be realized was much less than

the face of the accounts negatives the idea that resort should be

had to suit upon each account. The inﬁrmity of this construction

is that it ignores the subsequent language, “The parties of the

second part shall use due diligence in their collection,” or accords

to this language a meaning at variance with the settled signiﬁ-

cance of the terms employed. What constitutes due diligence is
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settled by the cases of Bosman v. Akeley and Schemerhorn v.

Conner, supra.

In the case of Ralph v. Eldredge, 58 Hun 203, a similar ques-

tion was presented. Plaintiff and defendant were co-partners.

Defendant conveyed his interest to the plaintiff in the notes, ae-

counts and demands owing to the ﬁrm. The defendant at the

same time executed to the plaintiff a bond with the condition that

defendant should pay to the plaintiff one-half of the amount of

the notes, accounts, and claims of the late ﬁrm assigned by de-

fendant to plaintiffthat should prove to be uncollectible, if any

such there should be. The court say:

“It seems to be settled in this state that a guaranty of collec-

tion is an undertaking to pay the sum of money guaranteed, pro-

vided the principal debtor is prosecuted to judgment and execution

with due diligence, and the same cannot be collected of him. * * *

The plaintiff urges that the bond does not guarantee the collection

of these claims, but is only a contract to pay plaintiff one-half of

the amount of those which should turn out bad. But the bond

uses the word ‘uncollectible,’ and the question must be, what is

the legal meaning of that word? That word has a deﬁnite mean-

ing, as decided in the cases above cited ; and that meaning should

be here enforced.”

Thewlegal signiﬁcation of the term “due diligence,” as applied
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to a guaranteed note or account, is well understood, and the parties

must be assumed to have contracted with reference to that mean-

MC MURRAY V. NOYES

.

to a guaranteed note or account, is well understood, and the parties
must be assumed to have contracted with reference to that meaning.
2. The court rightly held that the alleged subsequent waiver
could not be shown under the pleadings in this cause. The contract itself having fixed upon the plaintiffs a specific duty, the
averment in the declaration that the plaintiffs did use due diligence amounted, in effect, to an averment that they had pursued
the course which the law imposes upon them in order to charge
the guarantor. If they relied on any excuse for failing to use due
diligence, this should have been counted upon in the declaration.
Aldrich v. Chubb, 35 Mich. 350.
Judgment affirmed, with costs.
The other Justices concurred.

mg.

2. The court rightly held that the alleged subsequent waiver

could not be shown under the pleadings in this cause. The c0n-

tract itself having ﬁxed upon the plaintiffs a speciﬁc duty, the

averment in the declaration that the plaintiffs did use due dili-

gence amounted, in effect, to an averment that they had pursued

the course which the law imposes upon them in order to charge

the guarantor. If they relied on any excuse for failing to use due

diligence, this should have been counted upon in the declaration.

Aldrich v. Chubb, 35 Mich. 350.

Judgment afﬁrmed, with costs.

The other Justices concurred. _

56. McMURRAY, et al. v. NOYES, 72 N. Y. 523.

Court of Appeals, New York, 1878.

Conditional guaranty, guaranty of collection; conditions pre-

cedent to liability of guarantor; laches suﬂicient to alisclharge guar-

antor.

Appeal from judgment of the General Term of the Supreme
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Court in the third judicial department, affirming a judgment in

favor of plaintiff entered upon the report of a referee.

This action was upon a guaranty, which is set forth in the

56.

opinion, wherein the material facts are also stated.

Esek CozUerL, for appellant.

McMURRAY, et al. v. NOYES, 72 N. Y. 52J.
Court of Appeals, New York, 187&

Irving Browne, for respondent.

RAPPALLO, J. The guaranty on which this action is brought

Cotiditional guaranty, guaranty of collection; conditions pre·
cedent to liability of guarantor; [aches sufficient to discharge guara1!tor.

is contained in an assignment of a bond and mortgage, and is in

the following form :

“I hereby covenant * "' "‘ that in case of foreclosure and sale of the

mortgaged premises described in said mortgage, if the proceeds of such

Appeal from judgment of the General Term of the Supreme
Court in the third judicial department, affirming a judgment in
favor of plaintiff entered upon the report of a referee.
This action was upon a guaranty, which is set forth in the
opinion, wherein the material facts are also stated.
Esek Co'l.tien, for appellant.
Irving Browne, for respondent.

sale shall be insufficient to satisfy the same, with the costs of foreclosure,

I will pay the amount of such deﬁciency to the said party of the second

part, or its assigns, on demand.”

\\

’ * On the part of the appellants, it is contended that this guar-

anty is subject to the rules applicable to guaranties of collection,

and thus laches in foreclosing the mortgage, after default, is a

defense. The respondents insist that it is a guaranty of payment,

and that they were under no obligation to use diligence in endeav-

oring to collect the mortgage debt by foreclosure.

RAPPALI.o, J. The guaranty on which this action is brought
is contained in an assignment of a bond and mortgage, and is in
the following form :

"I hereby covenant * * • that in case of foreclosure and sale of the
mortgaged premises described in said mortgage, if the JJroceeds of such
sale shall be insufficient to satisfy the same, with the costs of foreclosure,
I will pay the amount of such deficiency to the said party of the second
Pllrt, or its assigns, on demand"
~

On the part of the appellants, it is contended that this guaranty is subject to the rules applicable to guaranties of collection,
and thus laches in foreclosing the mortgage, after default, is a
defense. '!'he respondents insist that it is a guaranty of payment,
and that they were under no obligation to use diligence in endeavoring to collect the mortgage debt by foreclosure.
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The fundamental distinction between a guaranty of payment

and one of collection is, that in the ﬁrst case the guarantor under-

The fundamental distinction between a guaranty of payment
and one of collection is, that in the first case the guarantor undertakes unconditionally that the debtor will pay, and the creditor
may, upon default, proceed directly against the guarantor, without
taking any steps to collect of the principal debtor, and the omission or neglect to proceed against him is not (except under special circumstances) any defense to the guarantor; while in the second case the undertaking is that if the demand cannot be collected
by legal proceedings the guarantor will pay, and consequently
legal proceedings against the principal debtor, and a failure t9 collect of him by those means are conditions precedent to the liability
of the guarantor; and to these the law, as established by numerous decisions, attaches the further condition that due diligence be
exercised by the creditor in enforcing his legal remedies against
the debtor.
These rules are well settled and are not controverted, and the
only question is to which class of guaranties the one now before
us belongs.
It is apparent upon the face of the instrument that the undertalcing of the defendant was not an unconditional one that the
mortgagor should pay, or that the guarantor would pay on default
of the mortgagor, but only that the guarantor would pay, in case
of a deficiency arising on a foreclosure and sale. The foreclosure
and sale were consequently conditions precedent, and the general
principle is, that wherever a condition precedent is to be performed
for the purpose of establishing the liability of a surety or guarantor, such condition must be performed in good faith and with due
diligence. It is upon this principle that, in case of a guaranty of
collection, diligence is required of the creditor.
I am unable to see why this principle is not applicable to the
guaranty now in controversy. The respondents claim that it is
an undertaking to pay any deficiency which may arise, and is,
therefore, a guaranty of payment of the mortgage debt to that
extent, and to be governed by the same rules as if it had been a
guaranty of payment of the whole mortgage. But the fallacy of
this reasoning is that it is not an unconditional guaranty that the
mortgagor will pay the mortgage debt, or any part of it, but only
that after the remedy against the land has been exhausted, and the
deficiency ascertained by foreclosure and sale, the guarantor will
pay such deficiency. The only difference between this and an ordinary guaranty of collection is, that in the latter case the undertalcing is that after it has been ascertained by all such legal proceedings as the case admits of, that the demand cannot be col-

takes unconditionally that the debtor will pay, and the creditor

may, upon default, proceed directly against the guarantor, without

taking any steps to collect of the principal debtor, and the omis-

sion or neglect to proceed against him is not (except under spec-

ial circumstances) any defense to the guarantor; while in the sec-

‘ ond case the undertaking is that if the demand cannot be collected

by legal proceedings the guarantor will pay, and consequently

legal proceedings against the principal debtor, and a failure to col-

lect of him by those means are conditions precedent to the liability

of the guarantor; and to these the law, as established by numer-

ous decisions, attaches the further condition that due diligence be

exercised by the creditor in enforcing his legal remedies against

the debtor.

These rules are well settled and are not controverted, and the

only question is to which class of guaranties the one now before

us belongs.

It is apparent upon the face of the instrument that the under-

taking of the defendant was not an unconditional one that the
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mortgagor should pay, or that the guarantor would pay on default

of the mortgagor, but only that the guarantor would pay, in case

of a deﬁciency arising on a foreclosure and sale. The foreclosure

and sale were consequently conditions precedent, and the general

principle is, that wherever a condition precedent is to be performed

for the purpose of establishing the liability of a surety or guaran-

tor, such condition must be performed in good faith and with due

diligence. It is upon this principle that, in case of a guaranty of

collection, diligence is required of the creditor.

I am unable to see why this principle is not applicable to the

guaranty now in controversy. The respondents claim that it is

an undertaking to pay any deﬁciency which may arise, and is,

therefore, a guaranty of payment of the mortgage debt to that

extent, and to be governed by the same rules as if it had been a

guaranty of payment of the whole mortgage. But the fallacy of

this reasoning is that it is not an unconditional guaranty that the

mortgagor will pay the mortgage debt, or any part of it, but only

that after the remedy against the land has been exhausted, and the

deﬁciency ascertained by foreclosure and sale, the guarantor will

pay such deﬁciency. The only difference between this and an or-

dinary guaranty of collection is, that in the latter case the under-

taking is that after it has been ascertained by all such legal pro-

ceedings as the case admits of, that the demand cannot be col-
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lected, the guarantor will pay; while in the present case the only

185

STARR \'. MILLIKIN

proceedings which the creditor is bound to adopt are a foreclosure

lected, the guarantor will pay; while in the present case the only
proceedings which the creditor is bound to adopt are a foreclosure
of the mortgage and sale of the mortgaged lands. To that extent
the condition precedent exists alike in both cases, and the duty of
exercising due diligence attaches, there being nothing in the instrument qualifying or dispensing with it.
The case of Goldsmith v. Brou<n (35 Barb. 484) is relied
upon by the respondents as sustaining their position. In that case
the covenant was, as construed by the court, to pay the deficiency
upon the mortgage debt wheHC'l!Cr the remedy against the lands
mortgaged should have been exhausted and the deficiency ascertained. The decision in that case ca111 only be sustained by construing the covenant as waiving diligence in foreclosing, and binding the covenanter to pay the deficiency without regard to the
time of the foreclosure. Nothing in the covenant now under examination has any relation to the time of the foreclosure, or can
be construed as waiving diligence required by the general rules of
law in perforntlng the condition.
The delay in foreclosing in the present case was fourteen
months after the mortgage debt became due. During upward of
ten months of this time the property was a sufficient security, but
afterward the buildings thereon were destroyed by fire, and the
value was reduced below the amount of the mortgage debt. It
cannot be questioned that this delay was sufficient to constitute
/aches. In Craig v. Parkis, 40 N. Y. 181, a delay of six months
in foreclosing a bond and mortgage was held to be [aches which
discharged a guaranty of its collection.
The judgment' should be reversed, and a new trial ordered
with costs to abide the event. All concur.
Judgment reversed.

of the mortgage and sale of the mortgaged lands. To that extent

the condition precedent exists alike in both cases, and the duty of

exercising due diligence attaches, there being nothing in the in-

strument qualifying or dispensing with it.

The case of Goldsmith v. Brown (35 Barb. 484) is relied

upon by the respondents as sustaining their position. In that case

the covenant was, as construed by the court, to pay the deﬁciency

upon the mortgage debt whenever the remedy against the lands

mortgaged should have been exhausted and the deﬁciency ascer-

tained. The decision in that case cat; only be sustained by con-

struing the covenant as waiving diligence in foreclosing, and bind-

ing the covenanter to pay the deﬁciency without regard to the

time of the foreclosure. Nothing in the covenant now under ex-

amination has any relation to the time of the foreclosure, or can

be construed as waiving diligence required by the general rules of

law in performing the condition.

The delay in foreclosing in the present case was fourteen

months after the mortgage debt became due. During upward of
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ten months of this time the property was a sufficient security, but

afterward the buildings thereon were destroyed by ﬁre, and the

value was reduced below the amount of the mortgage debt. It

cannot be questioned that this delay was sufficient to constitute

Iarhes. In Craig v. Parkis, 40 N. Y. 181, a delay of six months

in foreclosing a bond and mortgage was held to be laches which

discharged a guaranty of its collection.

The judgment should be reversed, and a new trial ordered

with costs to abide the event. All concur.

Judgment reversed.

57. STARR, et al. v. MILLIKIN, 180 Ill. 458, 54 N. E. 328.

Supreme Court, Illinois, 1899.

Guaranty conditional; construction of contract.

Appeal from the Appellate Court for the Third District :—-

heard in that oourt on appeal from the Circuit Court of Macon

county; the Hon. Emvnnn P. V.-UL, J., presiding.

I.eForgee 6' Lee, and Mills Bros., for appellants.

I . A. Buckingham and Hugh C rea, for appellee.

Mr. Justice PHILLIPS delivered the opinion of the court:

Suit was brought in the Circuit-Court of Macon county by

57.

STARR, et al. v. MILLIKIN, 18o JU. 458, 54 N. E. 328.
Supreme Court. Illinois, 1899.

Guarani)• co1iditional; constructicm. of co,:tract.
Appeal from the Appellate Court for the Third District:heard in that court on appeal from the Circuit Court of Macon
county; the Hon. EDWARD P. VAIL, J., presiding.
LeForgec & Lee, and Mills Bros., for appellants.
I. A. Buckingham and H1'glt Crea, for appellee.
Mr. Justice PHH.LIPS delivered the opinion of the court:
Suit was brought in the Circuit ·Court of Macon county by
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\/Villiam H. Starr and Isaac R. Mills, for the use of William H.

Starr, against James Millikin, upon the following contract:

vVilliam H. Starr and Isaac R. Mills, for the use of William H.
Starr, against James Millikin, upon the following contract:

_ “Whereas, Murray G. Millikin has purchased of Starr & Mills lot

sixteen (16) and ﬁfteen feet off of the east side of lot ﬁfteen (I5), in

block three (3), in Starr & Mills’ addition to the city of Decatur, for

"Whereas, Murray G. Millikin has purchased of Starr & Mills lot
sixteen (16) and fifteen feet off of the east side of lot fifteen (15), in
block three (3), in Starr & Mills' addition to the city of Decatur, for
the sum of $8oo; and whereas, the said Murray G. Millikin has given to
the said Starr & Mills his certain promissory notes to secure the payment
of said consideration, together with a mortgage upon said premises; and
where:ts, the said Murray G. Millikin is a mmor under the age of twentyone years but is desirous of having the deed ito said lots so purchased
made·to him:
"Now, therefore, in consideration of the premises and in consideration of the making of the deed direct to the said Murray G. Millikin, I,
James Millikin, do hereby guarantee that the said Murray G. Millikin
will ratify said purchase and the giving of said notes upon his arrival at
the age of twenty-one years, in such manner as will make him personally
liable on said notes so given for said purchase money, and in the event
that said Murray G. Millikin shall repudiate or refuse to pay said notes
I hereby agree to pay the same to the said Starr & Mills, or their assigns.
"Dated at Decatur, Illinois, this 26th day of June, A. D. 1893.

the su_m of $800; and whereas, the said Murray G. Millikin has given to

the said Starr & Mills his certain promissory notes to secure the payment

of said consideration, together with a mortgage upon said premises; and

whereas, the said Murray G. Millikin is a mmor under the age of twenty-

one years_but is desirous of having the deed to said lots so purchased

made to him:

“Now, therefore, in consideration of the premises and in considera-

tion of the making of the deed direct to the said Murray G. Millikin, I,

James Millikin, do hereby guarantee that the said Murray G. Millikin

will ratify said purchase and the giving of said notes upon his arrival at

the age of twenty-one years, in such manner as will make him personally

liable on said notes so given for said purchase money, and in the event

that said Murray G. Millikin shall repudiate or refuse to pay said notes

I hereby agree to pay the same to the said Starr & Mills, or their assigns.

“Dated at Decatur, Illinois, this 26th day of June, A. D. 1893.
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“_IAMEs MiLLii<n~i.”

A verdict was returned in the trial court against appellee for

"}AM£S MILI,IKIN."

$1076.88. Judgment was rendered on this verdict, but on appeal

to the Appellate Court for the Third District the judgment was

A verdict was returned in the trial court against appellee for
$1076.88. Judgment was rendered on this verdict, but on appeal
to the Appellate Court for the Third District the judgment was
reversed without remanding, the Appellate Court at the same time
making a finding of facts to be recited in its final order.
The Appellate Court found from the evidence in the case
that James Millikin undertook, in the contract above mentioned,
to pay the sum of money therein mentioned upon condition, only.
that Murray G. Millikin, a minor, upon his arrival at the age of
twenty-one years, would fail to ratify the notes in controversy
in such manner as would make him personally liable, or if the
minor should repudiate or refuse to pay the notes on acount of
their having been executed during his minority. This finding of
facts was the result of the legal construction given the contract
by the Appellate Court. That court also found as a fact arising
out of the evidence, that upon his arrival at the age of majority
Murray G. Millikin did ratify the notes made by him, thus making
himself personally liable, and that he did not repudiate or refuse
to pay them on account of their having been executed during his
minority. As this record is pr~sented to us, therefore, only one
question i~ involved. This is conceded by counsel for appellants,
as they say that the construction to be placed upon this contract is
the only real question involved in the litigation in this court, and
that this question, when determined, ends the controversy.
The finding by the Appellate Court as to the legal construction to be given this contract is not such a finding of fact as is

reversed without remanding, the Appellate Court at the same time

making a ﬁnding of facts to be recited in its ﬁnal order.

The Appellate Court found from the evidence in the case

that James Millikin undertook, in the contract above mentioned,

to pay the sum of money therein mentioned upon condition, only.

that Murray G. Millikin, a minor, upon his arrival at the age of

twenty-one years, would fail to ratify the notes in controversy

in such manner as would make him personally liable, or if the

minor should repudiate or refuse to pay the notes on acount of

their having been executed during his minority. This ﬁnding of

facts was the result of the legal construction given the contract

by the Appellate Court. That court also found as a fact arising

out of the evidence, that upon his arrival at the age of majority

Murray G. Millikin did ratify the notes made by him, thus making

himself personally liable, and that he did not repudiate or refuse

to pay them on account of their having been executed during his

minority. As this record is presented to us, therefore, only one

question is_ involved. This is conceded by counsel for appellants,

as they say that the construction to be placed upon this contract is

the only real question involved in the litigation in this court, and

that this question, when determined, ends the controversy.

The ﬁnding by the Appellate Court as to the legal construc-

tion to be given this contract is not such a ﬁnding of fact as is
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binding upon this court. The construction to be given a contract
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is one of law, rather than of fact. However, that is not material

binding upon this court. The construction to be given a contract
is one of law, rather than of fact. However, that is not material
in this case, as we in nowise differ from the Appellate Court as to
the legal con~truction to be given the contract. Starr & Mills
were conveying some property to Murray G. Millikin, a minor.
From the fact that upon his arrival at his majority he would have
the right, in law, to repudiate the notes or refuse payment on account of their having been executed during his minority, this
separate contract was executed to guarantee there should be no
such refusal or repudiation. The entire controversy occurs over
the last clause of the contract, which reads: "In the event that
said Murray G. Millikin shall repudiate or ref~tQ__~!!j'. said
notes I hereby agree to pay the same to said Starr & MiIIS+ or
th~ ass~s." This clause, however, when taken in connection
with all the circumstances of the case and the recitals in the contract preceding this clause, to the effect that Murray G. Millikin
was a minor under the age of twenty-one years and that he was
desirous of having the deeds to the lots made to him, and that appellee guaranteed Murray G. Millikin would ratify such purchase
and the giving of said notes upon his arrival at the age of twentyone years, tends to establish, without question, that the only purJX>Se of the execution of this contract was that the notes should
not be repudiated or payment refused on account of the age of
the maker. It is evident that there was no intention on the part
of James Millikin to personally guarantee the payment of this indebtedness. The parties connected with the transaction were all
business men,---one a banker, another a lawyer,-and if the intention had been to personally guarantee this indebtedness such guaranty would have been on the back of the note, or as a joint maker,
or in some other manner much less cumbersome than as shown
by this record.
The construction given this contract by the Appellate Court
was the correct one, and the judgment of that court will be
affirmed.
Judgment affirmed.

in this case, as we in nowise differ from the Appellate Court as to

the legal construction to be given the contract. Starr & Mills

were conveying some property to Murray G. Millikin, a minor.

From the fact that upon his arrival at his majority he would have

the right, in law, to repudiate the notes or refuse payment on ac-

count of their having been executed during his minority, this

separate contract was executed to guarantee there should be no

such refusal or repudiation. The entire controversy occurs over

the last clause of the contract, which reads: “In the event that

said Murray G. Millikin shall repudiate o£_r_e_fu_sg_t9_p_g said

notes I hereby agree to pay the same t ' Mil or

their assigps.” This clause, however, when taken in connection

with all the circumstances of the case and the recitals in the con-

tract preceding this clause, to the effect that Murray G. Millikin

was a minor under the age of twenty-one years and that he was

desirous of having the deeds to the lots made to him, and that ap-

pellee guaranteed Murray G. Millikin would ratify such purchase

and the giving of said notes upon his arrival at the age of twenty-
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one years, tends to establish, without question, that the only pur-

pose of the execution of this contract was that the notes should

not be repudiated or payment refused on account of the age of

the maker. It is evident that there was no intention on the part

of James Millikin to personally guarantee the payment of this in-

debtedness. The parties connected with the transaction were all

business men,—one a banker, another a lawyer,—and if the inten-

tion had been to personally guarantee this indebtedness such guar-

anty would have been on the back of the note, or as a joint maker,

or in some other manner much less cumbersome than as shown

by this record.

The construction given this contract by the Appellate Court

was the correct one, and the judgment of that court will be

afﬁrmed.

Judgment affirmed.
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